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JOURNAL FOCUS
Emergency medicine is a specialty which closely reflects societal challenges and consequences of public policy
decisions. The emergency department specifically deals with social injustice, health and economic disparities,
violence, substance abuse, and disaster preparedness and response. This journal focuses on how emergency
care affects the health of the community and population, and conversely, how these societal challenges affect the
composition of the patient population who seek care in the emergency department. The development of better
systems to provide emergency care, including technology solutions, is critical to enhancing population health.
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Introduction: Patient visits to the emergency department (ED) or urgent care centre (UCC) for
the sole purpose of requesting prescriptions are challenging for the patient, the physician, and
the department. The primary objective of this study was to determine the characteristics of these
patients, the nature of their requests, and the response to these requests. Our secondary objective
was to determine the proportion of these medication requests that had street value.
Methods: This was a retrospective, electronic chart review of all adult patients requesting a
prescription from a two-site ED and/or an UCC in a medium-sized Canadian city between April
1, 2014–June 30, 2017. Recorded outcomes included patient demographic data and access to a
family doctor, medication requested, whether or not a prescription was given, and ED length of stay.
Medication street value was determined using a local police service listing.
Results: A total of 2,265 prescriptions were requested by 1,495 patients. The patient median
[interquartile range] age was 43 [32-54] years. A family doctor was documented by 55.4% (939/1,694)
of patients. The two most commonly requested categories of medications were opioid analgesics
21.2% (481/2,265) and benzodiazepine anxiolytics 11.7% (266/2,265). Of patients requesting
medication, 50.5% (755/1,495) requested medications without street value including some with
potential to cause serious adverse health effects if discontinued. The requested prescription was
received by 19.9% (298/1,495) of patients; 15.3% (173/1,134) returned for further prescription
requests. The 90th percentile length of stay was 3.2 and 5.6 hours at the UCC and ED, respectively.
Conclusion: Patients who presented to the ED or UCC sought medications with and without street
value in almost equal measure. A more robust understanding of these patients and their requests
illustrates why a ‘one-size-fits-all’ response to these requests is inappropriate and signals some fault
lines within our local healthcare system. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1211–1217.]

INTRODUCTION
Although they make up a small proportion of the overall
visits,1 patients presenting to the emergency department (ED)
or urgent care centre (UCC) for the sole purpose of requesting
a prescription pose many problems: 1) for the patient, who
may experience a long wait and possibly a mismatch between
what they want and what the acute care service is willing
to provide; 2) for the physician, who is in the business of
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

episodic not comprehensive care and is diligently trying
to avoid the misdirection of medications; and 3) for the
department, which strives to conserve time and specialized
resources that arguably should be directed toward patients
with more urgent needs. Lacking in the literature is a closer
examination of these patients who request prescriptions (PRP),
which is needed to explore how they can be better supported
to manage their health conditions.
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Research to date has offered some insight into two
groups of vulnerable ED patients with a close relation to
PRPs. The first group consists of heavy utilization patients
who make multiple visits to the ED.2 These patients have
been shown to have not only unmet access needs but also
significant economic and social forces driving their choices.3
The second group is patients who exhibit behaviors associated
with prescription drug misuse.4,5 This is a complicated group
that also intersects patients with pain and addiction issues.6
Requesting a prescription refill is one behavior that has been
identified with prescription drug misuse.4,5 Patients in the ED
who request prescriptions, make multiple visits, and exhibit
prescription misuse behaviors are all subgroups of the very
heterogeneous ‘non-urgent’ patient group for which a more
robust literature exists.7-9 However, use of the ED for any
type of non-urgent care remains controversial. Whether or not
these visits contribute to ED crowding, increased costs, and
deprivation of continuity of care remains unresolved.10-12
Obtaining prescriptions and navigating medical
appointments are part of self-management of health
conditions, which does not occur in isolation but rather in the
context of patients’ physical, social, and family environment.13
Yet, before being able to consider a larger social determinants
of health approach to these patients, we need to first
understand PRPs and their requests. With this understanding,
we may be better positioned to serve these patients and to
support physician decision-making surrounding their care.
The primary objective of this study was to determine
the characteristics of patients who present to the ED or UCC
requesting a prescription, the nature of these requests, and
the resulting action taken by the attending physician. The
secondary objective was to determine the proportion of
medication requests that have potential street value and the
subsequent responses to these requests.
METHODS
Study design, setting and population
We conducted a retrospective analysis of electronic
health record data14 between April 1, 2014–June 30, 2017.
To capture the maximum number of patients, we used both
the presenting complaint and discharge diagnosis of ‘issue
of repeat prescription.’ The presenting complaint code was
searched using the Canadian Emergency Department Diagnosis
Shortlist,15 and the discharge diagnosis code was searched
using the International Classification of Disease, 10th Revision
(ICD-10). We combined these lists to create our database.
Any patient 18 years of age or older who attended either the
ED or the UCC was included in the study. The study was
approved by the Health Science Research and Ethics Board at
Western University (no. 109752) and adhered to the STROBE
(Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology) guidelines for reporting observational studies.16
London Health Sciences Centre is a multisite, 1168bed, quaternary hospital that serves an urban population of
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Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Patients presenting to acute care settings for
a prescription request are an underexplored
group that present challenges for themselves
and emergency care providers.
What was the research question?
What are the characteristics of patients who
present for prescription refill, their requests,
and the response to these requests?
What was the major finding of the study?
Patients sought medications with and without
street value in almost equal measure and
received prescriptions 20% of the time.
How does this improve population health?
A ‘one-size-fits-all’ strategy, such as diversion,
is insufficiently nuanced to be adequate.
These patients expose fault lines within local
healthcare systems.

approximately 400,000. The two adult EDs at this hospital
have a combined annual census of 165,000. The UCC is
located between the two EDs geographically and sees 48,000
patients annually; it is open 365 days per year but closes in
the evenings. A common pool of emergency physicians staffs
all departments. At the time of this study, both EDs and the
UCC site used a hybrid health record model, with physician
notes recorded on a paper chart and all other data recorded
electronically. Only the electronic data was accessed and
collected for this study.
Outcomes
Trained research personnel recorded baseline patient
demographics including age, gender, and whether or not a
family doctor was identified. Repeat visits were checked
amongst all three sites. We logged the day of week of
presentation, wait time, length of stay (LOS), and whether
the patient left prior to being assessed by a physician.
In keeping with provincial reporting metrics, ED wait
times and LOS were calculated as 90th percentiles, which
represent the maximum length of time in which 9 of 10
patients waited to be seen by a physician or completed
their ED visit. We excluded patients who left prior to
being assessed by a physician from wait time and LOS
calculations. Specific medications requested were identified
in the nursing triage note. Prescriptions issued at discharge
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were part of the electronic record and were documented and
later categorized.
The separation of analgesics into opioid and non-opioid
was accomplished using the triage nurse record of patient
request. If the patient requested a medication by name, then
their request was coded as opioid or non-opioid analgesic,
respectively. If the patient requested ‘pain meds,’ then these
were recorded as non-opioid analgesic to avoid overestimating
opioids. Whether or not a medication had value on the street
was determined using the London Police Service 2017 Street
Drug Index, a report maintained and updated by the local
police department, which lists medications and their expected
monetary value when sold on the street.

Table 1. Patient and response variables.
All patients
requesting
prescriptions
N(%)

Patients requesting
at least one
medication with
street value N (%)

Age in years

n = 1,696

n = 740

18 - 30

390 (23.0)

163 (22.0)

31-50

741 (43.7)

355 (48.0)

> 50

565 (33.3)

222 (30.0)

Variable

Gender

n = 1,696

n = 740

Male

982 (57.9)

444 (60.0)

Female

708 (41.7)

292 (39.5)

Other

6 ( 0.4)

4 ( 0.5)

n = 1694

n = 738

Yes

939 (55.4)

417 (56.5)

No

755 (44.6)

321 (43.5)

Data Analysis
Data were tested for normality and analyzed using
descriptive statistics; they were summarized as mean
(+-SD), median [IQR], or percentage as appropriate.
Differences between groups were tested using MannWhitney U analysis. We defined P <0.05 as the level of
statistical difference.

Family doctor
documented*

RESULTS
A total of 1,923 cases met the inclusion criteria over the
39-month study period. We removed cases (n = 227) if it was
unclear whether a prescription had been requested, or a nonmedication prescription (ie, splint) or injection (ie, tetanus
immunization) was requested (Figure 1).

Left without being seen

Site Visited

n = 1696

n = 740

655 (38.6)

293 (39.6)

1,041 (61.4)

447 (60.4)

n = 655
158 (24.1)

n = 293
58 (19.8)

n = 1,041
85 ( 8.1)

n = 447
39 ( 8.7)

n=173

n=124

ED only

38 (22.0)

27 (21.8)

UCC only

80 (46.2)

57 (46.0)

ED
UCC
ED
UCC
Patients with repeat
visits by site

Both sites
55 (31.8)
40 (32.2)
* Two patients with family Doctor field not completed in record.
ED, emergency department; UCC, urgent care centre.

Figure 1. Patient health record selection process for the study.

The Patient
The patient median age was 43 years [32-54] with 57.9%
being male (Table 1). A family doctor was documented by
55.4% of patients. The EDs were chosen as the site of care
by 38.6% (655/1,696) of patients while the UCC was chosen
by 61.4% (1041/1,696). No significant difference was found
for presentation by day of week. Some patients chose to leave
before being seen by a physician, 24.1% (158/655) from
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

the EDs and 8.1% (85/1,041) from the UCC. Of patients
requesting a repeat prescription in the study time frame,
15.3% (173/1,134) had greater than one visit to either the
EDs or UCC (range 1-26). Repeat presentations to the EDs
only were seen in 22% (38/173), to the UCC only in 46.2%
(80/173), and between the two facilities 31.8% (55/173). We
compared demographic data for patients requesting at least
one medication with street value to data for all patients.
The Request
An additional 201 patients were removed from the
remaining analyses due to an unknown medication being
requested. A total of 2,265 prescriptions were requested
by 1,495 patients with the median number of medications
requested during the visit being 1 [1-2] with a range of
1-8. The most commonly requested medications were
opioid analgesics, benzodiazepine anxiolytics, non1213
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opioid analgesics, antidepressants, antipsychotics, and
amphetamines (Table 2), with 39.1% (886/2,265) having
street value. Of the patients presenting, 49.5% (740/1,495)
made a request for at least one prescription of street value.

Shepherd et al.

Patients presenting with more than one visit had a similar
profile of medication requests with 45.8% (362/791)
having street value. Of these 173 multivisit patients, 57.8%
(100/173) requested at least one prescription of street value.

Table 2. Prescriptions requested and written by category for all patients and patients with repeat visit.
Prescriptions requested by all
patients N (%)

Prescriptions written by
physician N (%)

Prescriptions requested by
patients with repeat visits N (%)

Analgesics-opioid**

481 (21.24)

61 ( 9.92)

154 (19.47)

Anxiolytics-benzodiazepine**

266 (11.74)

65 (10.57)

130 (16.43)

Analgesics-non opioid

248 (10.95)

50 ( 8.13)

91 (11.50)

Antidepressants

232 (10.24)

90 (14.63)

68 ( 8.60)

Antipsychotics

201 ( 8.87)

53 ( 8.62)

82 (10.37)

Central nervous system
agents-amphetamines**

126 ( 5.56)

32 ( 5.20)

68 ( 8.60)

Cardiovascular agents

Prescription category

124 ( 5.47)

73 (11.87)

22 ( 2.78)

Respiratory tract agents

91 ( 4.02)

45 ( 7.32)

22 ( 2.78)

Antibacterials

70 ( 3.09)

2 ( 0.33)

12 ( 1.52)

Gastrointestinal agents

63 ( 2.78)

26 ( 4.23)

26 ( 3.29)

Anticonvulsants

56 ( 2.47)

17 ( 2.76)

20 ( 2.53)

Blood glucose regulators

46 ( 2.03)

19 ( 3.09)

10 ( 1.26)

Blood modifiers-anticoagulants

45 ( 1.99)

9 ( 1.46)

14 ( 1.77)

Sleep disorder agents

35 ( 1.55)

16 ( 2.60)

16 ( 2.02)

Immunological agents

30 ( 1.32)

4 ( 0.65)

8 ( 1.01)

Antivirals

22 ( 0.97)

6 ( 0.98)

0 ( 0.00)

Bipolar agents

18 ( 0.79)

7 ( 1.14)

9 ( 1.14)

Hormonal agents

16 ( 0.71)

6 ( 0.98)

5 ( 0.63)

Contraceptives

14 ( 0.62)

4 ( 0.65)

3 ( 0.38)

Skeletal muscle relaxants

14 ( 0.62)

7 ( 1.14)

6 ( 0.76)

Cannabinoids**

13 ( 0.57)

4 ( 0.65)

10 ( 1.26)

Antiparkinson agents

12 ( 0.53)

2 ( 0.33)

7 ( 0.88)

Antiemetics

8 ( 0.35)

1 ( 0.16)

3 ( 0.38)

Electrolytes/minerals/metals/
vitamins

8 ( 0.35)

1 ( 0.16)

4 ( 0.51)

Anti-addiction/substance abuse
treatment agents

5 ( 0.22)

2 ( 0.33)

0 ( 0.00)

Ophthalmic agents

4 ( 0.18)

5 ( 0.81)

0 ( 0.00)

Genitourinary agents

4 ( 0.18)

2 ( 0.33)

0 ( 0.00)

Antimigraine agents

3 ( 0.13)

0 ( 0.00)

1 ( 0.13)

Sexual disorder agents

3 ( 0.13)

3 ( 0.49)

0 ( 0.00)

Antifungals

2 ( 0.09)

0 ( 0.00)

0 ( 0.00)

Antiparasitics

2 ( 0.09)

0 ( 0.00)

0 ( 0.00)

Metabolic bone disease agents

2 ( 0.09)

0 ( 0.00)

0 ( 0.00)

1 ( 0.04)

3 ( 0.49)

0 ( 0.00)

n = 2,265

n = 615

n = 791

Dermatological agents

Note: The requested prescriptions were categorized using the United States Pharmacopeial Convention Drug Classification System17
with the exception of cannabinoids, which was added to reflect the Canadian content.
**Indicates categories with street value.
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The Response
The 90th percentile wait time for seeing a physician was 2.8
and 4.9 hours at UCC and EDs, respectively. The 90th percentile
LOS was 3.2 and 5.6 hours at UCC and Eds, respectively.
The median time spent receiving care (ED LOS minus wait
time) was 17 minutes [10-30] for patients who received their
requested prescriptions and 20 minutes [11-36] for those who
did not (P = 0.012). A total of 298 of 1,495 of patients (19.9%)
received their requested prescription, with 7.9% (118/1,495) of
patients receiving at least one prescription of street value. For
all prescriptions requested, 27.2% (615/2,265) were written and
7.2% (162/2,265) had potential street value (shown in Table 2).

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore
patients who present to acute care departments requesting
prescriptions. Our study showed that approximately half
of the patients presenting to an acute care department for
the sole purpose of requesting a prescription asked for at
least one medication that had value on the street. The other
half requested a diverse array of medications without street
value. Appreciation of this duality is important as we work
to understand what drives these patients to seek care in
acute care settings and subsequently strategize best care for
these patients. This work adds to the body of literature by
characterizing a previously poorly understood patient group;
it adds to our local public health information by shining a
light on some fault lines in the provision of healthcare within
the community.
The median age of patients in our study (43 years) aligns
well with previous studies examining non-urgent visits to
the ED.8,9,18 Patients experienced long waits to be seen by
a physician at both the UCC (2.8 hours) and the ED (4.9
hours), which was longer than the 90th percentile for a wait
time of 2.7 hours published for low-acuity patients who were
discharged from Ontario EDs.19 Longer wait times at the
EDs may also have contributed to the high rate of leaving
prior to assessment (24.1%), which is strikingly higher than
the provincial average of 3%,19 despite excluding all these
patients from wait-time calculations.
Although some consider the ED and UCC as an option
of last resort,3,20 more than half of our patients reported
having family doctors which suggests otherwise. Choice
of the ED or UCC for refilling their prescriptions may
instead be an ‘affirmative choice’21,22 driven by a failure
to receive adequate help at other sources of care.9 Factors
that lead patients to seek other sources of care outside
of their family doctor include difficulty with accessing
complicated appointment systems, English as an additional
language, difficulty navigating the telephone, health literacy,
and convenience.18,22,23 Our city has not been considered
underserviced by family physicians. Of all participants,
15.3% had greater than one visit during the study timeframe
with one patient presenting 26 times. It has been suggested
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

that social and economic forces have strong impact on
patients who are frequent utilizers of acute care resources for
non-urgent problems.3
Emergency physicians practicing in this community have
reason to be wary about misdirected prescriptions with 49.5%
of patients requesting at least one prescription with street
value. Relative to population size, it has been estimated that
London has one of the largest populations of injection drug
users in Canada.24 Access to patient drug profiles has become
more readily available to emergency physicians, but it is
unclear how this affects their prescribing patterns.5,25
It is important to pay equal attention to the other
50.5% of patients who requested medications without street
value. Stopping many of these medications such as insulin,
anticoagulants, and anticonvulsants could result in significant
adverse health consequences. Psychiatric medications such as
antidepressants, antipsychotics, and bipolar agents make up
20% of the total prescriptions requested in a city that has more
psychiatrists per capita than the average in Ontario26 and no
shortage of family physicians.
With such a large number of requests for medications
lacking street value, a shift in the accepted boundaries of
emergency physician practice may need to be considered. The
‘just say no’ policy of the ED in this study directs physicians
away from writing prescriptions for the purpose of continuing
care but does allow for exceptions at the discretion of the
physician. Intended to protect against medication misdirection,
this policy may not be an appropriate response to requests
for some of these medications. Our results confirmed that it
takes significantly longer to say ‘no’ than to say ‘yes’ to a
prescription request but physicians did say ‘no’ to almost 80%
of patients.
This time pressure adds yet another tension for physicians
and their departments in the era of scorecards that track
and reward throughput.6 The 90th percentile for LOS was
3.2 hours at the UCC and 5.6 hours at the EDs compared
with a provincial report of 3.9 hours for low-acuity patients
who were discharged.19 Prolonged LOS is of concern to
healthcare administrators because of the perceived negative
association with cost and crowding.27 Some argue that
the true cost of serving non-urgent patients is lower than
widely believed because of high, fixed operating costs and
relatively low marginal costs.28,29 Our PRPs spent little time
actively consuming department resources (medians of 17
and 20 minutes for UCC and ED), which is consistent with
the literature.11 If these patients neither increase costs to the
healthcare system nor contribute significantly to crowding,
then the issue of their diversion to another place of care loses
much of its relevance.8,11
Diversion also presumes that there is a primary care system
ready and waiting to care for these patients, many of whom are
vulnerable with challenging medical and social needs.7 A city
with an adequate number of family physicians per capita does
not necessarily translate into availability of care for all patients.
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Many diversion plans and implementation solutions are based on
the assumptions of healthcare planners, whose lives of privilege
differ extraordinarily from the lives of those they serve.7 Another
questionable assumption is that patients are rational consumers
and will make ‘better’ and predictable choices if proper
education, incentives, and disincentives are provided.3 Ultimately
within the current Canadian healthcare system, the decision of
where to receive care remains with the patient.
Diversion may not be the only answer. Creative, holistic
solutions have been described for ED patients that may be
adaptable and beneficial for all involved in the care of PRPs.
Malone proposed the implementation of an ED ‘slow track’
for high utilization patients where clinicians work alongside
social workers to identify those at risk and address their social,
economic, and structural barriers.3 This concept may slow
throughput for a particular visit but may be beneficial for both
the patient and the department in the future. A more recent
study from Utah demonstrated the ability to systematically
screen and refer for ED patients’ unmet social needs by
using existing resources and to link screening results, service
referral details, and health service data.13
Our study marks a first step in understanding the ‘who’,
‘what’ and ‘where’ of PRPs. Future research is needed to explore
the important questions of ‘why’ raised by this study. Why did
the patient choose an acute care setting v. their family doctor or
another choice? Why did some patients continue to pay return
visits: Were they successful in obtaining what they wanted or
were they not? Why did physicians decide to offer or decline to
write a prescription? Qualitative studies using more interpretative
methodologies could delve deeper into these questions, adding
important perspective needed to create care strategies.
LIMITATIONS
There are several limitations to our study. Our reporting of
requests for opioid analgesia was falsely low. When a request for
‘pain meds’ was recorded in the triage note with no more specific
descriptor, we counted this request as a non-opioid analgesic
to avoid overestimating the narcotic request. Future studies
collecting data prospectively could remove this limitation. For
the period of this study, our electronic health record was a hybrid,
with physician notes recorded on a paper chart and all other
data recorded electronically. We did not review the paper charts,
which may have led to some inaccuracies. We accepted the
patient’s report of having a family physician as accurate. Yet there
may have been multiple reasons for patient misrepresentation
including a perceived improvement in their chances of obtaining
a desired prescription. This was supported by the markedly
inconsistent documentation of family physicians on review of
patients seeking prescriptions on multiple occasions.
This study was undertaken in a medium-sized urban
community with a large opioid problem, adequately serviced by
family physicians and psychiatrists. Our results signal some of the
gaps in healthcare that existed locally at the time of this study, but
generalizability to other sites and times may be limited. However,
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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the information gathered should be easily retrievable from most
electronic health records and could serve to highlight areas of
concern within other communities. Finally, this study took place
in Canada, where we have a publicly funded healthcare system,
which may also affect generalizability.
CONCLUSION
Our study is a first step in understanding patients who
present to acute care settings for the sole purpose of a
prescription refill request. Patients who requested medications
of street value and those who did not presented in equal
numbers, which would suggest that any ‘one-size-fits-all’ care
strategy is inadequate. The time may have arrived for EDs and
urgent care centres to expand their approach and become more
creative in meeting the needs of these patients.
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Introduction: Although emergency department (ED) discharge presents patient-safety challenges
and opportunities, the ways in which EDs address discharge risk in the general ED population
remains disparate and largely uncharacterized. In this study our goal was to conduct a review of how
EDs identify and target patients at increased risk at time of discharge.
Methods: We conducted a literature search to explore how EDs assess patient risk upon
discharge, including a review of PubMed and gray literature. After independently screening articles
for inclusion, we recorded study characteristics including outcome measures, patient risk factors,
and tool descriptions. Based on this review and discussion among collaborators, major themes
were identified.
Results: PubMed search yielded 384 potentially eligible articles. After title and abstract review, we
screened 235 for potential inclusion. After full text and reference review, supplemented by Google
Scholar and gray literature reviews, we included 30 articles for full review. Three major themes were
elucidated: 1) Multiple studies include retrospective risk assessment, whereas the use of pointof-care risk assessment tools appears limited; 2) of the point-of-care tools that exist, inputs and
outcome measures varied, and few were applicable to the general ED population; and 3) while many
studies describe initiatives to improve the discharge process, few describe assessment of postdischarge resource needs.
Conclusion: Numerous studies describe factors associated with an increased risk of readmission
and adverse events after ED discharge, but few describe point-of-care tools used by physicians for
the general ED population. Future work is needed to investigate standardized tools that assess ED
discharge risk and patients’ needs upon ED discharge. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1218–1226.]

INTRODUCTION
Emergency department (ED) discharge presents
challenges and opportunities related to patient safety. Studies
have demonstrated that gaps in ED discharge operations,

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

including identification of high-risk patients and discharge
processes, have led to multiple patient-safety concerns
including poor comprehension of instructions, medication
non-compliance, and lost to follow-up.1-4 Related work has
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investigated how interventions for specific disease states
can improve the discharge process and follow-up.5 In other
processes of care, clinical decision tools are now used
frequently in the ED, specifically with regard to stratifying
illness severity on presentation and risk-stratifying patients in
need of additional laboratory studies or imaging.6-9
In the inpatient setting, appropriate discharge planning
remains a core element of care coordination, and numerous
studies have demonstrated the benefit of robust discharge
planning processes, such as decreased readmission rates and
increased prescription drug adherence.10-13 In the ED, however,
the development of diligent processes of care surrounding
discharge is limited by time and resource constraints. Recent
studies have found ED-based discharge planning initiatives to
improve patient comprehension, yet the link to improvement in
clinical outcomes has been less defined.14 As the ED remains
the safety net for many at-risk populations, it could be argued
that appropriate discharge planning is of even greater concern.
In fact, studies have found that only a fraction of patients being
discharged from the ED reliably attend follow-up visits.15,16
How EDs identify patients at increased risk at time of
discharge remains largely uncharacterized. There may be
numerous methods by which EDs risk-stratify patients at time
of discharge, yet a comprehensive review of the literature is
limited. A scoping review of the literature may aid in identifying
point-of-care discharge risk-stratification tools. We aimed to
explore the medical literature to assess how EDs identify and
target patients at increased risk at time of discharge. We further
aimed to conduct a review of how ED clinicians may use
point-of-care tools to discover patients at increased risk and the
clinical factors that inform these risk-stratification tools.
METHODS
We conducted a literature review and facilitated
discussions with experts to determine how EDs assess
patient risk upon discharge from the ED. Our prespecified
search protocol was developed per collaboration among a
medical research team consisting of attending and resident
emergency physicians, research fellows, and medical students.
We first searched the medical literature using PubMed for
relevant articles published in the English language over the
past 10 years, given the evolving landscape of emergency
care. Initial inclusion criteria included articles that describe
tools developed by emergency clinicians for discharge riskstratification or those specifically related to patient discharge
from the ED. We excluded articles that describe primary care,
office-based, or inpatient initiatives as our focus remained
on emergency care discharge planning and assessment.
Additional exclusion criteria included any articles regarding
pediatric discharge and studies greater than 10 years old.
Initially, if there were any question of relevance to our
research question, we erred on the side of inclusion.
The initial PubMed search yielded 384 articles with
potential for inclusion. Two authors (DW and BL) screened
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Emergency department (ED) discharge presents
challenges and opportunities related to patient
safety, yet how ED clinicians perform discharge
risk assessment is largely uncharacterized.
What was the research question?
How do ED clinicians identify and target patients
at increased risk at the time of discharge?
What was the major finding of the study?
Many studies describe clinical risk factors but
few describe point-of-care tools utilized by
ED clinicians.
How does this improve population health?
By improving the understanding of ED
discharge risk stratification tools, this study
helps shed light on the lack of standardization
of the process and potential harms that remain.

all titles and abstracts independently for potential relevance.
Of these, we excluded 149 articles deemed out of scope based
on preliminary title and abstract review, as well as duplicates
and inaccessible articles. Of the articles that had potential for
inclusion, the two authors conducted an independent, full-text
review to determine eligibility and then met to resolve any
disagreements. Of these articles, key data including title, author,
description of study, and participants. A third author (TAJ)
reviewed this consolidated list, and in collaboration with SH,
DW and BL, filtered the articles according to whether they met
our research aim. Figure 1 details the review process followed
and outlines the exclusion criteria.
We then conducted an additional full-text review and
examined the references and related citations for all screened
articles. We also searched Google Scholar and performed a
Google search to identify high-quality, non-peer-reviewed
(gray) literature related to our study. During full-text review,
we extracted additional data from included articles including
a comprehensive catalog of the patient and clinical factors
included in discharge risk assessment. A more complete
research protocol is included in the appendix. Based on this list,
the primary author (TAJ) categorized the factors and reviewed
categorization with additional members of the research team.
We conducted two additional meetings with emergency
physicians in ED operations leadership roles to review
findings and identify themes. These experts included one
clinical operations director and an executive vice chair at a
large academic ED, each of whom has numerous publications
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of review of discharge risk-stratification
studies.

and national presentations on clinical operations, patientcentered communication, and discharge process improvement.
Based on the literature review and expert meetings, major
themes were cultivated and discussed for this review.
RESULTS
The PubMed search yielded 384 potentially eligible
articles for title and abstract review. These were initially
screened, with pertinent study data recorded for 235 articles
for potential inclusion. After title and abstract review, 27
articles were included for full-text and reference review. Based
on the review of references, and Google Scholar and gray
literature review, we included three additional articles in our
review. A summary of the reviewed studies is presented in the
Supplemental Table.17-45 The subset of studies that in particular
describe tools for ED discharge risk-stratification are included
in Table 1. We identified key themes from this review, which
are described below. Clinical and patient factors associated
with discharge risk were also extracted and included.
Theme 1: Over 60% of the included studies describe postdischarge risk assessment, whereas the use of point-of-care
risk assessment tools appears limited.
Our review found numerous examples of post-discharge
risk assessment in the literature. Frequently, studies examined
the safety of discharge via cohort studies of discharged patients
from the ED and assessment of their post-discharge course.
These studies were often specific to one disease-state or patient
population. A few of these studies are highlighted below.
Gabayan et al performed a case-control study to assess
the factors associated with poor outcomes in the elderly
discharged from the ED. They found that multiple factors
present at discharge including systolic blood pressure less
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

than 120 millimeters mercury at discharge, heart rate greater
than 90 beats per minute, and poorer score on a mini mental
status exam all increased likelihood of intensive care unit
(ICU) admission for patients greater than age 65.21 Noel et al
performed a cohort study to delineate which clinical factors
and patient characteristics were associated with increased
seven-day mortality after ED discharge.41 They found
that older age, male gender, and evidence of pre-existing
conditions were all associated with increased risk of seven-day
mortality among discharged ED patients.
More commonly, studies assessed adverse events after
discharge for one specific patient population or condition.
For example, Chang et al examined how psychiatric illness
may relate to early death after ED discharge.47 The authors
found that the presence of a psychiatric diagnosis in patients
discharged from the ED was independently associated with
a greater likelihood of death compared with those without
a psychiatric diagnosis. Atzema et al performed a study of
patients with atrial fibrillation discharged from the ED and the
factors associated with 90-day death for these patients.48 The
authors concluded that lack of follow-up care had a correlation
with increased risk of death at 90 days.
Theme 2: Of the point-of-care tools that exist, inputs and
outcome measures varied, and few were applicable to the
general ED population.
As our primary aim was to identify what risk-assessment
tools are used by emergency clinicians at the time of discharge,
we conducted a thorough review to identify studies describing the
use of these tools. Few were elucidated in our primary literature
review, yet our gray literature review highlighted the limited tools
that have been used by emergency clinicians. Table 2 describes
the risk assessment tools that were identified and the studies
related to their use. Three of the risk-stratification tools are further
described below.
Gabayan et al conducted a retrospective cohort study
leading to the development of a risk score to help predict
short-term outcomes of patients following ED discharge.20
The authors examined patient and clinical factors associated
with two clinical outcomes: inpatient admission and ICU
admission/death. They then used these factors to develop a
score to help predict each of the outcomes. Inputs were related
to age, body mass index, systolic blood pressure, heart rate,
comorbidities, length of stay, and evidence of recent inpatient
admission. The authors retrospectively reviewed patient data
to inform the development of the score; however, the ongoing
use of the tool has not yet been described.
Meldon et al examined the use of a five-question
screening tool to predict return ED visits, admission, or
nursing home placement among discharged patients from the
ED.43 The authors found that patients deemed high risk based
on this screening tool were more likely to have the composite
outcome of repeat ED presentation, admission, or nursing
home placement. The study specifically focused on the elderly
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Table 1. Select point-of-care emergency department discharge risk assessment tools.
Study title

Author

Population

Description of tool

Outcome measure

Inputs

A risk score to predict
short-term outcomes
following emergency
department discharge

Gabayan, G

All ED
patients

Developed a score
based on coefficient
estimates of the
model variables

General inpatient
admission, ICU
admission/Death within
7 days

Age, BMI, SBP, HR,
CCI, ED LOS, inpatient
admission in the
previous week.

A brief risk-stratification
tool to predict repeat
emergency department
visits and hospitalizations
in older patients
discharged from the ED

Meldon, S

Elderly

Five-question
screening tool for
elderly patients
(Triage Risk
Stratification Tool)

Composite endpoint of
subsequent ED use,
hospital admission, or
nursing home admission
at 30 and 120 days.

Cognitive impairment,
Difficulty walking,
>4 meds, ED use in
previous 30 days,
or hospitalization
in previous 90,
RN professional
recommendation.

Identifying diverse
concepts of discharge
failure patients at
emergency department
in the US: a largescale, retrospective
observational study

Schrader, C

All ED
patients

Shout Score:
Observational
study to inform the
development of a
tool to assess and
predict discharge
failure

Return ED visits and/or
lack of adherence to PCP
or specialist follow-up

Gender, race, PCP
assigned (y/n),
homelessness,
insurance status, means
of arrival, vital signs,
ESI, history of chronic
conditions (y/n).

Return to the emergency
department among elders:
patterns and predictors.

McCusker, J

Elderly

Identification of
Seniors at Risk
(ISAR)

Return ED visit within 30
days and frequent ED
visits, which include three
or more within six months

Functional status,
hospitalization within
6 months, visual
impairment, mental
impairment, multiple
medications.
ED, emergency department; BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; CCI, chronic condition indicator; LOS,
length of stay; RN, registered nurse; PCP, primary care provider; ESI, Emergency Severity Index.

population and included demographic and clinical questions.
Schrader et al published an observational study in 2019
describing the inputs to and development of a tool to identify
patients at risk of “discharge failure.” The authors defined
discharge failure related to return ED visits and/or lack of
adherence to primary care provider or specialist follow-up.44
The authors incorporated this information, as well as data
from previous studies regarding other patient and clinical
factors related to adverse events after ED discharge, to inform
the development of their tool. These factors included patient
gender, insurance status, Emergency Severity Index score,
and vitals on discharge. The authors conducted simultaneous
observational studies to train and test their tool and found that
the tool may have application for predicting discharge failures.
The ongoing use of the tool has yet to be studied.
The aim of these risk-assessment tools varied. As indicated
in Table 2, most were designed to assess risk of readmission,
risk of poor compliance with follow-up, and/or risk of adverse
events. Some tools incorporated the measurement of risk of ED
re-presentation, whereas others assessed risk of readmission to
the hospital and/or the ICU. One study also measured increased
discharge risk as evidenced by frequent ED visits (>3) over
the course of six months after ED discharge. Furthermore,
the inputs included in the risk scores or clinical tools varied.
Multiple studies targeted the elderly population, with whom
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

the use of functional assessment questions was common.
Vital signs were also commonly used as a proxy for discharge
risk assessment, in addition to the occasional use of gender,
insurance status, and whether or not the patient had a recent
admission, among other inputs. Few, if any, of these studies
described the risk-assessment tools as a means to assess needs
at discharge, specifically what resources are needed and the
urgency of follow-up.
Secondary analysis aimed to characterize which factors
were commonly used among reviewed risk assessment tools.
Of the reviewed articles 60% (18/30) included risk assessment
modalities, including those at point-of-care and post-discharge.
After data retrieval of the factors included in the reviewed
papers, we categorized the findings into the six most common
groupings: vital signs; change in mental status; age; recent ED
visit or admission; medical complexity; and social complexity
(Table 2). Medical complexity includes references to specific
diagnoses, the presence of chronic disease (most commonly
pulmonary, cardiac, or renal impairment), higher acuity
triage, and polypharmacy. Social complexity refers to housing
instability, limited assistance at home, or Medicaid as insurance.
Of these articles 83% (15/18) highlighted increased age as a risk
factor, with 3/4 point-of-care tools including increased age as
an input. Fifty percent (9/18) included medical complexity as a
marker of increased discharge risk assessment, with vital signs
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Table 2. Factors commonly included in discharge risk assessment.
Paper title

First author

Vital
signs

Are vital sign abnormalities associated
with poor outcomes after emergency
department discharge?

Chang CY

Qualitative factors in patients who die shortly
after emergency department discharge

Gabayan G

A risk score to predict short-term outcomes
following emergency department discharge

Gabayan G

x

Poor outcomes after emergency department Gabayan G
discharge of the elderly: a case-control study

x

Change in
mental status

Age

x

x

Medical
complexity

Social
complexity

x

x
x

Effectiveness of a post-emergency
Ong CEC
department discharge multidisciplinary
bundle in reducing acute hospital admissions
for the elderly
Emergency department discharge diagnosis
and adverse health outcomes in older adults

Recent ED visit
or admission

X

x
x

Hastings SN

x

Tele-follow-up of older adult patients from the Morse L
Geriatric Emergency Department Innovation
(GEDI) program

x

Unscheduled return visits with and without
admission post emergency department
discharge

Hu KW

x

x

Value of information of a clinical prediction
rule: informing the efficient use of healthcare
and health research resources

Singh S

x

X

Unplanned early return to the emergency
department by older patients: the Safe
Elderly Emergency Department Discharge
(SEED) project

Lowthian J

x

A multidisciplinary care coordination team
improves emergency department discharge
planning practice

Moss JE

x

Short-term outcomes of elderly patients
discharged from an emergency department

Denman SJ

x

Factors associated with short-term
bounce-back admissions after emergency
department discharge

Gabayan GZ

Patterns and predictors of short-term death
after emergency department discharge

x

x

x

x

x

Gabayan GZ

x

x

Predictors of admission after emergency
department discharge in older adults

Gabayan GZ

x

x

A brief risk-stratification tool to predict
repeat emergency department visits and
hospitalizations in older patients discharged
from the emergency department

Meldon, S

Identifying diverse concepts of discharge
failure patients at emergency department
in the USA: a large-scale retrospective
observational study

Schrader, C

Return to the emergency department among
elders: patterns and predictors.

McCusker, J

Total number of papers that include risk
assessment factor

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

x

x

x

4

1222

X

X

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

4

15

5

9

5
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(22%), change in mental status (22%), social complexity (28%),
and recent ED visit or admission (28%) being less commonly
referenced. Rarely, gender and physician or nursing concern
were included as an input into increased discharge risk.
Theme 3: Many studies describe initiatives to improve the
discharge process, including improving comprehension and
medication review. However, there remains a paucity of literature
describing assessment of post-discharge resource needs.
Numerous studies highlighted the importance of thorough
discharge planning, including initiatives to improve patient
comprehension. Other studies emphasized the importance
of multidisciplinary involvement in the discharge process,
whereas additional studies documented the importance of
early discharge planning to decrease ED length of stay.
Moss et al described the use of a multidisciplinary team
to aid in the discharge planning process and care coordination
of patients, with the goal of improving their post-acute care
return to the community.31 The authors found that patients
who underwent the intervention had a decreased rate of
readmission to the hospital, and ED staff had a high rate of
satisfaction with the program. Other studies explored the use
of tools to facilitate close follow-up, often targeting specific
patient populations that had historically been deemed higher
risk. Biese et al conducted a study to assess the impact of a
telephone follow-up for elderly patients by trained nurses
after discharge from the ED.46 They found no significant
improvement with the intervention as evidenced by a lack of
change in readmission rate or adverse events when compared
with the control group, yet responses to the study highlighted
the limitation that the telephone follow-up may not have been
appropriately intensive or did not target the correct population.
Studies regarding initiatives aimed at improving the
discharge process frequently described targeting a specific
disease process or at-risk population. Although eight studies
included in our review described initiatives to improve
discharge comprehension, there was a notable lack of
standardized tools to identify the patient’s post-discharge needs.
DISCUSSION
In our review of the use of discharge risk-assessment tools
in the ED, we found multiple applications described in the
literature. Many studies detailed post-discharge risk assessment
tools for specific patient populations and medical conditions
seen in the ED. Few studies described risk-assessment tools that
could be used at the point of care, and the tools that do exist
were often limited to the elderly population. Only one study
in our review described a point-of-care risk-assessment tool
for the broad ED population, and the use of that clinical tool
remains in its nascency. Of the studies that included discharge
risk assessment, a variety of patient and clinical factors
were commonly referenced. In particular, studies frequently
highlighted increased age as a risk factor, as well as medical
complexity including chronic cardiac or renal impairment and
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

taking multiple medications. Vital sign abnormalities, changes
in mental status, social complexity, and recent ED visits or
admission were also referenced, although less frequently.
Previous studies have been limited to examining
discharge risk assessments for specific patient populations
or focusing on inpatient care. Lowthian et al conducted a
systematic review of the discharge of elderly patients from
the ED and found no significant benefit associated with the
development of ED-based community transition strategies
for the geriatric population.49 Moons et al conducted an
analysis of four discharge risk-assessment tools specifically
for the elderly population, and found one tool to be more
accurate than others.50 Schwab et al expanded on this study
and conducted a systematic review of the available elderly
discharge risk-assessment tools and found two of these –
Identification of Seniors at Risk and Triage Risk Stratification
Tool – to be the best validated. Yet, these studies solely
examined the elderly population and are not applicable to the
broader ED population.
Our study expands on this work by providing a thorough
review of ED discharge risk assessment tools for the broader
ED population. Furthermore, our study provides multiple
takeaways regarding ED discharge which may merit further
exploration. First, we found that a wide array of studies
document patient risk factors when being discharged from
the ED. These studies define and examine risk with a variety
of endpoints including risk of readmission, adverse events,
and mortality. This augments the previous literature as we
have documented the lack of standardization among these
assessments, both in how they define discharge risk and
the patient populations they examine. Most notably, we
found that there remains a paucity of available point-ofcare risk- assessment tools that are designed for the general
ED population. Furthermore, how these tools are used by
emergency clinicians, and how they can predict the resources
needed for patients post-discharge, remains unknown.
From our study, we were able to elicit some
commonalities among the risk-assessment tools referenced
in the literature. Specifically, we found that the elderly
population is commonly included in risk-assessment
modalities as well as targets for intervention from ED
discharge. Other factors were also commonly cited including
medical complexity and, less commonly, social concerns
and other clinical factors. The tools that exist, however,
often included a variety of these inputs and rarely targeted
a general ED population. Furthermore, the outcomes they
studied often varied. These outcomes included repeat ED
visits, hospital admission, patient comprehension, and 30and 90-day mortality.
We also considered which clinical factors, at a minimum,
should be included in a discharge risk-assessment tool.
Our study found that age was commonly associated with
increased discharge risk, as well as the presence of complex
medical illness, vital sign abnormalities, altered mental
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status, recent admission, and social concerns. It is likely that
at the very least these inputs are foundational for an accurate
discharge risk-assessment tool; however, more research and
discussion are likely needed to inform the development of a
standardized tool. With the significant variability in both the
factors included in discharge risk assessment as well as the
measured outcomes, perhaps a first aim would be to develop
consistency among the potential varying definitions of
discharge risk. This may enable more standardization related
to the testing of the clinical and patient factors included in the
tools referenced above. Our study sheds light on the potential
outcome measures and factors that may be included in these
studies and provides a review of the disparate literature that
currently exists.
The importance of safe ED discharge warrants further
exploration. Challenges and improvements with the ED
discharge process have been associated with harm and better
patient outcomes, respectively.1,2,15 Better understanding
of the tools that exist to assess ED discharge risk helps
shed light on the lack of standardization of the process
and potential harms that remain. Our review suggests that
the methodology for ED discharge risk assessment varies
immensely, evidenced by the wide array of clinical factors
used in the risk-assessment tools described.
Although many studies documented risk factors for
readmission and adverse events, few studies detailed the
tools that may be used at the point of care, and even of these
that exist, outcome measures varied. Of these point-of-care
tools, there were some commonalities that likely contribute
to their potential use at the point of care. Two of the pointof-care tools included screening questions used to predict
discharge failure, whereas the other two tools included
scores calculated from inputs of patient and clinical factors.
Obtaining data that encompass these scores likely requires
additional time at the point of care, such as reviewing
mode of transportation, insurance status, and recent ED
presentations. Validation related to the novel tools is also
relatively limited as validation studies were only conducted
at the study sites. Further research is indicated to externally
validate the novel risk scores to further assess both their
accuracy and application.
It is also unclear from our study whether a single pointof-care tool would be able to capture both risk of readmission
or adverse events as well as discharge needs. It may be that
tools that identify patients at increased risk of readmission
or adverse events may inform clinicians of those patients
requiring more intensive discharge needs assessment.
Additionally, as we have seen success with discharge process
improvements targeting specific disease states, it may be
challenging to develop a tool that applies to a broader patient
population. Future studies may help to identify standardized
tools for ED discharge risk assessment of all patients, as well
as investigate which tools may help assess patient needs upon
ED discharge.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

LIMITATIONS
Our study is not without limitations. First, although our
aim was to identify how EDs identify and target patients at
increased risk upon discharge, we found only four point-ofcare tools in our review. Furthermore, two of the point-of-care
tools have been published in the last three years and thus have
no long-term validation. Although our review was conducted
using both published and gray literature, there may be other
discharge risk-assessment tools being used by ED clinicians
that have not yet been described. We attempted to mitigate this
by discussion with clinicians with significant experience in
ED operations; however, this limitation remains.
The use of expert reviewers also presents limitations.
Although they hold leadership positions in ED operations
and have published on the topic, our expert reviewers may
have limitations in their knowledge on the topic. Furthermore,
their input may also introduce unintentional bias from expert
opinion. Our use of a standardized data collection tool aimed
to include only objective data for our reviewed studies,
yet that limitation remains. Given our goal was to scope
the literature related to ED discharge risk assessment, we
purposely aimed to capture heterogeneous studies. As a result,
the use of a meta-analysis was not appropriate for our study.
We addressed this by keeping a broad scope and by including
rigorous methods to capture pertinent studies.
CONCLUSION
In this clinical review of medical literature regarding
ED discharge risk assessment, we found numerous studies
describing patient risk factors associated with increased risk of
readmission and adverse events after discharge from the ED,
but few studies that describe point-of-care tools used by ED
clinicians. Future work is needed to investigate standardized
tools that assess ED discharge risk and patients’ needs upon
ED discharge. Prospective studies on the use of these tools are
needed to evaluate impact on patient outcomes.
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Introduction: Patient handoffs from emergency physicians (EP) to internal medicine (IM) physicians
may be complicated by conflict with the potential for adverse outcomes. The objective of this study
was to identify the specific types of, and contributors to, conflict between EPs and IM physicians in
this context.
Methods: We performed a qualitative focus group study using a constructivist grounded theory
approach involving emergency medicine (EM) and IM residents and faculty at a large academic
medical center. Focus groups assessed perspectives and experiences of EP/IM physician
interactions related to patient handoffs. We interpreted data with the matrix analytic method.
Results: From May to December 2019, 24 residents (IM = 11, EM = 13) and 11 faculty (IM = 6,
EM = 5) from the two departments participated in eight focus groups and two interviews. Two key
themes emerged: 1) disagreements about disposition (ie, whether a patient needed to be admitted,
should go to an intensive care unit, or required additional testing before transfer to the floor); and
2) contextual factors (ie, the request to discuss an admission being a primer for conflict; lack of
knowledge of the other person and their workflow; high clinical workload and volume; and different
interdepartmental perspectives on the benefits of a rapid emergency department workflow).
Conclusions: Causes of conflict at patient handover between EPs and IM physicians are related
primarily to disposition concerns and contextual factors. Using theoretical models of task, process,
and relationship conflict, we suggest recommendations to improve the EM/IM interaction to
potentially reduce conflict and advance patient care. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1227–1239.]
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INTRODUCTION
Background
Interactions between emergency physicians (EP) and
internal medicine (IM) physicians are frequent and complex.
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported
139 million visits to emergency departments (ED) in the US in
2017; 14.5 million of these resulted in admission, the majority
of which were to medical services.1 Conflicts in priorities,
opinions, and perspectives between these two departments
are to be expected.2-4 The EP makes rapid diagnostic,
management, and disposition decisions while simultaneously
triaging a high volume of acutely ill pattients; IM physicians,
on the other hand, must attend to more detailed workup,
diagnosis, and treatment plans while managing bed and
staffing resources on the hospital ward.5,6
Evidence across healthcare settings suggests that
suboptimal interdepartmental interactions and inadequately
managed conflicts can lead to adverse impacts on patient
safety, healthcare systems workflow, physician wellbeing,
and employee retention.7-11 For emergency medicine (EM)/
IM interactions specifically, unresolved conflicts and
communication failures during patient handoffs between
physicians are associated with higher risks of medical
errors and adverse events.9,12-14 Understanding the nature
of interactions between these groups and optimizing
collaboration during patient admission is therefore a high
priority for research and, ultimately, patient safety and care.6
Although the presence and nature of workplace conflict has
been studied in various healthcare settings, rigorous research
specifically aimed at elucidating the nature of conflict in the
EM/IM interaction remains limited.15,16 Expert opinion and
consensus have highlighted differences between departments
in terms of work demands and culture, such as different
levels of attention to detail and comfort with initial clinical
ambiguity.6,17 Others have pointed out the pernicious impacts
of a silo mentality between these two groups.18 A small survey
of Australian EM and IM residents19 and an interview study at
a US hospital16 each found that departments differed in their
assessment of the adequacy of patient workup in the ED prior to
admission, with IM physicians frequently desiring information
beyond that which EPs normally provide.
A survey study at a US academic medical center5 also
found admitting medical services felt they received inadequate
information from EPs, and that EPs frequently felt defensive
in their interactions with their admitting medical colleagues.
Focus group studies of Canadian EPs and IM and general
surgery physicians have shown that familiarity and trust were
important determinants of quality of communication between
these departments,20 and that historical factors, attitudes
and values, actions, external stressors, and trust could either
produce or mitigate interdepartmental conflict.3
Goals of This Investigation
We aimed to describe and explain the interactions
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Emergency physicians (EP) and internal
medicine (IM) physicians interact frequently.
Suboptimal interdepartmental interactions
can harm patients and physicians.
What was the research question?
What are major reasons for conflict between
EPs and IM physicians at patient handoff?
What was the major finding of the study?
Contextual factors (eg, limited knowledge
of the other/their workflow) and disposition
disagreements (ie, if/when/where patients
should be admitted) led to conflict.
How does this improve population health?
Understanding EP/IM physician conflict
informs efforts to improve interactions,
potentially enhancing outcomes for both
patients and physicians.

and reasons for conflict between these two groups in the
context of EM/IM handoffs. Our goal was to provide
empirical evidence to inform interventions to enhance
interdepartmental interactions and, ultimately, improve
patient and physician outcomes.
METHODS
Study Design
We used constructivist grounded theory,21 a primarily
inductive approach to understand and describe social
processes through systematic and rigorous analysis of
participant interviews or focus groups. Because we wanted to
understand shared perspectives and experiences among our
study participants, we conducted focus groups to explore how
EPs and IM physicians experienced the handoff process. We
drew on the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative
Research22 to guide our analysis and reporting of findings.
Study Setting
This study was conducted at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center, a large, urban, tertiary care, academic medical center
affiliated with Harvard Medical School. The hospital is a Level
I trauma center with approximately 700 beds and 40,000 annual
discharges. Each year the ED sees over 50,000 patient visits,
resulting in over 19,000 admissions, approximately 80% of
which are to IM general or subspecialty services. Patients
are primarily seen in the ED by EM residents supervised by
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EM attendings who ultimately make disposition decisions.
The IM services are staffed either by residents supervised by
hospitalists/other medical subspecialists or by hospitalists
without residents. The IM residents rotate in the ED,
while EM and IM residents rotate together in the medical
intensive care units (ICU) at both the academic hospital and
a local community hospital. Otherwise, residents in the two
departments do not routinely work side by side.
This hospital has designed an electronic signout
communication process (e-signout) between EPs and admitting
physicians through an electronic ED dashboard system.23
(See Figure 1 for details on the process for admissions to the
IM service.) By design, IM physicians rely primarily on the
e-signout and do not routinely see admitted patients in the
ED, instead meeting and examining them upon arrival to the

ward. Both EPs and IM physicians at this facility have reported
greatly preferring this system to its verbal handoff predecessor.24
The system was designed with a mechanism for inpatient teams
to request verbal clarification on signouts whereby a red box
with the letters “MD” (known to EM staff as a “Red MD”)
appears on the dashboard; in this case, EPs subsequently contact
IM physicians for telephone discussion.
Over time, this system has also become a way for inpatient
teams to express concerns or requests to EPs. This dashboard
is viewable by IM physicians and, for non-ICU admissions, is
the only routine admission-related contact between physicians
in the two departments. A Red MD discussion request occurred
in 14.4% of inpatient medicine admissions during the previous
year. In this study, having the dashboard system as the main
source of communication between these two departments

Figure 1. Patient admission process from ED to IM floor. This hospital has designed an electronic signout communication process
(e-signout) between EM physicians and admitting physicians through an electronic ED dashboard system. EM attendings decide on
need for admission, notify admitting office. Admitting office assigns inpatient bed/team, notifies accepting IM physician via admission
page. IM physician (either resident on teaching service, or hospitalist attending on non-teaching service) reviews e-signout and
either accepts admission (86% of cases, in which case patient is transferred to IM service) or initiates discussion (14% of cases,
in which case a “red MD” notification appears on dashboard and EM resident is notified of need for discussion). If “red MD” case,
EM resident and IM resident/attending discuss concerns. If issue is resolved, patient is transferred to IM service. If not resolved,
discussion rises to EM attending/IM attending telephone discussion (rare). Issue is either resolved and patient is transferred to IM
service or disposition is changed.
EM, emergency medicine; IM, internal medicine; MRN, medical record number; ED, emergency department.
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offered a methodological opportunity, as it provides a unique
lens into identifying and understanding sources of conflict
between EPs and IM physicians.
Participant Selection and Data Collection
We conducted focus groups to assess various aspects
of the EP/IM physician relationship, including venues for
interactions, the nature of the interactions, and suggestions
for improvement. Focus group guides (Appendix A) were
based on a review of the relevant literature and informed
by cognitive interviews25 with several faculty experienced
in interdisciplinary research at our hospital. Focus group
respondents were recruited using purposive sampling via
email invitations from department heads and residency
program directors and through invitation during departmental
faculty meetings. Focus groups were held at times convenient
for the participants. Participation was voluntary. Focus groups
were conducted until data saturation was reached.
To maximize participants’ sense of psychological safety in
the focus groups and interviews, these sessions were conducted
in a medical education research space away from clinical areas
by two social scientists experienced in qualitative methods
(AS and CB). Each focus group was department-specific (EM
or IM) and consisted of physicians of the same level (resident
or attending). Given the sensitive nature of the topic, we also
informed participants that all focus groups were confidential
and that the aim of the study was not to place blame on either
department, but rather to understand and identify areas for
improvement in EM/IM interactions. Sessions were recorded,
with recordings sent to a secure human transcription service
for deidentified transcription. All transcripts were subsequently
reviewed with audio recordings by CB to ensure accuracy. In
rare cases, a clinical author (ZK) corrected clinical terminology
in the transcripts without listening to the audio recordings to
maintain respondent anonymity. Additional observations about
non-verbal cues or context were noted by either the focus group
facilitator and/or a note-taker, if present, during each session.
Data Analysis
We analyzed focus group and interview transcripts
using the framework approach,26 which begins with ongoing
inductive content analysis to identify salient themes, followed
by organizing themes into matrices.27 Matrix displays assist
with analysis by visually mapping relationships between
participant groups (horizontal axis) and thematic categories
identified through content analysis (vertical axis). Specifically,
we sought to identify associations between EM and IM
respondents to gain a better understanding of how the two
departments perceived common areas of conflict that impact
their relationships with the other.
Core analytic authors (ZK, AMS, CB) independently read
through the transcripts and had ongoing meetings to discuss
and identify important themes. Having a core interdisciplinary
analytic team composed of a hospital medicine physician (ZK)
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

and social science researchers (AMS, CB) helped to ensure
data were interpreted fully and from multiple perspectives. The
core analytic team wrote and discussed analytic memos and/or
detailed notes for each transcript to document personal reactions
(“reflexivity”), identify potential biases and assumptions, and
create an audit trail to track decisions and inferences made
with these data. To minimize potential IM bias from the core
team, several EM authors (JL, MH) read uncoded transcripts
independently, generated potential codes, and participated in the
analysis at larger team meetings with the core analytic authors
to discuss and refine the codebook and data summaries, evaluate
the credibility of results, and assess congruence with lived
reality of the EM/IM relationship.
After manually marking all transcripts and creating
a codebook in Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,
WA), core analytic authors created a matrix display in Word
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) for each transcript
to reduce data into more manageable formats. We further
reduced the data by listing areas/sources of interdepartmental
conflict along the vertical axis, with participant and topic
categories along the horizontal axes as follows: “IM physicians’
perspective of conflict area,” “Emergency physicians’
perspective of conflict area,” “IM physicians’ perspective of
emergency physicians,” “Emergency physicians’ perspective
of IM physicians,” and “Suggestions for improvement.”
Important quotes and synthesized information were entered into
overlapping or incongruent perspectives, as well as suggestions
discussed by respondents to address each source of conflict.
We used multiple strategies to address trustworthiness
or qualitative validity (see Appendix B). Summary reports
of the data were shared and discussed with co-authors who
held leadership positions in each department (CS and CT).
Findings were also presented to EM and IM departmental
leaders not involved in the study.
Ethical Approval
This study received an exempt determination from the
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Committee on Clinical
Investigations/Institutional Review Board.
RESULTS
Characteristics of Study Subjects
See Table 1. From May–December 2019, 24 residents
(IM = 11, EM = 13) and 11 faculty members (IM = 6, EM
= 5) participated in focus groups. Focus groups with 3-6
participants lasted approximately one hour each (range 33-73
minutes). Due to availability and scheduling needs, two EM
faculty members were interviewed one-on-one and one focus
group consisted of one physician from each department.
Emergency physicians and IM physicians confirmed that
their primary means of interaction was through the e-signout
and then, if necessary and requested by the admitting IM
physician, subsequently by telephone. Overall, EPs and
IM physicians described having effective and collaborative
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Table 1. Characteristics of focus group participants (n = 35).
Characteristic

Total
n (% of total)

Department
Internal Medicine (IM)

17 (48.6)

Emergency Medicine (EM)

18 (51.5)

Respondent group
IM resident

11 (31.4)

EM resident

13 (37.1)

IM attending

6 (17.1)

EM attending

5 (14.3)

Resident Postgraduate Year (PGY)
PGY 1

2 (5.71)

PGY 2

10 (28.6)

PGY 3

12 (34.3)

Attending number of years as faculty
≤ 5 years as faculty

6 (17.1)

> 5 years as faculty

5 (14.3)

Gender
Male

20 (57.1)

Female

15 (42.9)

interdepartmental relationships; however, nearly all
participants described multiple experiences of preventable
conflict and frustration. Although the two departments
described different perspectives and expectations of the
handoff process, there was considerable agreement within
each departmental group about the factors that consistently
presented challenges or produced frustration.
Main Results
We identified two key themes related to the handover
interaction: IM physician concerns about patient disposition
(Table 2), ie, whether a patient needed to be admitted to the
hospital, should go to an ICU, or required additional testing
before transfer to the floor) and contextual factors (Table 3)
at the level of the individual (the Red MD notification as a
primer for conflict, knowledge of the other person and their
workflow) and system (clinical workload and volume, the
rapid workflow in the ED).
We include representative comments as well as
recommendations made by respondents.
Patient Disposition
Whether a patient requires admission at all
Many IM physicians highlighted that they placed discussion
requests when they felt that a patient may not need admission.
Several agreed that such short-stay admissions necessitated a
great deal of effort for limited medical benefit to the patient. One
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

EP said they were “sympathetic” to IM physicians’ concerns
and acknowledged that this would be “very frustrating” when
IM physicians had “done a whole lot of work to admit a patient
who no longer needs admission” (EM attending #2, Focus group
F). On the other hand, EPs felt there were often other indications
for admission beyond strictly medical reasons that might not be
recognized by the accepting IM physician, such as the need for
intense education for outpatient management, some of which
EPs felt inadequately trained to do. Alternatively, EPs sometimes
requested admission to the hospital because an otherwise
clinically stable patient was not currently safe to go home.
Sometimes EPs felt that finding “a label to attach” (ie, a
diagnosis) to a patient, even if equivocal, made such requests
easier. The IM physicians understood the occurrence of label
attachment but wished the uncertainty of the label would
be more clearly conveyed in the patient sign-out. Many IM
physicians wished EPs could more regularly revisit admission
decisions made earlier, especially if a patient improved
significantly during a prolonged wait for an inpatient bed. Some
IM physicians described a perception of futility in discussions
to prevent what they thought were unnecessary admissions,
which one resident characterized as a “big area of contention”
(IM resident #3, Focus group C). However, IM physicians
recognized that, due to high patient volume, EPs may not have
the time to constantly re-evaluate the need for admission after
a patient improves. Several EPs highlighted that prolonged ED
patient boarding, and the resultant requirement to cover many
patients whom they had not seen, made it especially challenging
to overturn a previous EP’s admission request.
Whether a patient should go to the ICU rather than the IM
service
Several IM physician respondents reported concerns when
they felt patients who were admitted to the IM floor would be
better served in the ICU. The IM physicians felt that their input
on these questions was “undervalued” when they had more
firsthand experience than EPs regarding the capabilities and
limitations of care on the floor (IM resident #8, Focus group A).
On the other hand, EPs felt frustrated that IM physicians were
making requests for re-triage without having seen the patient.
Whether additional testing is necessary before transfer to floor
Many EPs were frustrated about requests from IM teams
for additional testing before patient disposition to the floor.
The EPs felt that some of these requests were reasonable
(eg, if testing did not require the patient to remain in the ED
while awaiting the result or if the doctor was not known to
regularly request discussion), while others were perceived as
less reasonable (eg, if testing was not going to change acute
management or initial disposition) and caused unnecessary
patient transfer delays or required significant human resources.
One EP explained that some of the conflict around this point
was due to “different perceptions of time” (EM attending #2,
Focus group F) in the ED vs on the medicine floor, arising
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Table 2. Internal medicine and emergency physician perspectives related to disposition decisions (whether patients require
admission at all, whether patients should go to the ICU rather than the IM service, or whether additional testing is necessary before
transfer to the floor).*
Topic/perspectives

Representative IM quotes

Representative EM quotes

Our beds are full and our wards teams
are doing their best to discharge everyone
that they can safely, but when you get a
patient who feels fine and wants to go
home…it can just get frustrating for the
patient, for you, for everyone.
IM resident #1, FG C

We’re not admitting everything. We’re trying our
best to filter out the [patients who don’t] need to
stay in the hospital because it doesn’t make sense
for [IM physicians] to do work that’s unnecessary....
I think sometimes people forget that.
EM resident #3, FG G

...sometimes they’ll put a reason for
admission because they’re trying to get
the patient upstairs... and the real reason
would’ve been more acceptable. They’ll put,
“Admit for UTI”...but the real reason is the
patient...[has] no social supports and
they’re just not safe to discharge, which is
kind of an okay reason to admit somebody…
IM resident #6, FG A

You’ll often...call something a pneumonia... or
call something a UTI that’s kind of borderline. If
you can find a label to attach, then it’s easier.
...If we...could ...just say, “...I really don’t know
what’s wrong with this patient, but I don’t think they
can safely go home”...that would be much more
productive.
EM resident #3, FG D

There’s a decision...that the patient needs
to be admitted...Then the patient sits [in
the ED] for 10 hours [during which they
become] stable and ready to go home.
….I desperately wish that...the new ...ED
team...would be willing to re-evaluate the
patient and discharge them...
IM attending #1, FG E

We’re just too busy to re-litigate a decision
that’s already been made by another resident and
attending from our own department.
EM resident #3, FG D

Perceived futility of IM arguing
against need for admission
Shared: Emergency
physicians rarely reverse
admission decisions based on
IM physician opinion.

I don’t actually call anymore if I think the
patient should be discharged...It’s always
a lost cause... they’ve made the decision
that the patient needs to be admitted to
the hospital and so me...saying, “Have you
considered not admitting this patient?” it’s
just...a waste of everyone’s time.
IM attending #2, FG B

I’ve never discharged someone...based on what an
internal medicine resident is telling me...they always
end up being admitted because we have admitting
privileges... At the end of the day, the patient will
be coming to them..., which I understand can make
them feel [they] have less power….
EM resident #6, FG G

Personal expertise and
perspective regarding ICU
disposition
IM: IM physicians have
knowledge and experience
with what is logistically
possible on the floor.

[O]ur opinion on what [qualifies as] a safe
patient for the floor is under-valued. I think
that’s something that we have more
experience than the [physicians in the]
emergency room...We know what it’s like
to get a patient from the emergency room on
the medicine floor...trying to manage with the
limited resources you have, and then trying
to transfer that patient [to the ICU].
IM resident #8, FG A

[Regarding IM teams requesting re-triage to ICU]
That can be sort of frustrating because that’s
coming from somebody who has not seen or
evaluated the patient at all in person yet, and
so we feel like we have the better perspective on
that matter.
EM resident #1, FG D

Unnecessary admissions
IM: It is frustrating to admit
people unnecessarily.
EM: Acknowledgement of this
challenge for IM physicians,
but emergency physicians
do not get credit for the
admissions they do prevent.
Attaching a diagnosis to patients
admitted for mostly non-medical
reasons
IM: Non-medical reasons for
admission are sometimes
appropriate but should be
documented.
EM: Attaching a diagnosis to
a patient, even if equivocal,
facilitates admission requests.
Emergency physicians revisiting
admission decisions
IM: There are instances when
revisiting admission decisions
would make sense, especially
if a patient recovers while
waiting in the ED.
Shared: ED volume and
workflow, especially prolonged
ED boarding, makes revisiting
such admission decisions
challenging for emergency
physicians.

The other issue...is boarding…[Y]our colleague
thought [someone] needed to be hospitalized,
and you are now the 3rd or 4th resident...
taking care of this patient...waiting for a bed
for 18-plus hours. Then you get questions from
the medicine team about “Do they really need to
be hospitalized?”....We’re trying to justify certain
things based on how they look now, and that’s just
a tough spot to be in.
EM resident #5, FG D

EM: Emergency physicians
are the only ones who have
seen the patient.
*Bolded sections added for emphasis.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; FG, focus group.
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Table 2. Continued.
Topic/perspectives

Representative IM quotes

Effects of transfer delays from
IM requests for additional testing
IM: Transfer delays are
sometimes in the patient’s
best interests.

They [emergency physicians] thought that
[transfer] delay was a bad thing, but...if...
we felt...there needed to be a delay, then
that’s in the patient’s interest.
IM resident #8, FG A

Representative EM quotes
There are different perceptions of time...what
is a long duration vs a short duration. To the
emergency department...a [transfer] delay
of 2-3 hours is considerable. It is something
we strive to avoid. It’s...not acceptable. A delay
of 2-3 hours on the floor isn’t perceptible….[IM
physicians say,] “Oh, it’s just a few minutes, just
do it.”
EM attending #2, FG F

EM: Transfer delays are
experienced differently by
emergency and IM physicians.
*Bolded sections added for emphasis.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; FG, focus group.

Table 3. Internal medicine and emergency medicine perspectives on contextual issues that drive interdepartmental conflict.*
Topic/perspectives

Representative IM quotes

Representative EM quotes

Discussion request as
priming for conflict
Shared: The
discussion request can
cause defensiveness,
especially for
emergency physicians
when notifications lack
further details.

That’s the way the system is set up…. The
discussions are only around conflict and never
were they, “You did a great job. I’m so impressed
with your workup”….It’s only around “Why can’t
this patient go home? Are you sure you’ve thought
things through?”... Sometimes I just have a small
question, but then I’m like, “They’re gonna think
that [I have] a criticism, when...I just actually have
a question.”
IM attending #2, FG B

That [discussion request] relays as contention...I
know me, personally seeing the red MD [icon]...I
have a little bit of a block and I go on the defensive....
EM resident #1, FG G

It takes a lot of energy on our part to raise that flag
because often we know it’s going to be a conflict.
You have to feel very strongly...once we already feel
strongly, there’s already extra emotion in there.
IM resident #7, FG A

The worst is when they say, “Just please call.”...
They don’t give you any information about what
their question is...I have no idea what to expect.
I’m just going into this conversation blind...Yeah,
you’re defensive, right off the bat.
EM resident #4, FG D

Knowledge of the other
person and their workflow
Shared: Opportunities
to get to know one
another personally and
their workflows can be
helpful.

[W]e get that the emergency room’s super busy
because we...rotate [there]....We know that it’s like
a constant flow of patients and that you have five
minutes to see a patient, but on the flip side, if
they rotated with us [on IM services], they might
see how much pressure there is to discharge
patients and the complexities of managing [10-20]
sick inpatients at once...
IM residents #2, FG C

In terms of the actual decreasing animosity
during these conversations....it’s, honestly, just
knowing these people outside of work. I think
that putting a face to a name, having been out to
dinner or had a drink with somebody, I think it’s a
lot easier to call them.
EM attending # 1, FG H

Clinical workload/volume
Shared: Patient
volume makes
requests/interactions
harder.

….the issues that we have with the ED stem from
that global issue of a large number of people
trying to be squeezed through a tiny little entry
point into a thing that has a limited number of
beds...Our issues [with emergency physicians]
can’t be fixed unless this is fixed…
IM resident #7, FG A

[Y]ou’ll get to a point where there’s 25 in the waiting
room, 10 in rooms waiting to be seen. At that point
you just gotta hustle and get everything done as
fast as you can….those are times where we feel
the most pressured and those [discussion requests]
and stuff start to paper cut you a little bit more.
EM resident #3, FG G

We all think about the pressures on us, but
everyone’s pressures...and the volume [keep]
going up...everyone’s already frayed. Now these
innocuous things like, “Hey, can I have more
information about the patient?”...are all viewed in
the context of, “They’re just making me do more
and I don’t have any bandwidth for it.”
IM attending #1, FG B
*Bolded sections added for emphasis.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; ED, emergency department; FG, focus group.
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Table 3. Continued.
Topic/perspectives

Representative IM quotes

Representative EM quotes

Release valves
Shared: My department
does not have a
release valve, while my
counterparts do.

It’s not that I’m trying to hold [emergency
physicians] to an impossible standard, and not
that I’m trying to get out of work. It’s that we’re
seeing the other side where there is no release
valve. Their release valve is us, and our release
valve is nothing.
IM resident #7, FG A

...If an ambulance is coming [to the ED], you have
to make room. You have no ability to turn them
away, ask them to go elsewhere. There is no
release valve.
EM attending #2, FG F

Their [emergency physicians’] metric is that
they’re trying to get people up to the floor as
fast as possible... and they don’t always take us
seriously when we’re trying to explain the reason
why we don’t think it’s safe for them to go.
IM resident #7, FG A

I think there’s a perception [of emergency
physicians] we’re always into “get ‘em [patients] out
[of the ED]”...[I]t’s not appreciated on the medicine
side that...a slow [emergency physician] is a
dangerous [emergency physician], and that if you let
the place get jammed up....then that patient who is in
that waiting room with 20 [others] ...actually could be
having an acute [myocardial infarction]….That is not
an economic decision or an efficiency decision.
It’s a patient safety decision.
EM attending #2, FG F

Impact of rapid workflow
in ED
IM: Emergency
physician rapidity can
conflict with patient
safety.

[In the ED,] it’s not like you can say, “I have to stop
working because I have too many patients,” ...that
generates a lot of friction and animosity when
you get told [by IM physicians], “Well, I can’t take
this patient right now because I’m too busy,” ....
because nobody in the emergency department
has that option...that generates a lot of friction.
EM attending #1, FG I

EM: Emergency
physician rapidity is
based on patient safety
decisions.
*Bolded sections added for emphasis.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; ED, emergency department; FG, focus group.

from differences in duration of visits in the ED and IM floors.
Some EPs felt that requests for additional testing, especially
when requested near the end of an IM physician’s shift, were
a way to avoid work and pass it on to an oncoming physician.
The IM physicians acknowledged these occurrences do
happen, though only rarely, and that EPs’ assumptions of these
IM physicians being lazy were unjustified.
The IM physicians felt requests for additional
testing were important and beneficial to patients. The IM
physicians reported asking for more testing because there
were resources in the ED to do this more rapidly, rather
than having to wait a considerable time for these tests to be
done on the ward.
Contextual Issues
Respondents also identified contextual aspects that
contributed to or exacerbated conflict. These occurred on the
interpersonal level, with different individual responses to the
Red MD dashboard signal and gaps in understanding of the
other department physicians’ perspective; and at the hospital
systems level, where factors included the impact of high
patient volume and the rapid workflow in the ED.
Discussion request primes for conflict
The request for additional discussion was often perceived
by both EPs and IM physicians as a trigger for conflict because
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

it was used almost exclusively in the context of discussing
problems. Internal medicine attendings felt that the interactions
were likely perceived as an “implied criticism of [the EP’s]
workup” which led to “a defensiveness, which is understandable”
(IM attending #3, Focus group B). The EPs expressed similar
sentiments and felt especially defensive when such notifications
were accompanied by incomplete information in the page about
the issue they were being called upon to discuss.
Limited knowledge of the other person or their workflow
The EPs and IM physicians expressed that learning
about each other personally and their respective workflows
could reduce conflict. Direct experience in the ED helped IM
physicians appreciate EP perspectives, and social relationships
were beneficial to decrease inter-departmental animosity.
High clinical workload/volume
Both EP and IM physician respondents cited high patient
volume as a significant, or even predominant, stressor on the
interdepartmental relationship and physician well-being. High
patient volume made what might otherwise be reasonable
requests or interactions from their counterparts especially
challenging. Citing the heavy workload on both departments,
an EM attending reported that the EM/IM “interface is going
to be friction by definition, because every side is going to be
looking for room [to offload work] from somewhere” (EM
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attending #2, Focus group F). Both sides felt they did not have
a “release valve” to alleviate excessive clinical work.
Differing perceptions of the impact of rapid ED workflow
Some IM physicians felt that EPs’ rapid management and
disposition decisions could conflict with patient safety. On the
other hand, EPs felt that patient safety was the basis for this
prioritization of prompt disposition, as ED disposition delays
could adversely impact patient outcomes.
Respondent Recommendations
Respondents provided several recommendations to
improve the EM/IM relationship and handover process
(Table 4). These included improvements to the signout
process (in both documentation and communication),
increased positive interdepartmental feedback, guidelines
to assist in disposition decisions, and interdepartmental
social events.

DISCUSSION
We conducted a qualitative focus group study of EP and
IM physician descriptions of interactions related to patient
handoffs at a large academic medical center. In an overall
context of positive interdepartmental relationships, we
identified patient disposition as a primary point of conflict,
specifically the following: 1) whether patients should be
admitted at all; 2) whether patients should be admitted to
the ICU rather than the medical service; and 3) whether
admission should be made pending additional tests in the
ED. Contextual factors contributing to conflict included
individual and interpersonal issues (discussion request as
priming for conflict and lack of knowledge of the other
and their workflow) and hospital level factors (high patient
volume, and differing perspectives on the impact of rapid
ED workflow). In general, these conflicts were not high in
intensity, but they did appear regularly in the data and merit
attention from physicians in both departments.

Table 4. Problems and recommendations at individual and department/hospital level for reducing emergency/internal medicine
physician conflict and enhancing collaboration.
Individual level
recommendation

Problem

Department/hospital level
recommendation

Comment/rationale

Problems Related to Disposition
Emergency and IM physicians
do not have shared
understanding of reason
for admission (eg, need for
intravenous medications, lack
of social supports, diagnostic
uncertainty), especially when
patients were seen by an
emergency physician who has
since completed their shift (T)

Emergency physicians routinely Change e-signout template
document specific reason for
to include specific reason for
admission.
necessity of disposition decision
(rather than alternatives such as
home or ICU).

Prevents misunderstandings/
disagreements between
emergency and IM physicians.

Disposition decisions around
need for admission or ICU are
sometimes debatable (T)

Emergency and IM physicians
work together to create
pathways and disposition
rulesa.

Create pathways and
disposition rulesa.

Allows input/expertise of each
department in decisions,
creates clarity, partially
removes these decisions
from contentious discussions,
capitalizes on complementary
inter-departmental knowledge
bases.

Emergency and IM physicians
approach each other with
curiosity and open-mindedness
rather than defensiveness.

Implement interdisciplinary
teamwork, conflict negotiation
and mitigation training.

Transforms discussion
requests from potentially
contentious disagreements
to satisfying opportunities
for interdisciplinary, patientcentered problem solving.

Problems Related to Context
Disposition discussions
approached with
defensiveness (R)

Physicians do not know each
other well personally (R)

Emergency and IM physicians
Organize joint social eventsa
Facilitates respectful
attend joint social eventsa and
and trainings.
interactions and teamwork.
engage in small talk when able.
Superscript “a” denotes respondent recommendation.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; T, task conflict; P, process conflict; R, relationship conflict.
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Table 4. Continued.
Individual level
recommendation

Problem
Physicians do not understand
each other’s workflows and
priorities well (P)

Department/hospital level
recommendation

Emergency and IM physicians
ask each other about their
priorities and concerns when
working together.

Inpatient demands and
inpatient volume make
interactions with emergency
physicians harder for IM
physicians (R)

Communication with IM
physicians via page/phone
is challenging for emergency
physicians (P)

IM physicians always provide
information on what they need
in page for request for more
information.

Prolonged ED boarding time
strains EM/IM interactions (R)

Comment/rationale

Organize joint trainings,28,29
interdepartmental retreats or
workgroups, trainee rotations,
and leadership meetings.

Enhances each group’s
appreciation of the downstream
consequences of their own
actions on their counterparts’
lives and work, allowing for
emphasis of shared values.

Reduce strain of admitting
and caring for inpatients,
eg, through changes to call
schedules and geographic
admitting, pharmacist
involvement in medication
reconciliation, streamlined
outside record acquisition
processes, reduced clinical
documentation requirements,30
or additional attendings and
advanced practice providers.31

Reduces strain that challenges
IM physicians’ relationships
with emergency physicians.

Implement two-way text
paginga.

Reduces disruption to
emergency physician workflow.

Reduce ED overcrowding
and boarding, eg, through
strategies such as flexibility
in nursing resources,32
dedicated hospitalist-led ED
boarding teams,33 or creation of
psychiatry observation units.34

Decreases emergency
physician stress, makes
revisiting admissions decisions
easier, reduces likelihood of
needing to revisit admission
decision made by an offservice emergency physician
colleague, and makes
discussions with/fulfilling
additional requests from IM
physicians easier.

Notification of request for
IM physicians use request
Adjust e-signout system to
Makes requests less triggering.
information/discussion is
for discussion/information
include a way to easily provide
perceived as primarily negative system also to pass on positive and encourage positive
by emergency physicians and
feedbacka.
interdisciplinary feedback.
so is “triggering” (P, R)
Superscript “a” denotes respondent recommendation.
IM, internal medicine; EM, emergency medicine; T, task conflict; P, process conflict; R, relationship conflict.

We discuss our findings in the context of current research
and theory in organizational and interpersonal conflict, in
which conflict has been categorized into subtypes of task,
process, and relationship conflict.35,36 (See Figure 2 with EP
perspectives in green boxes and IM physician perspectives
denoted in blue.) Task conflicts include difficulties in
achieving mutually satisfactory outcomes because of
differences in viewpoints and goals related to the task at
hand; these are seen, for example, in conflicts related to IM
physician requests to EPs for additional testing (Figure 2, #3).
IM physicians described these tests as more efficiently carried
out in the ED and ultimately beneficial to the index patient; for
EPs, these represented unnecessary transfer delays that would
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

not change patient management and negatively impacted other
patients by slowing the ED workflow.
Process conflicts are defined as differing perspectives
regarding how tasks should be accomplished. These are
exemplified in conflicts arising when IM physicians felt that a
particular admission decision should be revisited, whereas EPs
felt that their workflow and the safety of other patients would
be negatively impacted if they had to continually re-arbitrate
initial admission decisions (Figure 2, #1), especially given the
detrimental effects of high numbers of ED boarding patients. A
third subtype, relationship conflicts, are manifested as tension
and frustration between individuals or groups. These can be
either antecedent or consequent to task and process conflict.
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Figure 2. Differences in perspectives regarding disposition decisions result in task, process, relationship conflict between internal
medicine physicians and emergency physicians at patient handover. Contextual factors contribute to or exacerbate conflict.
ED, emergency department; EM, emergency medicine; ICU, intensive care unit; IM, internal medicine

In our study, given the overall positive regard between EPs
and IM physicians, relationship conflicts appeared primarily to
result from the various task and process conflicts. For example,
both IM and EPs felt their expertise was not always being
valued when IM physicians raised questions about whether
patients should go to the ICU rather than the ward (Figure 2,
#2). Understanding the types of conflict present is useful in
determining the most appropriate conflict management strategy.
Conflict in the workplace is not uniformly destructive;
when managed well, it can also be constructive and enhance
productivity and work quality.37 A moderate level of task
conflict, for example, might improve outcomes by promoting
discussion, stimulating critical thinking, and decreasing
cognitive biases by incorporating and integrating a diversity
of viewpoints. In a recent review of theories of conflict and
conflict management,38 Tjosvold, Wong, and Chen identified
open-minded discussion as a foundational contributor to
constructive conflict management. They define open-minded
discussion as occurring when “people work together to
understand each other’s ideas and positions, impartially
consider each other’s reasoning for these positions, and seek
to integrate their ideas into mutually acceptable solutions.”
This aligns with recommendations from our participants to
create more opportunities for interdepartmental interactions
and discussions, as well as other attempts showing beneficial
effects of structured communication between EPs and IM
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

physicians.39 The focus, therefore, does not always need to
be on eliminating conflict but instead ensuring that all sides
can work together productively, respectfully, and efficiently.
Table 4 shows recommendations to reduce negative
interprofessional conflict and enhance collaboration between
EPs and IM physicians. These recommendations emerge
from the respondents themselves (denoted with superscript
“a” in the table) and our own inferences and assessments of
the key issues. These potential solutions are directed at both
individual physicians as well as departments and hospitals
and may serve as a starting point for discussion between EPs
and IM physicians at other facilities. Several solutions from
this list are particularly actionable and generalizable. These
include standardizing some disposition decisions via shared
interdepartmental working groups who can develop mutually
agreeable patient pathways; increasing each department’s
understanding of the other and their challenges through
interdisciplinary teamwork, conflict training, and social events;
and facilitating easier clinical communication in real time, for
instance through two-way paging or texting.
LIMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations. First, this was a singlecenter study at a large academic medical center, so findings
may not be fully transferable to other facilities and settings,
although we believe many of the themes we explored are
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fairly universal. Next, although we made multiple attempts
to include attending physicians in our focus groups, our final
attending participant counts were relatively low, increasing
the possibility that we did not capture the full breadth of
views on this topic. Still, each group was represented by
multiple physicians and our data reached thematic saturation,
suggesting we obtained the key information from our study
participants. Support for the validity of our findings is also
demonstrated in the multiple and ongoing approaches we
employed to maximize trustworthiness of our findings, as
detailed in Appendix B. Findings may also be subject to
sampling bias because study participation was voluntary and
physicians with more or less experience with conflict may
have been more likely to participate.
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Introduction: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has been shown to increase
levels of psychological distress among healthcare workers. Little is known, however, about specific
positive and negative individual and organizational factors that affect the mental health of emergency
physicians (EP) during COVID-19. Our objective was to assess these factors in a broad geographic
sample of EPs in the United States.
Methods: We conducted an electronic, prospective, cross-sectional national survey of EPs from
October 6–December 29, 2020. Measures assessed negative mental health outcomes (depression,
anxiety, post-traumatic stress, and insomnia), positive work-related outcomes, and strategies used
to cope with COVID-19. After preliminary analyses and internal reliability testing, we performed
four separate three-stage hierarchical multiple regression analyses to examine individual and
organizational predictive factors for psychological distress.
Results: Response rate was 50%, with 517 EPs completing the survey from 11 different sites.
Overall, 85% of respondents reported negative psychological effects due to COVID-19. Participants
reported feeling more stressed (31%), lonelier (26%), more anxious (25%), more irritable (24%) and
sadder (17.5%). Prevalence of mental health conditions was 17% for depression, 13% for anxiety,
7.5% for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and 18% for insomnia. Regular exercise decreased
from 69% to 56%, while daily alcohol use increased from 8% to 15%. Coping strategies of behavioral
disengagement, self-blame, and venting were significant predictors of psychological distress, while
humor and positive reframing were negatively associated with psychological distress.
Conclusion: Emergency physicians have experienced high levels of psychological distress during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Those using avoidant coping strategies were most likely to experience
depression, anxiety, insomnia, and PTSD, while humor and positive reframing were effective coping
strategies. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1240–1252.]
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INTRODUCTION
Prior to the coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
physicians struggled with heightened levels of burnout, job
dissatisfaction, depression, post-traumatic stress symptoms
(PTSS), and suicidal ideation.1,2 Over the past year, emergency
physicians (EP) were positioned as frontline caregivers for
COVID-19, which further escalated challenges and pressure
on the healthcare system and its workers.
Studies have shown that pandemics such as severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 2003 and COVID-19
are associated with increased levels of healthcare worker
psychological distress, including burnout, anxiety, depression,
insomnia, and post-traumatic stress.3-10 During the early
stages of COVID-19, distress was particularly high in
healthcare workers without consistent access to personal
protective equipment (PPE)11 and those exposed to COVID-19
patients.12 A systematic review of 59 internationally diverse
studies revealed that psychological distress associated with
COVID-19 is a global problem.13 Studies of EPs, in particular,
show increased levels of psychological distress in response
to COVID-19.10,14,15 One survey of over 400 EPs revealed
increases in work stress, home anxiety, emotional exhaustion,
and burnout.14
Given that physicians are experiencing negative effects
from the COVID-19 pandemic, it is critical to identify factors
influencing physician stress for appropriate interventions to be
designed. To date, there is limited data on which interventions
have yielded the most success. Of the few published
qualitative studies that have investigated potential contributors
to physician anxiety, organizational factors such as access
to PPE, exposure to COVID-19 at work, uncertainty of
organizational support and lack of access to testing, childcare
access and up-to-date information and communication were
noted as main drivers.16
Current EP-specific literature is limited. Most studies
were performed outside the US or in limited geographical
areas such as New York City. Additionally, many do not
include measures of psychological distress with strong validity
evidence. Furthermore, there is not, to our knowledge, any
current data focusing on possible positive psychological
reactions to COVID-19 or effective coping strategies. Finally,
although some studies have looked at factors contributing
to clinician stress, none have performed a comprehensive
stepwise approach using an assessment of multiple
contributory factors. Our aim in this study was to extend prior
research by identifying both individual and organizational
factors that place EPs at risk for psychological distress during
COVID-19. Additionally, we sought to identify any positive
effects related to COVID-19 and examine coping strategies
used by EPs.
METHODS
Study Design
This was a prospective cross-sectional survey of EPs
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
has led to increased distress among
healthcare workers.
What was the research question?
What are the factors that place emergency
physicians (EP) at risk for psychological
distress during COVID-19?
What was the major finding of the study?
Coping strategies predicted which EPs
experienced distress during COVID-19.
How does this improve population health?
Hospitals should support EPs through
promoting adaptive coping strategies.

administered via email between October 6–December 29,
2020. Demographic and work-related data were collected from
respondents. We assessed negative mental health outcomes,
positive work-related outcomes, and strategies used to cope
with COVID-19. All surveys were completed anonymously.
This study was approved by the local institutional review
board and is reported according to the Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology
(STROBE) guidelines (Appendix 1).17
Participants and Recruitment
Participants consisted of attending physicians who
worked in an emergency department (ED) in the US during
the COVID-19 pandemic. To recruit participants, we used
a combination of convenience and purposive sampling
strategies. A purposive sampling strategy was used to obtain
a sample of EPs working in various US regions. We sent
directed emails to a convenience sample of known colleagues
who work at the identified hospitals asking them to function as
survey champions by distributing the survey to all known EPs
at their site who had worked in the ED during COVID-19. All
participants received a $40 gift card for completing the survey.
Survey Measures
Below is a brief list of the measures used in this study. For
further detail on the measures, please visit Appendix 2.
Demographic, Living Arrangements, and Time-of-survey
Variables
● Demographics (eg, gender, age, marital status, living
arrangements, geographic location)
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● Time of survey/day of survey completion was recorded
● Living arrangements
COVID-related Variables
Pandemic Factors
● Current surge: Was the hospital experiencing a surge
at the time of the survey?
● Perceived stigma and interpersonal avoidance – using
a measure from SARS 2003 with previously sufficient
validity evidence18
● Job stress – using a measure from SARS 2003 with
previous sufficient validity evidence18
● Adequacy of training, protection, and organizational
support – using a measure from SARS 2003 with
previous sufficient validity evidence18
● Current and prior access to PPE
Individual Factors
● Fear of COVID-19 infection – using a subscale
from a SARS 2003 measure with previous sufficient
validity evidence19
● Obsession with COVID-19 Scale (OCS)20
● Coping with COVID-19 – using the Brief Cope,
which assesses both approach and avoidance
coping responses21
Mental Health Outcomes
● Influence of COVID-19 on mental health and daily
activities (eg, overall impact on mental health and
changes in stress, anxiety, sadness, irritability,
loneliness, burnout,22 motivation, substance use,
social support, and exercise frequency)
● Positive work-related outcomes as a result of
COVID-19 – using individual items based on posttraumatic growth and meaning at work measures23,24
(items were examined individually and not combined
to yield a total score)
● Depression – using the Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9)25
● Anxiety – using the Generalized Anxiety
Disorder-7 (GAD-7)26
● Post-traumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) - using the
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) checklist
for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 5th Edition DSM-5 (PCL-5)27
● Insomnia – using the Insomnia Severity Index28
Data Analysis
An a priori power analysis using G*Power29 software
(University of Dusseldorf, Germany) indicated that the sample
size needed to detect a medium effect was 194 based on an
alpha of .05, power of .95, and 14 predictors. Preliminary
analyses were conducted to test the assumptions for the
regression analyses. We calculated response rate using
American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR)
response rate 2 definition, which allows for the inclusion of
both complete and partial surveys.30 Non-response bias was
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

evaluated by comparing the early and late participants’ scores
on mental health outcomes.31 For all measures, we evaluated
internal reliability using Cronbach’s alpha. Construct
validity was established by examining correlations with
other theoretically related, psychological-outcome measures.
Basic descriptive statistics and established cutoff scores, and
diagnostic algorithms were used to examine the prevalence
of PTSD, insomnia, depression, and anxiety among EPs.
We used Mann-Whitney U tests to compare psychological
outcomes among EPs by demographic and epidemic-related
factors. To balance Type I and Type II error across the eight
analyses for each of the three outcomes, we applied a HolmBonferroni correction.32,33
We performed four separate three-stage hierarchical
multiple regression analyses to examine whether individual
and organizational COVID-19 challenges related to COVID
(eg, fear of COVID-19, PPE access) were predictive of
psychological distress after accounting for demographic
variables and living arrangements. In the final step, the unique
contribution of coping strategies in predicting psychological
distress was examined. The dependent variables were
depression, anxiety, PTSS, and insomnia. In each regression,
the predictor variables gender, age (> or < than 40 years old)
and whether they were living alone (yes/no), living with
children (yes/no), living with elderly individuals (yes/no),
and isolated from family at any point during COVID-19 (yes/
no), and time of survey were analyzed in the first step. For
the second step analysis, we added the predictor variables job
stress, stigma, obsession with COVID-19, fear of COVID-19,
and perceived adequacy of training, protection, and support.
In the final step, we analyzed coping styles (approach and
avoidant coping).
RESULTS
Characteristics of Participants
A total of 517 EPs representing 11 institutions across
11 different states were invited to complete the survey.
Participating sites included the following: the University
of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS); University
of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT); Keck School of Medicine
of University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA);
Inspira Health Network (Vineland, New Jersey); Tulane
Medical Center (New Orleans, LA); University of Alabama
at Birmingham (Birmingham, AL); Henry Ford Health
System (Detroit, MI); University of Texas Health Science
Center (Houston, TX); University of Arizona Health Sciences
(Tucson, AZ); Hennepin Healthcare (Minneapolis, MN); and
Massachusetts General Hospital (Boston, MA). Three of the
11 sites were experiencing a “surge” at the time of the survey.
The overall response rate using the AAPOR response rate
2 definition was 50%. This included 251 complete surveys
and eight partially completed surveys (30-90% complete).
Surveys were completed between October–December 2020.
Respondents were 63% male and 37% female. About half
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of the participants were aged 30-40. Ten participants (4%)
had been infected with COVID-19-. The majority (95.5%)
of participants reported having adequate PPE over the prior
month. Additional characteristics of the study population are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Continued.
Mild

32.5% (83)

Moderate

9% (23)

Severe

4% (10)

Insomnia Severity; median (IQR)
None

Table 1. Characteristics of the emergency physicians who participated in COVID-19 survey.
Participant Characteristics

4 (1-7)
49% (123)

Subthreshold insomnia

36.45% (92)

Clinical insomnia (moderate)

13.5% (34)

Clinical insomnia (severe)

1% (3)

PTSD (specific to COVID-19)

% (n)*

No PTSD

Gender

92.5% (236)

PTSD criteria met

7.5% (19)

Male

63% (163)

Female

37% (96)

No problematic thinking related to
COVID-19

87.5% (210)

30-40

52% (134)

12.5% (30)

41-50

30% (78)

Problematic thinking related to
COVID-19

51-60

12% (32)

Obsession with COVID-19

Age Range

>60

PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder.

6% (15)

Time of Survey Completion
October 2020

44% (114)

November 2020

38% (99)

December 2020

18% (46)

Current Living Arrangements
Alone
With children
With elderly people

11% (28)
65% (169)
5% (13)

US Region
South

26% (65)

Northeast

15% (39)

Midwest

21% (53)

West

38% (96)

COVID-19’s Impact on Mental Health
No negative impact

15% (39)

Small negative impact

41% (104)

Moderate negative impact

32% (81)

Large negative impact
Depression Severity; median (IQR)

12.5% (32)
8 (4-12)

Minimal

50.5% (129)

Mild

36.5% (93)

Moderate

7% (18)

Moderate to severe

5% (13)

Severe

1% (2)

Anxiety Severity; median (IQR)
Minimal

4 (2-8)
54.5% (139)

US, United States; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; IQR,
interquartile range.
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Non-response Bias Analysis
To assess for non-response bias we compared early
respondents to initial non-respondents across all mental health
outcomes, based on the assumption that late respondents
were similar to non-respondents.31 When comparing early
respondents and initial non-respondents, we found no
significant differences in levels of depression, anxiety,
PTSS, or insomnia. The characteristics of early respondents
and initial non-respondents are presented in Appendix 3.
Furthermore, the proportion of female respondents in this
sample (37%) is consistent with the proportion of academic
EPs nationwide who are female (37%).34
Construct Validity and Internal Consistency of Measures
Supporting the validity of these measures, fear of
COVID-19, obsession with COVID-19, perceived stigma,
and job stress were linked to anxiety, depression, and
insomnia in the expected directions. As predicted, obsession
with COVID-19 and fear of COVID-19 showed slightly
stronger associations with anxiety than with depression. A
comprehensive correlation matrix can be found in Appendix
4. Internal consistency was acceptable across measures:
job stress (α = .65); perceived stigma (α =.79); obsession
with COVID-19 (α =.80); fear of COVID-19 (α = .87); and
training, protection, and support (α =.87).
Mental and Behavioral Health Outcomes
Based on a single-item measure of the overall impact of
the pandemic, 85% of participants reported that COVID-19
has had some negative impact on their mental health. The
1243
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level of impact COVID-19 has had on EP mental health was
described as large (12%); moderate (31%); and small (40%).
Compared to how they felt pre-COVID-19, participants
reported feeling more stressed (31%), lonelier (26%), more
anxious (25%), more irritable (24%), and sadder (17.5%)

(Table 2). The majority (71%) reported that their fear and
anxiety about COVID-19 has at least “somewhat decreased”
compared to when the outbreak started. Results from the
OCS scale show that obsessive/maladaptive thinking related
to COVID-19 was found in 12.5% of the sample. Responses

Table 2. Mental and behavioral health before and during the pandemic.
Compared with how you were doing
before COVID-19, how much have
you been bothered by the following:

No change

A lot more than
usual

A little more than
usual

A little less than
usual

A lot less than
usual

Feeling stressed

15.2% (39)

31.1% (80)

49.8% (128)

3.1% (8)

.8% (2)

Feeling nervous or anxious

24.5% (63)

24.9% (64)

45.9% (118)

4.3% (11)

.4% (1)

Not being able to stop worrying

45% (116)

14.4% (37)

35.8% (92)

4.3% (11)

.4% (1)

Feeling sad

43.2% (111)

17.5% (45)

35.4% (91)

3.5% (9)

.4% (1)

Feeling annoyed or irritable

24.6% (63)

24.2% (62)

48% (123)

3.1% (8)

0

37% (95)

18.7% (48)

39.3% (101)

3.5% (9)

1.6% (4)

33.9% (87)

26.1% (67)

35% (90)

3.9% (10)

1.2% (3)

Daily

3-4 days a week

1-2 days a week

1-3 days a
month

Never

Experiencing lack of motivation
Feeling lonely
How often did you do the following in
the 6 months before COVID-19…

28.1% (72)

41% (105)

20.3% (52)

8.2% (21)

2.3% (6)

Get together with friends

Exercise

0.8% (2)

11.8% (30)

44.5% (113)

39.4% (100)

3.5% (9)

Get together with family

11.3% (29)

4.3% (11)

28.1% (72)

46.5% (119)

9.8% (25)

Drink alcohol

7.8% (20)

16.8% (39)

34% (86)

28% (70)

15% (37)

Daily

3-4 days a week

1-2 days a week

1-3 days a
month

Never

24.5% (62)

31.6% (80)

26.9% (68)

11.5% (29)

5.5% (14)

ND

1.6% (4)

18.1% (46)

54.3% (138)

26% (66)

How often did you do the following in
the past month…
Exercise
Get together with friends in person
Get together with friends virtually

4% (1)

1.6% (4)

15.3% (39)

45.5% (116)

37.3% (95)

Get together with family in person

9.8% (25)

4.7% (12)

8.6% (22)

52.9% (135)

23.9% (61)

3.6% (9)

7.1% (18)

20.6% (52)

40.9% (103)

27.8% (70)

14.5% (37)

19.9% (51)

23% (59)

23% (59)

19.5% (50)

The symptoms of
burnout wouldn’t
go away.

I felt completely
burned out and
often wondered
if I could go on. I
was at the point
where I needed
some changes
or needed to
seek some sort
of help.

Get together with family virtually
Drink alcohol

Burnout
Burnout 6 months pre-COVID-19
Burnout past month
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.
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I enjoyed my
work. I had no
symptoms of
burnout.

Occasionally I
felt under stress,
and I didn’t
always have as
much energy
as I once did,
but I didn’t feel
burned out.

16% (41)

67.7% (174)

14% (36)

1.9% (5)

0.4% (1)

10.5% (27)

48.6% (125)

31.9% (82)

4.7% (12)

4.3% (11)
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I was definitely
burning out and
had one or more
symptoms of
burnout, such
as physical
and emotional
exhaustion.
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to the Fear of COVID Scale indicate that fear of COVID-19
was common. Participants reported experiencing fear of
being infected with COVID-19 (70%), fear of infecting others
(77%) and fear of family being infected (84%). Specific item
responses to the OCS scale and Fear of COVID scale can be
found in Appendix 5.
Compared to the six months before COVID-19, participants
who were exercising at least three days a week decreased
slightly from 69% to 56%. The number of participants reporting
daily alcohol use nearly doubled over the same period from 8%
to 15%. Participants reporting some level of burnout increased
from 16% to 41% (Table 2). Based on a single item, 14% of
participants reported that their experiences working during
COVID-19 had made them wish they had chosen a different
specialty. Based on established cutoff scores and diagnostic
algorithms, the prevalence of mental health conditions among
the sample was 17% for depression, 13% for anxiety, 7.5% for
PTSD, and 18% for insomnia.
Measures of organizational variables showed that increases
in work-related stress (66%) and workload (63%) were prevalent.
While most participants felt they had adequate training to work
in the ED during COVID-19, only half felt appreciated and
supported by their employer. Feeling stigmatized because of their
work was also common (56%) (Table 3).

Table 4 displays the association between pandemicrelated factors and psychological distress. Mann-Whitney
U tests showed that EPs who reported isolating from family
had significantly higher levels of depression (P < .001, effect
size = .21); anxiety, (P = .003, effect size = .19); PTSS (P =
.004, effect size = .18); and insomnia (P = .002, effect size
= .19). Anxiety levels were higher among EPs who reported
lacking access to PPE (P = .006, effect size = .17) and staffing
shortages (P = .003, effect size = .19) (Table 3). Experiences
of PTSS were higher among EPs who reported ventilator
shortages (P = .001 effect size = .21). Gender, age, and
geographical region were not associated with levels of anxiety,
depression, PTSS, or insomnia.
Positive effects of COVID-19 were also reported
(Table 5). Overall, 84% were at least slightly satisfied (vs
dissatisfied) with their current job. The majority of participants
included feeling at least “a little” more appreciated by patients
and society (65%), having a greater appreciation (74%) and
enthusiasm (44%) for the job, and feeling an increased sense
of togetherness among colleagues (87%).
Predictors of Mental Health Concerns (Table 6)
Next, we examined for characteristics independently
associated with four mental health concerns. Models were

Table 3. Perceived stigma, organizational support, and job stress.
Disagree

Neither

Agree

I believe I have had adequate training to deal confidently with the
situations that I face in the ED.

15.6%

12.4%

72.1%

I am provided with the PPE that I need.

15.2%

8.0%

76.8%

I believe there was adequate training provided to me in terms of
infection control procedures.

25.1%

13.1%

61.8%

I believe that changes in protocols and procedures are communicated
clearly to me.

27.1%

10.0%

63%

12%

23.5%

64.5%

I feel appreciated by my employer.

37.4%

14.7%

47.8%

My hospital is supportive.

29.6%

17.1%

53.4%

Training protection and support

My work provides emotional support to those who need help.

Job stress
I have had an increase in workload.

25.5%

11.6%

62.9%

I feel more stressed at work.

20.4%

13.9%

65.8%

There is more conflict among colleagues at work.

53.4%

20.7%

25.9%

People avoid me because of my profession.

30.4%

13.5%

56.2%

People avoid my family members because of my work.

50.2%

18.3%

31.5%

Perceived stigma

Note: For the purpose of this table, we combined responses of “strongly disagree” “disagree,” and “somewhat disagree” into one
“Disagree” category. Responses of “strongly agree” “agree,” and “somewhat agree” were combined into one “Agree” category. The full
scale was used to calculate total subscale scores.
ED, emergency department; PPE, personal protective equipment.
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Table 4. Relationship between pandemic-related factors and psychological distress.
Participant
Characteristics

Depression
% (n)

Median
(IQR)

Yes

27.7%
(70)

5 (2-9)

No

72.3%
(183)

4 (2-8)

Yes

4%
(10)

7 (212)

No

96%
(241)

4 (2-8)

Yes

24.5%
(63)

6 (39.5)

No

75.5%
(194)

4 (1-7)

Yes

41.7%
(108)

5 (3-9)

No

54.8%
(142)

4 (1-7)

Yes

73.2%
(183)

5 (2-8)

No

26.8%
(67)

3 (16.5)

Yes

12%
(30)

6 (4-9)

No

88%
(219)

4 (2-8)

Yes

32.4%
(81)

4 (1-7)

No

67.6%
(169)

4 (2-8)

P

Anxiety
Adj.
alpha

Median
(IQR)

P

PTSS
Adj.
alpha

Median
(IQR)

Insomnia
Adj.
alpha

P

Median
(IQR)

P

Adj.
alpha

.12

.007

.36

.013

.002

.006

.63

.025

.41

.017

.28

.01

.13

.008

Surge during time of
survey
4.5 (19.5)
.19

.017

4 (1-6)

8 (1.515)
0.08

.017

5 (112)

10 (3.513.5)
.09

.017

7 (4-11)

Infected with
COVID-19 (any time)
5 (2-11)
.37

.025

4 (1-6)

9 (029)
0.39

.025

6 (113)

10.5
(5-16)
.46

.025

8 (412)

Isolated self from
family at any point
6 (1-7)

<.001

.006

4 (1-6)

10
(2.521.5)
.003

.006

5 (111)

7 (4-11)

.004

.007

10 (614)

Adequate PPE at work
(throughout COVID-19)
5 (27.5)
.03

.007

3 (1-6)

8 (215)
.006

.008

4 (.510)

8 (4.512)
.01

.008

8 (412)

Staffing shortages due
to COVID-19
5 (2-7)
.06

.01

2 (0-5)

7 (215)
.003

.007

3 (18.5)

7 (4-11)
.02

.01

8 (4.512)

Ventilator Shortage
(throughout COVID-19)
5 (4-8)
.05

.008

4 (1-6)

10 (518)
.013

.01

5 (112)

9 (612)
.001

.006

8 (412)

Access to COVID-19
testing (throughout)
3 (1-6)
.16

.0125

4 (2-7)

3 (111)
.02

.0125

6 (214)

8 (3-11)
.04

.0125

8 (412)

Note: P values derived from Mann-Whitney U tests. Bolded P values denote statistical significance.
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Table 4. Continued.
Replacement of N95
masks
At least after 1 day

57.6%
(144)

5 (1.58)

> 1 day or never

42.4%
(106)

4 (2-8)

4 (1-7)
.62

.05

5 (114)

4 (1-6)

.79

.05

6.5 (112)

8 (412)
.65

.05

7.5 (412)

.87

.05

PTSS, post-traumatic stress symptoms; IQR, interquartile range; Adj, adjusted; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; PPE, personal
protective equipment.

Table 5. Positive outcomes as a result of COVID-19.
Rate how much you feel you have experienced change
in the area described as a result of COVID-19

A great deal

A lot

Moderate
amount

A little

None at all

4.3% (11)

7.4% (19)

22.9% (59)

38.4% (99)

27.1% (70)

Feel more appreciated by society

5% (13)

20.9% (54)

25.2% (65)

38.8% (100)

10.1% (26)

Have a greater sense of job satisfaction

1.6% (4)

8.9% (23)

20.5% (53)

33.7% (87)

35.3% (91)

Have become more enthusiastic about my job

1.6% (4)

5.4% (14)

12% (31)

24.8% (64)

56.2% (145)

Have a greater appreciation for the value of my job

6.2% (16)

16.7% (43)

22.5% (58)

28.7% (74)

26% (67)

Feel an increased sense of togetherness and
cooperation among my colleagues

8.9% (23)

19% (49)

28.7% (74)

30.6% (79)

12.8% (33)

Feel more appreciated by my patients

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

examined in a series to identify variation in individuals’
mental health concerns that were attributable to basic
individual factors (demographics, living arrangements),
individual and organizational challenges related to COVID-19
(eg, fear of COVID, job stress, PPE access), and coping styles.
Depression
We found that 9% of variation in individuals’ likelihood
of depression was explained by basic individual factors,
with isolation from family and later time of survey
completion significantly associated with likelihood of
depression symptoms. After accounting for basic individual
characteristics, an additional 18% of variance in depression
symptoms was explained by challenges related to COVID-19,
with isolation from family, later time of survey completion,
living alone, job stress, and obsession with COVID-19
significantly associated with likelihood of depression
symptoms. After accounting for both basic individual factors
and challenges related to COVID-19, coping behaviors
predicted an additional 19% of the variance. The complete
model explained 46% of the variance in depression. In the
final model, living alone, isolating from family, job stress, and
avoidant coping were significant predictors.
Anxiety
We found that 11% of variation in individuals’ likelihood
of anxiety was explained by basic individual factors, with
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

female gender, living with children, later time of survey,
and isolation from family significantly associated with
anxiety symptoms. After accounting for basic individual
characteristics, an additional 26% of variance in anxiety
symptoms was explained by challenges related to COVID-19,
with isolation from family, later time of survey completion,
job stress, obsession with COVID-19, and fear of COVID-19
significantly predicting anxiety symptoms. After accounting
for both basic individual factors and challenges related to
COVID-19, coping behaviors predicted an additional 17%
of the variance. The complete model explained 54% of the
variance in depression. In the final model, female gender,
living with children, later time of survey completion, job
stress, and avoidant coping were significant predictors.
Post-traumatic Stress Symptoms
We found that 7% of the variance in PTSS was explained
by basic individual factors, with those who isolated from family
and who took the survey later in time reporting higher levels
of PTSS. After accounting for basic individual characteristics,
an additional 19% of variance in PTSS was explained
by challenges related to COVID-19, with isolation from
family, job stress, and obsession with COVID-19 significant
predictors. After accounting for both basic individual factors
and challenges related to COVID-19, the addition of coping
behaviors predicted an additional 21% of the variance in PTSS.
The overall regression model predicted 47% of the variance in
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Table 6. Three-step hierarchical multiple regression analyses for mental health outcomes.
Outcome

PTSS

Anxiety

Depression

Step

1

2

3

1

2

3

Male

.07

.01

.05

.14*

.06

Over 40

.01

.07

.06

-.02

.06

Living alone

-.01

.03

.02

.02

Living with children

.05

.05

.10

.15*

Living with elderly

.03

.00

.03

Isolated from family

.20**

.12*

Time of survey

.14*

.09

Protection and support

-.04

Job stress
Stigma
Obsession with COVID-19
Fear of COVID-19

Insomnia

1

2

3

1

.10*

.07

.02

.07

.10

.05

.09

.05

-.01

.06

.05

.12

.18**

.17**

.05

.04

.12

.15*

.13*

.07

.09

.07

.15

.19**

.11

.11

.14*

.09

.08

.10

.05

.01

.03

.06

.02

.04

.05**

.03

.03

.14*

.22**

.12*

.13*

.21**

.13*

.14*

.23*

.17*

.17*

.06

.18**

.12*

.10*

.15*

.12*

.08

.12

.10

.08

-.03

-.02

-.01

-.08

-.05

-.04

-.01

.23**

.14*

.29**

.21**

.23**

.15**

.14*

.11

-.04

-.06

-.02

-.04

-.02

-.04

.07

.06

.29**

.04

.28**

.06

.24**

.00

.17*

.06

.04

.14*

.11

.08

.06

.04

.08

Approach coping

-.05

Avoidant coping

-.07

.58**

2

-.13

.52**

3

.04
-.14

.56**

.30**

R squared

.06

.26

.47

.11

.37

.54

.09

.27

.46

.09

.18

.24

R square change

.07*

.19**

.21**

.11**

.26**

.17**

.09**

.18**

.19**

.09*

.09**

.06**

Note: Standardized beta coefficients are reported for comparability. Male is coded as 1, other genders = 2. Over 40 is coded as 2 and
less than 40 is 1. Living with and isolation variables are coded as 1 = yes or 2 = no, *P < .05, **P <.01.
PTSS, post-traumatic stress symptoms; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

PTSS. In the final model, isolation from family, job stress, and
avoidant coping were significant predictors.
Insomnia
We found that 9% of the variance in insomnia symptoms
was explained by basic individual factors with isolation from
family and living with an elderly individual significantly
predicting insomnia scores. After accounting for basic
individual characteristics, an additional 9% of variance in
insomnia symptoms was explained by challenges related
to COVID-19, with age over 40, isolation from family, and
obsession with COVID-19 significantly predicting insomnia
scores. After accounting for both basic individual factors
and challenges related to COVID-19, the addition of coping
behaviors predicted an additional 6%. The complete model
explained 24% of the variance in insomnia. In the final model,
age over 40, isolating from family, and avoidant coping were
significant predictors.
Supplemental Analysis of Coping Strategies
The most commonly used coping strategies among
participants were acceptance, use of emotional support,
planning, and self-distraction. We conducted four additional
multiple regression analyses to examine which of the 14
specific coping strategies were associated with depression,
anxiety, PTSS, and insomnia. Overall, results suggest that
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

use of behavioral disengagement, self-blame, and venting
were significant predictors of psychological distress. Humor
and positive reframing were associated with lower levels of
psychological distress. See Table 7.
DISCUSSION
Despite recent attention to COVID-19’s impact on the
mental health of healthcare workers, this is the first nationally
representative multisite study to examine its effect on US
EPs. We found high levels of psychological distress due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but we also identified some positive
effects from the pandemic. We also explored coping strategies
that EPs used. Overall, 85% of our participants reported some
negative impact on their mental health due to the pandemic.
Compared to pre-pandemic levels, EPs were, on average,
drinking alcohol more frequently, exercising less, spending
less time with friends and family, and feeling more stressed,
lonely, and anxious. This increase in negative effects is in line
with many recent studies of healthcare workers in the time of
COVID-19.3-10,12-14,35
Regarding specific outcomes, we found that a subset of
individuals reported clinically elevated levels of insomnia
(18%), depression (17%), anxiety (13%), and PTSD (7.5%).
At first glance these prevalence rates may appear lower than
rates of mental health concerns found in existing COVID19-related studies. Several COVID-19-related studies have
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Table 7. Multiple regression analyses for coping variables predicting mental health outcomes.
Depression

Anxiety

PTSS

Insomnia

Mean

SD

β

β

β

β

Denial

2.17

0.66

-0.08

-0.02

0.03

-0.09

Substance use

2.83

1.34

.04

0.10

0.05

0.01

Venting

3.49

1.30

0.14*

0.23**

0.20**

0.03

Behavioral disengagement

2.55

1.08

0.32**

0.27**

0.27**

0.34**

Self-distraction

4.09

1.32

0.05

0.03

-0.03

0.12

Self-blame

2.91

1.29

0.39**

0.28**

0.42**

0.12

Active coping

4.28

1.90

0.11

0.15**

0.06

0.09

Positive reframing

3.85

1.46

-0.14*

-0.17**

-0.04

-0.09

Planning

4.12

1.65

0.15*

0.17*

0.09

0.12

Acceptance

5.42

1.64

-0.09

-0.06

-0.06

-0.11

Use of emotional support

4.17

1.64

-0.12

-0.02

-0.002

-0.22*

Use of instrumental support

3.58

1.49

0.02

-0.01

-0.01

0.18*

3.89

1.64

-0.12*

-0.16**

-0.16**

-0.12

0.05

-0.09

Avoidant coping

Approach coping

Other
Humor

Religion
3.47
1.79
0.05
-0.06
Note: Standardized beta coefficients are reported for comparability. *P < .05. **P < .01.
SD, standard deviation; PTSS, post-traumatic stress symptoms.

applied much lower cutoff scores (eg, PHQ-9 cutoff of 5
vs 10) and brief screening tools,14,35-37 which can lead to
overestimates of prevalence rates. Rather than focusing on
a narrow range of factors, this study adds to the literature
by taking a comprehensive look at the impact of numerous
individual (eg, demographic, fear of/obsession with
COVID-19, coping strategies) and organizational (eg, practice
setting, PPE, communication from leadership) factors as they
relate to psychological distress.
Throughout this pandemic, EPs have demonstrated
resilience and the ability to adapt to a rapidly changing
medical environment. Nonetheless, existing studies tend to
focus on pathologizing EPs rather than highlighting factors
that contribute to their resilience. This is not to suggest
that the subset of EPs who are experiencing mental health
concerns should be ignored. Rather, attention should also be
focused on the vast majority of EPs who are not reporting high
levels of distress despite the repeated day-to-day exposure
to numerous stressors. In fact, compared to a sample of the
general US adult population, EPs in the current study were
reporting two times lower levels of anxiety and depression
than the general population.38 This was further echoed in the
positive outcomes questions included in our survey in which
57% of respondents felt an increased sense of togetherness
and cooperation among colleagues. Additionally, the majority
of respondents reported feeling more appreciated by society.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

A little less than half of the respondents reported having a
greater appreciation for the value of his/her job, while onethird reported having greater job satisfaction as well as feeling
more appreciated by patients.
In terms of individual variables, coping strategies were
found to play a major role in predicting or protecting against
negative impacts on mental health. Engaging in avoidance
coping strategies, in particular, was found to be the strongest
predictor of psychological distress across all of the individual,
organizational, and pandemic-related factors examined.
Avoidance coping strategies include denial, substance use,
venting, behavioral disengagement, self-distraction, and selfblame. When looking at the coping strategies individually,
behavioral disengagement emerged as a significant predictor
of all four negative mental health outcomes. Venting and
engaging in self-blame were also significant predictors of
elevated depression, anxiety, and PTSS in our population.
Of the “Approach’’ coping strategies, use of “planning” as a
coping response was significantly related to both depression
and anxiety. Considering the uncertainty of COVID-19, it
is understandable that a typically adaptive coping strategy
(planning) was rendered ineffective during the outbreak.
Positive reframing was also significantly negatively correlated
with depression and anxiety in our population which helps
explain why so many physicians reported experiencing
positive outcomes from COVID-19.
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Humor, which is not considered an approach or avoidance
strategy, was significantly negatively correlated with three
of four of the main dependent variables (depression, anxiety,
PTSS). Finding ways to incorporate humor in wellness
interventions, staff meetings, education sessions, and even
during shifts, may be a critical strategy not receiving enough
formal attention. As a whole, these findings underscore
the importance of offering individual-level interventions
designed to promote the use of adaptive coping strategies and
identifying at-risk colleagues who may be using maladaptive
coping strategies.
Organizational factors also played a significant role in
predicting physician distress. In prior studies addressing
healthcare worker concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic,
clinicians cited lack of PPE and isolation from family as
major sources of anxiety.16,37 Our findings confirmed that
both lack of access to PPE and isolation from family were
positively correlated with increased levels of psychological
distress including depression, anxiety, PTSS, and insomnia.
Higher levels of psychological distress were more common
among individuals who reported experiencing PPE,
ventilator, and/or staffing shortages at any point in time over
the course of the pandemic.
In terms of PPE, current access to PPE was not an issue for
the vast majority of the participants during the time period of
this study (October-December 2020) with 95.5% of respondents
reporting that they had access to adequate PPE. Nonetheless,
54.8% of physicians reported that they did not have adequate
access to PPE prior to the survey, and staffing shortages were
also extremely common with 73.2% of respondents reporting
shortages. Both limited access to PPE (at any point during the
pandemic) and staffing shortages were associated with higher
levels of psychological distress. In addition, physicians who
were isolated from their families experienced higher levels
of anxiety, depression, PTSS, and insomnia. Our findings
emphasize the need for organizational support for those
separated from their families via resources such as housing and/
or childcare. Increases in workload and increased job stress also
had positive associations with anxiety, depression, and PTSS.
Taken together, these findings highlight the importance of
organizations supporting their physicians by ensuring adequate
resources, staffing, and support during times of crisis.
LIMITATIONS
Several limitations of this work deserve consideration.
First, participants were a convenience sample of physicians
from 11 hospitals who were identified based on known contacts
at those sites; therefore, results may not be representative of the
entire EP population. By limiting the number of participating
programs (rather than distributing via listserves) we were able
to maximize our response rate. Second, surveys were taken at a
single point in time. Given the dynamic nature of the pandemic,
physicians may have taken the survey before, during, or after a
surge of patients. While we attempted to assess for this, these
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

differences could have affected results. Similarly, longitudinal
data were not available to assess how physicians responded to
dynamic changes.
Third, the survey was targeted toward EPs at academic
medical centers, and generalizability to community or rural
sites is unknown. Fourth, while the hypotheses of the study
were not explicit, a Hawthorne effect may have been present.
Furthermore, despite the strength of the instruments used, it is
possible other measures could have yielded different results.
Finally, although many would consider our response rate
acceptable and we found no evidence of non-response bias,
there was still the potential for sampling bias.
CONCLUSION
Emergency physicians experienced high levels of
psychological distress during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Individuals reporting avoidant coping strategies were most
likely to experience depression, anxiety, insomnia, and PTSD.
In contrast, humor and positive reframing were effective
coping strategies for physicians. Strategies focusing on
positive work-related experiences during the pandemic such
as increased feelings of societal value or appreciation and
increased sense of camaraderie with colleagues may be of
value. These findings highlight the importance of hospitals
supporting physicians through offering interventions designed
to promote the use of adaptive coping strategies.
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Introduction: Emergency medical services (EMS) dispatchers have made efforts to determine
whether patients are high risk for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) so that appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE) can be donned. A screening tool is valuable as the healthcare community
balances protection of medical personnel and conservation of PPE. There is little existing literature
on the efficacy of prehospital COVID-19 screening tools. The objective of this study was to determine
the positive and negative predictive value of an emergency infectious disease surveillance tool for
detecting COVID-19 patients and the impact of positive screening on PPE usage.
Methods: This study was a retrospective chart review of prehospital care reports and hospital
electronic health records. We abstracted records for all 911 calls to an urban EMS from March 1–July
31, 2020 that had a documented positive screen for COVID-19 and/or had a positive COVID-19 test.
The dispatch screen solicited information regarding travel, sick contacts, and high-risk symptoms. We
reviewed charts to determine dispatch-screening results, the outcome of patients’ COVID-19 testing,
and documentation of crew fidelity to PPE guidelines.
Results: The sample size was 263. The rate of positive COVID-19 tests for all-comers in the state of
Massachusetts was 2.0%. The dispatch screen had a sensitivity of 74.9% (confidence interval [CI],
69.21-80.03) and a specificity of 67.7% (CI, 66.91-68.50). The positive predictive value was 4.5%
(CI, 4.17-4.80), and the negative predictive value was 99.3% (CI, 99.09-99.40). The most common
symptom that triggered a positive screen was shortness of breath (51.5% of calls). The most common
high-risk population identified was skilled nursing facility patients (19.5%), but most positive tests
did not belong to a high-risk population (58.1%). The EMS personnel were documented as wearing
full PPE for the patient in 55.7% of encounters, not wearing PPE in 8.0% of encounters, and not
documented in 27.9% of encounters.
Conclusion: This dispatch-screening questionnaire has a high negative predictive value but moderate
sensitivity and therefore should be used with some caution to guide EMS crews in their PPE usage.
Clinical judgment is still essential and may supersede screening status. [West J Emerg Med.
2021;22(6)1253–1256.]

INTRODUCTION
In the midst of the severe acute respiratory syndromecoronavirus disease 2019 (SARS-COVID-19) pandemic,
there is an unprecedented need to screen for infectious
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

disease in real time. Identification of patients at high risk
for COVID-19 infection is essential in the setting of high
infection rates, particularly to balance the need to conserve
personal protective equipment (PPE) and ensure healthcare
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provider safety. Emergency medical services (EMS) personnel
are at particularly high risk for exposures. They have less
information and fewer resources to screen and test patients
than their hospital-based counterparts. Thus, for EMS
personnel the importance of PPE is paramount. However,
there are several challenges to ensuring adequate protection
due to concern for the EMS workers’ PPE fidelity and PPE
conservation. Development of a screening tool that allows for
detection of those most at risk for COVID-19 infection will
aid the delicate balance of safety and conservation.
Literature is sparse on the efficacy of existing screening
tools, and none evaluates the tools used by EMS dispatchers.
Most dispatch-screening tools have not been studied for
previous epidemic infectious diseases. Some screeners have
been used to evaluate patients for COVID-19 infection in
different clinical settings.1,2 Many of these published tools
have shown utility but require findings such as imaging or
laboratory testing, which are not available in the prehospital
setting.3,4 Screeners in questionnaire format, including
symptomatic surveillance and questions pertaining to high-risk
exposures, have been used but not prospectively validated and
are known to lead to high rates of false positives.5
To optimize safety in the EMS setting, a highly efficacious
screening tool must have high sensitivity and a very high
negative predictive value (NPV) to allow for high levels of
confidence when deciding not to don full PPE. This tool should
also be easy to administer, simple, and brief.6 The objective
of this study was to determine the efficacy of an infectious
disease surveillance tool for detecting patients who test positive
for COVID-19 and the impact of positive screening on PPE
utilization. Primary outcomes were the positive (PPV) and
negative predictive values of the dispatch-screening tool. The
secondary outcomes included PPE fidelity, PPE documentation,
most common positive screening question, and the special
populations most commonly positive for COVID-19.
METHODS
This study was a retrospective chart review of prehospital
care reports (PCR) and hospital electronic health records (EHR).
We collected data from 911 calls placed between March 8–July
31, 2020 to an urban ambulance service serving a large, tertiary
care center. We abstracted data from all 911 utilizations where
the emergency medical dispatcher (EMD) documented the
administration of a standardized screening tool. The instrument
of interest used in this study was the Emerging Infectious
Disease Surveillance Tool from the International Academies
of Emergency Dispatch.7 A positive dispatch screen includes a
“yes” to any of the questions on the included questionnaire. If the
screen could not be completed, it was documented as an assumed
positive. The contents of the instrument are depicted in Figure 1.
Metrics of interest included the question that triggered
a positive screen, inclusion in a special population, and
documentation of PPE use. The hospital EHR was reviewed
for all patients who had a positive dispatch screen and their
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Figure 1. Dispatch screening questions.*
*Yes to any question results in positive screen.
Y, yes; N, no; COVID-19, coronavirus 2019.

clinical course, including the results of their COVID-19
testing, and was abstracted successfully for all transported
patients. The assay used for COVID-19 at the receiving
hospitals was the Roche Cobas 6800 SARS-CoV-2 test (Roche
Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland) a highly sensitive duel-target,
high-output polymerase chain reaction assay.8 Additionally,
we queried the PCR and EHR for patients who had a negative
dispatcher screen but ultimately tested positive for COVID-19,
and abstracted their data. The institutional review board at the
sponsoring institution approved this study.
RESULTS
The ambulance service of interest transported 13,399
patients during the study period. A total of 4,329 patients had
a positive COVID-19 EMD screen and 9,070 calls screened
negative. In total, 263 patients had a positive COVID-19 test.
Of those with a positive test, 197 had a positive EMD screen
(74.9%, n = 197). Characteristics of the COVID-19 positive
patients and fidelity of EMS personnel to PPE are described
in Table 1. The prevalence of COVID-19 in the community of
interest averaged 1.98% over the study period.
The sensitivity of the EMD screen was 74.9% (confidence
interval [CI], 69.21-80.03) and the specificity was 67.71% (CI,
66.91-68.50). The screen’s PPV was 4.48% (CI, 4.17-4.80) and
its NPV was 99.26% (CI, 99.09-99.40). When the screener’s
performance was analyzed after excluding all instances where
it could not be performed or was incomplete, its sensitivity was
70.93% (CI, 64.55-76.74) and its specificity was 67.68% (CI,
66.88-68.47). In this analysis, the PPV was 8.62% (CI, 7.969.33) and its NPV was 98.19% (CI, 97.79-98.52).
DISCUSSION
This dispatch-screening questionnaire used by one
institution’s EMS service is a useful initial tool to evaluate
for patients at high risk of COVID-19 infection. It is short
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screener performs a similar function as a risk-mitigation
strategy if complete PPE for every encounter is not feasible
for EMS services.
Data on prior screening tools are scarce. One study,
examining a questionnaire for travelers, found that screening
tools missed up to half of infections.9 It is understandable
that the questionnaire screening persons activating EMS
has a lower rate of false negatives than a questionnaire for
travelers, as participants seeking medical care are more
likely to be symptomatic. The question that resulted in a
positive screen was distributed across several responses and,
therefore, it appears unlikely that any given question could
be definitively eliminated.
The most common special population was residents of
nursing facility (19.5%, n = 48). Other special populations
much less commonly had positive tests and thus had minimal
effect on the study including STEMI, stroke or trauma patient
(n = 8, 3.3%), or drug/alcohol-related calls (n = 22, 8.0%).
These populations were included because it was difficult to
perform an effective prehospital screen on these patients due
to altered mental status or critical illness; however, these
patients rarely had positive COVID-19 tests. When such
patients were excluded, however, the overall sensitivity of the
screener was slightly decreased.
The use of PPE was not documented in 27.9% (n =
74) of PCRs for participants with positive screens. Without
prospective study, however, it is difficult to analyze for PPE
fidelity. This is an important shortcoming in documentation,
as in the absence of documentation of PPE use in the PCR,
follow-up from a patient’s positive COVID test becomes
resource intensive. Without adequate documentation, time
and resources may be spent contacting and quarantining
personnel who actually may have been protected properly at
the time of exposure.

Table 1. Characteristics of coronavirus-2019 positive patients
(N = 263).
Positive screen (n, %)
Yes

197 (74.9)

No

66 (25.1)

COVID test used (n, %)
Rapid

100 (41.0)

PCR

144 (59.0)

Positive question (n, %)
Known COVID19 contact

62 (32.0)

Fever/chills

54 (27.8)

Cough

54 (27.8)

Shortness of breath

100 (51.5)

Recent travel

0 (0.0)

Healthcare worker

5 (2.6)

Other breathing problem

5 (2.6)

Special population (n, %)
Homeless

25 (10.2)

Skilled nursing facility

48 (19.5)

Drug/alcohol use

22 (8.9)

Trauma/STEMI/stroke

8 (3.3)

None

143 (58.2)

EMS PPE worn (n, %)
Yes, full (N95, gown, gloves)
Partial

146 (55.7)
22 (8.4)

No

21 (8.0)

Not documented

74 (27.9)

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; PCR, polymerase chain
reaction assay; STEMI, ST-elevation myocardial infarction; EMS,
emergency medical services; PPE, personal protective equipment.

and simple, and evaluates enough metrics to achieve a NPV
of 99.27%. However, its utility is limited by its sensitivity;
the screen failed to detect one in four COVID-19-positive
patients. Therefore, it must be used with caution and EMS
agencies must consider their local disease prevalence and PPE
availability when determining an appropriate interpretation
of the screener’s efficacy. Ultimately, it may be prudent to
don full airborne PPE for all EMS responses during a highprevalence time such as a pandemic.
Despite its limitations, the screener has some utility in
alerting crews to their highest risk patients. In many clinical
settings, only patients who screen positive for specific
symptoms are immediately placed on airborne precautions and
some COVID-19-positive patients go undetected until they
receive a positive test. The screeners help decrease, but do not
eliminate, the number of high-risk exposures. The prehospital
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

LIMITATIONS
This study was retrospective and relies on the
documentation of dispatcher and EMS crews with regard
to fidelity to the screener as well as PPE utilization. The
prevalence of COVID-19 during the study period was
low, which improved the NPV of the screener. The setting
most likely facilitated relatively high sensitivity, as most
participants were symptomatic and seeking emergency
medical care. The language barriers faced by dispatchers
responding to a highly diverse area may have also limited
specificity of the screen; the screen was performed in English
and a translator was used only when available. If a translator
was not available then the screen was defaulted positive.
CONCLUSION
Further study should be aimed at identifying the highest
value screening questions so as to shorten the screening tool
and increase sensitivity. Ambulance dispatch data as an early
warning system for public levels of influenza-like illnesses
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and acute respiratory infections have been used as a public
health tool in some cities, and data from this dispatch screener
could potentially be used in a similar fashion.10-16 This study
demonstrated that the described screening tool is a valuable
instrument to evaluate for patients at high risk of being
COVID-19 positive but should be used with caution to make
decisions regarding use of personal protective equipment.

Kilzer et al.
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Introduction: Patients diagnosed with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) require significant
healthcare resources. While published research has shown clinical characteristics associated with
severe illness from COVID-19, there is limited data focused on the emergency department (ED)
discharge population.
Methods: We performed a retrospective chart review of all ED-discharged patients from Wake Forest
Baptist Health and Wake Forest Baptist Health Davie Medical Center between April 25-August 9,
2020, who tested positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) from a
nasopharyngeal swab using real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) tests.
We compared the clinical characteristics of patients who were discharged and had return visits within 30
days to those patients who did not return to the ED within 30 days.
Results: Our study included 235 adult patients who had an ED-performed SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR
positive test and were subsequently discharged on their first ED visit. Of these patients, 57 (24.3%)
had return visits to the ED within 30 days for symptoms related to COVID-19. Of these 57 patients, on
return ED visits 27 were admitted to the hospital and 30 were not admitted. Of the 235 adult patients
who were discharged, 11.5% (27) eventually required admission for COVID-19-related symptoms.
With 24.3% patients having a return ED visit after a positive SARS-CoV-2 test and 11.5% requiring
eventual admission, it is important to understand clinical characteristics associated with return ED visits.
We performed multivariate logistic regression analysis of the clinical characteristics with independent
association resulting in a return ED visit, which demonstrated the following: diabetes (odds ratio [OR]
2.990, 95% confidence interval [CI, 1.21-7.40, P = 0.0179); transaminitis (OR 8.973, 95% CI, 2.65-30.33,
P = 0.004); increased pulse at triage (OR 1.04, 95% CI, 1.02-1.07, P = 0.0002); and myalgia (OR 4.43,
95% CI, 2.03-9.66, P = 0.0002).
Conclusion: As EDs across the country continue to treat COVID-19 patients, it is important to
understand the clinical factors associated with ED return visits related to SARS-CoV-2 infection. We
identified key clinical characteristics associated with return ED visits for patients initially diagnosed with
SARS-CoV-2 infection: diabetes mellitus; increased pulse at triage; transaminitis; and complaint of
myalgias. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1257–1261.]
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INTRODUCTION
In December 2019 a pathologic human coronavirus,
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2), emerged in Wuhan, China, causing coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19). In less than a year since its
emergence, more than 730,368 deaths have been attributed to
COVID-19 in the United States (US) with over 45,149,234
total cases reported.1 Patients diagnosed with COVID-19
present not only a diagnostic challenge for the emergency
department (ED), but also require significant healthcare
resources.2 One of the diagnostic challenges emergency
physicians face is the prolonged clinical course of COVID-19.
The median time from onset of illness to acute respiratory
distress syndrome is 8-12 days, with the median time of onset
of illness to intensive care unit admission 9.5-12 days. This
variability in clinical course makes it difficult for emergency
physicians to predict whether patients diagnosed with
COVID-19 in the ED will have a return visit or admission.
While published research has shown clinical characteristics
associated with severe illness from COVID-19, there is
limited data focusing on the ED discharge population.3,4
Significant hospital resources and operational changes
are required to manage patients who present to the ED with
symptoms concerning for COVID-19. These include use of
personal protective equipment (PPE), negative pressure rooms,
cohorting of patients, and more.5 In October–November 2020,
a significant increase in COVID-19 was experienced in the ED
setting. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reported coronavirus-like illness (CLI) or a COVID-19
diagnostic code in the ED setting increasing from 2.7% of
visits in early October to as high as 6.6% in late November
2020. In some states, such as New Mexico, CLI or COVID-19
diagnostic code visits have been as high as 16.5% of ED visits.6
This dramatic increase in COVID-19 diagnoses makes it critical
to understand the clinical characteristics of these patients and
how many may have return ED visits.
Currently there are no published reports of the clinical
characteristics of patients who are discharged from the ED
with a SARS-CoV-2-positive test and return within 30 days.
Understanding these clinical character-istics would allow
EDs to better prepare for return visits and allocate resources
to help these patients in the outpatient setting once they are
discharged. With EDs and hospitals experiencing constrained
capacity, these proactive measures could enable hospital
systems to reduce return visits of patients with COVID-19 and
improve operational planning for them.
METHODS
We conducted a retrospective chart review of all EDdischarged patients from the Wake Forest Baptist Health and
Wake Forest Baptist Health Davie Medical Center who had
an ED-positive laboratory SARS-CoV-2 real-time reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) test resulting
from a nasopharyngeal swab between April 25–August 9, 2020.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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We compared the clinical characteristics of patients who were
discharged and had return visits within 30 days to those patients
who did not return to the ED within 30 days. This study was
approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board of
Wake Forest School of Medicine.
Of patients discharged from the ED with positive rRT-PCR
testing, we included patients aged 18 and older. Patients’ health
records underwent individual chart review to determine whether
they had a return visit to the ED within 30 days for COVID-19related symptoms. Patients who did not have a return visit to the
ED within 30 days for COVID-19 related symptoms comprised
our control cohort of no return ED visits. We analyzed the data
using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Chi-square
test was used to compare frequencies of categorical variables
between discharged ED patients with a positive ED rRT-PCR
for SARS-CoV-2 who returned after their index ED visit and
those patients who did not return. We used Student’s t-tests or
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to compare continuous variables
between groups. Logistic regression was used for multivariate
analysis of those variables that were independently associated
with return to the ED.
RESULTS
Our study included 235 adult patients who had an EDperformed SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR positive test and were
subsequently discharged on their first ED visit. Of these
patients, 57 (24.3%) had return visits to the ED within 30 days
for symptoms related to COVID-19. Of these 57 patients, on
return ED visits 27 were admitted to the hospital and 30 were
not admitted. Of the 235 adult patients who were discharged,
11.5% (27) eventually required admission for COVID-19
related symptoms. With 24.3% of patients having a return ED
visit after a positive SARS-CoV-2 test and 11.5% requiring
eventual admission, it is important to understand clinical
characteristics associated with return ED visits.
Table 1 lists clinical characteristics and their univariate
association with return to the ED. The chronic conditions
that we found significantly associated with return ED visits
were diabetes (OR 3.06, 95% CI, 1.52-6.13, P = 0.002)
and hypertension (OR 2.18, 95% CI, 1.17-4.05, P = 0.013).
Patients between ages 50-69 were more likely to have a
return ED visit (OR 1.89, 95% CI, 1.02-3.50, P = 0.042).
While patients with return ED visits had a higher percentage
of abnormal chest radiographs at their index ED visit than
those who did not return (42.1% to 28.1%), this was not
statistically significant. Lab abnormalities significantly
associated with higher return visits were transaminitis (OR
3.99, 95% CI, 1.53-10.4, P < 0.001); thrombocytopenia (OR
3.0, 95% CI, 1.2-7.2, P = 0.012); and abnormal glomerular
filtration rate (OR 4.1, 95% CI, 1.2-13.9, P = 0.025).
Interestingly, diagnostic markers used for risk stratification,
such as D-dimer and lymphopenia, were not significantly
associated with higher return visits to the ED. Neither were
health insurance status or race significantly associated
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Table 1. Univariate analysis: clinical characteristics of patients with return visits to the emergency department after being diagnosed
with coronavirus 2019.

Total
N = 235

No return
ED visit
N = 178
N (% cohort)

18-49

151

120 (67.4)

31(54.4)

0.58 (0.31-1.06)

0.31

0.076

50-69

77

52 (29.2)

25 (43.9)

1.89 (1.02-3.50)

0.31

0.042

>70

7

6 (3.3)

1 (1.8)

1.16 (0.39-3.28)

0.54

0.827

Asthma or COPD

30

24 (13.5)

6 (10.5)

0.76 (0.29-1.95)

0.48

0.561

Diabetes

44

25 (14.0)

19 (33.3)

3.06 (1.52-6.13)

0.35

0.002

Hypertension

72

47 (26.4)

25 (43.9)

2.18 (1.17-4.05)

0.32

0.013

HR < 89 (triage)

96

80 (44.9)

16 (28.1)

0.478 (0.24-0.91)

0.33

0.026

HR > 90 (triage)

139

98 (55.1)

41 (71.9)

2.09 (1.09-4.00)

0.33

0.026

HR < 89 (discharge)

168

138 (77.5)

30 (52.6)

0.322 (0.17-0.60)

0.32

0.001

HR > 90 (discharge)

67

40 (22.5)

27 (47.4)

3.11 (1.66-5.82)

0.32

0.001

Chest CXR normal

88

69 (38.8)

19 (33.3)

0.79 (0.41-1.47)

0.32

0.461

Chest CXR abnormal

74

50 (28.1)

24 (42.1)

1.86 (1.00-3.45)

0.32

0.047

Chest CXR not ordered

73

59 (33.1)

14 (24.6)

0.65 (0.33-1.29)

0.34

0.225

Transaminitis

19

9 (5.1)

10 (52.6)

3.99 (1.53-10.4

0.48

<0.0001

Thrombocytopenia

24

13 (7.3)

11 (19.3)

3.0 (1.2-7.2)

0.44

0.012

Lymphopenia

34

24 (13.5)

10 (17.5)

1.36 (0.6-3.6)

0.41

0.449

D-dimer positive

9

7 (3.9)

2 (3.5)

0.88 (0.17-4.4)

0.81

0.885

GFR abnormal

11

5 (2.8)

6 (10.5)

4.1 (1.2-13.9)

0.62

0.025

109

89 (50.0)

20 (35.1)

0.541 (0.29-1.00)

0.31

0.051

112

81 (45.5)

31 (54.4)

1.47 (0.80-2.67)

0.31

0.212

BMI < 25

59

49 (27.5)

10 (17.5)

0.56 (0.26-1.19)

0.39

0.134

Overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9)

52

38 (21.3)

14 (24.6)

1.2 (0.60-2.42)

0.36

0.611

Obesity (BMI > 30)

124

91 (51.1)

33 (57.9)

1.31 (0.72-2.40)

0.31

0.375

Asian, non-Hispanic

5

4 (2.2)

1 (1.8)

0.777 (0.08-7.10)

0.17

0.746

Black, non-Hispanic

50

37 (20.8)

13 (22.8)

1.13 (0.55-2.31)

0.37

0.746

Clinical characteristics
(Initial ED visit)

Return
ED visit
N = 57
N (% cohort)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Standard error

P-value

Age

Chronic conditions

Vital signs

Lab / imaging

Labs not ordered
Health insurance (Y)
Weight

Race / Ethnicity

Other race, non-Hispanic

5

3 (1.7)

2 (3.5)

2.21 (0.35-13.02)

0.93

0.417

White, non-Hispanic

61

46 (25.8)

15 (26.3)

1.03 (0.52-2.02)

0.35

0.943

Hispanic
114
88 (49.4)
26 (45.6)
0.858 (0.47-1.56)
0.31
0.615
ED, emergency department; CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HR, heart rate; CXR, chest
radiograph; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; BMI, body mass index.

with higher return visits to the ED. We analyzed triage and
discharge vital signs from patient index visits and found
heart rate > 90 during triage and discharge was significantly
associated with return ED visits.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Table 2 lists those clinical characteristics that retained
independent association with a return visit to the ED after
the index visit to the ED due to COVID-19. These clinical
characteristics included increased pulse at triage, (OR 1.043,
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Table 2. Multivariate logistic regression: clinical characteristics independently associated with return to the emergency department after
the initial visit for COVID-19 infection.
Clinical characteristic
Pulse at triage (increasing)*

Odds ratio

95% Confidence interval

1.04

1.02

P-value

1.07

0.0002

Myalgia

4.43

2.03

9.66

0.0002

History of diabetes mellitus

2.99

1.21

7.40

0.0179

Transaminitis

8.97

2.65

30.33

0.0004

*Continuous variable; as pulse increased, the odds ratio increased 1.043 per each beat per minute.

95% CI, 1.020-1.065, P = 0.0002; myalgia, (OR 4.427, 95%
CI, 2.028-9.663, P = 0.0002; history of diabetes mellitus, (OR
2.990, 95% CI, 1.208-7.403, P = 0.0179; and transaminitis
(OR 8.973, 95% CI, 2.654-30.333, P = 0.0004. Transaminitis
was defined as any abnormal elevation in aspartate
aminotrans-ferase or alanine aminotransferase above the
laboratory-defined upper limit of normal.
DISCUSSION
Our study shows the key clinical characteristics associated
with ED return visits for patients discharged with EDpositive SARS-CoV-2 testing. After controlling for other
clinical characteristics, multivariate logistic regression found
that history of diabetes mellitus, a complaint of myalgia, an
increased pulse at triage, and transaminitis were independently
associated with a return ED visit. As EDs across the country
continue to treat COVID-19 patients, it is important to
understand clinical factors associated with return visits to
prevent unnecessary COVID-19 return visits. The clinical
characteristics we found associated with ED return visits will
need to be validated independently. This analysis is part of a
forthcoming study encompassing multiple EDs and a larger
patient population.
We encourage hospital operational teams to focus on the
ED-discharge patient populations we have identified in our
study to proactively prepare and attempt to prevent unnecessary
ED evaluations in a time when hospital capacity is limited.
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Introduction: Coinfection with severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and
another virus may influence the clinical trajectory of emergency department (ED) patients. However,
little empirical data exists on the clinical outcomes of coinfection with SARS-CoV-2
Methods: In this retrospective cohort analysis, we included adults presenting to the ED with
confirmed, symptomatic coronavirus 2019 who also underwent testing for additional viral pathogens
within 24 hours. To investigate the association between coinfection status with each of the outcomes,
we performed logistic regression.
Results: Of 6,913 ED patients, 5.7% had coinfection. Coinfected individuals were less likely to
experience index visit or 30-day hospitalization (odds ratio [OR] 0.57; 95% confidence interval [CI],
0.36-0.90 and OR 0.39; 95% CI, 0.25–0.62, respectively).
Conclusion: Coinfection is relatively uncommon in symptomatic ED patients with SARS-CoV-2
and the clinical short- and long-term outcomes are more favorable in coinfected individuals. [West J
Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1262–1269.]

INTRODUCTION
According to the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, as of October 2021 the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus has caused an
estimated 684 hospitalizations per 100,000 population and
711,020 deaths in the United States.1 Emergency clinicians
decide which patients with coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19)
to admit to the hospital and these decisions typically take
into account patient age, need for supplemental oxygen, and
other clinical and laboratory metrics, as well as anticipated
clinical trajectory.2,3 Coinfection with SARS-CoV-2 and
another virus may influence the short- and long-term
clinical outcomes, and thus co-infection status could inform
clinical decision-making in the emergency department (ED).
However, little empirical data exists on the clinical outcomes
of coinfection with SARS-CoV-2.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

With the introduction of reverse transcription real-time
polymerase chain reaction assays the detection of viral
coinfections has grown.4 However, interpretation of these test
is challenging as studies with short- and long-term clinical
outcomes are scant, particularly for SARS-CoV-2 coinfection.
Some reports of viral coinfection preceding the COVID-19
pandemic suggest higher disease severity with coinfection,5
while others report no relationship between multiple (nonSARS-CoV-2) respiratory viral infections and disease
severity.6 The rate of coinfection and its potential impact on
clinical outcomes likely depends on the particular virus, the
means of detection, the patient’s demographics, and location
of the study.7 Therefore, an evaluation of coinfection rates and
outcomes for SARS-CoV-2 is necessary and important.
A cross-sectional study of 1206 patients with respiratory
symptoms revealed that 20.7% were positive for SARS-
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CoV-2 and at least one additional virus.8 The most common
coinfections were rhinovirus/enterovirus (6.9% of 116
specimens), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (5.2%), and
non-SARS-CoV-2 coronaviruses (4.3%), but results were
limited to a three-week period in March 2020 in a single
region. Likewise, a meta-analysis (total of 1800 subjects)9
reported a 11.7% coinfection rate; however, because serum
antibody studies that indicate both recent and acute infection
were included, this may have artificially increased the
coinfection rate. Neither study addressed clinical outcomes in
coinfected patients .
Therefore, our objectives were to determine the
frequency of SARS-CoV-2 and any additional respiratory
virus (coinfection) among ED patients. Secondarily,
we were interested in comparing encounters with and
without coinfection in terms of the following: a) baseline
characteristics; b) short-term outcomes (hospitaliza-tion
at the index ED visit); and c) 30-day clinical outcomes
(hospitalization within 30 days of index ED visit; severe
COVID-19 within 30 days defined as intubation with
mechanical ventilation and/or death). We hypothesized that
patients with SARS-CoV-2 coinfection would be more likely
to experience unfavorable short- and long-term outcomes.

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Some reports of viral coinfection preceding the
COVID-19 pandemic suggest higher disease
severity with coinfection.
What was the research question?
What is the rate of SARS-CoV-2 coinfection
among emergency department patients and its
impact on clinical outcomes?
What was the major finding of the study?
Of 6,913 ED patients, 5.7% had coinfection.
Coinfected individuals were less likely to
experience index visit or 30-day hospitalization.

METHODS
Data Source
The national Registry of Suspected COVID-19 in
Emergency Care (RECOVER) network recorded clinical data
on 35,120 ED patient encounters for COVID-19 symptoms.10
Encounters occurred between the first week of February 2020
and the fifth week of October 2020. Of the sites contributing
to the registry 60% were community hospitals without a
residency program.10 Clinical characteristics and outcomes
were extracted from electronic health records by automated
download and then supplemented by medical record review
by trained research personnel. Best practices in medical record
review studies were adhered to,11 including the following:
abstractor training; case selection criteria; variable definition;
abstraction forms; performance monitoring; institutional
review board approval; and data management plan.
Study Design
In this retrospective cohort analysis, we included
RECOVER network encounters by adults ≥ 18 years from
86 hospitals in 27 states. Eligibility for enrollment required
that a molecular diagnostic test to have been performed in
the ED setting or within 24 hours for patients with possible
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Registry guidance advised that
patients without suspected infection but who had swab
testing performed in the ED only to comply with a hospital
screening policy for admissions or preoperative testing be
excluded.12 In total, 204 defined questions were asked about
encounters falling in seven domains: 1) visit information; 2)
demo-graphics, symptoms and risk factors; 3) vital signs; 4)
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

How does this improve population health?
Adults with coinfection with SARS-CoV-2 do
not have worse clinical outcomes, compared
to those without coinfection. This suggests that
the impact of extended viral panels on clinical
management is limited.

past medical history; 5) current medications; 6) test results;
and 7) outcomes. The registry collected 47 questions about
test results including whether extended viral testing was
performed and the results of that testing. No effort was made
to standardize the type of viral testing performed for each
person or by site; however, only patients with molecular
testing for SARS-CoV-2 were eligible for inclusion. The
criterion standard for SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis required a
positive molecular test (as opposed to antigen testing) from
a swabbed sample from the nasopharynx. Coinfections
were detected by molecular testing of separate swabs taken
simultaneously. The local hospital institutional review board
(IRB) approved the study (IRB # 1586472-1), and informed
consent was waived for this minimal risk study.
Exposure
The primary exposure was coinfection by any respiratory
virus(es) (eg, adenovirus, endemic coronavirus, influenza
virus) at the index ED visit.10 Thus, we excluded encounters
that did not report results of other viral testing.
Outcomes
The outcomes of interest were hospitalization at the
index ED visit, any hospitalization within 30 days of index
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ED visit, and severe COVID-19. Severe COVID-19 was
defined as intubation with mechanical ventilation and/or
death within 30 days.10
Statistical Analyses
We described the baseline characteristics and clinical
presentation at the index ED visit as well as outcomes. To
investigate the association between coinfection status with
each of the outcomes, we then constructed unadjusted and
adjusted logistic regression models. In the multivariable
model, we adjusted for 10 potential confounders based on a
priori knowledge: age; gender; race/ethnicity; hypertension;
cardiovascular diseases; chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; other chronic lung diseases; obesity; diabetes; and
cancer.13 We performed the analysis using R version 4.0.1 (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
RESULTS
After exclusion of records from seven sites that used
different inclusion criteria (n = 9,364), incomplete records (n =
8,069), children (n = 426), and encounters without non-SARS-

Goldberg et al.

CoV-2 viral testing (n = 10,348), our analytic sample included
6913 patient encounters (Figure 1). Among these 6,913
encounters, the median age was 59 (interquartile range 46-71)
years and 49% were female.
Overall, 1,843 (27%) patients had SARS-CoV-2 of whom
1,726 (94%) had SARS-CoV-2 alone and 117 (6%) were
coinfected with an additional virus (Table 1). Those with
coinfection were younger and more likely to be non-Hispanic
Black. Additionally, there were significant differences by
coinfection status for heart rate and oxygen saturation on
presentation, with patients with coinfection having higher
heart rates and oxygen saturation on room air. The most
common additional viruses were RSV (60/117, 51%),
rhinovirus (20, 17%), and non-SARS-CoV-2 coronaviruses
(15, 13%).
Encounters in which patients were coinfected were
significantly less likely to result in hospitalization at the index
ED visit (51% vs 68%, P<0.001), and less likely to result in
any hospitalization within 30 days (55% vs 76%, P<0.001),
compared to encounters with patients testing positive for
SARS-CoV-2 alone. In the multivariable model, compared

Figure 1. Inclusion flow diagram.
Among 35,120 records, 27,051 were complete and 17,687 used the same inclusion criteria. Of these, 6,913 records contained data on
non-SARS-CoV-2 virus testing. We used these records to determine the frequency of SARS-CoV-2 and any additional respiratory virus
(coinfection) among ED patients (Aim 1). We then used all records remaining that had positive SARS-CoV-2 results for Aim 2, where
we compared encounters with and without coinfection in terms of a) baseline characteristics; b) short-term outcomes (hospitalization at
the index ED visit), and c) 30-day clinical outcomes (hospitalization within 30 days of index ED visit; severe COVID-19 within 30 days
defined as intubation with mechanical ventilation and/or death).
SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; ED, emergency department.
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Table 1. Characteristics and clinical presentation of 1,843 adults with SARS-CoV-2 infection by coinfection status.
Any coinfection
N = 117 (6%)

No coinfection
N = 1,726 (94%)

P-value

53 (41-66)

60 (46-71)

0.002

54 (46)

843 (49)

0.64

Non-Hispanic White

31 (26)

527 (31)

Non-Hispanic Black

60 (51)

656 (38)

Hispanic

14 (12)

263 (15)

Other

12 (10)

280 (16)

14 (12)

161 (9)

0.44

60 (51)

937 (54)

0.59

Variables
Characteristics
Age (yr), median, (IQR)
Female gender
Race/ethnicity

0.03

Smoking
Major comorbidities
Hypertension
Ischemic heart disease

9 (8)

192 (11)

0.31

Heart failure

8 (7)

178 (10)

0.29

Asthma

22 (19)

211 (12)

0.054

COPD

12 (10)

174 (10)

0.99

4 (3)

44 (3)

0.79

Obesity

37 (33)

529 (31)

0.84

Diabetes

30 (26)

539 (31)

0.24

Hyperlipidemia

28 (24)

628 (37)

0.008

Cancer

13 (11)

189 (11)

0.99

HIV/AIDS

1 (1)

20 (1)

0.99

Organ transplantation

1 (1)

22 (1)

0.99

Other chronic lung diseases*

Alcohol abuse

3 (3)

104 (6)

0.18

15 (13)

56 (3)

<0.001

Heart rate (bpm), median (IQR)

98 (88-109)

95 (83-108)

0.03

Respiratory rate at presentation (per minute), median (IQR)

20 (18-21)

20 (18-22)

0.68

Oxygen saturation on room air (%), median (IQR)

97 (94-98)

95 (92-98)

<0.001

8 (7)

-

-

15 (13)

-

-

Human metapneumovirus

9 (8)

-

-

Influenza A

4 (4)

-

-

Influenza B

1 (1)

-

-

Influenza A & B

3 (3)

-

-

Parainfluenza viruses 1-4

6 (5)

-

-

RSV

60 (51)

-

-

Rhinovirus

20 (17)

-

-

Other viruses

14 (12)

-

-

Hospitalization at index ED visit

60 (51)

1,169 (68)

<0.001

High-flow oxygen

15 (13)

335 (19)

0.10

Other substance use†
ED presentation

Respiratory virus testing
Adenovirus
Endemic coronavirus

Clinical outcomes

*Defined by pulmonary fibrosis, cystic fibrosis, bronchiectasis, or pulmonary hypertension
†
Include cocaine, injection drugs, marijuana, methamphetamine, or opioid use
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Table 1. Continued.
NIPPV
Intubation and mechanical ventilation
ECMO
ICU admission
Any hospitalization within 30 days
Severe COVID-19

‡

§

Death

3 (3)

85 (5)

0.35

24 (21)

406 (24)

0.53

1 (1)

55 (3)

0.25

28 (24)

499 (29)

0.28

64 (55)

1,319 (76)

<0.001

25 (21)

498 (29)

0.10

15 (13)

295 (17)

0.28

Hospitalization immediately after the index ED visit or within 30 days from the index ED visit
Intubation with mechanical ventilation and/or death within 30 days from the index ED visit
SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; yr, year; IQR, interquartile range; COPD, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease; HIV/AIDS, human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; BPM, beats per minute; COPD,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive
care unit; NIPPV, non-invasive positive pressure ventilation; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.
‡
§

with patients who had only SARS-CoV-2, those with SARSCoV-2 and at least one additional virus had lowered adjusted
odds of hospitalization at the index ED visit (odds ratio
[OR] 0.57; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.36-0.90) and
hospitalization within 30 days (OR 0.39; 95% CI, 0.25-0.62).
Coinfected patients did not have an increased odds of severe
COVID-19 (OR 0.76; 95% CI, 0.46-1.24).
DISCUSSION
In this retrospective cohort study, which included 86 EDs,
we found that coinfection occurs infrequently (5.7%) among
symptomatic ED patients, and coinfection was not associated
with hospitalization or other unfavorable short- and long-term
outcomes. To our knowledge this is the first study examining
clinical outcomes of symptomatic ED patients with SARSCoV-2 based on coinfection status.
There are several potential explanations for why
coinfection appeared to have a “protective” effect. First,
ED patients found to be coinfected could have had an
asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection and may have had
presenting symptoms from their other virus. Another
explanation could be that individuals with high rates of
prior viral exposure – through their occupation or social
behaviors – may have primed their immune system with
other coronaviruses and respiratory pathogens and may,
therefore, have experienced less severe COVID-19.14 Non
SARS-CoV-2 (endemic) coronaviruses share sequence
homology with SARS-CoV-2, and immune responses can
cross-react with SARS-CoV-2 antigens, eg, through longlasting memory T cells.15,16 Finally, SARS-CoV-2 could have
been attenuated by other viruses (viral interference), or other
viruses could have been the primary infection and could
have initiated a partially helpful immune response reducing
the severity of SARS-CoV-2 illness.15 These potential
explanations merit further study.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Compared to other published studies on coinfection, we
found similar rates of other viruses, with RSV being most
common.8,9,17 RSV, while most recognized as the causative
agent of infant bronchiolitis, causes severe infection in
older adults with a morbidity and mortality similar to
influenza.18 Symptoms of RSV are similar to COVID-19,
but nasal congestion and wheezing are typical.18 Age-related
immune senescence, whereby older adults may have lower
protective serum antibodies against viral pathogens, increases
vulnerability of this population to respiratory infection.
Rhinovirus is an important cause of illness in school-age
children, causing sputum production, myalgias, and nasal
congestion, but may be less serious in adults. Similarly,
endemic coronaviruses typically cause mild nasal congestion,
dyspnea, and sputum production,18 and rarely lead to
hospitalization. While our study focused on viral coinfections,
a recent study of 8649 inpatients in the United Kingdom
examined bacterial coinfections in patients admitted to the
hospital with COVID-19 and found that bacterial coinfections
are rare, most are secondary (occurring more than two
days after hospital admission), and are not associated with
inpatient mortality. The UK study concluded that empirical
antimicrobial prescribing should be restricted.19
Clinical and policy implications of our study include that
viral coinfection status does not confer greater risk of clinical
deterioration among ED patients. Based on our results adults
with multiple viral pathogens (coinfection with SARSCoV-2) do not have worse clinical outcomes, compared to
those without infection, which suggest that the impact of
extended viral panels on clinical management is limited. A
study by Burk et al20 found that coexisting viral and bacterial
pathogens conferred greater mortality in community-acquired
pneumonia (OR 2.1, 95% CI, 35.1-53.3%). However, our
data shows this not to be true for coinfection with another
virus in COVID-19. Extended respiratory panels are costly
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at $3,45021 per specimen and may not be advised unless
needed for inpatient cohorting (keeping patients with similar
pathogens in the same room), antiviral treatment purposes
(eg, oseltamivir in early influenza illness), public health
surveillance, or for special populations. In observational
studies, however, patients with positive influenza results
receive fewer antibiotics, undergo fewer diagnostic tests, and
are less likely to be hospitalized; thus, extended panels may
have utility in patients requiring hospitalization.22 It should
be noted that the “twin-demic” of influenza and COVID-19
did not occur this year, likely due to high vaccination rates
against flu and protective measures such as distancing and
mask wearing. Without these protective measures we may
have seen greater coinfection rates in our sample.
Multiple guideline groups have addressed the role of
laboratory testing for viruses in different patient populations.7
Generally, testing may play a more important role in the
management of severely ill patients and immunocompromised
patients, but less so in relatively healthy adults and
children. Guidelines suggest that hematology and oncology
patients,23 transplant patients,24 intensive care unit patients,25
and pediatric patients with underlying disease26 are good
candidates for extended viral pathogen testing. Additionally,
testing is useful for public health investigations of
emerging pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2, epidemiological
investigations. and for infection control. A pragmatic approach
should be taken in the ED where testing is considered when it
may impact clinical decisions or support patient management.
Clinical symptoms associated with different viruses causing
respiratory illnesses overlap and are often indistinguishable
from illness due to bacteria based on clinical symptoms alone.
Clinicians should understand that multiple viruses can cause
similar signs and symptoms and laboratorians should base
testing algorithms on current circulating pathogens in their
region and emerging infections in other regions of the world.
Future directions include evaluating coinfection status
among patients who are asymptomatic. Most studies
published on this topic include only symptomatic patients, and
coinfection rates may be higher in this population.27 Presence
and timing of outbreaks, such as influenza, can influence the
other viral pathogens that are detected on samples, and further
studies during different seasons and for different outbreaks
would be useful. However, with increasing global travel.
circulation patterns of viruses and dominant types can change
from year to year.28
LIMITATIONS
One potential limitation of this work is that coinfection
rates may be lower than true rates, given clinician and site
variability in respiratory virus testing. Additionally, as this
was a retrospective analysis site investigators did not change
clinical care or practice patterns. Thus, it was at the discretion
of the emergency clinician whether to order an extended viral
panel or solely a COVID-19 test. The ordering of extended
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

viral panels is likely clinician, patient, and site specific. We
also could not account for important confounders, such as
smoking, frailty, and socioeconomic factors. Another possible
limitation is that respiratory viruses are seasonal, and our data
includes encounters from February–October 2020 only.
Sixty-seven percent of our included patients were
admitted. This high rate of admission could suggest that
extended viral panels were more often ordered on patients
with higher disease severity. Thus, there is a potential issue of
confounding by indication. Strengths of our study include its
generalizability; our data represents ED encounters throughout
the US. Although we have statistically significant inference
with the sample size in our cohort, an external validation in a
separate patient sample would further enhance generalizability
of the inference. Patient presentations to the ED likely reflect
those with clinically meaningful illness (vs serum antibody
testing that was included in prior studies).9 Additionally,
the RECOVER registry included a standardized data entry
instrument and fidelity checks to enhance data quality.10
CONCLUSION
We found that coinfection is relatively uncommon in
patients with SARS-CoV-2 and the clinical short- and longterm outcomes for patients are more favorable in coinfected
individuals. These findings provide insight into the clinical course
of patients with coinfection and lend support to the theory that
commonly encountered respiratory viruses could stimulate the
immune response to protect individuals from SARS-CoV-2.15
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Introduction: Recent studies from urban academic centers have shown the promise of emergency
physician-initiated buprenorphine for improving outcomes in opioid use disorder (OUD) patients.
We investigated whether emergency physician-initiated buprenorphine in a rural, community setting
decreases subsequent healthcare utilization for OUD patients.
Methods: We performed a retrospective chart review of patients presenting to a community hospital
emergency department (ED) who received a prescription for buprenorphine from June 15, 2018–
June 15, 2019. Demographic and opioid-related International Classification of Diseases, 10th
Revision, (ICD-10) codes were documented and used to create a case-matched control cohort
of demographically matched patients who presented in a similar time frame with similar ICD-10
codes but did not receive buprenorphine. We recorded 12-month rates of ED visits, all-cause
hospitalizations, and opioid overdoses. Differences in event occurrences between groups were
assessed with Poisson regression.
Results: Overall 117 patients were included in the study: 59 who received buprenorphine vs 58
controls. The groups were well matched, both roughly 90% White and 60% male, with an average
age of 33.4 years for both groups. Controls had a median two ED visits (range 0-33), median 0.5
hospitalizations (range 0-8), and 0 overdoses (range 0-3), vs median one ED visit (range 0-8),
median 0 hospitalizations (range 0-4), and median 0 overdoses (range 0-3) in the treatment group.
The incidence rate ratio (IRR) for counts of ED visits was 0.61, 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.49,
0.75, favoring medication-assisted treatment (MAT). For hospitalizations, IRR was 0.34, 95% CI,
0.22, 0.52 favoring MAT, and for overdoses was 1.04, 95% CI, 0.53, 2.07.
Conclusion: Initiation of buprenorphine by ED providers was associated with lower 12-month ED
visit and all-cause hospitalization rates with comparable overdose rates compared to controls. These
findings show the ED’s potential as an initiation point for medication-assisted treatment in OUD
patients. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1270–1275.]
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INTRODUCTION
The opioid epidemic is a decades-long public health crisis
that is estimated to have claimed the lives of over 350,000
Americans from 1999-2016; it has far-reaching impacts
beyond mortality, such as decreased quality of life, neonatal
abstinence syndrome, increased healthcare utilization, and lost
productivity.1-4 Unfortunately, the crisis appears to continue
to accelerate, with the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) estimating that more Americans died
of drug overdose in 2019 than in 2018, and partial data
from the first half of 2019 revealing that 81.5% of recorded
overdose deaths involved opioids.5 Even more ominously,
some sources predict that the coronavirus 2019 pandemic and
its consequences could worsen the opioid epidemic.6 This
prediction is already potentially being reflected by early data.7
Studies have shown that medication-assisted treatment
(MAT) is an effective maintenance strategy for improving
quality of life, decreasing mortality, and even maintaining
abstinence in some patients with opioid use disorder (OUD).8
These medications decrease patients’ risk of contracting
infectious diseases such as human immunodeficiency virus,
decrease their risk of suffering an overdose, and decrease
their overall healthcare utilization.4, 9-11 Drugs commonly
used in MAT include methadone, a full μ-opioid receptor
agonist; buprenorphine, a partial μ-opioid receptor agonist;
and naltrexone, a μ-opioid receptor antagonist.12 Due to
their differing pharmacodynamics, each of these drugs has
strengths and weaknesses in terms of initiation and induction,
the logistics of distribution, potential for abuse, and risk of
overdose and withdrawal.12
Buprenorphine produces mild, typical opioid effects at
a low dose, but studies have shown it has a “ceiling effect,”
ie, the effect does not increase as the dose is increased. In
terms of safety profile, buprenorphine causes less respiratory
depression than full μ agonists with lower overdose risk and
less risk of arrhythmia.13,14 Buprenorphine is available in
three forms: buccal or sublingual tablets; extended-release
formulations (implant or depot injection); and as a skin patch,
which is used for pain management.15 Unlike naltrexone,
buprenorphine does not require a supervised withdrawal
period and can be safely induced either in the emergency
department (ED), the primary care setting, or at home.16
Unlike methadone, buprenorphine can be prescribed by any
physician or advanced practice provider after undergoing
proper training, and multiple days’ doses can be dispensed at
once.16 These attributes make buprenorphine a favorable form
of MAT to be prescribed by emergency physicians, attributes
that become more relevant given that the ED is a key point of
contact with the healthcare system for many OUD patients.17
Multiple recent studies have assessed the effect of
buprenorphine prescription or induction by emergency
physicians on patient outcomes. Most of the studies, which
were conducted at urban, academic medical centers using 30day enrollment in an MAT program as a primary endpoint,
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Buprenorphine initiation in the emergency
department (ED) is associated with improved
engagement with addiction treatment programs
for patients with opioid use disorder (OUD).
What was the research question?
Does emergency physician-initiated
buprenorphine treatment decrease healthcare
utilization for OUD patients?
What was the major finding of the study?
Patients prescribed buprenorphine in the ED
experienced significantly lower 12-month
ED-visit and hospitalizations rates, but no
change in overdose rate.
How does this improve population health?
Emergency physician-initiated
buprenorphine therapy is potentially
valuable both in terms of patient outcomes
and overall healthcare utilization.

found that significant proportions of subjects attained the
desired outcome.16,18-21 In this study we sought to determine
whether buprenorphine prescription by emergency care
providers in a community hospital decreased healthcare
utilization in patients with OUD. We hypothesized that
buprenorphine prescription by emergency care providers
would safely decrease healthcare utilization for OUD patients
compared to matched controls, resulting in decreased rates
of ED-visit and hospitalization rates without an increase in
opioid overdose rates.
METHODS
We performed a retrospective chart-review study, which
was approved by the institutional review board. The study
site was a community healthcare system in the Appalachian
United States with an annual ED census of 71,354. The site
is the largest healthcare provider in a six-county area and is
the region’s only Level III trauma center. It is also the only
hospital and ED in a roughly 30-mile radius.
Emergency physicians and nurse practitioners in the
hospital had undergone free 8- and 24-hour training courses,
respectively, to obtain X waivers. These waivers, which
can be obtained by physicians, physician assistants, nurse
practitioners and other healthcare providers, allow providers
to administer, dispense, and prescribe buprenorphine.
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Emergency care providers at the study site began prescribing
buprenorphine in June 2018. As this was a retrospective
analysis of buprenorphine prescription in the regular
course of care, there was no formal protocol mandated for
prescribing the drug to patients; providers prescribed based
on their personal judgment and experience. If the choice was
made to prescribe buprenorphine-naloxone or buprenorphine
alone, the patient received a dose in the ED and was
provided with a referral to an MAT clinic and a bridge
prescription of 1-3 days.
We compiled a convenience sample of all patients
prescribed buprenorphine in the ED for approximately one
year from the point at which providers began to prescribe
buprenorphine (June 15, 2018-June 15, 2019). Patients were
not included in the study if they were <18 years old at index
visit or if they were pregnant at any time within one year of
the index visit. Additionally, we also excluded patients who
did not have any other contact with the study site healthcare
system within one year of the index visit, as many such
patients were determined to be transient. We decided that
including such patients in the study could erroneously skew
results toward decreased healthcare utilization. Pregnant
patients were excluded because it was determined that
subsequent ED visits and hospitalizations were likely to skew
results as well.
We then reviewed the charts of all patients who formed
the buprenorphine group. Data were double-entered onto
an abstraction form with standardized coding by medical
and undergraduate students who had undergone a general
electronic health record (EHR) training session, followed
by a study-specific training session provided by author JN.22
Abstractors were not blinded to the study hypothesis. We
obtained demographic data (age, race, gender), as well as all
opioid-related International Classification of Diseases, 10th
Revision (ICD-10) codes (including F11.10: opiate abuse,
F11.93/F11.23: opiate withdrawal and T40.2: opiate overdose)
associated with the patients’ diagnoses during their index visit.
No pieces of data were found to be missing once double entry
was complete, and conflicting data were addressed by review
by senior authors. Abstractors’ progress was assessed at onemonth intervals, and accuracy was assessed by comparing
data reported by paired abstractors. No formal inter-interpreter
reliability analysis was performed.
Next, we specifically searched the EHR for all patients
who presented to the site ED during the study period and were
diagnosed based on at least one of the opioid-related ICD-10
codes found in the buprenorphine group during their visit.
We screened this larger cohort of patients to ensure that they
had not been prescribed buprenorphine. Potential controls
were then sorted by demographic variables, and the most
closely matched control was selected for each member of the
buprenorphine group on the basis of gender, age and race.
We attempted to select controls with the exact age and gender
of buprenorphine patients, and to match by race whenever
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

possible, although the study site’s patient population was
largely racially homogeneous and White.
Outcome measures obtained for buprenorphine and
control patients included the following: hospitalization rate
in the 12 months following index visit; ED visit rate in the
12 months following index visit; and opioid overdose rate
in the 12 months following index visit. Additionally, we
classified each hospitalization and ED visit as either opioidor non-opioid related. An opioid-related hospitalization or
ED visit was defined as either being the result of opioid
use (ie, overdose, withdrawal) or a direct sequela of opioid
use (ie, injection-site cellulitis, endocarditis). Classification
disagreements between reviewers were adjudicated by the
senior author (JN).
Data were de-identified before analysis. We assessed
intergroup differences in demographic variables using
two-sided t-test and chi-square test, using an alpha of
0.05 to denote statistical significance. Differences in event
occurrences between groups were assessed with Poisson
regression. We used Stata version 15.1 (Statacorp, College
Station, TX) for analysis. Given that the sample size was fixed
because it was a convenience sample, formal power analysis
was not performed.
RESULTS
A total of 83 patients were prescribed buprenorphine
within the study time frame. Of those patients 24 were
excluded due to transience or pregnancy. Ultimately 59
patients were included to form the buprenorphine group,
with 58 matched controls (one match served for two of the
buprenorphine group due to a lack of eligible subjects with
similar demographics) for an overall total of 117 subjects. The
groups were well-matched on age, race and gender, and did
not differ significantly in any of these variables. See Table 1
for full demographic data.
Patients in the buprenorphine group experienced a total
of 137 ED visits, with a median one visit per patient (range
0-8). The group experienced 29 total hospitalizations, with a
median 0 hospitalizations per patient (range 0-4). The group
experienced 17 total opioid overdoses, with a median 0
overdoses per patient (range 0-3). Patients in the control group

Table 1. Demographics of the study cohort.
Total cohort
(n = 117)

Buprenorphine
(n = 59)

Age
(Mean [SD])

33.4 (8)

White
(95% CI)

109 (93.2%,
53 (89.8%,
88.6%, 97.7%) 82.1%, 97.5%)

56 (96.6%,
91.9%, 100%)

Male
72 (61.5%,
37 (62.7%,
(95% CI)
52.6%, 70.3%) 50.4%, 75.0%)
SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence interval.

35 (60.3%,
47.8%, 72.8%)
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33.4 (8)

Control
(n = 58)
33.4 (8)
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experienced a total of 222 ED visits, with a median two ED
visits per patient (range 0-33). The group experienced a total
of 84 hospitalizations, with a median 0.5 hospitalizations per
patient (range 0-8). The group experienced 16 total overdoses,
with a median 0 overdoses per patient (range 0-3).
The buprenorphine group experienced a significantly
lower 12-month ED visit rate (IRR = 0.61; 95% CI,
0.49, 0.75). The buprenorphine group also experienced a
significantly lower 12-month hospitalization rate compared
to the control group (IRR = 0.34; 95% CI, 0.22, 0.52). No
significant difference between the groups was found for
overdoses (IRR = 1.04; 95% CI, 0.53, 2.07)). See Table 2.

Table 2. Average healthcare utilization for experimental and
control groups.
Buprenorphine

Control

IRR

1-year
Hospitalizations
(total, median
[range])

29, 0 (0-4)

84, 2 (0-33)

0.34 (95%CI
0.22, 0.52)

1-year ED visits
(total, median
[range])

139, 1 (0-8)

222, .5 (0-8) 0.61 (95%CI
0.49, 0.75)

1-year
17, 0 (0-3)
16, 0 (0-3)
1.04 (95%CI
Overdoses (total,
0.53, 2.07)
median [range])
IRR, incidence rate ratio; ED, emergency department.

When ED visits and hospitalizations were stratified to
either opioid- or non-opioid-related, differences between
the groups persisted. Patients in the buprenorphine group
experienced lower rates of both opioid-related and non-opioidrelated hospitalizations (IRR = 0.34; 95% CI, 0.22, 0.52) and
IRR = 0.08; (95% CI, 0.02, 0.35, respectively). Buprenorphine
group patients also experienced significantly lower rates of
non-opioid-related ED visits (IRR = 0.46; 95% CI, 0.32,
0.66)], but did not experience lower rates of opioid-related ED
visits (IRR =1.10; 95% CI, 0.77, 0.58)].
DISCUSSION
This is the first retrospective, matched cohort study
to examine whether buprenorphine prescription by an
emergency physician in a community ED decreased
healthcare utilization in OUD patients. Our results suggest
that training emergency care providers to prescribe
buprenorphine decreases patient healthcare utilization and
does not increase opioid overdose rates compared to controls.
Subjects in the buprenorphine group experienced significantly
lower rates of ED visits and hospitalizations in the 12 months
following buprenorphine prescription by an emergency care
provider. Additionally, the IRR for overdoses between the two
groups was nearly 1 (1.04), suggesting that buprenorphine
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

prescription by emergency care providers did not increase
overdose rates.
Much has been written recently regarding buprenorphine
prescription by emergency care providers, reflecting its
potential as a gateway to MAT for OUD patients. Multiple
studies, such as those by Kaucher et al., Edwards et al.,
and Dunkley et al. found that buprenorphine induction by
emergency physicians was effective in encouraging 30-day
follow-up in MAT clinics, although success rates varied (49%
[Kaucher] vs 63% [Edwards]).16, 18-19 Furthermore, D’Onofrio
et al.’s randomized clinic trial found that, compared to brief
intervention and referral to treatment, ED buprenorphine
induction resulted in significantly higher 30-day MAT
enrollment rates, as well as decreased self-reported opioid use
and utilization of inpatient addiction treatment.21
Both Lowenstein et al. and Fox et al. described
potential barriers to implementation of MAT prescription
by emergency physicians.23, 24 Lowenstein et al. surveyed
emergency physicians in two urban, academic EDs regarding
physician preparedness to prescribe buprenorphine and
perceived barriers to its administration. They found that
some reported barriers, such as patient social barriers and
lack of patient interest in treatment, were consistently
reported by all providers. Reporting of other barriers, such
as comfort initiating buprenorphine and perceived safety of
buprenorphine, was significantly higher in physicians who
had not undergone X-waiver training.23 Fox et al. reviewed the
current status of ED buprenorphine prescription in the US as
well as barriers to ED-initiated buprenorphine therapy. They
found that healthcare provider stigma toward patients who use
drugs presents a major barrier to MAT prescription, as well as
misconceptions regarding X-waiver training.24
Our experience is in line with these findings.
Anecdotally, our emergency care providers were unsure of
their knowledge regarding opioid MAT before X-waiver
training but felt more comfortable discussing MAT with
patients and prescribing buprenorphine after training.
Additionally, the experience of receiving X-waiver training
and prescribing MAT motivated some providers to begin
working in MAT clinics.
Our study is unique in that it is one of the few to track
healthcare utilization after buprenorphine prescription. Hu
et al. tracked six-month ED visits and hospitalizations and
found that study patients who remained enrolled in MAT
experienced significantly decreased rates of six-month ED
visits compared to patients who dropped out.20 Additionally,
our study is one of the few to take place in a rural,
community setting, and our case-matched control design
allowed for effective intergroup comparison of healthcare
utilization.
LIMITATIONS
This study had several limitations, most importantly its
retrospective methodology, which prevents the assumption
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of causality and limits our conclusions to hypothesis
generating. It is also limited by its small sample size,
although our primary findings achieved both statistical
significance and clinical relevance. Furthermore, abstractors
were not blinded to the study hypothesis, and no formal
inter-abstractor reliability analysis was performed, although
data was entered by two abstractors for each patient, and
any discrepancies were adjudicated by a senior author. We
were unable to track subjects’ progress in MAT as subjects
referred to multiple MAT clinics, some of which were not
affiliated with the study site. Neither were we able to obtain
mortality data for the patient cohort for this unfunded study,
given that our community site does not maintain a contract
with the Social Security Administration Death Master File.
While no patients in the cohort presented to the ED in arrest,
or had a death noted in EHR queries, there is certainly a
possibility of patients dying outside a healthcare facility
without being brought to the ED or dying in a different
healthcare system.
Although both groups were similar in terms of
demographics and ICD-10 diagnoses at index visit,
no formal protocol was in place to screen patients for
buprenorphine treatment. Therefore, it is possible that the
buprenorphine and control groups differed in motivation
levels, with some proportion of the buprenorphine group
actively seeking help and effectively self-selecting.
Our study is also limited by the possibility that patients
experienced events or hospitalizations at outside healthcare
systems, although the study site’s position as the major
healthcare system in its six-county area is a potentially
ameliorating factor. Lastly, patients in the control group were
selected on the basis of opioid-related ICD-10 codes found
in the buprenorphine group. Although the buprenorphine
group was found to have been diagnosed with a variety of
opioid-related ICD-10 codes (ranging from opioid abuse, to
overdose, to withdrawal), it is possible that this mechanism
introduced some measure of bias.
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Introduction: Homeless individuals lack resources for primary healthcare and as a result use the
emergency department (ED) as a social safety net. Our primary objective in this study was to identify
the differences between features of visits to United States (US) EDs made by patients without a
home and patients who live in a private residence presenting with mental health symptoms or no
mental health symptoms at triage.
Methods: Data for this study come from the 2009-2017 National Health and Ambulatory
Medical Care Survey, a nationally representative cross-sectional survey of ED visits in the US. We
examined differences in waiting time, length of visit, and triage score among homeless patients, and
privately housed and nursing home residents. We used logistic regression to determine the odds of
receiving a mental health diagnosis. Residence, age, gender, race, urgency, and whether the person
was seen in the ED in the previous 72 hours were controlled.
Results: Homeless individuals made up less than 1% of all ED visits during this period. Of these
visits, 47.2% resulted in a mental health diagnosis compared to those who live in a private residence.
Adjusting for age, race, gender, triage score, and whether the person had been seen in the prior
72 hours, homeless individuals were still six times more likely to receive a mental health diagnosis
despite reporting no mental health symptoms compared to individuals who lived in a private residence.
Homeless individuals reporting mental health symptoms were two times more likely to receive a mental
health diagnosis compared to privately housed and nursing home residents.
Conclusions: Homeless individuals are more likely to receive a mental health diagnosis in the
ED whether or not they present with mental health symptoms at triage. This study suggests that
homelessness as a status impacts how these individuals receive care in the ED. Community
coordination is needed to expand treatment options for individuals experiencing emergent mental
health symptoms. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1276–1282.]

INTRODUCTION
The United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development estimates that 567,715 individuals experience
homelessness on a single night.1 Homeless individuals
may lack resources for primary healthcare and, as a
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result, use the emergency department (ED) as a de facto
primary care physician as well as a social safety net.2
National survey data suggests homeless adults account for
a disproportionate number of all ED visits relative to their
population size.3
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Previous research on homeless adults provides a
demographic profile of homeless adults using the ED as well as
characteristics of those visits. Homeless individuals who visit
the ED are older, male, usually arrive via ambulance, and have
a longer ED visit.4-6 Further, visits to the ED by older homeless
adults are more often related to alcohol use and hospital
admission whereas visits by younger homeless adults are related
to psychiatric conditions and alcohol use.2 Homeless individuals
who visited the ED for injuries were also more likely to be
diagnosed with psychiatric or substance use disorders compared
to non-homeless patients.7 A national dataset of aggregated
ED visits from 2005-2015 revealed 28.4% of visits made by
a homeless adult resulted in a psychiatric diagnosis.3 Further,
homeless individuals with mental illness have higher frequency
of 30-day readmissions compared to non-homeless individuals.8
No studies to date have compared homeless patients and
privately housed residents on the presence or absence of mental
health reasons for visit.
The intersection of homelessness and mental illness
compounds the difficulties homeless individuals have in
receiving healthcare. In this study we aimed to describe the
prevalence of reported mental health symptoms and diagnosis
by housing status in US ED visits. We asked two primary
research questions: 1) Among those who report mental health
symptoms at triage, do homeless individuals have different
wait times, triage scores, or length of visit compared to the
non-homeless; and 2) among individuals who report any or
no mental health symptoms during ED triage, are homeless
individuals more likely to receive a mental illness diagnosis
upon discharge? We hypothesized that individuals without a
home would be more likely to receive a psychiatric diagnosis
irrespective of presenting reasons for visit.
METHODS
Study Design, Setting, and Study population
We used retrospective, cross-sectional data from the 20092017 National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey
(NHAMCS), a nationally representative sample of ED visits
in the United States collected annually by the National Center
for Health and Statistics.9 The NHAMCS uses a three-stage
probability sampling design where emergency service areas
are sampled within hospitals and all emergency service areas
of primary sampling stages. Primary sample stage consists
of a sample of geographically defined areas. Randomly
assigned EDs report their data for four weeks. This data
is digitally recorded onto a patient record form by Census
interviewers. The NHAMCS survey obtains data on patient
and visit characteristics, clinician’s diagnosis (1-3 being the
most relevant to the current ED visit and remaining diagnoses
related to ongoing medical problems patient may have)
health-related services, and treatments such as medications
prescribed. The physician’s diagnosis was classified according
to the International Classification of Disease, 9th revision
9 (ICD-9) through 2015, and then shifted to ICD-10 in
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Emergency department (ED) visits by
homeless adults are disproportionate to the
size of the homeless population with almost a
quarter of visits related to mental health.
What was the research question?
What is the difference in ED visits between
homeless adults and those who live in
private residences?
What was the major finding of the study?
Homeless adults who do not present with
mental health symptoms were six times more
likely to receive a psychiatric diagnosis
compared to privately housed residents and
nursing home residents.
How does this improve population health?
This study suggests the homeless population
may experience emergent mental health
symptoms or that homelessness as a status
impacts care received in the ED.

2016.10,11 Patient and visit characteristics included age, gender,
residence type, and race. Visit characteristics of interest
included waiting time to see physicians and advanced practice
providers (APP) in minutes; length of visit; and immediacy
with which patient should be seen. We used data from 2009
forward because of a different NHAMCS coding scheme for
triage score prior to 2009. Data used for the study were deidentified and publicly available and did not require review by
the university’s institutional review board.
Independent Variables
Residence was coded into three categories: private residence,
nursing home, and homeless. Homelessness was defined by
NHAMCS as individuals who reported currently living in a
homeless shelter or without a home. We excluded residences
listed as “other,” “blank,” and “unknown.” Reason for visit was
classified according to whether the patient reported any symptom
related to mental health. Symptoms reported at triage were coded
as mental health being a reason for visit for codes in the category
“Symptoms Referable to Psychological and Mental Disorders”
(codes 1100-1199), excluding code 1135 (disturbances of sleep)
and “Mental Disorders” (codes 2300-2349).12 Further, we
included intentional self-mutilation (5,818) and suicide attempt
(5,820).12 Any mental health reason for visit included visits
where at least one reported reason for visit was a mental health
symptom. “Only mental health symptom” visits were defined as
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those visits where all reported reasons for visit were from one of
the above codes. We included as control variables age, gender,
race, and having used the ED in the prior 72 hours.
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age, gender, race, urgency, and whether the person was seen in
the ED in the previous 72 hours.

Outcomes
Waiting time to see physicians and APPs in minutes, length
of visit, and immediacy with which patient should be seen
represent the first outcomes of interest. These variables were later
used as controls in the examination of diagnosis at discharge.
The dependent variable was diagnoses at ED discharge. These
were further classified as either mental health diagnosis or nonmental health diagnosis. Mental health diagnosis was classified
as any discharge diagnosis listed as ICD-9 codes 290-319
(excluding 310 – non-psychotic mental disorder due to brain
damage), V62.84 (suicidal ideation), V71.09 (observation for
suspected mental condition, or ICD-10 codes F01-F99.10,11 Within
this group, substance use-related diagnoses were identified for
comparison purposes, using codes 291, 292, and 303-305 in ICD9 and codes F10-F19 in ICD-10.10,11
Analysis
We performed statistical analysis using Stata 16.1
(StataCorp, LLC; College Station, TX) with population
weighting to adjust for NHAMCS sampling design. Univariate
analysis examines differences in triage score and wait time,
and length of visit by place of residence using Wald tests to
compare means. We used logistic regression to estimate odds
of receiving a mental health diagnosis adjusting for residence,

RESULTS
The analysis sample for the nine-year NHAMCS study
period included 183,085 adult ED visits. Of this sample,
12,384 (6.0%, weighted) cases included a person reporting a
reason for visit that included mental health, and 18,365 (9.3%,
weighted) were discharged with a mental health diagnosis.
Individuals listed as “other” or “blank” for place of residence
were dropped from analysis (N = 2,825; 1.5% weighted). We
retained individuals for analysis with no listed reason for visit
(“blank”) or no diagnosis in an attempt to best estimate the
prevalence of mental health reasons for visit and mental health
diagnosis in the sample of visits.
Homeless individuals represented slightly less than
1% of all ED visits during the time period but comprised a
disproportionate number of visits for mental health reasons
(Table 1). Over one-third of all homeless visits included some
type of mental health reason for visit compared to about 5%
of individuals who live in a private residence. Further, nearly
half of all ED visits by homeless individuals resulted in a
mental health diagnosis at discharge, compared to less than
10% of individuals who lived in a private residence. Homeless
individuals who presented to the ED with only mental health
symptoms received similar triage scores and had similar
wait times compared to their counterparts who lived in a
private residence (Table 2). However, the overall length of

Table 1. Sample characteristics by residence type.
Private residence
N (weighted %)

Nursing home
N (weighted %)

Homeless
N (weighted %)

Overall

167,669 (96.76)

4,215 (2.38)

2,198 (0.86)

Female

96,475 (58.06)

2,571 (60.80)

581 (27.37)

Male

71,194 (41.94)

1,644 (39.20)

1,617 (72.63)

NH White

102,775 (61.84)

3,252 (77.78)

1,145 (56.08)

NH Black

36,820 (22.53)

580 (13.47)

630 (24.40)

Hispanic

22,002 (12.76)

274 (6.64)

328 (14.67)

6,072 (2.87)

109 (2.11)

95 (4.85)

No

141,199 (95.56)

3,552 (95.93)

1,764 (89.97)

Yes

7,039 (4.44)

145 (4.07)

238 (10.03)

9,811 (5.35)

592 (13.61)

817 (34.40)

P value
<0.001

Race/ethnicity

Other

<0.001

Seen in ED past 72 hours
<0.001

Mental health symptoms at triage
Any
None

<0.001

157,858 (94.65)

3,623 (86.39)

1,381 (65.60)

Only mental health symptoms at
triage

3,811 (1.92)

224 (5.45)

346 (12.78)

<0.001

Any MH diagnosis at discharge

15,308 (8.71)

498 (11.37)

1,111 (47.02)

<0.001

NH, non-Hispanic, ED, emergency department; MH, mental health.
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Table 2. Mean differences in age and emergency department characteristics by housing status.
Private residence
Mean (SD)
Age

Homeless
Mean (SD)

P value

Nursing home
Mean (SD)

Homeless
Mean (SD)

P value

45.3 (19.2)

43.8 (16.2)

<0.001

76.1 (16.0)

43.8 (16.2)

<0.001

Triage score

3.0 (0.9)

3.0 (1.1)

0.089

2.8 (0.8)

3.0 (1.1)

0.097

Wait time (mins)

35.3 (70.9)

52.7 (151.6)

0.013

35.5 (97.8)

52.7 (151.6)

0.042

Length of visit (mins)

315.0 (447.7)

492.8 (749.5)

<0.001

297.9 (329.0)

492.8 (749.5)

<0.001

Triage score

2.8 (0.9)

2.8 (1.1)

0.820

2.8 (0.8)

2.8 (1.1)

0.833

Wait time

36.1 (77.2)

63.2 (211.8)

0.087

24.7 (57.4)

63.2 (211.8)

0.018

Length of visit

334.4 (453.5)

507.6 (614.5)

<0.001

327.6 (306.3)

507.6 (614.5)

<0.001

Triage score

3.3 (0.8)

3.4 (1.0)

0.606

3.0 (0.8)

3.4 (1.0)

<0.001

Wait time

38.1 (70.0)

48.8 (106.3)

0.002

29.9 (61.9)

48.8 (106.3)

<0.001

<0.001

256.2 (249.9)

276.0 (403.2)

0.238

Any mental health symptoms

Only mental health symptoms

No mental health symptoms

Length of visit
204.2 (244.5)
276.0 (403.2)
ED, emergency department; SD, standard deviation; mins, minutes.

visit for homeless persons presenting with only mental health
symptoms was nearly three hours longer (173 minutes) than
for individuals who lived in a private residence. The average
length of ED stay for these homeless individuals was over
eight hours.
Table 3 shows the percentage of visits receiving a mental
health diagnosis by type of residence and whether or not
mental health symptoms were reported at admission. About
three quarters of individuals living in a private residence who
reported mental health symptoms at triage received a mental
health diagnosis compared to about 7/8 of their homeless
counterparts. Homeless individuals in this situation more
often received a diagnosis related to substance use. Nearly
30% of homeless individuals who reported no mental health
symptoms received a mental health diagnosis at discharge.
Most of the mental health diagnoses among individuals
reporting no mental health symptoms were related to
substance use disorder.
Adjusting for age, race, gender, triage score, and whether
the person had been seen in the prior 72 hours, homeless
individuals were six times more likely to receive a mental
health diagnosis despite reporting no mental health symptoms
compared to individuals who live in a private residence (Table
4). Additionally, homeless individuals reporting any mental
health symptoms at triage had two times higher odds of
receiving a mental health diagnosis at discharge compared to
those living in a private residence.
DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this study was to determine how
housing status is associated with triage score, wait time,
and length of visit and whether individuals without a
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

home were more likely to receive mental health diagnoses
than individuals with a residence. We evaluated whether
patients without a home were treated differently in terms
of triage scores, wait times, and length of stay than those
from private residences and nursing homes. Triage scores
exhibited few differences by type of residence, for both
mental health and non-mental health related symptoms.
Patients without a home with any mental health symptoms
waited longer to see a physician or APP compared to
private residence patients. Given the similar triage scores,
the long wait may be a result of the type of ED used, where
individuals without a home visit public EDs with higher
patient loads and longer wait time. However, NHAMCS
stopped identifying the type of hospital in 2012 to preserve
data security, so this explanation cannot be confirmed.
Although NHAMCS does not provide insight into the
reason for delay, the additional time where these patients
are “boarded” in the ED may relate to limited options
for inpatient beds, particularly among an uninsured or
underinsured population.14 Future studies should explore
how discharge disposition differs by place of residence
among patients with mental health diagnosis. Although
enacted after the data collection period, California Senate
Bill 1152 mandates hospitals secure appropriate shelter or
other resources for homeless individuals before discharge
and, therefore, may further increase boarding time in the
ED for this population.15
One of the main findings of this study was that individuals
without a home who did not present with mental health
reasons for visit were six times more likely to receive a mental
health diagnosis than those living in a private residence. Our
findings are in line with Lombardi et al who showed that
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Table 3. Percent receiving a mental health diagnosis at discharge by residence and reason for visit.
Private
residence
N (weighted %)

Homeless
N (weighted %)

P value

Nursing home
N (weighted %)

Homeless
N (weighted %)

P value

Received any MH diagnosis

3,018 (76.1)

302 (87.7)

<0.001

104 (38.4)

302 (87.7)

<0.001

Received any SUD diagnosis

957 (25.1)

151 (43.8)

<0.001

8 (5.3)

151 (43.8)

<0.001

2,061 (50.9)

151 (44.0)

0.104

96 (33.1)

151 (44.0)

0.114

Received any MH diagnosis

8,697 (5.7)

432 (29.2)

<0.001

271 (8.0)

432 (29.2)

<0.001

Received any SUD diagnosis

5,018 (3.4)

336 (24.2)

<0.001

18 (0.4)

336 (24.2)

<0.001

Received non-SUD MH
diagnosis

3,679 (2.2)

96 (5.1)

0.009

253 (7.6)

96 (5.1)

0.058

Received any MH diagnosis

3,018 (76.1)

302 (87.7)

<0.001

104 (38.4)

302 (87.7)

<0.001

Received any SUD diagnosis

957 (25.1)

151 (43.8)

<0.001

8 (5.3)

151 (43.8)

<0.001

2,061 (50.9)

151 (44.0)

0.104

96 (33.1)

151 (44.0)

0.114

Received any MH diagnosis

8,697 (5.7)

432 (29.2)

<0.001

271 (8.0)

432 (29.2)

<0.001

Received any SUD diagnosis

5,018 (3.4)

336 (24.2)

<0.001

18 (0.4)

336 (24.2)

<0.001

96 (5.1)

0.009

253 (7.6)

96 (5.1)

0.058

Presenting with only MH
symptoms

Received non-SUD MH
diagnosis
Presenting with no MH
symptoms

Presenting with only MH
symptoms

Received non-SUD MH
diagnosis
Presenting with no MH
symptoms

Received non-SUD MH
3,679 (2.2)
diagnosis
MH, mental health; SUD, substance use disorder.

individuals without a home were seven times more likely
to receive a mental health diagnosis than non-homeless
individuals comprising “other,” “private residence,” and
“nursing home” residents.3 Furthermore, we showed that
individuals without a home who present with mental health
reasons for visit are still two times more likely to receive a
mental health diagnosis than those living in a nursing home or
private residence.
Whereas a high prevalence of mental health issues
exists in the homeless population, stigma of homelessness
may increase the likelihood of mental illness diagnosis, or
physicians may be more hesitant to ascribe a diagnosis of
mental illness in the ED for non-homeless patients as an
avoidance of a stigmatizing label.13 Also, there is no variable
accounting for past medical history; so it is possible that
individuals without a mental health reason for visit have
mental illness that is documented in the clinician’s diagnoses.
Care in the ED is designed for stabilization of acute health
episodes and is far from the ideal location for treatment of
chronic mental illness in the population. Lack of community
resources for acute mental health care, as well as long-term
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

management of mental illness, may contribute to overuse of
the ED for mental health reasons.16 Community programs that
create more comprehensive services, including continuity
of care and non-ED crisis services, and law enforcement
collaborations that reduce prevalence of persons with mental
illness in both the ED and jail may alleviate the problem;
however, such programs require meaningful collaboration
across agencies.16
LIMITATIONS
The NHAMCS is a cross-sectional dataset of ED visits
and does not identify patients across multiple encounters.
Therefore, the exact prevalence of homelessness or mental
health symptoms in this community is unknown. Homeless
individuals who are chronic consumers of ED services may
be treated differently because they are known to most staff.
Although we cannot adjust fully for this possibility, NHAMCS
provides some context with the variable for “visit made within
the past 72 hours.” In addition, there is no separate variable
addressing past psychiatric history for each visit; therefore,
it is possible that visits made by individuals without a home
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Table 4. Logistic regression of receiving a mental health diagnosis
at discharge based on presence or absence of mental health
symptoms at triage (Source: NHAMCS 2009-2017).
No MH symptoms at
triage OR (95% CI)

MH symptoms at
triage OR (95% CI)

Residence type
Private

Reference

Nursing home

1.7 (1.3,2.3)

0.4 (0.2,0.6)

Homeless

6.7 (5.3,8.5)

2.2 (1.2,4.0)

Age

1.0 (1.0,1.0)

1.0 (1.0,1.0)

Male

1.3 (1.2,1.4)

0.9 (0.7,1.2)

Race/ethnicity
NH White

(Reference)

NH Black

0.8 (0.7,0.9)

0.9 (0.6,1.3)

Hispanic

0.8 (0.6,0.9)

0.8 (0.5,1.3)

Other

1.0 (0.8,1.3)

0.5 (0.3,1.0)

0.8 (0.7,0.8)

1.2 (1.0,1.4)

Triage score
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Introduction: Prevention quality indicators (PQI) are a set of measures used to characterize healthcare
utilization for conditions identified as being potentially preventable with high quality ambulatory care.
These indicators have recently been adapted for emergency department (ED) patient presentations. In
this study the authors sought to identify opportunities to potentially prevent emergency conditions and to
strengthen systems of ambulatory care by analyzing patterns of ED utilization for PQI conditions.
Methods: Using multivariable logistic regression, the authors analyzed the relationship of patient
demographics and neighborhood-level socioeconomic indicators with ED utilization for PQI conditions
based on ED visits at an urban, academic medical center in 2017. We also used multilevel modeling to
assess the contribution of these variables to neighborhood-level variation in the likelihood of an ED visit
for a PQI condition.
Results: Of the included 98,522 visits, 17.5% were categorized as potentially preventable based on the
ED PQI definition. On multivariate analysis, age < 18 years, Black race, and Medicare insurance had the
strongest positive associations with PQI visits, with adjusted odds ratios (aOR) of 1.41 (95% confidence
interval [CI], 1.29, 1.56), 1.40 (95% CI, 1.22, 1.61), and 1.40 (95% CI, 1.28, 1.54), respectively. All
included neighborhood-level socioeconomic variables were significantly associated with PQI visit
likelihood on univariable analysis; however; only level of education attainment and private car ownership
remained significantly associated in the multivariable model, with aOR of 1.13 (95% CI, 1.10, 1.17)
and 0.96 (95% CI, 0.93, 0.99) per quartile increase, respectively. This multilevel model demonstrated
significant variation in PQI visit likelihood attributable to neighborhood, with interclass correlation
decreasing from 5.92% (95% CI, 5.20, 6.73) in our unadjusted model to 4.12% (95% CI, 3.47, 4.87) in
our fully adjusted model and median OR similarly decreasing from 1.54 to 1.43.
Conclusion: Demographic and local socioeconomic factors were significantly associated with ED
utilization for PQI conditions. Future public health efforts can bolster efforts to target underlying
social drivers of health and support access to primary care for patients who are Black, Latino,
pediatric, or Medicare-dependent to potentially prevent emergency conditions (and the need for
emergency care). Further research is needed to explore other factors beyond demographics and
socioeconomic characteristics driving spatial variation in ED PQI visit likelihood. [West J Emerg Med.
2021;22(6)1283–1290.]
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INTRODUCTION
Emergency conditions are defined by the manifestation
of acute symptoms that may represent a threat to life, limb,
or an individual’s future health, and accordingly require
urgent evaluation and potential intervention.1 While a
number of studies have attempted to retrospectively infer the
need for emergency care, and which emergency visits were
“unnecessary” or “avoidable,” based on diagnoses obtained
after a patient’s evaluation in the emergency department
(ED),2-4 increasingly evidence has suggested that the need for
emergency care can only be reliably determined by the patient
experiencing symptoms at the time of presentation.5,6 Still,
like other health conditions some emergency conditions and
the need for emergency care can be prevented, both through
primary prevention efforts such as influenza vaccinations, as
well as secondary prevention such as coronary artery disease
maintenance in primary care.7,8 Correspondingly, acute
outpatient visits and the use of alternative sites of care such as
urgent care centers, when available, accessible, and appropriate,
could also be seen as a kind of tertiary prevention.9
To advance our understanding of potentially preventable
acute care utilization, recent efforts have sought to define,
measure, and characterize utilization for acute conditions that
could have been prevented with robust primary care.10 The
Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) are a set of measures
defined by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
based on rates of hospitalization for a pre-specified list of
conditions identified as ambulatory care sensitive conditions
(ACSC), or conditions for which hospitalization could have
been prevented with high quality ambulatory care. These
measures have been used to identify opportunities to improve
and strengthen primary and preventive care.11 The PQIs have
recently been adapted to ED presentations using a similar
list of ED diagnoses, termed the ED PQIs, which can also be
used to identify areas or populations for which strengthened
ambulatory care systems could potentially prevent the need
for emergency care.12
The authors investigated ED PQIs to measure and
characterize potentially preventable ED utilization at a large,
urban, academic medical center. Specifically, he analyzed
the relationship of demographics and neighborhood-level
socioeconomic indicators with potentially preventable
ED utilization. He also explored the degree to which an
individual’s neighborhood characteristics contribute to
preventable ED utilization.
METHODS
Data Sources
In this study, the authors used clinical data from ED
visits to a large, urban, academic medical center, which
sees approximately 110,000 ED visits per year, to analyze
the relationship of demographics, neighborhood-level
socioeconomic indicators, and potentially preventable ED
utilization. All patient visits to the ED during calendar year
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Patterns of emergency department (ED)
utilization can be used to identify opportunities
to potentially prevent emergency conditions
and to strengthen systems of ambulatory care.
What was the research question?
How do demographic, neighborhood, and
socioeconomic indicators relate to ED
utilization for preventable conditions?
What was the major finding of the study?
Race, age, socioeconomic variables, and
neighborhood were significantly associated
with ED use for preventable conditions.
How does this improve population health?
Future efforts can potentially prevent emergency
conditions and the need for emergency care
by targeting the underlying patient and
socioeconomic factors driving ED use.

2017 were included in the analysis, including visits to the
pediatric section of the ED. This study was reviewed and
approved by the local institutional review board.
The authors obtained demographic information (age,
gender, race/ethnicity), home addresses, and clinical data (ED
diagnosis codes, ED disposition) from the electronic health
records for all included ED visits. As the primary outcome
of interest, he used the ED PQIs defined by Davies et al,12
converted from the International Classification of Diseases,
9th Revision (ICD-9) to ICD-10 based on the National Bureau
of Economic Research crosswalk,13 to classify ED visits as
non-PQI visits or PQI visits (ie, those for which high quality
ambulatory care could have potentially prevented the need for
emergency care). The authors specifically used PQI numerator
definitions to categorize PQI status of included visits. These
include dental condition, chronic ACSC (eg, heart failure,
chronic kidney disease), acute ACSC (eg, acute otitis media,
cellulitis), asthma, and back pain – each with specific associated
ICD codes, inclusion criteria, and exclusion criteria. Please see
Appendix 1 for more information regarding ED PQI conditions
(ED PQI ICD-10 codes available from authors upon request).
The ED visits were then geocoded based on patient home
address and imported to ArcGIS 10.1 (Environmental Systems
Research Institute; Redlands, CA) for geospatial analysis.
After projecting addresses in North American Datum 1983
(NAD83) Massachusetts (MA) state plane coordinate system,
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the authors tagged ED visits to the patient’s respective Census
Block Group (CBG) and calculated each address’ Euclidean
(straight-line) distance to the hospital. The CBG was chosen
as the unit of inclusion given that it is the smallest geographic
unit available with the corresponding census data, which in
general encompass a population of between 600–3000 people,
and has been used for previous area-level health analyses.15
Prior healthcare utilization research has demonstrated Euclidean
distance to closely correspond with travel times.14 Seven CBGlevel socioeconomic indicators were selected for inclusion in
the analysis based on prior studies of healthcare utilization and
socioeconomic disadvantage, specifically the following: percent
of adults without a high school diploma; percent of households
with a single parent; percent of households receiving public
assistance; percent of households without a private car; percent
of families with income under 100% of the federal poverty line
(FPL); percent of families with income under 200% of the FPL;
and unemployment rates.15 The CBG-level values were obtained
for each variable from the 2013-2017 American Community
Survey 5-year estimates.16
Data Analysis
Geospatial, demographic, and corresponding clinical
data were then imported to STATA 13.1 (Statacorp LP,
College Station, TX) for further statistical analysis. One-way
comparisons between PQI and non-PQI visits were performed
for demographic and neighborhood-level variables using
Student’s t-tests. The authors used multivariable logistic
regression to calculate adjusted odds ratios (aOR) of the
likelihood of the ED visit being for a PQI using demographic,
visit, and CBG-level socioeconomic covariates, with error
clustered at the CBG-level. These covariates were selected a
priori based on prior research demonstrating the importance
of these variables in predicting healthcare utilization.15 For
the logistic regression, CBG-level socioeconomic variables
were converted from percentages to CBG quartiles for ease
of interpretability. Collinearity between the included CBGlevel socioeconomic variables were tested using tolerance and
variance inflation factor, and there was no evidence of severe
collinearity that may have significantly impacted the findings.
The authors also used multilevel modeling to assess the
contribution of these variables to the likelihood of a visit
being for a PQI condition. A series of hierarchal logistic
regression models were performed with patient-level and
CBG-level variables. The auhor first developed an empty
model (Model 0), adjusting for neighborhood-level variation
with random intercepts. Model 1 added patient-level
demographic and visit characteristics to the model 0. Model
2 added hospital distance to Model 1. The final, full model
(Model 3) added neighborhood socioeconomic variables to
Model 2. For each model, intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICC) and median odds ratios (MOR) were calculated to
characterize the degree to which each group of variables
contributed to PQI visit likelihood.17
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

RESULTS
A total of 108,872 ED visits during 2017 were available
for inclusion in the study. Of these, 108,069 (99.3%) were
successfully geocoded, and 98,522 (91.2%) were both located
in MA and had complete CBG data available from the US
Census data bank (Figure 1). According to the ED PQI
definition, 17,204 (17.5%) of these 98,522 visits were for
PQIs. The PQI and non-PQI visits differed significantly by age,
gender, race/ethnicity, insurance status, hospital distance, and
each of the tested CBG-level socioeconomic indicators (Table
1). In general, patients with PQI ED visits were older, less likely
to have private insurance, and were from neighborhoods with
somewhat higher measures of socioeconomic disadvantage.
In the logistic regression analysis, patient age, race/
ethnicity, insurance status, season, percent of adults without
a high school diploma and percent of households without a

Figure 1. Percent of emergency department visits for prevention
quality indicator conditions by census tract.
AMC, academic medical center; PQI, prevention quality indicator;
N/A: census tract with <10 visits total.
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Table 1. Comparison of demographic and neighborhood-level socioeconomic variables among Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and
non-PQI visits.
Variable

Non-PQI

PQI

p-value

Mean age (years)

43.2

56.2

<0.0001

Age <18 (%)

12.3

6.4

<0.0001

Age ≥65 (%)

20.0

40.9

<0.0001

Female (%)

47.3

48.5

0.003

White

63.1

65.9

<0.0001

Black

10.1

11.8

<0.0001

Latino

15.5

13.9

<0.0001

Asian

4.4

3.3

<0.0001

Other

10.3

8.2

<0.0001

Medicaid

15.5

13.0

<0.0001

Medicare

20.6

40.8

<0.0001

Private

59.4

43.4

<0.0001

Uninsured

4.5

2.7

<0.0001

9.9

9.1

<0.0001

People >25 years without HS diploma

12.7

14.1

<0.0001

Households with single parent

28.6

29.9

<0.0001

Race/ethnicity (%)

Primary insurance (%)

Hospital distance (miles)
CBG characteristic (%)

Households receiving public assistance

3.0

3.1

0.002

Households without private car

22.6

22.9

0.04

Families with income <100% FPL

10.2

10.9

<0.0001

Families with income <200% FPL

29.1

30.2

<0.0001

Adults that are unemployed
6.5
6.7
PQI, Prevention Quality Indicator; CBG, Census Block Group; HS, high school; FPL, federal poverty line.

private car were significantly associated with likelihood that
an ED visit was for a PQI condition (Table 2). Neighborhoodlevel rates of adults without a high school diploma, by
quartile, had an aOR of 1.13 (95% confidence interval [CI],
1.10, 1.17). Percent of households without a private car, by
neighborhood quartile, was negatively associated with PQI visit
likelihood, with an aOR of 0.96 (95% CI, 0.93, 0.99). After
adjusting for other included variables, other neighborhood
factors (percent of households with a single parent; percent
of households receiving public assistance; percent of families
with income under 100% of the federal poverty line (FPL);
percent of families with income under 200% of the FPL; and
unemployment rates) were not significantly associated with
likelihood of having visited the ED for a PQI condition.
In our multilevel model, the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) for the unadjusted model was 5.92% (95%
CI, 5.20, 6.73), indicating variation in PQI visit likelihood
attributable to patient neighborhood (Table 3). The MOR
in the unadjusted model was 1.54, also indicating that CBG
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

0.01

was associated with PQI visit likelihood relative to other
tested variables.17 After adjusting for patient demographic
factors, the ICC decreased to 4.97% (95% CI, 4.28, 5.80);
and in the fully adjusted model, including neighborhoodlevel socioeconomic indicators, the ICC was lower than
the unadjusted model, 4.12% (95% CI, 3.47, 4.87), and the
MOR was lower as well: 1.43. These findings support that
the included neighborhood-level socioeconomic variables
explained some of the variation attributable to patient
neighborhood, but that there was still significant residual
spatial variation unexplained by these factors.
DISCUSSION
Using ED PQI definitions, the authors found that
demographic and neighborhood factors are significantly
associated with ED utilization for ACSCs. This study adds
to the existing literature regarding ED utilization patterns
and socioeconomic drivers of health by characterizing
preventable ED utilization using the ED PQI definitions,
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Table 2. Multivariable logistic regression results of the likelihood of an ED visit being categorized as a Prevention Quality Indicator (PQI)
vs non-PQI visit.
Variable

Odds ratio (95% CI)

Age (increasing by decile)

1.02 (1.02 - 1.02)

Pediatric visit (age <18 years)

1.41 (1.29 - 1.56)

Female

1.01 (0.96 - 1.06)

Race/ethnicity (relative to Asian)
White

1.05 (0.94 - 1.18)

Black

1.40 (1.22 - 1.61)

Latino

1.22 (1.08 - 1.38)

Other

1.00 (0.88 - 1.14)

Insurance (relative to Medicaid)
Medicare

1.40 (1.28 - 1.54)

Private

0.94 (0.87 - 1.01)

Uninsured

0.79 (0.69 - 0.90)

Hospital distance (miles)

0.99 (0.99 - 1.00)

Season (relative to Fall)
Spring

1.03 (0.98 - 1.08)

Summer

0.88 (0.84 - 0.93)

Winter

1.10 (1.05 - 1.16)

CBG characteristic (quartile)
People >25 years without HS diploma

1.13 (1.10 - 1.17)

Households with single parent

1.03 (1.00 - 1.07)

Households receiving public assistance

1.00 (0.97 - 1.03)

Households without private car

0.96 (0.93 - 0.99)

Families with income <100% FPL

1.01 (0.97 - 1.05)

Families with income <200% FPL

1.01 (0.96 - 1.06)

Adults that are unemployed
CI, confidence interval; CBG, Census Block Group; HS, high school; FPL, federal poverty line.

as well as applying the ED PQIs using updated ICD-10
definitions.12,15,18,19 Overall, patient age, race, and insurance
had the strongest relationships with ED PQI visit likelihood.
Patient age <18 years was associated with more than 40%
higher odds of visiting the ED for an ED PQI condition. This
is likely due to varying patterns of ED utilization between
pediatric and non-pediatric patient populations or differing
thresholds for parents/guardians to decide to visit an ED
with a pediatric patient for conditions otherwise considered
amenable to primary care. This may also be due in part to
confounding by varying incidences of ED PQI conditions
between pediatric and non-pediatric age groups as well as age
specifications used within the ED PQI numerator definitions.
Uninsured status was also strongly associated with
decreased likelihood of using the ED for an ED PQI condition.
This may suggest that patients without insurance and therefore
unshielded from healthcare costs are less likely to use the
ED for ED PQI conditions; however, this finding may also
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

1.00 (0.98 - 1.03)

be due to confounding as individuals who are healthier and
with fewer chronic conditions may be less likely to seek or
obtain insurance.28 It is also unclear, however, whether this is
generalizable outside of Massachusetts, where the uninsured
rate is only 3% compared with >9% nationwide.29
Although each of the tested socioeconomic variables was
associated with PQI visit likelihood on univariable analysis,
after adjusting for demographic and other neighborhood-level
socioeconomic indicators, only percent of adults without a
high school diploma significantly predicted higher PQI visit
likelihood, with every increase in quartile being associated
with a 13% increase in the odds of the ED visit being for a
PQI condition.
The strong relationship between preventable utilization
and level of educational attainment has been noted in
other settings and is likely multifactorial.20 In regard to
preventable emergency conditions, this finding may indicate
that barriers to ambulatory primary care mirror barriers to
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Table 3. Changes in neighborhood-attributable variation in Prevention Quality Indicator visit likelihood by Census Block Group
according to multilevel model results.
Model

ICC, % (95% CI)

Median OR

Model A: adjusted only for clustering by Census Block Group

5.92 (5.20, 6.73)

1.54

Model B: adjusted for patient characteristics and clustering by Census Block Group

4.97 (4.28, 5.80)

1.49

Model C: adjusted for patient characteristics, hospital distance, and clustering by
Census Block Group

4.84 (4.16, 5.63)

1.48

Model D: adjusted for patient characteristics, hospital distance, Census Block Group
-level socioeconomic indicators, and clustering by Census Block Group

4.11 (3.47, 4.87)

1.43

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.

other public services such as education. This relationship
may also be tied to health literacy and numeracy, in that
many aspects involved in coordinating an individual’s care
rely on these proficiencies.21 Lastly, it may also be related
to constraints around the particular types of jobs available
to individuals who do not have a high school diploma, as
certain jobs may be more flexible in allowing an individual
to coordinate outpatient care during standard business hours,
and accordingly be less reliant on after-hours emergency care.
Further research will be necessary to better understand the
factors underpinning this association.
Interestingly, although PQI visits were greater for
patients from areas with lower percentages of households
without a private car, after adjusting for demographics
and other socioeconomic variables, percent of households
without a private car was negatively associated with
likelihood of PQI visit.22 This finding is somewhat
counterintuitive and contrary to prior studies of ED
utilization,22 but it suggests that there are other factors
related to higher vehicle ownership rates that, once
disentangled from other socioeconomic factors, may lead to
increases in preventable ED utilization. This may be related
to the robust public transportation system available in
Boston and to the fact that a large percentage of individuals
living in Boston do not own private cars.23 However,
this finding may also be a function of patients’ access to
emergency care, underlying disproportionate burden of
other health conditions in this population, or a different
threshold to seek emergency care for those with ready
access to private transportation.
According to the authors’ analysis, PQI ED visits were
more common among racial/ethnic minorities and patients
from neighborhoods with higher levels of socioeconomic
disadvantage. This presumably reflects existing inequity in
access to primary care and greater overall risk likely related to
socioeconomic drivers, thus indicating a need for strengthened
systems of care for these populations.24 The authors also found
that PQI visit rates were significantly higher among patients
with Medicare. This finding suggests that there is substantial
opportunity to improve ambulatory care and chronic disease
management among the Medicare population in this setting,
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

and accordingly decrease their need for emergency care. In this
analysis, the authors also found that there was no significant
difference in PQI ED visit likelihood between Medicaid- and
commercially insured patient populations, supporting prior
research challenging assertions that patients with Medicaid
more frequently use the ED for non-urgent or routine care.25
Although PQI visit likelihood was significantly
associated with both patient demographic and
neighborhood socioeconomic variables, there was still
significant residual variation at the neighborhood-level
unexplained by these factors. This finding could be related
to the organization of public and private transportation
systems, local hospital preferences and care-seeking
patterns, or neighborhood-level variation in social risk
unaccounted for by the included socioeconomic variables.
These findings indicate that although socioeconomic
factors are important drivers of preventable ED utilization,
there are still other factors linked to place of residence
that affect patterns of emergency care utilization. These
may include neighborhood access to other providers of
acute unscheduled care (eg, urgent care centers); local
practices among primary care providers with regard to
ED referral; and financial frameworks/incentives of area
healthcare systems. These factors can be further explored
in future geospatial analyses. However, regardless of the
factors underlying this association, this study demonstrates
the importance of place for patients’ health status and
needs. The public health community can further use this
knowledge to geographically target prevention efforts and
programs aimed at supporting access to primary care and
other interventions to address social determinants of health.
In addition, the finding that patients from areas with
higher measures of socioeconomic stress were more likely to
visit the ED for conditions that may otherwise be considered
preventable by robust, reliable primary care further supports
the position of the ED as a critical element of the healthcare
safety net.30,31 The fact that patients from disadvantaged areas
are more likely to rely on the ED for routine care, or even
at times preventative care, only further reinforces the need
for robust emergency care systems as an essential part of the
fabric of the public health system.
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LIMITATIONS
This study has several potential limitations. First, it is an
analysis of the experience of a single ED, and therefore these
findings may not necessarily be generalizable to other EDs and
healthcare systems outside of this specific context. Similarly,
Boston is in a unique healthcare market with broad engagement
in accountable care organizations and low rates of uninsured
patients, which may differ substantially from other settings.26,27
Next, the authors oincluded visits only by patients with
home addresses that were able to be successfully geocoded,
consequently excluding undomiciled patients from our analysis;
thus, these results do not reflect the likely substantial impact
of socioeconomic drivers on utilization among this population.
Neither did the data include time of day or day of the week of
the ED visit, therefore making it impossible to comment on
how these factors may have affected ED utilization for PQI
conditions. Also, although it has been shown to be reliable in
previous health services research, Euclidean distance was relied
upon for distance calculations.14
In addition, although the ED PQI definitions were
developed in a robust fashion, the preventability of these
conditions is not definitive but rather exists on a spectrum.
For example, an older adult with an upper respiratory
infection presenting as shortness of breath may require further
evaluation to rule out congestive heart failure or pulmonary
embolism based on their presentation, and therefore cannot
be characterized as preventable. Future assessments of ED
PQI definitions could aim to evaluate the correlation between
chief complaints and ED PQI diagnoses to further explore
this question. Furthermore, many of the ED visits that could
have been prevented with ambulatory care are not necessarily
categorized as ACSCs using the PQI definition. Lastly,
PQIs are defined as measures based on rates of utilization
for an area or populations, including specific denominators
of utilization. In this analysis, however, as the authors was
analyzing visit-level data, he used only the definitions for the
PQI numerators.
CONCLUSION
This analysis provides new data and a more nuanced
understanding of patterns of ED utilization for ambulatory
care sensitive conditions and opportunities for the prevention
of emergency conditions. According to these findings,
demographic and socioeconomic variables both in part
explain neighborhood-level variation in ED utilization
for PQI conditions. Future efforts to prevent emergency
conditions and the need for emergency care can aim to do so
by targeting efforts to pediatric, Black, Latino, and Medicare
patient populations, as well as targeting the underlying
socioeconomic factors driving utilization. Further research
is also needed to explore other potentially modifiable
factors beyond patient demographics and socioeconomic
characteristics driving spatial variation in ED Patient Quality
Indicators visit likelihood.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021
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Introduction: The diagnosis of non-ST-elevated myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) depends on a
combination of history, electrocardiogram, and cardiac biomarkers. The most sensitive and specific
biomarkers for cardiac injury are the troponin assays. Many hospitals continue to automatically order
less sensitive and less specific biomarkers such as creatine kinase (CK) alongside cardiac troponin
(cTn) for workup of patients with chest pain. The objective of this systematic review was to identify
whether CK testing is useful in the workup of patients with NSTEMI symptoms.
Methods: We undertook a systematic review to ascertain whether CK ordered as part of the workup
for NSTEMI was useful in screening patients with cardiac chest pain. The MEDLINE, Embase, and
Cochrane databases were searched from January 1995–September 2020. Additional papers were
added after consultation with experts. We screened a total of 2,865 papers, of which eight were
included in the final analysis. These papers all compared CK and cTn for NSTEMI diagnosis.
Results: In each of the eight papers included in the analysis, cTn showed a greater sensitivity and
specificity than CK in the diagnosis of NSTEMI. Furthermore, none of the articles published reliable
evidence that CK is useful in NSTEMI diagnosis when troponin was negative.
Conclusion: There is no evidence to continue to use CK as part of the workup of NSTEMI acute
coronary syndrome in undifferentiated chest pain patients. We conclude that CK should not be used
to screen patients presenting to the emergency department with chest pain. [West J Emerg Med.
2021;22(6)1291–1294.]

INTRODUCTION
Chest pain is a common emergency department (ED)
presenting complaint.1 The objective of ED evaluation is to
rule out acute coronary syndrome (ACS), which comprises
ST-elevated myocardial infarction (STEMI), non-STelevated myocardial infarction (NSTEMI), and unstable
angina. A clinical history and/or electrocardiogram (ECG)
is used for diagnosis of STEMI and unstable angina. NonST-elevated myocardial infarction constitutes 70% of ACS
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and is diagnosed using biomarkers.2-4 The biomarkers used
to diagnose NSTEMI have evolved greatly over the last 50
years. They have changed from the relatively non-specific
biomarkers such as aspartate aminotransferase, lactate
dehydrogenase, myoglobin, and creatine kinase (CK) (and its
cardiac isoform CK-MB) to the very sensitive and specific
cardiac troponin assays (TnI, TnT).5-6 Despite the availability
and use of sensitive and specific cardiac troponin (cTn)
biomarker assays, many physicians continue to order CK for
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ACS diagnosis as well, notwithstanding recommendations to
the contrary.7,8 The objective of this systematic review was to
identify whether CK testing is useful in the workup of patients
with NSTEMI symptoms.
METHODS
Search Strategy and Study Selection
We conducted a systematic search using the Cochrane
Library, Embase (OVID) and Medline (OVID) databases
from January 1, 1995–September 2020. We included
prospective and retrospective studies that measured CK
levels as part of chest pain evaluation and compared it
to cTn levels for NSTEMI diagnosis (Appendix A). The
diagnosis of NSTEMI was dependent upon the institution and
included World Health Organization (WHO) classification
(at that time), as well as the diagnosis made by consulting
cardiologists or staff physicians. We restricted our review to
English-language and human studies. We excluded articles
that compared CK to CK-MB to novel biomarkers that are
not cTn, studies that used CK to evaluate infarct size in the
setting of STEMI rather than NSTEMI diagnosis, and studies
that included post-intervention patients (stent insertion or
lytic administration). We also excluded studies involving
children, special populations (eg, marathon runners), case
reports, letters to the editor, and narrative reviews, or if
data abstraction was not possible. The grey literature of
unpublished abstracts was not searched.
Data Abstraction
Article titles and abstracts were independently
screened by two review authors (DB, TM). Both reviewers
independently screened full texts of potentially relevant
studies. Disagreements were discussed between the two
reviewers, and decisions were reached by consensus and
adjudicated by a third reviewer (VT). We reviewed the
bibliography of included articles and consulted authors to
identify potentially missed studies. If data were missing we
contacted authors a minimum of two times, two weeks apart
via email. We used Covidence systematic review software
(Veritas Health Innovation Ltd, Melbourne, Australia) to track
articles in the systematic review. Our outcome was NSTEMI
diagnosis. We assessed the diagnostic characteristics of
troponin and CK in NSTEMI diagnosis.
Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
We extracted data for calculation of diagnostic characteristics
using 2 x 2 tables. We specifically aimed to identify patients
with a final NSTEMI diagnosis who had a negative cTn and
elevated CK on initial evaluation. Quality assessment of the
included studies was done using the quality assessment of
diagnostic accuracy studies tool17 (QUADAS-2, developed
collaboratively by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination,
University of York, and the Academic Medical Centre at
the University of Amsterdam). We adhered to the Preferred
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
statement for systematic reviews.
Data Synthesis and Analysis
Owing to the small number of total trials with complete
extractable data and the heterogeneity, a pooled meta-analysis
would not be statistically valid. We therefore opted for a
descriptive analysis of the data.
RESULTS
We identified 2,862 studies by the initial search strategy, and
an additional three articles were identified by an author who
was contacted for data clarification, leading to a total of 2,865
studies (Appendix B). Of those, 2,664 studies did not meet
inclusion criteria, leaving 201 articles for full-text review
stage. Of the 201 papers included in full-text review 193
studies were excluded. We identified a total of eight articles
that met our inclusion criteria for the review process (Table 1).
Three included studies were NSTEMI databases,9-11 wherein
patients with confirmed NSTEMI were analyzed and their
biomarkers were studied retrospectively. The remaining five
papers consisted of patient groups that either were admitted for
suspected ACS or were being evaluated for ACS in the ED.12-15
All papers that compared CK and cTn found that cTn
was more sensitive than CK, regardless of the timing of their
measurement (Appendix C). Sensitivity of troponin ranged
from 88–100% across all studies. Sensitivity of CK ranged
from 47.5-83% across all studies. Specificity could not be
calculated for the database studies as all the patients with
NSTEMI were included.
Two studies (Wiens et al,16 and Ben Dor et al10) ultimately
had a patient group diagnosed as an NSTEMI with a normal
troponin and elevated CK. The Wiens et al data included a
singular patient with a tenuous diagnosis of NSTEMI. The data
from Ben Dor et al were unpublished and acquired through
direct communication with the authors. This group represented
10.6% of their patient population; a greater proportion of
their patients were troponin positive and CK negative (38%).
Furthermore, in this study a large number of patients (24.6%)
were diagnosed with NSTEMI in the face of both biomarkers
being negative. The authors confirmed that no formal
angiography, outcome, or echocardiography data were available
for this cohort. As we have moved to a biomarker definition
of NSTEMI, it is unclear whether the data from Ben Dor et al
that were completely biomarker negative were misclassified or
represent local practice patterns in diagnosis at the time.
Quality assessment showed that 12.5% and 25% of
studies had high risk of bias and applicability concerns for
patient selection (Appendix D).
DISCUSSION
In this systematic review we found that none of the
published results report that CK is useful for NSTEMI
diagnosis when the troponin assay is negative. Two studies
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Table 1. Characteristics of included studies.

Author

Study period

Study design

Total number
of patients in
study and total
with diagnosis of
NSTEMI

Setting

Discordant
data

Sensitivity
of troponin
(cTn) (peak)

Sensitivity of
CK (peak)

Apple et al,
199711

1996-1996

Prospective

United States,
Inpatient,
NSTEMI
database

48, 31 NSTEMI

No

100%

54%

Ben-Dor
et al, 20069

2002

Prospective

Israel, Inpatient,
NSTEMI
database

629, 629 NSTEMI

Yes, 10.6%
(+ CK,-cTn)

91.3%

47.5%

Ishihara et al,
201710

2012-2014

Retrospective

Japan, Inpatient,
NSTEMI
database

1,021, 1,021
NSTEMI

No

100%

55%

Ferguson et
al. 200212

2002

Prospective

Scotland,
80, 13 NSTEMI
Inpatient admitted
from ED

No

100%
(0.75-1.0)

69%
(0.39-0.91)

Graven et al.
200113

1998-1999

Prospective

Norway, Inpatient
admitted from ED

442, 130 NSTEMI

No

100%
(0.97-1.0)

50%
(0.44-.58)

Hindle et al,
200514

2001-2002

Retrospective

Canada, ED

235, 11 NSTEMI

No

90%
(0.55-1.0)

83%
(0.78-0.88)

Tucker et al,
199715

1997

Prospective

United States,
177, 27 NSTEMI
Inpatient admitted
from ED

No

89%
(0.71-0.98)

81%
(0.62-0.94)

Wiens et al,
201916

2017

Retrospective

Canada, ED

9,951, Total
Yes,
Data not
Data not
NSTEMI not
0.012%
available
available
reported
(+ CK,-cTn)
CK, creatine kinase; ED, emergency department; NSTEMI, non-ST-elevated myocardial infarction; cTn, troponin I, troponin T.

had evidence for such discordance where CK was elevated
and troponin was negative. In one study the data were
unpublished and in another represented just one patient.
Overall, our systematic review showed that troponin is a
superior biomarker with greater sensitivity and specificity.
The overall low number of studies with complete data and the
heterogeneity of the studies precluded a formal pooled metaanalysis of the data. Nevertheless, the data are in keeping with
previous analysis of CK and troponin in ACS evaluation.1
As the cost of healthcare continues to rise, eliminating
unnecessary testing from hospital departments will allow
for better resource utilization. Depending on the institution
and number of tests run yearly, thousands of dollars can be
redirected to other patient care initiatives.16 Although we did
not explicitly look at time to treatment, CK and cTn testing are
generally both resulted within similar timeframes; therefore,
eliminating CK should not result in any delays to diagnosis or
treatment of NSTEMI.
LIMITATIONS
The gold standard for NSTEMI diagnosis used in most
papers was the WHO definition. This definition has evolved
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

over the course of our study period and is the greatest
limitation of our paper. The diagnosis of ACS (and NSTEMI)
has evolved from requiring two of three of the following 1)
clinical history of chest discomfort of >30 minutes duration,
2) evolution of typical ECG changes, and 3) rise and fall of
serum enzymes (currently CK and its isoenzyme CK-MB),15
to our current diagnostic model of elevated biomarkers (cTn)
with appropriate clinical context; ECG findings may be
present but are not required.7 Many of the studies also used
local criteria or the discharge diagnosis from their cardiology
department as their reference standard for diagnosing
NSTEMI. Finally, the diversity of the settings does not lend
itself to a direct comparison or meta-analysis. Our review
included chest pain patients on inpatient units, rural EDs,
academic centers, and patients who were hospitalized for chest
pain workup.
CONCLUSION
Troponin (cTn) has become the mainstay of biomarker
testing in NSTEMI diagnosis. This systematic review was
able to identify one patient in published data, and a subset of
unpublished data from one study with discordant biomarkers
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(CK positive when cTn was negative) for NSTEMI diagnosis.
In the same studies the sensitivity of cTn surpassed CK. As
expected, we found troponin far superior to creatine kinase
with excellent sensitivity and specificity. The continued use of
CK for NSTEMI diagnosis is no longer recommended.

5. Babuin L, Jaffe AS. Troponin: the biomarker of choice for the
detection of cardiac injury. CMAJ. 2005;173(10):1191-202.
6. Alpert JS, Thygesen K, Antman E, et al. Myocardial infarction
redefined--a consensus document of the Joint European Society
of Cardiology/American College of Cardiology Committee for
the redefinition of myocardial infarction. J Am Coll Cardiol.
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Introduction: Children with food insecurity (FI) experience adverse health outcomes due to
inadequate quantity or quality of food. Food insecurity may be high among families seeking
emergency care. The Hunger Vital Sign (HVS) is a two-question validated tool used to screen
families for FI. Our goal in this study was to assess prevalence of FI among emergency department
(ED) patients, patient-level risk factors for FI, and the feasibility of screening.
Methods: This was a cross-sectional analysis of FI in the ED. Parents or guardians of ED patients
and adult patients (18 years or older) were approached for screening using the HVS during
screening periods spanning weekdays/weekends and days/evenings. All ED patients were eligible,
excluding siblings, repeat visits, critically ill patients, minors without a guardian, and families that
healthcare staff asked us not to disturb. Families answered the HVS questions verbally or in writing,
based on preference. Families with positive screens received information about food resources.
We summarized patient and visit characteristics and defined medical complexity using a published
algorithm. Multivariable logistic regression was used to assess FI risk factors.
Results: In July-August 2019, 527 patients presented during screening periods: 439 agreed to
screening, 18 declined, 19 met exclusions, and 51 were missed. On average the screening tool
required five minutes (range 3-10 minutes) to complete. Most families (328; 75%) preferred to
answer in writing rather than verbally. Overall, 77 participants (17.5%) screened positive for FI. In
regression analyses, FI was associated with self-reported race/ethnicity (combined variable) of
African American or Black (odds ratio [OR] 5.21, 95% confidence interval [CI], 2.13-12.77), Hispanic
(OR 3.47, 95% CI, 1.48-8.15), or mixed/other (OR 3.81, 95% CI, 1.54-9.39), compared to nonHispanic white. FI was also associated with public insurance type (OR 5.74, 95% CI, 2.52-13.07,
reference: private insurance), and each year of increasing patient age (OR 1.05, 95% CI, 1.01-1.09).
There were no associations between FI and medical complexity or preferred language.
Conclusion: Food insecurity was common among our ED patients. Race and ethnicity, insurance
status, and increasing patient age were associated with increased odds of FI. Efforts to include
universal FI screening for ED patients with immediate connection to resources will enhance overall
care quality and address important health needs. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1295–1300.]

INTRODUCTION
Food insecurity (FI) is the limited or uncertain availability
of nutritionally adequate foods, or limited ability to acquire
such foods in socially acceptable ways.1 Food insecurity is
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

a critical determinant of child health and is associated with
worse healthcare access and poor health outcomes.2-5 It has
been linked to a variety of conditions including developmental
delay, behavioral dysregulation, poor academic school
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performance, asthma, depression, and anxiety.6 Children
living in homes with FI have more frequent viral infections,
chronic medical conditions, and lower levels of psychosocial
and physical functioning.2,7-9 In addition, stress produced by
ongoing food insecurity may predispose children to other
chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension and obesity,
with effects that continue into adulthood.4,10
Food insecurity is increasingly common in the United
States (US), involving approximately 13.6% of US
households with children.4 It appears to be more prevalent
in families presenting to the pediatric emergency department
(ED) than the general population, with reported prevalence
between 20-46%.11-14 Children in food-insecure households
may use the ED more frequently; therefore, this clinical
setting presents opportunities for identifying needs and
making connections to food resources. The prevalence of and
risk factors for FI among patients in the ED in our region
have not been well established.
The Hunger Vital Sign tool (HVS) is a validated, twoquestion screening instrument that is highly sensitive and
specific for FI.15 The HVS identifies households as being at
risk for FI if answers to either of the following statements are
“sometimes true” or “often true”: 1) Within the past 12 months
we worried whether our food would run out before we got
money to buy more; or 2) Within the past 12 months the food we
bought just didn’t last and we didn’t have money to get more.15
The HVS is recommended for use by the American Academy
of Pediatrics for universal screening for FI during routine visits
with children.16
Our aim in this study was to assess the prevalence of
FI using the HVS among patients visiting our academic,
freestanding pediatric ED, the feasibility of screening, and the
demographic associations with FI in our population.
METHODS
This was a cross-sectional analysis of the baseline prevalence
and risk factors for FI and an assessment of the operational
feasibility of screening in our ED. We utilized the STROBE
checklist for cross-sectional studies (Supplement). A convenience
sample of families and adult patients presenting to the ED were
approached during screening blocks across a range of weekday
and weekend days. The screening blocks were 3-4 hours long,
covering the range from 8 am to 10 pm and included coverage
seven days per week. Approximately one quarter of screening
blocks occurred on weekend days and the remainder throughout
the week. Families were screened for FI using the HVS.
All families arriving to the ED within screening hours
were eligible to be approached for the study. We excluded
siblings, repeat visits, critically ill patients, minor-age patients
without a guardian, and families that clinicians asked us not
to disturb. In most cases an adult caregiver for the patient
was asked to answer the screening questions. If the patient
was an adult (18 or older) and no adult caregiver was present,
the patient was asked directly. The respondent answered
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Children with food insecurity (FI) experience
adverse health outcomes. The prevalence in the
United States is approximately 13.6%.
What was the research question?
What is the prevalence of and risk factors
for FI in our emergency department, and is
universal screening feasible?
What was the major finding of the study?
In our emergency department (ED), FI
was 18% with these risk factors: Black and
Hispanic race/ethnicity; increasing age,
and non-private insurance. Screening took 5
minutes to complete.
How does this improve population health?
Our findings provide urgency and insight
to implement universal screening for food
insecurity in pediatric EDs to address
inequities in health outcomes for children.

two FI screening questions verbally or in writing, based on
preference. The written screening questions were offered in
Spanish and Somali in addition to English, as these are the
three most spoken languages in our ED.
All other languages comprise a small proportion (<3%
each) of our patient population. For patients who expressed a
preference for care in another language, questions were asked
verbally using an interpreter. Those who screened positive
received information about food-related resources in the
community and resources specific to our hospital including
an onsite food pantry. This information was provided through
handouts that were available in English and Spanish. Families
with a language of care that was not English or Spanish
received information about the food-related resources using
a telephone interpreter. Families were also offered a visit
with an ED social worker to address any other needs they
might have. Clinicians were informed if their patient screened
positive for FI.
We summarized patient characteristics using descriptive
statistics. Continuous variables were assessed for normality and,
if normally distributed means and standard deviations. If not
normally distributed, medians and interquartile ranges were used.
Categorical variables were summarized using frequencies and
percentages. We reported race and ethnicity using a combined
race/ethnicity variable using an approach that has been discussed
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in the literature.17 The patient’s race and ethnicity were selfreported separately; they were categorized as Hispanic if they
identified as Hispanic ethnicity, including any race. For nonHispanic ethnicity, race categories were separately reported.
We included patient complexity level using the patient
medical complexity algorithm (PMCA), which uses billing
and diagnosis data to stratify children based on presence of
chronic and/or complex disease.18 The patient’s preferred
language was determined based on parent report during
registration of what language they would prefer for care
during their visit. High- and low-volume hours were classified
based on historical ED encounter data; ED visits between 2
pm -2 am were considered higher volume hours and between
2 am - 2 pm as lower volume. We used multivariable logistic
regression to assess risk factors for FI. Results were reported
as odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). A
P-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. SAS
9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) was used for all analyses.
We based feasibility on the time required to screen and to
provide real-time resources for patients who screened positive.
This study was granted exempt status by the hospital’s
institutional review board.
RESULTS
There were 527 pediatric ED patient encounters eligible
within the screening hours. Of these, 457 patient caregivers
or adult patients were approached and 439 (96%) agreed
to participate in screening and were screened; 18 declined,
19 met exclusion criteria, and 51 were missed (Figure). On
average, the FI questions using the screening tool required five
minutes (3-10 minutes) to complete; the screening required
closer to 10 minutes when an interpreter was used. The
majority of participants (328; 75%) preferred to answer in
writing rather than verbally. Overall, 77 participants (17.5%)
screened positive for FI (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of pediatric patients screened for food
insecurity.
All
subjects
(n=439)

Screened
positive
(n=77)

6.1
(2.2-11.8)

5.9
(2.1-11.8)

7.8
(2.9-14.2)

Male

240 (54.7) 40 (52.0)

200 (55.3)

Female

199 (45.3) 37 (48.0)

162 (44.8)

White

197 (46.5) 13 (46.5)

184 (52.7)

Hispanic

75 (17.7)

24 (32.0)

51 (14.6)

Asian

53 (12.5)

4 (5.3)

49 (14.0)

Black

51 (12.0)

20 (26.7)

31 (8.9)

Mixed or other

48 (11.3)

14 (18.7)

34 (9.7)

Age, years, (IQR)

Screened
negative
(n=362)

Gender N(%)

Race/Ethnicity N(%)

Preferred language N(%)
English

374 (85.2) 54 (70.1)

320 (88.4)

Spanish

29 (6.6)

15 (19.5)

14 (3.9)

Somali

6 (1.4)

3 (3.9)

3 (0.8)

Other

30 (6.8)

5 (6.5)

25 (6.9)

Insurance N(%)
Commercial

209 (47.6) 9 (11.7)

200 (55.3)

Medicaid

208 (47.4) 65 (84.4)

143 (39.5)

Uninsured

16 (3.6)

2 (2.6)

14 (3.9)

Military

6 (1.4)

1 (1.3)

5 (1.4)

Mental health N(%)

29 (6.6)

6 (7.9)

23 (6.4)

Length of visit, mean
(SD)

3:51
(2:11)

3:51
(2:20)

3:51 (2:09)

Time of visit* N(%)
Higher volume

277 (63.1) 43 (55.8)

234 (64.6)

Lower volume

162 (36.9) 34 (44.2)

128 (35.4)

Non-chronic

287 (65.4) 44 (57.1)

243 (67.1)

Non-CC

86 (19.6)

18 (23.45

68 (18.8)

Complex chronic

66 (15.0)

15 (19.5)

51 (14.1)

3.0
(2.0-3.0)

3.0
(3.0-4.0)

3.0
(2.0-3.0)

PMCA N(%)

ESI, Med (IQR)
Disposition N(%)
Discharged

347 (79.0) 63 (81.8)

234 (64.6)

Admitted
92 (21.0)
14 (18.2)
128 (35.4)
*Higher volume: between 2 PM – 2 AM, Lower volume: between
2 AM – 2 PM.
IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation; PMCA, patient
medical complexity algorithm; non-CC, non-complex, non-chronic;
ESI med, Emergency Severity Index, median.
Figure. Study flow chart of patients screened using the Hunger
Vital Screening Tool for food insecurity.
FI, food insecurity.
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In our regression model, several patient factors were
associated with higher odds of FI (Table 2). Patients and
families were more likely to have food insecurity if they self1297
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Table 2. Factors associated with positive food insecurity screening.
OR
95% CI
P-value
Age, per year increase

1.05

1.01, 1.09

0.022

Male

Ref

Ref

Ref

Female

1.26

0.71, 2.26

0.432

Gender

Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White

Ref

Ref

Ref

Asian

0.84

0.24, 2.92

0.784

Black

5.21

2.13, 12.77

<0.001

Hispanic

3.47

1.48, 8.15

0.004

Mixed or other

3.81

1.54, 9.39

0.004

Insurance
Commercial

Ref

Ref

Ref

Medicaid

5.74

2.52, 13.07

<0.001

Military

2.84

0.25, 32.06

0.399

Uninsured

1.47

0.26, 8.36

0.664

PMCA
Non-chronic

Ref

Ref

Ref

Complex chronic

1.23

0.56, 2.67

0.606

Non-complex chronic

1.53

0.76, 3.11

0.237

Ref

Ref

Ref

Language
English

Non-English
1.21
0.59, 2.48
0.594
OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; PMCA, patient medical
complexity algorithm.

reported their race/ethnicity to be Black (OR 5.21, 95% CI,
2.13-12.77), Hispanic (OR 3.47, 95% CI, 1.48-8.15), or Mixed/
Other (OR 3.81, 95% CI, 1.54-9.93) when compared to nonHispanic white. Families with public insurance were more
likely to report food insecurity than those with private insurance
(OR 5.74, 95% CI, 2.52-13.07). Each year of increasing patient
age was associated with a 5% increased odds of FI (OR 1.05,
95% CI, 1.01-1.09). There was no association between FI and
presence of chronic conditions using the PMCA. There was also
no statistically significant association with preferred language of
English or non-English.
Families that screened positive were provided with
information about additional resources at Seattle Children’s and
within the community. Providing this information required an
additional 10-15 minutes depending on the family’s number of
questions, need for interpretation, and interest in engaging in
more conversation or requests for additional resources. Additional
time was also needed to maintain accurate and updated resources
for families, which were also translated into Spanish.
DISCUSSION
The prevalence of FI in this sampling of our ED
population was 17.5%, exceeding what has been reported in
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

households with children nationally. It is slightly below what
has been reported in EDs in other US cities, with variability
by region.11-13 Our patient population is diverse and unique
because our hospital both cares for patients from the nearby
major urban center while also functioning as the main
subspecialty referral center for a large region including five
states. In Philadelphia, 20.6% of 1,818 participants screened
positive for FI using the HVS.11 In Maryland, among patients
under four years of age, 22.7% of 3800 participants screened
positive for FI based on the 18-item Household Food Security
Survey Module and 32.9% using the HVS.12 In Madison,
Wisconsin, 45.6% of 309 caregivers screened positive using
the HVS and non-White race/ethnicity was associated with
higher FI (56.8% vs 27.4%, P <0.01).13
In our study, we also found there was a significantly
higher risk of screening positive for FI among those who
identify as Black or Hispanic. This finding is in line with
a large body of literature on structural racism and its many
ill effects on communities that have been historically
marginalized.19, 20 Families who identify as Black or Hispanic
are more likely to be experiencing FI when they arrive in
our ED. Raising awareness of this tangible evidence of
structural racism in our environment can help move us toward
mitigation as we seek to provide resources for these families
and improve equitable care.21 While there was no significant
association between FI and preference for English or nonEnglish language in our population, we were unable to analyze
further by language preference due to the small numbers of
families in each language group.
Patients and families screened in our study were more
likely to have FI as the child’s age increased, which has not
previously been reported. This could be due to age restrictions
on many public food assistance programs, competing priorities
and costs for older children, or the amount of food they need.
Alternately, it could reflect differences in what brings patients
to seek care in the ED at different ages. There was also a
strong association with public insurance status and FI, which
means many of the families identified with FI may also be
eligible for food assistance programs.
There was no difference in FI based on history of chronic
disease. We had postulated that the presence of chronic or
complex illness history in a child may present additional
financial stressors, as this has been reported in other
settings,22-24 but we did not see an association when stratifying
by PMCA. This means there was no difference in FI in our
sample between children with no past medical history, those
with some type of chronic disease, or those with complex
chronic disease.
The overall prevalence of FI throughout the US and
in ED settings is high. Our data were collected before the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, but FI has been sharply
increasing more recently with the rise of significant economic
challenges. A recent analysis of the US Census Bureau
Household Pulse Survey found that FI doubled in the general
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population and tripled in households with children as of June
2020.25 It appears that with this increase, regional variation
and disparities by race and ethnicity persist.16 Given the
high prevalence and the compounding effects of structural
racism and poverty for different groups, we believe universal
screening for FI with the provision of resources is crucial
to providing high-quality care in the pediatric ED. With the
sharp increase in economic vulnerability as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, this need for universal screening in
healthcare settings is even more crucial.
The HVS is a validated tool that can be rapidly
completed and is recommended for screening as a part of a
toolkit to address FI released by the American Academy of
Pediatrics.16 Although it is commonly integrated in general
pediatrician outpatient clinic visits as part of preventive
care, it is not routinely implemented in most pediatric EDs.
In previous research, families were more likely to report FI
when completing written questions vs verbal.26 In our study,
most families also preferred to answer written screening
questions rather than verbally. The screening took an average
of five minutes using the validated HVS tool, which makes
it amenable to include in the routine ED check in process,
particularly if self-administered by most families. Ideally
responses should be entered directly into the electronic health
record (EHR), with an electronic flag for providers when
families identify as food insecure.
Despite the importance of FI screening and the
availability of good screening tools, one challenging barrier
to implementation is a process for connecting families with FI
to food resources.27 In our study, our dedicated screener was
also responsible for providing families who screened positive
with food resources including local food banks, our hospital
food pantry, and enrollment in nutritional assistance programs
when eligible. The average time to present these resources
to families was 10-15 minutes; the screener also spent time
each week checking to make sure the resources were current.
This more significant time investment requires planning by
the ED team and consideration of who will be responsible
for addressing families with FI when identified, and how this
will integrate with other ED care. Given the critical role food
plays in health, FI must be recognized as an important part of
addressing the healthcare needs of the ED patient and should
be achievable at some point during the ED visit. The research
assistant for our study was neither a clinician or social worker.
They became well-versed in available food resources and
assisted and informed families of these. Thus, there are many
creative personnel potential solutions for performing this role.
Our next step is the implementation of universal
screening in written format with integration into the
Electronic Health Record. We also hope to provide written
materials in multiple languages that list locally available
food resources. More research is needed on the ideal way to
provide information to families with FI, but a connection to
available resources after a positive screen is crucial.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

LIMITATIONS
This study has several limitations. There may
have been a selection bias given our sampling method
of convenience. We attempted to mitigate for this by
ensuring screening was available and deployed during
a representative variety of times of day and week. This
study took place in a freestanding pediatric hospital, and
we had a dedicated research assistant available to do the
screening; this may limit generalizability to other centers.
We only had written materials translated into Spanish and
Somali. Families with another language preference did
not have the option to answer questions in written format.
Although we used video interpretation and did not exclude
these families, the lack of translated materials may have
limited the number of families we screened and/or limited
the ability to provide resources for them. Finally, our
numbers of families included who have differing language
preferences was relatively low making it difficult to fully
analyze the impact of language on risk for FI.
CONCLUSION
Food insecurity was common among ED patients in our
academic, freestanding pediatric ED, adding to a body of
literature on the relatively high prevalence of FI in pediatric
EDs. We found an association between FI and Black race,
Hispanic ethnicity, public insurance, and increasing patient
age. There were no significant associations between language
preference and patient complexity. Using the Hunger Vital
Sign tool, screening was feasible, and most caregivers
preferred to complete the questions in written format when
asked. Connecting families to food resources can be done by
a variety of differing staff roles and will require additional
time. Universal screening for FI with provision of food
resources is feasible and necessary in pediatric EDs to
provide optimal care for patients at highest risk for inequities
and poor health outcomes.
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Introduction: Dog bites are a significant health concern in the pediatric population. Few studies
published to date have stratified the injuries caused by dog bites based on surgical severity to
elucidate the contributing risk factors.
Methods: We used an electronic hospital database to identify all patients ≤17 years of age treated
for dog bites from 2013–2018. Data related to patient demographics, injury type, intervention, dog
breed, and payer source were collected. We extracted socioeconomic data from the American
Community Survey. Data related to dog breed was obtained from public records on dog licenses. We
calculated descriptive statistics as well as relative risk of dog bite by breed.
Results: Of 1,252 injuries identified in 967 pediatric patients, 17.1% required consultation with a
surgical specialist for repair. Bites affecting the head/neck region were most common (61.7%) and
most likely to require operating room intervention (P = 0.002). The relative risk of a patient being
bitten in a low-income area was 2.24, compared with 0.46 in a high-income area. Among cases where
the breed of dog responsible for the bite was known, the dog breed most commonly associated with
severe bites was the pit bull (relative risk vs German shepherd 8.53, relative risk vs unknown, 3.28).
Conclusion: The majority of injuries did not require repair and were sufficiently handled by an
emergency physician. Repair by a surgical specialist was required <20% of the time, usually for
bites affecting the head/neck region. Disparities in the frequency and characteristics of dog bites
across socioeconomic levels and dog breeds suggest that public education efforts may decrease the
incidence of pediatric dog bites. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1301–1310.]

INTRODUCTION
With over 4.5 million dog bite injuries reported each year
in the United States, dog bites continue to be a significant
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public health concern.1 Children are at high risk for dog bite
injury, with many incidents reported at or near a victim’s
home.2 The current global pandemic has necessitated virtual
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learning, and children are spending more time at home. The
latest report from the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention on the frequency of dog bites reported that 800,000
individuals sought medical attention for a dog-bite injury in
2001.3 These numbers are expected to surge due to stay-athome guidelines during the current pandemic.
Many studies have identified trends in pediatric dog-bite
injuries and interventions,4-15 but few studies have stratified
injury severity based on the type of surgical treatment
required. Significant damage to the face, which is the area
most commonly affected in children who sustain dog bites,
may require the specialized skills of a subspecialist who can
reconstruct the complex functional and aesthetic components
of the affected anatomy.16 In younger patients, delicate anatomy
and limited compliance may require treatment in the operating
room (OR), instead of a bedside procedure. The surgical
approach is also determined by injury severity, which has
previously been shown to be associated with socioeconomic
factors in adults with dog bites.17 We sought to examine
the interplay among these factors in pediatric patients who
presented for treatment of dog-bite injuries at our institution.
Orange County, CA, where our institution resides, is
the sixth largest county by population in the US, with many
low-income and affluent communities in close proximity to
one another. Our academic pediatric trauma center is the only
pediatric hospital serving this diverse population of over three
million. This makes our institution an ideal setting for an
investigation of the etiology and treatment of pediatric dog-bite
injuries. In this study, we describe our five-year experience
and aim to characterize the settings in which a surgeon is
required for the treatment of pediatric dog-bite injury. We
also collected information from public records and healthcare
databases to evaluate external risk factors that may increase risk
for dog bites, such as socioeconomic status and breed of dog.
Delineating the injury patterns in this high-risk population may
both streamline care and guide future prevention efforts.
METHODS
This was a retrospective cross-sectional study of all
children aged 0 to 17 years treated for dog-bite injury during
the period from 2013–2018 at our institution. The inclusion
criteria were all pediatric patients presenting to the pediatric
emergency department (ED) during the study period and
identified in the electronic health record (EHR) as having an
acute dog bite injury (International Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision and Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification
[ICD-9] E906.0 and ICD-10-CM W54.0). Exclusion criteria
were bite wounds that had already received a procedure
at another institution and transferred to our institution for
delayed reconstruction, patients who presented > 24 hours
after the injury, and any subsequent visits related to the same
initial injury. Two unblinded abstractors were uniformly
trained to use a pilot-tested, standardized, online data
abstraction form with coding rules. Data abstraction was
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Population Health Research Capsule
Dog bites are a significant health concern in
children. Most dog bites occur from age 1–5,
and affect the head and neck region.
What was the research question?
Do sociodemographic factors and dog
breed impact pediatric dog-bite injuries
and their severity?
What was the major finding of the study?
Lower socioeconomic status increased risk
for dog bites. Larger dogs were associated
with more severe injury.
How does this improve population health?
This study informs injury prevention efforts
that may target communities at risk including
those with lower socioeconomic status.

routinely monitored to ensure systematic data collection
including refresher training and review of coding rules. We
did not exclude records with missing data; missing values for
categorical variables were documented as unknown.
The descriptive features captured in this study included
the following: sociodemographic information (age, race,
gender, ethnicity, payer source, and median income associated
with residence ZIP code); clinical variables (wound depth,
wound diameter, level of intervention required, number of
body sites wounded, and anatomical site of injury); and
information on the dog (relationship to dog, breed of dog).
Wound depth was categorized as superficial (partial thickness
skin wounds, scratches, excoriations, dermabrasions), deep
(full-thickness skin wounds without trauma to underlying
tissue), and complex (full thickness wounds with trauma
to underlying tissues such as tendons, nerves, vessels).
Information on the dog breed, patient’s relationship to the dog,
and location where the injury occurred were first abstracted
from the provider notes in the EHR and then cross-referenced
with information included in the Animal Bite Human
Reporting Form sent to the county health department.
Socioeconomic data such as median income was extracted
from the American Community Survey (ACS).18 We obtained
county records of city-level dog populations from the county
animal shelter.19 The relative proportions of various dog breeds in
the county were applied to city-level estimates of dog population
to determine the relative risk of dog bite. We further stratified
the data analyzed for each dog breed based on bite severity
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and median income in the area where the dog bite occurred. A
phylogenetic tree of dog breeds was constructed using data from
the National Human Genome Research Institute Dog Genome
project.21 We constructed the phylogenetic tree using a circular
tree plot to visualize bite frequency across genetic groups.
Statistical Analysis
We calculated the relative risk of being bitten by a specific
breed of dog, the relative risk of being bitten in a lower-income
area, and the relative risk of sustaining a severe, rather than
moderate or mild, dog-bite injury. The relative risk of being
bitten by a specific breed of dog was calculated using dog
population data collected by the animal shelters of our county,
which collect data for all licensed dogs in the county. We ranked
dog breeds according to relative risk of bite, compared to the
risk of being bitten by any member of the dog population in
the county. The relative risk of dog bite was mapped onto each
breed in the phylogenetic tree. If no bite data was observed for a
specific dog breed, the relative risk was set to one.
We calculated P-values using the chi-square test for cell
size >100 and Fisher’s exact test for cell size <100. In this study,
the Fisher’s and chi-square P-values measured distribution of a
given variable after stratification by another categorical variable,
in comparison to the distribution of all other categories summed.
For continuous measures such as bite diameter, a Wilcoxon ranksum test was used to measure the difference in distribution among
continuous measures. We used the R programming language to
conduct these analyses. Income and dog-bite frequency were
mapped using the Choroplethr package (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).20
RESULTS
From 2013 to 2018, 967 pediatric patients at our children’s
hospital were identified as victims of a dog bite. The mean
and median ages of pediatric patients who sustained dog-bite
injuries were six years and five years, respectively. The mode of
the age variable in this study was three years. After stratification
into age categories of 1–5 years, 6–10 years, and >10 years of
age, the 1–5 age group was identified as the group of patients
that made up the greatest proportion of those bitten (53.4%).
The risk for dog-bite injury was inversely correlated with
age, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.76 (Figure 1).
Regardless of age, children are bitten most frequently by a dog
living in their own home (33.4%), followed by pets belonging
to family and friends (22.4%) (Supplemental Table).
Our analysis of the sociodemographic data collected
revealed that the racial distribution of pediatric patients who
sustained dog-bite injuries was similar to the racial make-up of
the community, with 64.6% of patients in the study identifying
as White/Caucasian. It should be noted that patient families
identifying as Latino were disproportionately represented in
this survey. The 2017 ACS reported that 34.2% of the residents
in the county identified as Latino, while 55.2% of the patient
population in this study identified as Latino (with only 1.16%
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Figure 1. Distribution of dog bite injuries by age.

of study participants refusing to answer this question). It should
also be noted that a large proportion of the patient families
included in this study were covered by Medicare (22.4%) or
Medicaid (29.5%); 41.4% were covered by private insurance,
and the remaining 6.6% were self-pay (Table 1).
Level of Intervention
Most injuries did not require specialist or OR services;
71.8% of bites did not require wound repair, while 17.1% of
patients required specialist consultation for wound repair in the
ED or the OR. The distribution of bite severity mirrored this
pattern, with 70.5% of bites classified as “superficial” (partial
thickness, scratches, excoriations, abrasions); 21.1% of bites
classified as “deep” (full thickness without trauma to underlying
structures); and 8.5% of bites classified as “complex” (full
thickness with trauma to underlying structures such as tendons,
nerves, and/or vessels). Analysis of the data to determine which
anatomical area was most commonly affected revealed that
61.7% of bites were inflicted on the head or neck, 20.6% on the
hands or arms, and 13.0% on the feet or legs (Table 2).
When we investigated the relationship between
anatomical site of injury (head, upper extremity, lower
extremity, other) and type of intervention (no repair,
emergency physician repair [EP], surgical specialist repair
in ED, specialist repair in OR), we found that head and neck
injuries were significantly more likely to require repair (P =
<.0001). When stratifying injuries by different levels of repair
(EP, surgical specialist in ED, and specialist repair in OR)
there were statistically significant differences in the proportion
of observed injuries across different anatomic sites. The
largest difference in proportion was observed in head and neck
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Table 1. Characteristics of pediatric dog-bite victims who presented
to the emergency department from 2013--2018.
Characteristics

Frequency n (%)*

Number of patients

Characteristics

6.04

Median

5

Mode

3
408 (43.2%)

Male

535 (56.7%)
610 (64.6%)

Black

12 (1.3%)

Asian

55 (5.8%)

American Indian

2 (0.2%)

Hispanic

19 (2.0%)

Native Hawaiian

8 (0.8%)

Other
Refused

521 (55.2%)

Refused

11 (1.2%)
212 (22.4%)

Medicaid

279 (29.5%)

Private

391 (41.4%)

Self-pay

40 (4.2%)

Other
21 (2.2%)
*Frequencies reported are limited to all patients with clinical and
demographic data.

injuries, which contributed to 41.2% of cases not requiring
repair, and 86.2%, 69.6%, and 88.5% to cases requiring repair
by EPs, surgical specialists in the ED, and repair performed by
specialists in the OR, respectively. This association persisted
even when “no repair” patients were removed from the dataset
(P = 0.002). This data is presented in Table 3 and Figure 2.
When we examined the association between requirement
for surgical treatment and bite severity, the data showed that
82.3% of complex wounds (full thickness with trauma to
underlying structures such as tendons, nerves, and/or vessels)
were treated in the OR, 9.8% of complex wounds were treated
by a specialist in the ED, and 1.9% of wounds were repaired
by a general EP. This observed pattern contrasted with that
observed for deep wounds (full thickness without trauma to
underlying structures), for which the majority (79.4%) were
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

139 (11.1%)

Superficial

861 (70.5%)

Deep

258 (21.1%)

Complex

102 (8.3%)

Head/neck

774 (61.7%)

Upper extremity hand

153 (12.2%)

Upper extremity arm

105 (8.4%)

Lower extremity foot

18 (1.4%)

Lower extremity leg

145 (11.6%)

treated by an EP. The majority of superficial wounds (76.3%)
required no repair.

Payer
Medicare

23 (1.8%)

Other
57 (4.5%)
The depth variable was incomplete; thus, the percentages represent
the number of injuries within each depth category out of the total
number of injuries with complete wound depth data (n = 1,221)

19 (2.0%)

Latino

413 (32.9%)

Anatomic site

Ethnicity
421 (44.6%)

Repair by EP

Depth*

215 (22.7%)

Not Latino

677 (54.0%)

Repair in OR

Race
White

1,252

No repair
Repair by specialist in ED

Gender
Female

Frequency n (%)

Level of intervention

Age (year)
Mean

Table 2. Characteristics of dog-bite injuries.
Number of injuries

943

Lee et al.

Socioeconomic Status
We used ZIP codes to map city-level reports of median
income from the ACS. The ZIP code was used to approximate
the economic status of a patient family to evaluate the association
between economic status and the frequency of bites. According
to the 2017 ACS, the median income in the county is $89,000.
Analysis of the study data showed that 67.9% of patients lived
in areas with median annual income greater than $42,000, and
32.1% of patients lived in areas with median income of $42,000
or less (Figure 3). Using population-based estimates of the total
dog population for each area, the relative risk of a pediatric
patient being bitten in a low-income area (median income ≤
$42,000) was 2.24-fold greater than the baseline risk of being
bitten in the county. In contrast, the relative risk of a pediatric
patient being bitten in a high-income area (median annual income
> $42,000) was 0.46. The relative proportion of biting dogs in
the general dog population was significantly greater in low- vs
high-income areas (P <.0001). These differences are illustrated
in Figure 4; there was a significant difference in the proportion
of dogs inflicting bites in neighborhoods with median income
<$42,000 compared to the proportion of dogs inflicting bites in
neighborhoods with median income >$42,000.
We performed an analysis of the distribution of bites
across insurance payer and level of intervention, with insurance
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Table 3. Level of intervention by injury location and payer source.
No repair

Repair by EP

Repair by surgical specialist
in ED

Repair by specialist in OR

677

413

23

139

Head/neck

279 (41.2%)

356 (86.2%)

16 (69.6%)

123 (88.5%)

Upper extremity arm

141 (20.8%)

12 (2.9%)

0(0%)

0 (0%)

Upper extremity hand

80 (11.8%)

18 (4.4%)

1 (4.4%)

6 (4.3%)

Characteristic
Total
Injury Location

Lower extremity leg

17 (2.5%)

0 (0%)

1 (4.3%)

0 (0%)

Lower extremity foot

118 (17.4%)

21 (5.1%)

3 (13.0%)

3 (2.2%)

42 (6.2%)

6 (1.5%)

2 (8.7%)

7 (5.0%)

109(26.4%)

8 (34.8%)

54 (38.8%)

Other
P-value

<.0001

Payer source
Medicare

114 (16.8%)

Medicaid

227 (33.5%)

71 (17.2%)

1 (4.3%)

24 (17.3%)

Private

288 (42.5%)

174 (42.1%)

11 (47.8%)

51 (36.7%)

Self-Pay

23 (3.4%)

26 (6.3%)

0 (0%)

6 (4.3%)

Other

17 (2.5%)

12 (2.9%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

657 (98.5%)

188 (47.5%)

9 (39.1%)

7 (51.4%)

Deep

4 (0.5%)

205 (51.8%)

4 (17.3%)

45 (33.0%)

Complex

6 (0.8%)

2 (0.5%)

10 (43.4%)

84 (61.7%)

P-value

<.0001

Wound severity
Superficial

P-value
0.0001
EP, emergency physician; ED, emergency department; OR, operating room.

status used as a proxy for economic status. Patients who used
private insurance to pay for hospital services were significantly
more likely to receive treatment by a specialist or treatment

Figure 2. Level of intervention by anatomic site of injury.
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in the OR than patients who used Medicaid or Medicare to
pay for hospital services (P <.0001) (Table 3). Medicaid
patients accounted for only 15% of those with injuries treated
by specialists. Among those who received OR treatment for
dog bites, 75% used Medicare or private insurance to pay for
hospital services (Figure 5).
Dog Breed
In 61.4% of cases included in the study, the breed of the dog
that had bitten a particular patient was unknown. Among the
cases where the breed of the dog responsible for the injury was
reported, representation was as follows: Chihuahua mix, 7%;
pit bull mix, 7.6%; German shepherd mix, 3.3%; other or mixed
breed, 20.4%. No significant relationship was found between dog
breed and anatomical site of injury, or between dog breed and
median income in the area where the dog bite occurred. There
was, however, a significant association between breed and the
requirement for surgical treatment by a specialist (Table 4). The
likelihood that the patient had been bitten by a pit bull increased
as the level of intervention increased from no repair (6.0%) to
repair in the OR (25.8%) (Figure 6).
Dog breed was a significant predictor of bite severity (P
<.0001) and of bite diameter (P <.0001). Pit bull bites were
found to be significantly larger, deeper, and/or more complex
1305
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Figure 5. Level of intervention by insurance payer group.

Figure 3. Distribution of dog bite injuries by level of annual income.

Figure 4. Distribution of dog bite injuries based on zip code and
median income quartile.

than the average dog bites included in this study (Figure 7).
Patients included in this study were more than four times
as likely to have been bitten by a pit bull than by a German
shepherd, and more than twice as likely to have been bitten
by a pit bull, when compared with a dog of unknown breed.
Furthermore, the relative risk of a pit bull inflicting a complex
(full thickness with trauma to underlying structures) or deep
(full thickness without trauma to underlying structures) bite
was 17 times that observed for non-pit bull dogs. The relative
risk of a German shepherd inflicting a complex or deep bite
was 2.66, and the relative risk that a dog of unknown breed
would inflict a complex or deep bite was 0.23. The relative
risk of being bitten by a pit bull did not differ greatly between
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

high-income cities and low-income cities, with relative risk of
8.06 and 8.17, respectively (Table 5).
We constructed a phylogenetic tree of dog breeds
to identify clades with an increased relative risk of bite,
compared to the general dog population (Figure 8). This
visualization revealed increased relative risk for dog bite in
dog breeds designated as “working dogs” by the American
Kennel Club. The breeds in this group associated with high
relative risk for bite-related injury were bulldog, boxer,
French bulldog, pit bull, mastiff, Great Dane, Rottweiler, and
Doberman pinscher. Siberian husky, chow chow, and Akita
breeds also had increased risk of dog bite compared to the
general population of dogs in the county. This latter group of
dogs is classified on the side of the canine phylogenetic tree
most distant from dogs classified as “working dogs.” Among
all dogs within the phylogenetic tree, husky, chow chow, and
Akita breeds are most closely related to the common ancestor
of all canines, the wolf. Although the husky is classified as a
working dog, it is not closely related to the clade of working
dogs listed above. The dogs with decreased relative risk of
bite (basset hound, beagle, and dachshund) were clustered in
a group of dogs classified by the American Kennel Club as
hounds (relative risk, < 1.00).
DISCUSSION
Dog bite injuries continue to be prevalent in the pediatric
population, especially among young children. Similar to
previous studies,4,5,7-9 our analysis showed that the majority
of dog bites in our study affected children 1–5 years of age,
with risk for dog bite decreasing as age increased. Dogs may
perceive the behavior of young children as threatening.22-24
Infants, toddlers, and preschool children are less cautious,
tend to explore their environments with their hands and
mouths, and exhibit unpredictable behaviors, such as
suddenly kissing, biting, grabbing, and climbing upon a
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Table 4. Dog-bite visits by breed of dog from 2013–2018.
Characteristic

Pit Bull

Mixed Breed

German Shepherd

Other

Unknown

Chihuahua

Head/neck

60(57.6%)

20(74.0%)

34(70.8%)

172(66.6%)

449(60.8%)

37(49.3%)

Upper extremity (hand/arm)

22(21.1%)

2(7.4%)

9(18.7%)

54(20.9%)

150(20.3%)

20(26.6%)

Lower ectremity (leg/foot)

14(13.4%)

2(7.4%)

2(4.2%)

23(8.9%)

110(14.9%)

12(16.0%)

8(7.7%)

3(11.1%)

3(6.3%)

9(3.5%)

29(3.9%)

6(8%)

0.4

0.34

0.19

0.09

0.07

0.08

<$42,000/year

23(32.3%)

7(38.8%)

10(32.2%)

53(30.8%)

191(33.2%)

16(23.5%)

>$42,000/year

48(67.6%)

11(61.1%)

21(67.7%)

119(69.1%)

384(66.7%)

52(76.4%)

1

0.6

1

0.71

0.38

0.13

No repair

41(39.4%)

16(59.2%)

17(35.4%)

109(42.2%)

424(57.4%)

69(92.0%)

Repair by EP

23(22.1%)

10(37.0%)

23(47.9%)

104(40.3%)

247(33.4%)

5(6.6%)

4(3.8%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

15(5.8%)

4(0.5%)

0

26(34.6%)

1(3.7%)

8(3.7%)

30(11.6%)

63(8.5%)

1(1.3%)

Body region injured

Other
P-value
Median Income by city reported by
ACS

P-value
Level of intervention

Repair by surgical specialist in ED
Repair by specialist in OR

P-value
0.001
0.69
0.01
<.0001
0.004
ACS, American Community Survey; EP, emergency physician; ED, emergency department; OR, operating room.

dog. Because of its proximity to the floor, the head and neck
region of children is particularly susceptible to dog-bite
injury; in adults, the extremities are most susceptible.17 Our
analysis supports prior studies4,5,11,12 demonstrating that the
majority of dog bites in children affect the head and neck
region (61.7%), followed by the hand or arms (20.6%).
A previous study by our group of dog-bite injuries in the
county showed that 60% of dog bites in adult patients received

Figure 6. Level of intervention by breed of dog.
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<.0001

no intervention.17 Because the facial region is frequently involved
when a dog bites a child, the families of children with dogbite injuries are also more likely to seek medical attention than
adults who have sustained dog bites.25 Pediatric patients may,
therefore, be more likely to present to the ED with superficial
dog-bite injuries,6 which may partially account for the increased
incidence of reported dog bites in children compared to adults. Of
the pediatric patients who presented to the ED at our institution
during the study period, 71.9% required no intervention because
their injuries were superficial. Of the pediatric patients in our
study requiring intervention, the greatest proportion of dogbite injuries that necessitated repair in the OR affected the head
and neck areas. Dog-bite injury to the facial region not only
threatens function but may also have a lasting impact on physical
appearance as the child grows into adulthood. The complex
nature of head and neck physiology and anatomy, therefore,
often merits consultation with a specialist and intervention in
the OR.15,26 In our study, complex and deep injuries with larger
diameters were likely to require specialist intervention.
Our analysis goes further to reveal how socioeconomic
factors influence the management of dog-bite injury. A median
annual income below $42,000 conferred a 2.24 relative risk
for pediatric dog-bite injury, compared to a 0.46 relative risk
in regions with high median annual income. This trend is
consistent with the findings of a study by Ruiz-Casares et al,
which demonstrated that children in low-income families are
the most vulnerable to unintentional injury.27 Parents in lowincome households may need to attend to work obligations and
may, therefore, be unavailable to supervise young children and
1307
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Figure 7. Distribution of bite diameter by breed of dog.

without the means to pay for daycare services. Young children
supervised by older siblings have increased risk for injury,
compared to young children supervised by their parents.28,29
Because adults are generally able to protect themselves, the risk
for dog bite and associated patterns of injury in adults does not
seem to be impacted by annual income.17 Furthermore, dogs in
low-income households are less likely to be supervised, less
likely to be sufficiently trained, and less likely to be kept in an
area enclosed by fencing or gates.30 Low-income households
are also more likely to have large-breed dogs for protective
purposes.30 This combination of inadequate resources for child
supervision and large-breed dogs without robust training may
account for the increased incidence of pediatric dog-bite injury
in low-income households.
In our analysis, insurance type was used as an index
for socioeconomic status. Our study shows that children in
families with Medicaid or self-pay status were more likely
to experience a dog-bite injury, but less likely to have their
injuries repaired by specialists in the OR. It is unclear
whether the difference in service utilization between
private insurance payers vs Medicaid or self-payers reflects
systemic obstacles or, rather, a parental preference for
ED intervention based on financial concerns. While Essig
et al showed that the surgical management of pediatric
facial dog-bite injuries by specialists in either the ED or
OR had no significant effect on the risk for surgical-site
infection or reoperation,31 it would be interesting to study
the outcomes of dog-bite injuries treated by ED clinicians,
compared with similar injuries that were treated by surgical
specialists. The results of a comparative cohort study might
reveal whether treatment by a specialist decreased the
incidence of infection, scarring, or later return to the OR.
A significant difference in the outcomes of pediatric dogbite injury with specialist vs non-specialist treatment might
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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ultimately result in a change in treatment patterns and
improved public health.
Many studies have attempted to elucidate the role of
dog breed in bite injuries. In the literature the dog breeds
most commonly associated with pediatric dog-bite injuries
include the pit bull, Rottweiler, German shepherd, terrier,
and mixed.9,10,32 In our analysis, German shepherds were
responsible for the highest number of pediatric dog-bite
injuries, but pit bulls were responsible for the most severe
injuries. In a related study conducted at a Level I pediatric
trauma center, Alizadeh et al showed that 47.8% of
pediatric dog bites that involved a pit bull required surgical
intervention.33 Many studies have reported similar results of
pit bull-related aggression, and this particular breed has been
considered a public health risk; several countries and US cities
have introduced breed-specific bans.34,35
It should be noted that aggressive canine behavior is
multifactorial, with genetic as well as human interferencerelated contributing factors.36,37 However, breed-specific
legislation has been criticized for being ineffective, difficult to
implement, and harmful to the welfare of dogs. Breed-specific
bans may also be based on incomplete data from health records
or sensationalized media reports.8,38,39 We agree that rather
than breed-specific laws, efforts to decrease the frequency
of pediatric dog-bite injury should focus on identifying the
precipitating factors. Clinicians should be educated to include
as part of their history questions about whether the child
presenting for care was supervised and whether the dog was
partitioned from the child, in addition to questions about the
age, gender, breed, and level of training of the dog. A more
complete health record would increase the accuracy of the data
related to dog-bite injury in pediatric patients.
LIMITATIONS
There were several limitations to our study. The
socioeconomic data that we extracted from the ACS was
not a true measure of family income, as these pooled data
represent neighborhood-level rather than individualized patient
information. The data presented in this analysis is specific to
a high-volume, academic healthcare institution that serves a
large and diverse community. The findings may, therefore, not
be generalizable to all institutions and populations. We did not
stratify the data used for analysis based on surgical subspecialty
or type of dog-bite injury. Not all bites could be attributed to
a specific breed or mixed breed of dog. As a result, the relative
risk of bite in some breeds may have been under-reported.
Additional bias may occur in breeds with small reported
populations in the community; these breeds may have instability
in the estimates of relative risk of bite due to small samples that
are not representative of a given dog breed.
Additional studies will be designed to elucidate whether
plastic surgeons, otolaryngologists, or general surgeons are
more frequently involved with certain types of pediatric dogbite injuries. Such an investigation would help to streamline
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Table 5. Relative risk* of bite by dog breed using estimated dog population.
Number
of bite
events
attributed
to breed

Proportion
of bites in
database
attributed
to breed

Estimated
population of
dog breed in
county

Proportion
of bite
events with
>1 body
site bitten

Average
bite
diameter
in cm

RR of
breed biting
compared to
general dog
population

RR of
inflicting
deep or
complex
wound

Pit bull

75

7.75%

34,464(2.90%)

German
shepherd

32

3.30%

142,60(1.20%)

32.67%

2.9

8.53

17.07

8.17

8.06

16.00%

1.62

2.02

2.66

1.97

1.95

Chihuahua
mix

68

7.03%

534,78(4.50%)

29.10%

0.99

3.35

0.51

2.46

3.78

Mixed
breed

18

1.86%

118,841(10.0%)

44.40%

0.95

0.2

1.7

0.24

0.18

Cocker
spaniel

7

0.72%

142,60(1.20%)

28.57%

1.21

0.53

0.74

1.66

0*

180

18.6%

818,817(68.9%)

36.20%

1.817

0.27

0.23

0.25

0.27

Unknown
593
61.3%
133,102(11.2%)
19.07%
1.63
breed
*All relative risks in comparison to rate observed in general dog population.
RR, relative risk; cm, centimeter.

3.28

2.5

3.3

5.39

Dog breed

Other breed

workflow and to increase the use of a multidisciplinary
approach in pediatric EDs. With interest, we continue to
monitor and study how trends in the etiology and management
of pediatric dog-bite injuries may change as social distancing
alters the way that children interact with their environments.
CONCLUSION
Our findings support previous reports that pediatric dog-bite
injuries occur more frequently in children aged 1–5 years.
Most dog-bite injuries in this study were caused by encounters

RR of bite
RR of bite
occurring
occurring
in a low
in a high
median
median
income city income city

with large dogs, and bites from pit bulls were associated
with significantly more severe injury. The anatomical site
affected most commonly was the head and neck region. The
dog-bite injuries that most frequently require subspecialist
surgical intervention are those affecting the head and neck
region and those involving extensive soft tissue damage. Low
socioeconomic status may increase the risk of dog-bite injury.
Pediatric patients with private health insurance were more likely
than others to receive surgical intervention for dog-bite injuries.
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Introduction: Emergency medical services (EMS) systems can become impacted by sudden surges that can
occur throughout the day, as well as by natural disasters and the current pandemic. Because of this, emergency
department crowding and ambulance “bunching,” or surges in ambulance-transported patients at receiving
hospitals, can have a detrimental effect on patient care and financial implications for an EMS system. The
Centralized Ambulance Destination Determination (CAD-D) project was initially created as a pilot project to look
at the impact of an active, online base hospital physician and paramedic supervisor to direct patient destination
and distribution, as a way to improve ambulance distribution, decrease surges at hospitals, and decrease
diversion status.
Methods: The project was initiated March 17, 2020, with a six-week baseline period; it had three additional
study phases where the CAD-D was recommended (Phase 1), mandatory (Phase 2), and modified (Phase
3), respectively. We used coefficients of variation (CV) statistical analysis to measure the relative variability
between datasets (eg, CAD-D phases), with a lower variation showing better and more even distribution across
the different hospitals. We used analysis of co-variability for the CV to determine whether level loading was
improved systemwide across the three phases against the baseline period. The primary outcomes of this study
were the following: to determine the impact of ambulance distribution across a geographical area by using the
CV; to determine whether there was a decrease in surge rates at the busiest hospital in this area; and the effects
on diversion.
Results: We calculated the CV of all ratios and used them as a measure of EMS patient distribution among
hospitals. Mean CV was lower in Phase 2 as compared to baseline (1.56 vs 0.80 P < 0.05), and to baseline and
Phase 3 (1.56 vs. 0.93, P <0.05). A lower CV indicates better distribution across more hospitals, instead of the
EMS transports bunching at a few hospitals. Furthermore, the proportion of surge events was shown to be lower
between baseline and Phase 1 (1.43 vs 0.77, P <0.05), baseline and Phase 2 (1.43 vs. 0.33, P < 0.05), and
baseline and Phase 3 (1.43 vs 0.42, P < 0.05). Diversion was shown to increase over the system as a whole,
despite decreased diversion rates at the busiest hospital in the system.
Conclusion: In this retrospective study, we found that ambulance distribution increased across the system with
the implementation of CAD-D, leading to better level loading. The surge rates decreased at some of the most
impacted hospitals, while the rates of hospitals going on diversion paradoxically increased overall. Specifically,
the results of this study showed that there was an improvement when comparing the CAD-D implementation
vs the baseline period for both the ambulance distribution across the system (level loading/CV), and for surge
events at three of the busiest hospitals in the system. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1311–1316.]
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INTRODUCTION
Ambulance distribution has been shown to have an impact
on prehospital treatment and transport times and emergency
department (ED) wait times, resulting in potential delays
to care for time-sensitive medical conditions.1 Ambulance
diversion has been shown to contribute to longer prehospital
treatment/transport times, financial loss to hospitals, and
increased ED crowding, and may be amenable to systemdriven improvement.
The Centralized Ambulance Destination Determination
(CAD-D, or CADDie) program was designed to manage
the distribution of EMS patients throughout local hospitals
to improve timely patient care. The CAD-D pilot project
implemented an online, base hospital emergency physician
and a paramedic supervisor to direct patient destination
and distribution for stable, code 2 transport patients rather
than have the destination chosen by each individual
transporting paramedic. The physicians and the paramedic
supervisor, using real-time and daily system data, provided
real-time direction to EMS crews in the field to make
transport-destination decisions. In assessing the program,
our preliminary outcomes focused on transport per day to
ED bed ratio, emergency medical services (EMS) surge
events, and ambulance diversion, to determine whether
there was improved distribution, and decreased surge and
diversion rates. The city chosen to test this pilot project– San
Francisco, California – encompasses 46 square miles and
has a population of about 850,000 people. The population
demographics are as follows: 46% Caucasian; 34% Asian; and
8% other, with a homeless population of roughly 8000.
METHODS
As part of the CAD-D protocol, paramedics called the
EMS transport hub for instructions on where to transport
patients if a non-emergent patient condition had been
identified after paramedic assessment. The city has 11 EDs
in the system, with one Level I trauma center. A paramedic
supervisor paired with a base hospital physician were on
duty during the study period to provide active direction/
identification of destination for ambulances. Figure 1 shows
the workflow for this pilot project, including details on when
and how CAD-D was used.
Physicians were paired with paramedic supervisors to help
facilitate an understanding of bed ratios and surge events that
affected the EDs. The CAD-D destination recommendation
used patient location, patient preference (if given), hospital
diversion status, transport per hour-to-bed ratios, and patient chief
complaint to assist the CAD-D paramedic and physician partner
with the best hospital choice for the ambulance crew. Critically
ill patients were transported to the geographically closest hospital
appropriate to their medical condition (eg, trauma, stroke, STelevation myocardial infarction) without CAD-D contact. The
standard EMS system Ambulance Destination Policy directed
stable patients to be taken to the destination of their choice, if not
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Emergency medical serivce systems are impacted by
sudden surges that can occur throughout the day, as
well as by natural disasters and the current pandemic.
What was the research question?
Can the use of an online base hospital physician and
paramedic supervisor to direct patient destination
and distribution decrease surges at hospitals?
What was the major finding of the study?
We found that there was improved distribution
of patient transports, and that the average daily
surge events decreased, while diversion rates
steadily increased.
How does this improve population health?
Implementation could help offload busier hospitals
and allocate resources appropriately to assist the
most patients and spread distribution across a
hospital system.

Figure 1. Flow Diagram with instructions on how to contact
CADDie and how to assist with destination determination.
Pt, patient; PES, Psychiatric Emergency Services; CADDIe,
centralized ambulance destination-determination; ED, emergency
department; NSTEMI, non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction;
EKG, electrocardiogram; VS, vital signs; UCSF, University of
California San Francisco.
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on ambulance diversion or if the geographically closest facility
was open to ambulance traffic.
This project was launched on March 17, 2020, when
overall EMS call volumes were lower than normal due to the
local coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) surge and public health
response, representing the baseline period. There were three
phases of the project. In Phase 1 (April 16–July 2, 2020)
CAD-D ambulance destination was a recommendation, and
in Phase 2 (July 3 –October 26, 2020) CAD-D ambulance
destination was a mandate. Based on an interim assessment
of the data including system volume, patient distribution,
compliance rates, and feedback from hospitals, a modified
approach was attached to the CAD-D destination determination
in an attempt to improve outcomes, thus creating the third and
final phase. Phase 3 (October 27–February 2, 2021) was a
hybrid system with CAD-D from 7 am to 12 am, coupled with a
return to CAD-D destination as a recommendation. The analysis
also included a baseline period prior to CAD-D institution.
We obtained data from existing datasets used for
prehospital patient management: ReddiNet* ambulance
diversion reports (a service of the Hospital Association of
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA) and First Watch**
(Carlsbad, CA) CAD-D data. ReddiNet is a web-based
emergency medical communications system used to report
hospital, patient, and emergency event status, and First Watch
is a web-based service to improve operations, performance,
clinical measures and provide early warning for crucial events.
The baseline period was the 30 days between March
17–April 15, 2020, coinciding with the day the local shelterin-place order was issued until the start of the CAD-D
program. Phase 1 had CAD-D operational 24 hours per day,
and hospital direction to EMS crews was a recommendation.
Phase 2 had CAD-D operational 24 hours per day, and
hospital direction to EMS crews was mandatory. During Phase
3, CAD-D was operational between 7 am and midnight (hours
during which six or more calls per hour are generated in the
system), seven days per week, and hospital direction to EMS
crews was a recommendation except for the busiest hospital
in the system, where the destination determination (to or away
from) remained mandatory.
In analyzing the data we used the coefficient of variation
(CV) to measure the dispersion of data points about the
mean, specifically by representing the ratio of the standard
deviation to the mean. The ratio enabled us to measure
relative variability between different datasets (eg, CAD-D
phases), even if their means were different. This is important
because the goal of CAD-D is to reduce variability in EMS
patient distribution, relative to each hospital’s ED bed count,
regardless of the average transport-to-bed ratio. This study
looked at a new measure to determine whether the mean
transport-to-bed ratio was significantly different between
CAD-D phases (eg, fluctuations in call volume, potentially
COVID-related) and whether the measure of variability
between these phases would still be comparable using CV.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

We used analysis of co-variability to compare mean CV
across phases while controlling for total EMS volume, thereby
helping us ensure that the differences seen in mean CV were
not attributable to transport volume. We also made pairwise
comparisons between phases, having controlled for total EMS
transport and adjusted using Tukey’s methodology.
Over the course of the study, we collected data regarding
the impact of CAD-D on the transports per hour: bed ratio in
the EDs; the analysis of surge events; and the impact of this
pilot project on diversion. Specifically, 56,684 EMS transports
resulted from 911 calls in the city of San Francisco during
the time of this project. Of the total number of transports,
40,365 (71%) were routed through CAD-D. Of the total
number of CAD-D calls, 32,152 (80%) were logged with a
valid incident number (unique call identifier) and a non-blank
“requested hospital” field. Both of these were necessary to
determine whether CAD-D had an impact on the outcome of
the transport.
Valid entries in the log were joined with EMS
transport data and categorized as follows: non-candidate,
ie, the requested hospital from EMS matches the hospital
recommendation from CAD-D; and candidate, ie, either
CAD-D indicated in the “requested hospital” field that “no
preference” was given, or the actual destination hospital did
not match the requested hospital. In these cases, CAD-D may
have influenced the destination of the patient. Of the total
number of validated CAD-D calls, 6527 (20%) were CAD-D
candidates. CAD-D candidate transports were classified
as “positive impact” if the actual destination matched the
recommended destination given by CAD-D. In other words,
if EMS was directed to a hospital by CAD-D when they
requested a different destination, or did not have a requested
destination, CAD-D had an impact on the transport outcome.
Of the validated CAD-D calls, 5559 (17%) transports were
impacted by CAD-D.
Outcomes
There were three primary outcomes: the ratio of EMS
transports per hour to ED beds, EMS surge values, and
ambulance mean time on diversion per day. The EMS
transport per day-to-bed ratio was defined as the number of
EMS transports to a hospital in a single day, in relation to the
total number of licensed beds in that hospital’s ED. The CADD’s targeted max ratio, both daily and average, is 1.0, (ie, one
EMS patient transported per 24 hours per licensed bed.) A
lower CV indicated less relative variation in EMS transports
and more even patient distribution, or “level loading.”
A surge event was defined as occurring when the number
of ambulance arrivals to an ED in a given hour exceeded
30% of its licensed ED bed count or was ≥ 6. This was
chosen because most hospitals in our system have a single
ambulance-triage entry point that at maximum can process
one stable EMS patient arrival per 10 minutes. “Hospital A”
was chosen due to having the highest rate of surge events in
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the county (2020), and the highest rate of diversion among all
hospital in that county (2020). Being the county’s only trauma
center, Hospital A is also a specialty center for other types
of critical patients (eg, stroke, STEMI); therefore, receiving
a large number of Code 3 ambulances whose destination
determination is unaffected by the CAD-D program. Hospital
B and Hospital C were chosen as two of the other busiest
hospitals in our system for comparison ,and their data are also
shown below in Figure 2. They are also specialty centers and
receive Code 3 ambulances from the EMS system.
We also studied ambulance diversion to determine
whether EMS transports affected rates of diversion as a
system. Emergency departments went on diversion, meaning
they would prefer EMS to transport their Code 2 transports to
less impacted hospitals. In our data, the diversion rates for the
system as a whole increased, which is discussed below.

RESULTS
For each day, the CV of all ratios were calculated
and used as a measure of EMS patient distribution among
hospitals as seen in Figure 3, which presents the CV of all
ratios. Mean CV was lower in Phase 2 as compared to baseline
(1.56 vs 0.80, P = 0.002), and baseline and Phase 3 (1.56 vs
0.93, P = 0.007). This showed the optimal (smallest) variation
occurred during the recommendation in phase 2, even over
phases 1 and 3. A lower variation meant more appropriate
level loading of the system. This may indicate that CAD-D as

Hospital A: Average Daily Surge Events

Figure 3. The coefficient of variation* among the baseline, Phase
1, Phase 2, and Phase 3 portions of the project.
*Lower coefficient of variation in all phases compared to baseline showed improved level loading of the system with improved
patient transport distribution.
CV, coefficient of variation.

Hospital B: Average Daily Surge Events

Hospital C: Average Daily Surge Events

Figure 2. Comparing the average daily rate of surge events, in
the different phases of the Centralized Ambulance Destination
Diversion (CAD-D) project. Hospitals A, B and C showed decreased
surge events in the CAD-D phases compared to baseline.

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

a mandate improved distribution over the system as a whole.
We used analysis of co-variability to compare mean
CV across phases while controlling for total EMS volume,
showing that the differences seen in mean CV were not
attributable to transport volume. A global F-test was
performed to determine whether at least two of the groups
had underlying means that were significantly different after
controlling for transport volume. There is significant evidence
at the level that there was a difference in CV between at least
two phases, after controlling for total EMS transport volume.
Figure 2 shows the results of the average daily rate of
surge events. The results showed that compared to baseline
vs phases 1, 2, and 3, there was a statistically significant
difference demonstrating that the CAD-D project had a
positive impact on the surge events at three of the busiest
hospitals in the system. The proportion of surge events
was lower between baseline and Phase 1 (1.43 vs 0.77. P =
0.002), baseline and Phase 2 (1.43 vs. 0.33, P < 0.00001),
and baseline and Phase 3 (1.43 vs 0.42, P < 0.00001). The
percentage of hours in which a surge event occurred was
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46.1% lower in Phase 1 vs baseline, 76.9% lower in Phase
2 vs baseline, and 70.9% lower in Phase 3 vs baseline. The
average daily rate of surge events was also studied in two
other highly impacted hospitals in the system, Hospital B, and
Hospital C.
Finally, CAD-D did not seem to decrease the ambulance
diversion rates across the system as a whole in San Francisco
County (Figure 4.) This could have been due to higher
acuity of patients during the COVID-19 era, more inpatient
admissions, more ED boarding, or other non-EMS-related
conditions that contributed to less ability for hospitals to be
able to handle EMS calls.

Figure 4. Daily system diversion totals from implementation of the
study to January 2021. Total daily diversion on X-axis compared
to total daily transports on y-axis. Total diversion time does not
seem to correlate with daily transports.

DISCUSSION
When EDs become crowded, incoming ambulances are
diverted to other hospitals to help ease this crowding. In 2003,
45% of United States EDs reported being “on diversion” at some
point of the year. Common problems associated with diversion
include prolonged transport times, delays in care, increased
mortality, and lower hospital revenue.12 A systematic review from
2013 showed that smoothing elective surgery scheduling, adding
ED fast tracks for inpatient boarders, and implementing regional
cooperative agreements among hospitals are promising avenues
for reducing diversion.13 However, diversion continues to be an
issue, prompting the creation of a potential solution.
The CAD-D pilot program has shown that the
implementation of a physician and paramedic supervisor
joint destination center to monitor and divert ambulances to
less impacted hospitals as a way to level load the system had
mixed effects. In our urban EMS system, the large, tertiary
care hospitals frequently became the most impacted. To better
offload these few hospitals and better distribute the EMS
transports across the 11 hospitals in this system, the CAD-D
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

project helped with distributing EMS transports to other
hospitals. The CV is a marker for this distribution, with a lower
number indicating that there were more patients spread across
the different hospitals instead of all going to the few heavily
impacted hospitals. However, when looking at heavily impacted
hospitals in the system prior to CAD-D, the average daily surge
events seemed to have decreased at Hospital A with statistical
significance. Finally, ambulance diversion steadily increased
across the system as a whole throughout the different phases.
This finding could mean that although daily surge events
decreased across the busiest hospitals, this had no bearing on
whether a hospital went on diversion. It could also show that
EMS transports have no bearing on whether a hospital goes
on ambulance diversion. This could be due to higher acuity of
patients during the COVID-19 era, more inpatient admissions,
more ED boarding, or other non-EMS-related conditions that
contributed to less ability by hospitals to handle EMS calls.
However, interpretation of this preliminary data is challenged
by many unaccounted factors, most notably the effect of a
COVID-19 surge on the EMS system.
LIMITATIONS
One of the limitations of this study is that it was approved
for and implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic. Because
of this, the overall patient volumes were lower during the
baseline period and all three phases. The decrease in patient
volumes during the pandemic was difficult to foresee, but the
overall phases of this study had similar patient volumes, as
all were during the lockdown of the city. This study was also
limited by lack of full compliance of all ambulance services
in the county. While two of the ambulance services more
consistently contacted the paramedic and physician supervisors,
this was not the case for all services involved. More research is
needed to determine the exact percentages of non-compliance
and effect on this pilot study. Furthermore, at times there
was a discrepancy between which hospital the ambulance
was recommended to attend to and where the patient was
transported. Within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and decreased transport volumes, this pilot project may prove to
be more beneficial when surge events become more prominent
as patient volumes return to the EDs.
CONCLUSION
In this retrospective review of a novel ambulance distribution
system, we found that there was improved distribution of
patient transports, and that the average daily surge events
decreased at three heavily impacted hospitals in San Francisco
County. Interestingly, diversion rates steadily increased as a
whole. Since the diversion rate seemed to steadily increase
during all phases of CAD-D implementation including the
baseline phase, along with overall increase in EMS call
volume, it may be a consideration that EMS and prehospital
patient arrival has no bearing on the use of ambulance
diversion by hospitals.
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Introduction: Because of their frequent contact with compromised patients, vaccination against
influenza is recommended for all healthcare workers. Recent studies suggest that vaccination
decreases influenza transmission to patients and reduces worker illness and absenteeism.
However, few emergency medical services (EMS) agencies provide annual vaccination, and the
vaccination rate among EMS personnel remains low. Reticence among EMS agencies to provide
influenza vaccination to their employees may be due in part to the unknown fiscal consequences of
implementing a vaccination program. In this study, we sought to estimate the cost effectiveness of an
employer-provided influenza vaccination program for EMS personnel.
Methods: Using data from published reports on influenza vaccination, we developed a costeffectiveness model of vaccination for a hypothesized EMS system of 100 employees. Model inputs
included vaccination costs, vaccination rate, infection rate, costs associated with absenteeism, lost
productivity due to working while ill (presenteeism), and medical care for treating illness. To assess
the robustness of the model we performed a series of sensitivity analyses on the input variables.
Results: The proportion of employees contracting influenza or influenza-like illness (ILI) was estimated
at 19% among vaccinated employees compared to 26% among non-vaccinated employees. The
costs of the vaccine, consumables, and employee time for vaccination totaled $44.19 per vaccinated
employee, with a total system cost of $4,419. Compared to no vaccination, a mandatory vaccination
program would save $20,745 in lost productivity and medical costs, or $16,325 in net savings after
accounting for vaccination costs. The savings were 3.7 times the cost of the vaccination program and
were derived from avoided absenteeism ($7,988), avoided presenteeism productivity losses ($10,303),
and avoided medical costs of treating employees with influenza/ILI ($2,454). Through sensitivity
analyses the model was verified to be robust across a wide range of input variable assumptions. The
net monetary benefits were positive across all ranges of input assumptions, but cost savings were
most sensitive to the vaccination uptake rate, ILI rate, and presenteeism productivity losses.
Conclusion: This cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that an employer-provided influenza vaccination
program is a financially favorable strategy for reducing costs associated with influenza/ILI employee
absenteeism, presenteeism, and medical care. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1317–1325.]

INTRODUCTION
Influenza is a significant disease in the United States that
contributed to approximately 44.8 million illnesses, 808,129
hospitalizations, and 61,099 deaths during the 2017-2018
influenza season.1 Annual immunization is recommended for
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

all persons over six months of age2 and is the best prevention
against contracting influenza or experiencing severe illness
if infected. Moreover, vaccination of healthcare workers
(HCW) has been shown to decrease influenza transmission to
patients, as well as reduce worker illness.3 For these reasons,
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the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices and the
Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee
recommend that all US healthcare workers be vaccinated
annually against influenza.2,4
There are approximately 248,000 emergency medical
services (EMS) personnel in the US who are on the front lines of
patient care and may play a significant role in the transmission of
influenza to patients and co-workers.5,6 One estimate reports that
during an influenza season, as many as 12% of all patients with
influenza-like illness (ILI) treated in an emergency department
arrived via EMS,7 which indicates a significant exposure risk for
EMS personnel. Once infected, an employee can transmit the
disease one day prior to the onset of symptoms,8 and as many
as 40% of healthcare workers purposefully continue to work
while they are ill—a phenomenon known as presenteeism.9,10,11
During presenteeism, clinicians may see an overall decrease
in productivity, increased medical errors, and impaired clinical
judgment.11 Additionally, EMS employees may unwittingly
transmit influenza to high-risk patients as well as coworkers and
members of their own families.
There is scant literature regarding barriers to vaccination
in EMS agencies, although vaccination cost and lack of
availability in the workplace have been cited.6 While employer
promotional efforts appear to have a direct correlation with
vaccination rates, vaccination coverage remains lower than
ideal in this population.7,12,13 EMS professionals are 27 times
more likely to obtain the influenza vaccine when they believe
the vaccine is safe and over three times more likely when a
vaccination program is available through their employer.12
Unlike hospitals, where mandatory immunization programs
are becoming more commonplace, such programs among EMS
agencies are relatively uncommon.12 Little is known about
the rationale that underlies the lack of mandated vaccination
programs in EMS agencies, although one possibility is that the
cost effectiveness of such programs is largely unknown.
Reports of the cost effectiveness of influenza vaccination
in EMS are lacking despite the presence of similar studies
conducted among other healthcare settings. These evaluations
of cost effectiveness were conducted from the employer’s
perspective and focused on the prevention of absenteeism
and medical care costs for treating illness as the primary
benefits of immunization. Nonetheless, there was variability in
methodology and worker population, including differences in
the cost parameters used across the studies. To further inform
EMS administrators who must develop programs or policies
regarding influenza immunization, we sought to develop
a deterministic cost-effectiveness model of a mandatory,
employer-provided immunization program from the financial
perspective of the EMS agency.
METHODS
This project received institutional review board approval
from Wake Technical Community College, Department of
Emergency Medical Science. Using estimates from the published
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Vaccination decreases influenza
transmission to patients and reduces worker
illness and absenteeism.
What was the research question?
What is the cost effectiveness of an employerprovided influenza vaccination program for
emergency medical service (EMS) personnel?
What was the major finding of the study?
Employer-provided influenza vaccination
is a cost-effective means for reducing
absenteeism, presenteeism, and medical care.
How does this improve population health?
Investments in an employer-provided
influenza vaccination program can reduce
absenteeism and promote response readiness
of the implementing EMS agency.

literature on influenza vaccination and illness, we developed a
deterministic cost-effectiveness model of an employer-provided
vaccination program from the perspective of the EMS employer.
We chose a deterministic model rather than a probabilistic or
simulation model because the former can easily be replicated with
local data by an EMS manager using only a spreadsheet, whereas
the latter modeling techniques require knowledge of statistical
methods and computer programming languages. We calculated
the cost to vaccinate an individual and then extrapolated the cost
to a hypothesized EMS system of 100 employees. Model inputs
included vaccination costs, vaccine uptake rate, infection rate,
and costs associated with absenteeism, lost productivity due to
working while ill (presenteeism), and medical care for treating
illness (e.g., medical office visits and prescription drugs). To
assess the robustness of the model we performed a series of
sensitivity analyses on the input variables.
Estimation of Vaccination Costs
The costs of implementing influenza vaccination include
the vaccine itself and disposable supplies (e.g., needles,
syringes, and gloves), which was modeled at $21.42 per
employee.14 In addition, we assumed 15 minutes of time for
each vaccine administration by an infection control nurse,15 as
well as 20 minutes of lost work time for the vaccine recipient.16
Personnel costs were calculated using mean hourly wages plus
30% benefit costs for registered nurses and paramedics.17,18
Paramedic compensation was calculated at $26.53 per
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hour, totaling $8.84 per vaccination, and registered nurse
compensation was calculated at $55.71 per hour, totaling $13.93
per vaccination. Costs for each vaccination including vaccine,
supplies, and employee compensation totaled $44.19 for each
vaccinated employee.
Estimation of Vaccine Uptake Rate
The vaccine uptake rate describes the willingness of
a target population to engage or participate in vaccination
programs and is not extensively documented among EMS
personnel. Among the few published reports, rates varied from
a low of 21% as reported by Rueckmann et al.6 to a high of
100% as reported by Rebmann et al.3 Of particular interest
is that the uptake rate of 100% was obtained as the result
of an employer-mandated vaccination program. When not
employer-mandated, vaccination participation rates ranged
from 21% to 66.8% for EMS personnel.3,6,12 For our model, we
assumed a mandatory vaccination policy for which the EMS
employer would provide vaccinations for all employees and
would bear all associated costs.
Estimation of Vaccine Effectiveness
We calculated an estimation of vaccine effectiveness as
a weighted average of published case series across several
influenza seasons and varying degrees of match between
vaccine and circulating strains. To more accurately capture the
exposure risk we limited the studies used in the calculation of
vaccine effectiveness to those among healthcare workers rather
than the general working adult population.19-26 From these
studies, we modeled the ILI rate of vaccinated employees at
18.97% and 25.74% for unvaccinated employees.
Estimation of Illness Costs
The costs of influenza and ILI in the workplace are derived
from several different factors, which include absenteeism,
presenteeism, and necessary medical care for treating the
illness. Our model for employer costs is based on the mean
salary for the paramedic, including an additional 30% for
benefits,18 and we assumed all work shifts to be 12 hours in
length. We did not explicitly account for any additional costs
associated with backfilling absentee shifts with full-time or parttime personnel, although these costs are acknowledged.
Based upon published reports, we modeled the
weighted-average days of lost work time for unvaccinated
vs vaccinated healthcare and other workers at 2.87 and 2.57
days, respectively.19,21,22,27-29
Healthcare workers are more inclined to report to work
while ill compared to other professional groups,10,11,30 and
presenteeism is estimated to cost $2,000-$15,541 annually
per healthcare employee.31 Among all workforce sectors, the
cost of presenteeism to employers in the US is nearly $150
billion dollars per year.32 We incorporated this productivity
loss in our model using published estimates of the mean days
of presenteeism for vaccinated (3.93 days) and unvaccinated
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

(5.63 days) healthcare workers,29 with employee productivity
during presenteeism shifts estimated at 54% of normal.33
Using a weighted average from published reports, we
estimated that 35.8% of vaccinated employees with ILI would
seek medical treatment; however, that rate was 52.73% in
unvaccinated employees.21,27,34 Medical costs for the treatment
of influenza and ILI were estimated at $362 per person, not
including the cost of over-the-counter medications. This estimate
was based on actual costs reported by Soni and Hill,35 which were
converted to 2019 dollars using the Medical Cost Inflator.36
Sensitivity Analysis
To assess the robustness of our model we performed
a series of univariate and bivariate sensitivity analyses
by modifying input variables to assess the impact on cost
effectiveness. These variables of interest were vaccination costs,
employee infection rate, presenteeism, and absenteeism. The
relevant ranges across which these variables were established
used speculative ranges of 0-100% for variables of proportions
(vaccine uptake rate and lost productivity of presenteeism) and
ranges of ± 10% of the point estimate for all other variables.
In our univariate sensitivity analyses, vaccination costs varied
between $35.45 and $48.61, the vaccination uptake rate was
varied from 0-100%, and the presenteeism lost productivity rate
was varied between 0-100%.
We performed two-way sensitivity analyses on the ILI
rate, missed days of work, and presenteeism days. The rate of
employees suffering from influenza or ILI was simultaneously
varied between 23.17-28.31% for unvaccinated workers and
between 17.07-20.87% for vaccinated workers. Lost workdays
were simultaneously varied between 2.58 and 3.16, and between
2.31 and 2.83 days for unvaccinated and vaccinated workers,
respectively. Similarly, presenteeism shifts were simultaneously
varied between 5.07 and 6.19 shifts, and 3.54 and 4.32 shifts for
unvaccinated and vaccinated workers, respectively.
RESULTS
Base-Case Scenario
For the base-case scenario, we assumed that an influenza
vaccination program was neither in place nor offered to the
employees and that no employees had obtained vaccination of
their own volition. We anticipated that all ILI-related treatment
costs were ultimately borne directly by the employer. In our
hypothesized agency of 100 unvaccinated employees, 26 were
expected to be affected by influenza or ILI, which caused
2.86 missed shifts per employee, resulting in a total of 73.78
lost shifts for the agency overall. This absenteeism represents
$23,490 in lost productivity, assuming that employees were
compensated via sick-day benefits. Regarding the impact
of presenteeism in this hypothesized population, reduced
productivity persisted over 5.63 shifts per employee, resulting
in a total of 146.38 shifts overall for the agency. Productivity
during a presenteeism shift was estimated at just 54% of
normal,33 resulting in a cost to the employer of $21,221. Ill
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employees would have also amassed $4,912 in associated
healthcare costs. The total cost of influenza for the hypothetical
agency was estimated at $49,623 annually (Table 1).
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Mandatory Vaccination Scenario
Once a baseline was established, we repeated the
scenario with the assumption that the hypothesized agency had

Table 1. Cost-effectiveness analysis regarding employer-paid influenza vaccinations for paramedics.
Scenario
Input variables

Base case no vaccination

Universal vaccination

Total number of personnel

100

100

Vaccine uptake rate

0%

100%

Length of shift

12

12

$26.53

$26.53

Cost of vaccine

$0

$18.42

Cost of supplies

$0

$3.00

Infection control nurse (15 minutes at $55.71/hour)

$0

$13.93

Paramedic employee (20 minutes at $26.53/hour)

$0

$8.84

Personnel variables

Paramedic hourly pay rate
Vaccination variables

Cost of vaccine administration

Vaccination costs per employee

$0

$44.19

$0.00

$4,419.15

25.74%

18.97%

Vaccinated

0

19

Unvaccinated

26

0

Number of shifts missed due to illness per ill employee

2.87

2.57

Total number of shifts missed due to influenza-like illness

73.78

48.69

$23,490

$15,501

5.63

3.93

Total vaccination cost
Vaccine effectiveness
Proportion of employees with influenza-like illness
Number of employees with influenza-like illness

Costs due to lost productivity
Lost productivity due to absenteeism

Cost of missed shifts due to influenza-like illness
Lost productivity due to presenteeism
Number of days of presenteeism per employee
Total number of days of presenteeism

145

75

Total number of shift hours of presenteeism

1739

895

Lost productivity rate due to presenteeism

46%

46%

Total hours of productivity lost to presenteeism

800

412

$21,221

$10,918

52.73%

35.80%

14

7

Total cost of lost productivity due to presenteeism
Health care costs of treating influenza-like illness
Proportion of employees seeking medical care
Number of employees seeking medical care
Medical treatment costs per employee
Total medical care costs

$362

$362

$4,912

$2,458

Cost effectiveness
Total costs of vaccination

$0

$4,419

Total costs of absenteeism, presenteeism, and medical care

$49,623

$28,878

Total employer costs

$49,623

$33,297

Net savings from vaccination

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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a 100% vaccination uptake rate through an employer-mandated
vaccination program. In this scenario, absenteeism affected just
19 employees, which caused 2.57 missed shifts per vaccinated
employee, and resulted in 48.69 missed shifts for the agency
overall. In comparison to the unvaccinated workforce, this
represents a reduction in the cost of lost workdays of $7,988.
Presenteeism also declined for the vaccinated group with just
3.93 shifts per vaccinated employee, for a total of 74.67 shifts
for the agency overall. Assuming the same degree of reduced
productivity during a period of presenteeism (54% of normal),
this intermediate stage of productivity would have a total cost
of $10,918, yielding an annual savings of $10,303. Additionally,
this scenario also produced a decrease in ILI-associated
healthcare costs of $2,454 ($2,458 vs $4,912). Overall, the
annual net savings from a mandatory vaccination program
was $16,325, which is approximately 3.7 times the cost of the
overall program.
Sensitivity Analysis
We performed univariate sensitivity analyses on the
vaccination uptake rate, vaccination cost, and presenteeism
productivity-loss variables. The net savings to the employer
were sensitive to the vaccination uptake rate, which is unlikely
to be 100% even under a mandatory vaccination program.
Additionally, some employees may receive vaccinations
outside of their employer-sponsored program. Consequently,
when the uptake rate was varied between 0-100%, the net
savings ranged from $0-$16,326 over the base-case scenario.
Variation of the costs per vaccination from $35.35 to
$48.61 (± 10% of the base case) resulted in net savings
between $15,884 and $17,210, which indicated that the
economic benefits of vaccination are comparatively insensitive
to this cost driver. The presenteeism productivity loss had
a substantial impact on net savings. As this variable was
adjusted between 0-100%, the net savings ranged between
$3,509 and $27,244.
We performed two-way sensitivity analyses on the ILI
rate and the number of absenteeism and presenteeism shifts
per employee. For the sensitivity analysis of the proportion
of employees anticipated to acquire ILI, the proportion
for unvaccinated and vaccinated employees were varied
simultaneously by ± 10% of the base case. The net savings
were $8,481 for the worst-case scenario (23.17% and 20.87%
ILI rates for unvaccinated and vaccinated employees,
respectively), and $24,182 for the best-case scenario (28.31%
and 17.07%, respectively), suggesting that the net savings are
sensitive to the ILI rate difference between vaccinated and
unvaccinated workers.
The prevailing literature suggests that there is little
difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated workers
in the number of work shifts missed once they develop ILI.
Predominate factors for absenteeism are low pay and available
time off, whereas working ill is associated with endorsement
of presenteeism in the workplace culture, reluctance to burden
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

coworkers, and associating being at work with competence.11
Consequently, the net cost savings were only marginally
sensitive to absenteeism. As this variable was simultaneously
adjusted by ± 10% of the base case, the net savings spanned
from $12,429 to $20,237 between the most favorable and
unfavorable scenarios.
Although the literature suggests that the difference in
the number of presenteeism shifts for each ill employee
are more striking than the number of absenteeism shifts
between vaccinated and unvaccinated workers, the monetary
consequence is somewhat moderated by the fact that the
employees remain productive, albeit at reduced levels. As
the number of presenteeism shifts were simultaneously
modified by ± 10% of the base case, the net savings spanned
from $13,112 to $19,540 between the most favorable and
unfavorable scenarios. Sensitivity analysis results are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of sensitivity analysis.
Variable (base case)
Vaccination uptake rate
(0%)
Vaccination costs
($44.19)

Range varied

Savings for the
employer

0% - 100%

$0-$16,325

$35.35 - $48.61

$17,210-$15,884

Proportion of employees
with influenza-like Illness
Unvaccinated (26%)

23.17% - 28.31% $8,481 - $24,182

Vaccinated (19%)

17.07% - 20.87%

Absenteeism shifts per ill
employee
Unvaccinated (2.87)

2.58-3.16

Vaccinated (2.57)

2.31-2.83

$12,429- $20,237

Presenteeism shifts per ill
employee
Unvaccinated (5.63)

5.07-6.19

Vaccinated (3.93)

$13,112- $19,540

3.54-4.32

Presenteeism productivity
loss (46%)

0% - 100%

$3,509-$27,244

DISCUSSION
When not employer-mandated, vaccination participation
rates among EMS professionals remain low,3,6,12 although
vaccination is a proven means of disease prevention.37,38 Low
immunization coverage among EMS professionals poses a risk
to hospitalized and long-term care patients who are already
vulnerable to nosocomial infection. In addition to the societal
costs of influenza and ILI in terms of morbidity and mortality,
illness among the EMS workforce creates an economic burden
for the employer via absenteeism, presenteeism, and medical
care costs, some of which may be mitigated by a mandatory,
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employer-sponsored vaccination program. Although vaccine
hesitancy continues to be an issue among some healthcare
workers, most hospitals mandate influenza vaccination—a policy
change that has resulted in immunization coverage rates in
excess of 90% for clinicians.39-41 However, mandatory influenza
vaccination is rare among EMS agencies despite the significant
risk of disease transfer to vulnerable populations.12 One possible
factor contributing to the lack of mandatory vaccination programs
in EMS is the lack of proven cost-effectiveness for the EMS
agencies employing these professionals.
In the absence of a controlled influenza vaccination trial
designed to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of reducing
EMS employee illness and the consequences of that illness,
the potential benefits can only be estimated indirectly using
historical data. Based on published estimates of vaccination
costs, ILI rates, treatment costs, and lost productivity
among ill workers, our model suggests that the mandatory
vaccination of EMS professionals is a cost-effective strategy
for reducing financial losses associated with influenza and
ILI in the EMS workforce. For a hypothetical EMS system
of 100 employees, the total cost of vaccination including the
vaccine, supplies, and employee compensation would equal
$4,419 or $44.19 per vaccinated employee. In return, the
net savings from reduced absenteeism, presenteeism, and
avoided medical costs was $16,325—or $163 per vaccinated
employee, a total that is nearly four times the cost of the
overall program.
Although our model was based on a hypothetical EMS
system of 100 employees, the model was structured such
that the input and output variables are linear and scalable.
Consequently, the crude cost-effectiveness of universal
vaccination can be easily estimated for an EMS system
of any size by using the per vaccinated employee cost
($44) and net savings ($163) point estimates. While actual
realized savings may vary, our estimates were verified
across a series of sensitivity analyses and should serve as
a reasonable approximation. Notably, even under the most
pessimistic assumptions, there were still cost savings for
the employer.
Although we were unable to identify any previous
reports of cost-effectiveness studies of influenza vaccination
among EMS agencies, similar studies have been conducted
among other healthcare settings. Ito et al. found that the
cost of vaccination was lower than the cost of one day of
absenteeism; however, only disposable supplies and the
employee’s and nurse’s time for immunization were included,
and the study did not account for the cost of the vaccine
itself.22 In one of the more comprehensive analyses, Meijboom
et al. included the cost of vaccine, employee and nurse time
for vaccination, supplies, overhead for implementing the
vaccination program, productivity losses, and medical costs
resulting from adverse events of vaccination, as well as
medical costs for treating in-hospital patients with hospitalacquired infection via an infected HCW.42 They found the
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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program to be cost effective despite assuming an HCW
vaccine coverage rate of only 15.47%.
In a literature review of worksite influenza immunization
programs, Olsen et al. reviewed two randomized trials
and four cost-benefit models based on non-HCWs.43 The
authors concluded that such programs were generally cost
effective, with the primary savings derived from avoided lost
productivity rather than averted healthcare costs for those with
influenza in the workplace.
In an analysis more similar to ours in terms of
methodology, Colombo et al. evaluated the cost effectiveness of an influenza vaccination program at an Italian public
healthcare unit.19 As cost inputs, this study included the cost of
vaccine, supplies, nurse and physician time for administration,
and employee time for vaccine receipt. Vaccination program
benefits included cost savings from reduced absenteeism but
not from reduced presenteeism or avoided treatment costs
of sick employees. A cost-benefit ratio of 4.2 was reported,
which was similar to our ratio of 3.7 despite some differences
in model assumptions.
Although our results suggest that vaccination is cost
effective, a mandatory vaccination program for EMS
professionals holds potential for reducing nosocomial
infection among EMS patients as well as other patients
encountered by EMS in the hospitals and long-term care
facilities they frequent. This secondary benefit may be of
greater importance than the potential direct cost savings
from avoided workforce illness, and vaccination of EMS
professionals could be justified on this basis alone even if
the vaccination program resulted in a net cost. Prior studies
have demonstrated that up to 25% of HCWs are infected with
influenza during the season of prime prevalence and those
who are ill seldom stay away from work.26,44 Additionally,
some infected employees are asymptomatic, yet shed influenza
virus. Consequently, the working ill and subclinically
infected workers can perpetuate influenza transmission
within healthcare facilities. This is particularly true of EMS
professionals given the tighter working quarters and the
known transmission of influenza from respiratory particulates
that can occur within a six-foot radius.8 Thus, a mandatory
vaccination program for EMS professionals may convey
monetary rewards that extend well beyond those directly
benefiting the EMS employer.
LIMITATIONS
The purpose of this study was to estimate the cost
effectiveness of a mandatory vaccination program while
accounting for costs borne solely by the employer. This
model does not attempt to address the costs to society. More
importantly, this model did not account for the financial and
human suffering costs associated with the unintended spread
of influenza from EMS caregivers to others. The model
did not attempt to quantify the value to vaccinated workers
who contract influenza but have a milder manifestation of
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disease—a limitation that may underemphasize the efficacy
and merit of such programs. It also did not incorporate the
indirect benefits of vaccination linked to herd immunity.
Direct evaluation of the benefits of vaccination
programs among EMS workers are lacking. Consequently,
our calculations are largely theoretical and based, in part,
upon previously published data. Future research should
seek to address the explicit costs of vaccination programs
implemented in EMS agencies.
The accuracy of our cost-effectiveness estimates
was limited by the precision of our input variables
drawn from the literature. The analysis used infection
rates of vaccinated workers over multiple years, varying
from 1.6% up to nearly 63%, with the mean infection
rate being 18.9%. As a result, our estimates are what
should be expected for an “average” vaccine match but
cannot account for other confounding variables, such
as particularly virulent strains, individual susceptibility
to infection, or other environmental factors that confer
a higher predisposition for contraction of influenza.
Consequently, our effectiveness estimates are generalizable
to annual vaccination programs during periods of typical
antigenic drift, but we caution against extrapolating these
results to any season with a pandemic strain.
We did not account for productivity losses or
treatment costs associated with adverse effects related to
vaccination. However, most adverse events are of minimal
medical consequence and serious sequelae are rare. Thus,
adverse events would be unlikely to substantially alter our
conclusions.45-47 Additionally, because the purpose of this
study was to provide a cost-effectiveness analysis for the
employer, we did not assess the effects of such a program
on minimizing transmission, morbidity, or mortality of the
disease. Finally, we did not account for such measures as
Quality-Adjusted Life Years or Disability-Adjusted Life Years
that may be pertinent to illness contracted by EMS personnel.
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Introduction: Adult epiglottitis is a disease process distinct from pediatric epiglottitis in microbiology,
presentation, and clinical course. While traditionally considered more indolent and benign than in
children, adult epiglottitis remains a cause of acute airway compromise with a mortality rate from
1-20%. Our objective was to characterize the disease course and evaluate the rate and type of
airway management in this population at a tertiary, academic referral center.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective chart review of all adult patients (age ≥ 18) who were
definitively diagnosed with infectious “epiglottitis,” “supraglottitis,” or “epiglottic abscess” by direct or
indirect laryngoscopy during a nine-year period. Double data abstraction and a standardized data
collection form were used to assess patient demographic characteristics, presenting features, and
clinical course. The primary outcome was airway intervention by intubation, cricothyroidotomy, or
tracheostomy, and the secondary outcome was mortality related to the disease.
Results: Seventy patients met inclusion criteria. The mean age was 50.2 years (standard deviation
± 16.7), 60% of the patients were male, and 14.3% were diabetic. Fifty percent had symptoms that
were present for ≥ 48 hours; 38.6% had voice changes, 13.1% had stridor, 12.9% had fever, 45.7%
had odynophagia, and 47.1% had dysphagia noted in the ED. Twelve patients (17.1%) received an
acute airway intervention including three who underwent emergent cricothyroidotomy, and one who
had a tracheostomy. Two patients died and one suffered anoxic brain injury related to complications
following difficult airway management.
Conclusion: In this case series the majority of patients (82.9%) did not require airway intervention,
but a third of those requiring intervention (5.7% of total) had a surgical airway performed with two
deaths and one anoxic brain injury. Clinicians must remain vigilant to identify signs of impending
airway compromise in acute adult epiglottitis and be familiar with difficult and failed airway algorithms
to prevent morbidity and mortality in these patients. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1326–1334.]

INTRODUCTION
The incidence of epiglottitis in the pediatric population has
fallen significantly since the widespread use of the Haemophilus
influenzae type B (HIB) vaccine in the United States.1
Epiglottitis in the adult population remains a distinct process
from pediatric disease with respect to microbiology, spectrum
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

of presenting symptoms, and an often benign clinical course.2
However, adult epiglottitis remains a recognized cause of acute
airway compromise with an associated mortality rate reported
from 1-20%.3,4 A growing body of literature has demonstrated
that the incidence of epiglottitis in the adult population is
increasing in the post-HIB vaccine era.1,5
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Symptoms of adult epiglottitis can include sore throat,
fever, dysphagia, dyspnea, stridor, drooling, and acute
respiratory compromise. Differentiating acute epiglottitis
from other, more benign, causes of sore throat can be difficult
and can lead to delays in diagnosis and subsequent increase
in airway-related mortality.6 There is general agreement that
a “selective” approach to airway management is appropriate
with adult epiglottitis. Selecting which patients will benefit
from airway intervention, however, remains challenging. Most
patients appear to do well with conservative management
with antibiotics and airway monitoring. Unfortunately,
there appears to be a subset of patients without prominent
respiratory symptoms initially who have rapid disease
progression and acute airway compromise.5
Three cases of adult epiglottitis who presented to
our emergency department (ED) over a two-year period
requiring emergent surgical airway intervention prompted
our review. We performed a retrospective study to evaluate
the clinical presentation of acute epiglottitis in adults at our
institution and to characterize the clinical course and need
for airway intervention.
BRIEF CASE REPORT
A 35-year-old male presented to the ED at 11 am with
complaints of two days of sore throat accompanied by fevers
and chills. He went to a clinic and was referred to the ED due
to concern for peritonsillar abscess. Triage vital signs were
as follows: temperature 102.7℉, pulse 110 beats per minute;
26 respirations per minute, oxygen saturation 98%, and blood
pressure of 141/75 millimeters mercury. His body mass
index was 46. The triage nurse commented that the patient
was unable to speak due to pain but was in “no respiratory
distress.” He was seen 30 minutes after arrival by a physician
assistant who found the pharynx to be injected with exudates,
but the posterior structures could not be assessed due to
swelling and discomfort. No anterior neck swelling was noted,
but this was also difficult to assess due to obesity.
Intravenous clindamycin and steroids were administered.
The attending physician attempted to spray atomized lidocaine
into the oral cavity to facilitate visual exam. The patient
quickly developed laryngospasm and respiratory distress. At
this point, the emergency physician used a nasopharyngoscope
to identify swollen and bloody epiglottic and supraglottic
structures. Anesthesia and trauma surgery attendings were
paged overhead. While awaiting the anesthesia and surgical
attendings, the patient developed stridor and diaphoresis. The
emergency physician proceeded with ketamine dissociation
and video-orotracheal laryngoscopy with a GlideScope
(Verathon Inc, Bothell, WA). The vocal cords were visualized,
but the operator was unable to pass an endotracheal tube
(ETT). Ventricular-fibrillation cardiac arrest followed.
The emergency physician attempted a cricothyroidotomy,
but he was unable to pass an ETT. A surgical resident
unsuccessfully attempted a surgical airway. Anesthesiology
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Epiglottitis can lead to acute loss of airway
patency in adults.
What was the research question?
Are there factors that can predict the need
for advanced airway intervention in adults
presenting with epiglottitis?
What was the major finding of the study?
Stridor, dyspnea, and voice changes predict
need for advanced airway in adult epiglottitis.
How does this improve population health?
Avoiding intubation in patients without highrisk features can reduce healthcare costs
and preserve ICU beds. Early recognition of
epiglottitis can reduce mortality.

unsuccessfully simultaneously attempted oropharyngeal
intubation. The trauma surgery attending had difficulty
identifying anatomical landmarks but was able to perform
a cricothyroidotomy and secure a 6-0 ETT in the trachea.
The patient regained spontaneous circulation shortly after
the surgical airway was secured following approximately 12
minutes of chest compressions and defibrillation. The patient
remained in the intensive care unit for two days with some
spontaneous movements and respirations, receiving antibiotics
and supportive care. Magnetic resonance imaging on day 2
after the arrest revealed anoxic encephalopathy. The patient
was made comfort measures only (CMO) and expired.
METHODS
Study Design
Baystate Medical Center is a 716-bed tertiary academic
referral and Level I trauma center and the Western regional
campus of the University of Massachusetts Medical School.
The ED has an annual census of over 90,000 adult patients. The
electronic health records (EHR) of all adult patients (age 18 and
older) treated in our adult ED between January 2009–December
2017 who met inclusion criteria underwent retrospective chart
review. Approval was obtained from the Baystate Medical
Center Investigational Review Board prior to the start of the
retrospective chart review.
Selection of Participants
Patients were selected based on a diagnosis of “epiglottitis,”
“epiglottic abscess,” or “supraglottitis” by International
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Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision codes (464.5, 464.51,
J04.30, 464.3, 464.31, J05.10). The diagnosis of epiglottitis
was established in all cases by direct or indirect laryngoscopy
findings. We excluded patients if they were less than 18 years,
did not have a final diagnosis of “epiglottitis,” “epiglottic
abscess,” or “supraglottitis,” or had chronic tracheostomies.
We reviewed a total of 122 charts, and 52 were excluded due
to either an obvious miscode, duplication related to interfacility
transfer, or not meeting inclusion criteria.
Intervention
After review, 70 patients met the inclusion criteria
and their ED and EHRs were retrospectively reviewed by
three emergency medicine resident physicians using double
data abstraction and a standardized data collection form
(Appendix 1). We assessed patient demographics, presenting
symptoms, physical and radiographic findings, laboratory
data, treatment, clinical course, complications, and final
outcome. All patient information was saved on a secure
Research Electronic Date Capture (REDCap, Vanderbilt
University, TN) software platform.
Measurements
Prior to the review of these charts the data abstraction
form was reviewed by the investigators and chart reviewers
to establish consensus on patient and clinically significant
variables to be included. The three chart reviewers
subsequently independently reviewed the EHRs and abstracted
the data based on the agreed-upon variables. A fourth reviewer
reviewed all cases, and inter-rater reliability was calculated
between the first three reviewers in aggregate and the fourth.
Outcomes
Using retrospective chart review of the clinical presentation
of adult epiglottitis and the clinical course, we calculated
the number and percentage of patients requiring airway
intervention, the primary outcome. Clinical predictors of the
necessity for airway intervention were analyzed. Secondary
outcomes included the methods used for instituting a definitive
airway and incidence of anoxic brain injury and death.
Analysis
For descriptive statistics, means and standard deviations
are presented for continuous measurements, and proportions
are presented for categorical variables. For comparisons
between patients classified by whether they received airway
management, we used t-tests for continuous variables and
Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables. Significance
testing was conducted at a critical test level of 5%.
RESULTS
We identified 70 cases of adult epiglottitis that met
inclusion criteria during the study period. Demographic data
and significant comorbidities are listed in Table 1. There
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Table 1. Demographic data and comorbidities.
Demographic Data and
Comorbidities

N (%) ie, Number of Cases and
Percent of Total

Age
Mean age

50.2

Age range

19-96

Gender
Female

28

40.0%

Male

42

60.0%

Diabetes

10

14.3%

HIV

3

4.3%

Chronic inflammation

3

4.3%

Alcohol abuse

7

10.0%

White

44

62.9%

Black

4

5.7%

Asian

1

1.4%

Native American

1

1.4%

Other/Unknown

20

28.6%

22

31.9%

Comorbidities

Race

Ethnicity
Hispanic
HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

were 28 females and 42 males. Patients ranged from 19–96
years of age, with a mean of 50.2 years. Ten (14.3%) patients
had a documented history of diabetes, three (4.3%) had a
documented history of human immunodeficiency virus,
three (4.3%) had a history of chronic inflammatory disease
requiring steroids (inflammatory bowel disease, inflammatory
arthropathy), and seven patients (10%) had a history of
alcohol abuse documented. A total of 44 (62.9%) patients had
a recorded race of “White,” four (5.7%) patients were Black,
one patient was Asian, and one was Native American. Race
was not listed or could not be determined from the EHR for
the remaining 20 (28.6%) patients.
We abstracted clinical characteristics and initial
interventions and summarized them in Table 2. The
most common presenting symptoms were dysphagia and
odynophagia, which were reported by 33 (47.1%) and 32
(45.7%) patients, respectively. Sore throat was reported by 36
patients (51.4%). Nine patients (12.9%) had a recorded fever
on initial presentation to the ED, and 11 patients (15.9%)
developed a fever later during their hospitalization. Two
patients reported a symptom duration of less than 12 hours,
12 reported a symptom duration of between 13-24 hours,
and 33 patients (50.0%) reported a symptom duration of
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Table 3. Diagnostic testing.

Table 2. Clinical characteristics and interventions.
Clinical Characteristics and
Interventions

N(%) i.e. Number of Cases
and Percent of Total

Diagnostic Testing

Steroids
Prednisone

3

4.3%

Dexamethasone

48

68.6%

Methylprednisolone

11

15.7%

Other

1

1.4%

ICU

23

32.9%

Intermediate

16

22.9%

Telemetry

1

1.4%

Floor

26

37.1

Home from ED

4

5.7%

Dyspnea

7

10.0%

Dysphagia

33

47.1%

Odynophagia

32

45.7%

Drooling

12

17.1%

Voice change

27

38.6%

Sore throat

27

51.4%

Stridor noted

8

13.1%

Trismus noted

5

9.1%

Fever on presentation

9

12.9%

Fever during hospitalization

11

15.9%

< 12 hours

2

3.0%

12-24 hours

12

18.2%

25-48 hours

19

28.8%

N(%) i.e. Number of
Cases and Percent
of Total

Rapid strep testing
Positive

2

2.9%

Negative

25

35.7%

Not performed or not recorded

43

61.4%

CT findings suggestive of epiglottitis

41

59.4%

CT negative

3

4.3%

Unknown whether CT was performed

2

2.9%

No CT performed

23

33.3%

Radiology

Disposition

CT, computed tomography.

Symptoms

Signs

Time of onset

> 49 hours
33
ICU, intensive care unit; ED, emergency department.

50.0%

greater than 49 hours. Upon initial presentation, eight (13.1%)
patients had stridor and five (9.1%) had trismus. Sixty-three
patients (90.0%) received corticosteroids. Twenty-three
patients (32.9%) were admitted to an intensive care unit bed;
16 patients (22.9%) were admitted to an intermediate care/
stepdown bed, and 26 patients (37.1%) were admitted to a
medical floor bed.
Results of diagnostic test are summarized in Table 3,
Two patients had positive blood cultures documented in the
EHR. Thirty patients had confirmed negative blood cultures,
and the remainder did not have blood cultures performed or
the results were unavailable. Rapid antigen test for Group A
streptococcus was positive for two patients and negative for
25. Forty-one patients (59.4%) had a computed tomography
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

(CT) of the neck suggestive of epiglottitis. Three patients had
a CT that did not demonstrate epiglottitis.
There were three deaths in the study population. Two
patients died during the acute phase of their presentation.
One patient was found to have hypoxic encephalopathy as a
result of difficult airway management and was made CMO
several days later. The remaining 67 patients were ultimately
discharged neurologically intact.
Eight patients (11.4%) underwent intubation without
requiring a surgical airway. Three patients had an emergency
cricothyroidotomy performed (4.3%). One patient underwent
emergent tracheostomy (1.4%). Fifty-eight patients (82.9%)
did not require advanced airway management. The eight
patients who underwent intubation without requiring a
surgical airway were intubated using a fiberoptic device.
Seven of those fiberoptic intubations were performed
by an anesthesiologist, and one was intubated by an
otolaryngologist. The ETT sizes used are listed in Table 4.
There were no patient demographic factors associated with
need for advanced airway management. See Table 5 for
airway management by patient characteristics. Historical
factors associated with need for airway management include
the presence of stridor, dyspnea, and voice alteration by
univariate analysis (Table 6).
Our inter-rater reliability was 91% for the question
“Should this patient be included?” and 98.5% for the question
“Did this patient have advanced airway management?” These
were calculated as simple percentages: the number of findings
in agreement over the total number of cases.
DISCUSSION
Epiglottitis has long been recognized as a severe disease
with potential for airway catastrophe. Allen et al found that
mortality from acute epiglottitis decreased after widespread
adoption of HIB vaccination and that adults in the US are
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Table 4. Airway interventions.

Airway Interventions

N(%) i.e. Number of
Cases and Percent of
Total

Airway type
Nonsurgical intubation

8

11.4%

Cricothyroidotomy

3

4.3%

Tracheostomy

1

1.4%

No advanced airway

58

82.9%

Video

3

5.7%

Direct

4

7.5%

Fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy

30

56.6%

Fiberoptic laryngoscopy

16

30.2%

Method of Visualization

Who performed direct visualization
Emergency physician

3

5.7%

ENT physician

45

84.9%

Anesthesia

5

9.4%

6.0

2

4.3%

6.5

1

1.4%

7.0

4

5.7%

8.0

1

1.4%

6.0

2

4.3%

6.5

1

1.4%

7.0

1

1.4%

Endotracheal tube size (nonsurgical)

Endotracheal tube/tracheostomy
size (surgical)

ENT, ear, nose, and throat.

now more likely than children to die of acute epiglottitis.7
Our series found statistically significant correlations between
the presence of dyspnea, stridor, and voice changes, and the
likelihood of airway intervention. While most patients with
dyspnea and/or voice changes will have neither epiglottitis
nor require intubation, the majority of patients experiencing
stridor are at risk of acute airway compromise and in our
cohort heralded both the need for airway intervention and for
surgical airway management at a much higher incidence than
those without stridor. Airway interventions were undertaken
in 17% of the patients with epiglottitis within our cohort.
This is slightly higher than the 10.9% rate found in a recent
meta-analysis of predictors of airway intervention in adult
epiglottitis.8 Our case series does highlight some important
points to consider when assessing patients with epiglottitis.
Timing of Airway Intervention
When evaluating epiglottitis and the institutional
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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resources needed for close observation, it may be helpful
to note that, in our case series, no patients required airway
intervention after 12 hours of observation. While overall
time course and the rate of change of symptoms should be
considered, the varying time course of progression can make
determining the appropriate length of observation difficult.
Given that no patients in our cohort decompensated more than
12 hours after arrival, observation in the highest level of care
available with an available surgeon for that period of time may
be a reasonable approach.
Location of airway intervention
The location most appropriate for airway intervention in
epiglottitis patients has traditionally been the operating room
(OR). In this series 55% of the airway interventions took
place in the ED, including one in a community affiliate ED,
and 45% took place in the OR, including one in a community
affiliate. Among these airways, only one resulted in an anoxic
brain injury. In this case, the airway compromise immediately
followed an attempt at visualizing the posterior pharynx
with the aid of atomized lidocaine. This patient was referred
to the ED due to concern for peritonsillar abscess, and the
documented examination followed accepted practice with
this presentation. One emergency medicine textbook suggests
that use of atomized lidocaine is appropriate and recommends
evaluation of the airway in suspected epiglottitis.9 Balancing
prudence with resource utilization continues to be a nuanced
element of emergency medicine practice.
Method of airway intervention
Non-surgical airways were successful in 72% of the
patients requiring an airway intervention within our cohort.
These airways were performed by anesthesiologists,
otolaryngologists and emergency clinicians and included
awake, rapid sequence intubation, nasotracheal and
orotracheal approaches with video-assisted laryngoscopy,
direct laryngoscopy, and fiberoptic devices. Surgical airways,
including both emergent cricothyrotomies and tracheostomies,
accounted for the remainder of the airways in our cohort and
were ultimately successful. While the literature traditionally
supported universal surgical intervention without attempt at
orotracheal or nasotracheal intubation, this recommendation
has been replaced with awake fiberoptic intubation
approaches over the past 20 years.10, 11 In cases of presumed
or known epiglottitis, early consultation with intensivists,
anesthesiologists, otolaryngologists, and surgeons should be
strongly considered to develop an airway plan that can be
quickly implemented if decompensation occurs.
In contrast to pediatric patients, adults with epiglottitis
who are not in extremis may benefit from close monitoring,
and antibiotics and steroids, although prophylactic intubation
can also be considered. Additionally, in contrast to treatment
of pediatric disease, this more conservative approach may
be considered in adults given the larger diameter of the adult
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Table 5. Airway management by patient characteristics.

No airway management
(n = 58)

Advanced airway management
(n = 12)

p-value

Age, mean (SD)

50.5 (17.9)

48.8 (10.1)

0.751

Male

35 (60.3%)

7 (58.3%)

1.000

White

35 (60.3%)

9 (75.0%)

Black

3 (5.2%)

1 (8.3%)

Asian

1 (1.7%)

0 (0.0%)

Native American

1 (1.7%)

0 (0.0%)

Other/unknown

18 (31.0%)

2 (16.7%)

11 (15.7%)

4 (23.5%)

0.678

Presence of HIV

2 (3.4%)

1 (8.3%)

0.44

Chronic inflammatory disease on steroids

3 (5.2%)

0 (0.0%)

1.000

History of alcohol abuse

4 (6.9%)

3 (25.0%)

0.092

Stridor noted in the ED?

1 (2.0%)

7 (70.0%)

<0.001

18 (31.0%)

8 (75.0%)

0.008

2 (3.4%)

5 (41.7%)

0.001

Dysphagia

28 (48.3%)

5 (41.7%)

0.758

Odynophagia

28 (48.3%)

4 (33.3%)

0.526

Drooling

10 (17.2%)

2 (16.7%)

1.000

Sore throat

31 (53.4%)

5 (41.7%)

0.535

Fever at presentation

8 (13.8%)

1 (8.3%)

1.000

3 (27.3%)

0.364

Characteristic

Race

0.642

Presence of diabetes

Voice alteration
Dyspnea

Fever during hospitalization
8 (13.8%)
SD, standard deviation; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; ED, emergency department.

Table 6. Airway management by patient presentation.
No airway management
(n = 58)

Advanced airway management
(n = 12)

Yes

20 (34.5%)

2 (16.7%)

No

3 (5.2%)

3 (25.0%)

Patient characteristics
Were there findings of epiglottitis on radiograph?

Unknown

0.070

1 (1.7%)

1 (8.3%)

34 (58.6%)

6 (50.0%)

Yes

24 (61.4%)

6 (50.0%)

No

3 (5.3%)

0 (0.0%)

Imaging not done
Radiographic findings of epiglottitis on CT?

Unknown

P-value

0.436

1 (1.8%)

1 (8.3%)

Imaging not done

18 (31.6%)

5 (41.7%)

Already on antibiotics?

16 (28.6%)

5 (45.5%)

< 12 hours

2 (3.6%)

0 (0.0%)

13-24 hours

10 (18.2%)

2 (18.2%)

25-48 hours

16 (28.1%)

3 (27.3%)

> 49 hours

27 (49.1%)

6 (54.5%)

Time since symptom onset (in hours)?

0.301
1.000

CT, computed tomography.
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Table 6. Continued.
Who provided direct visualization?

0.001

Emergency physician
ENT physician

1 (2.3%)

2 (22.2%)

42 (95.5%)

3 (33.3%)

1 (2.3%)

4 (44.4%)

Anesthesiologist
Location where visualization performed?

0.003

ED

21 (47.7%)

6 (66.7%)

OR

2 (4.5%)

3 (33.3%)

21 (47.7%)

0 (0.0%)

4 (8.5%)

1 (12.5%)

Inpatient care unit
Trismus noted in the ED?
Tool used for visualization

0.559
0.324

Direct laryngoscopy

2 (4.5%)

2 (22.2%)

Video-assisted laryngoscopy

3 (6.8%)

0 (0.0%)

Fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy

25 (56.8%)

5 (55.6%)

Fiberoptic laryngoscopy

14 (31.8%)

2 (22.2%)

ENT, ear, nose, and throat; ED, emergency department; OR, operating room.

larynx.12 Intravenous fluids and humidified oxygen may help
to limit the risk of sudden airway obstruction and should be
considered by clinicians in the process of evaluating a patient
with suspected epiglottitis.13 Administration of humidified
oxygen was not documented in the cases we reviewed.
Clinical judgment should always be paramount when
considering location and method of airway intervention for
adults with epiglottitis.
Imaging vs Inspection
Imaging for clinically stable patients with possible
epiglottitis can be considered, although direct visualization
of the epiglottis remains the gold standard for diagnosis. The
overwhelming majority of our patients received a preliminary
diagnosis of epiglottitis based on imaging with CT, which
remains an appropriate modality for many reasons, including
expediency, accuracy at diagnosing a wide variety of pathology,
and widespread availability. A notable downside of the use of
CT is the need for patients to be in the supine position. A trial of
supine positioning in the stable patient should be performed in
the department with the physician at bedside prior to CT. Lateral
neck radiograph can performed with the patient upright with neck
extended, and the emergency physician should be familiar with
the appearance of pathognomonic “thumbprinting” (Figure 1).
Other findings visible on radiography include thickening
of the aryepiglottic folds, prevertebral soft tissue swelling,
and expansion of the hypopharynx. Sensitivity and specificity
of plain radiography varies from 38-98%,4, 14 and may be
useful in institutions without access to CT or fiberoptic
nasopharyngoscopy capability. Looking forward, point-of-care
ultrasound may represent a safer alternative for identification
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Figure 1. Note the pronounced swelling of the epiglottis, often
referred to as “thumbprinting.”

of epiglottitis, as it can be performed at bedside in the patient’s
position of comfort with limited aggravation.15 With all these
modalities, care should be taken to perform them only on
patients who are not in extremis.
LIMITATIONS
Our methodology involved chart abstraction of variables
regarding time course, subjective symptoms, and specific
physical exam findings. As with most retrospective chart
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reviews, these variables were not universally present in the
documentation. This variability is likely related to patient
discomfort and the critical nature of these presentations,
limiting history and real-time documentation in favor of
marshaling resources. The paucity of data within charts,
especially those that were handwritten, may cause significant
associations to have been overlooked. Our results should be
considered hypothesis-generating and require prospective
analysis in a multicenter trial for confirmation
Several patients who were initially included had complex
head and neck cancers, supraglottic infections related to preexisting tracheostomies, and other pathology such as infectious
mononucleosis and vasculitis. These cases were omitted after
the research team decided that these patients were not in keeping
with the objective of describing acute bacterial epiglottitis in
patients with normal anatomy. As only 12 patients required an
advanced airway, only univariate analysis was performed. Our
attempts at logistic regression to adjust for confounding factors
led to very wide confidence intervals that did not represent any
meaningful data associations. Thus, our review is hypothesisgenerating rather than hypothesis-testing.
In concert with the Gilbert and Lowenstein16
recommendations for chart reviews, we followed most of the
principal strategies. Opportunities for better adherence include
providing chart abstractors with “practice” medical records
as part of training in the use of RedCAP database; while the
abstraction form was standardized and uniform, multiple types of
emergent surgical airways were not anticipated. Formal review
of coding rules did not occur at reviewer meetings, and blinding
reviewers to the research outcomes was not practical given the
complexity of data being extracted from narrative reports. Lastly,
the abstraction form failed to clearly define the history of tobacco
use and “chronic medical conditions.”
CONCLUSION
Epiglottitis is a life-threatening diagnosis that, after HIB
vaccination implementation, is now more deadly in adults at
0.015 per 100,000 than in pediatrics at 0.006 per 100,000.7
This case series found that the majority of adult patients
diagnosed with epiglottitis in our system (82.9%) did not
require airway intervention, but a third (5.7% of total) of those
who did require intervention had a surgical airway and three
deaths ultimately occurred. Clinicians must remain vigilant
to identify signs of impending airway compromise in acute
adult epiglottitis including dyspnea, voice change, and stridor.
Emergency clinicians should be familiar with difficult and
failed airway algorithms to prevent morbidity and mortality
in these patients. Coordinating definitive airway management
in conjunction with anesthesiologists, otolaryngologists, and
surgeons is likely to offer the best chance for a successful
outcome. For those patients presenting without clear
indications for airway management, we suggest that clinicians
consider close observation in the highest level of care for at
least 12 hours to monitor for acute airway compromise.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021
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Introduction: To determine the accuracy of landmark-guided shoulder joint injections (LGI) with
point-of-care ultrasound for patients with anterior shoulder dislocations.
Methods: Patients with anterior shoulder dislocations who underwent LGI were enrolled at our tertiarycare and trauma center. LGI attempts were recorded by an ultrasound fellowship-trained ED physician
who determined if they were placed successfully. Pain and satisfaction scores were recorded.
Results: A total of 34 patients with anterior shoulder dislocation and their treating ED physicians
were enrolled. 41.1% of all LGI were determined to be misplaced (n=14). Patients with successful
LGI had a greater decrease in mean pain scores post-LGI.
Conclusions: LGI had a substantial failure rate in our study. Using ultrasound-guidance to
assist intra-articular injections may increase its accuracy and thus reduce pain and the need for
subsequent procedural sedation. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1335–1340.]

INTRODUCTION
Background
The shoulder joint is the most commonly dislocated joint
and accounts for more than 70,000 emergency department
(ED) visits per year in the United States alone. Current
evidence suggests that intra-articular injection of the shoulder
with local anesthetic agents can provide adequate analgesia
to facilitate reduction and obviate the need for more resourceintensive methods such as procedural sedation. However,
studies have not determined the rate at which landmark-guided
shoulder joint injections (LGI) truly deposit local anesthetic
into the joint space. Failure to deliver anesthetic into the joint
space may increase complications and the need for additional
analgesia and sedation. In the current study, we used point-ofcare ultrasound to determine the accuracy of LGI.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Importance
Shoulder dislocations are the most common joint injury
treated in the ED, with anterior glenohumeral dislocation
accounting for 95-97% of dislocations.1 In most institutions,
the preferred method for providing the necessary pain
relief and muscle relaxation to facilitate reduction involves
procedural sedation and analgesia (PSA), typically with a
combination of opioids and benzodiazepines.2 Although often
effective, PSA can be time and resource intensive, requiring
close monitoring by medical personnel due to the risk for
severe complications such as central nervous system and
respiratory depression.3 In light of this, the current literature
suggests that intra-articular injections of the shoulder with
local anesthetic can be an effective alternative to PSA for
providing analgesia during reduction,4–9 especially in patients
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who cannot tolerate sedation.5,10 However, the use of local
anesthetics assumes that these injections can be given with
great accuracy.
Prior studies have relied on the palpation of anatomical
landmarks to determine the point of entry for intra-articular
injection.5,8,10 Since these studies did not use ultrasound
or other imaging techniques to guide their injections, and
dislocation results in significantly disrupted shoulder anatomy,
it is unclear whether the local anesthetic was truly deposited
intra-articularly. Several studies have reported limitations in
assessing the overall effectiveness of intra-articular injections
as an alternative to PSA due to the difficulty in determining
the accuracy of LGI and the inconsistency of hematoma
aspiration.5,11–13 Anecdotal experience suggests that aspiration
of a hematoma from the shoulder joint prior to injection of
local anesthetic is not a reliable determinant of correct intraarticular placement, with one study indicating the aspiration
of blood even when the needle was in the wrong position.14 To
date, none of the literature has evaluated the accuracy of LGI
for treatment of acute anterior shoulder dislocation.
Goals of this Investigation
The purpose of our study was to assess the accuracy
of LGI for the treatment of patients with anterior shoulder
dislocations. Our hypothesis was that many LGIs are not intraarticular and are, therefore, ineffective. We also evaluated
the overall effectiveness of intra-articular injections as an
alternative to PSA and the application of using ultrasound in
the treatment of shoulder dislocations.
METHODS
Study Design and Setting
We conducted a prospective, observational study on
a convenience sample of patients who presented to the
LAC+USC ED, an urban tertiary care and trauma center. The
study was approved by the USC Health Sciences Institutional
Review Board.
Selection of Participants
Patients with anterior glenohumeral shoulder dislocation
diagnosed by radiography were enrolled between November
2015–October 2018. Adult patients (age > 18 years) were
eligible for enrollment if the treating emergency physician
decided to perform a landmark-based, intra-articular shoulder
injection as part of the patient’s treatment. We excluded
patients who had a shoulder fracture, inferior glenohumeral
dislocation, or posterior dislocation confirmed via radiograph.
Patients who had a prior history of shoulder joint replacement
or contraindication to the shoulder injection, such as overlying
cellulitis or allergy to lidocaine, were also excluded. Patient
comprehension of the study, the potential risks, and its
difference from the standard medical care were verbally
assessed. All patients provided informed written consent to
participate in the study
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
No prior studies have evaluated the success
rate of landmark-guided joint injections (LGI)
for anterior shoulder dislocations
What was the research question?
Our goal was to assess the accuracy of
landmark-guided shoulder joint injections in
anterior shoulder dislocations using point-ofcare ultrasound.
What was the major finding of the study?
Over 40% of LGI were not successful,
resulting in higher pain scores compared to the
successful group.
How does this improve population health?
Using ultrasound-guidance to assist with
intra-articular lidocaine injection in anterior
shoulder dislocations may result in reduction
of pain.

Injection Technique
For each emergency physician (EP) performing LGI
in this study, we recorded his or her prior experience with
shoulder injections. Immediately prior to the LGI attempt,
the treating EP was given the opportunity to review
an illustration of the standard intra-articular injection
technique for an anterior shoulder dislocation. Injections
were performed using sterile technique with an 18- or
20-gauge spinal needle (total length = 8.75 centimeters),
and an injection volume of 15 milliliters of 1% lidocaine
without epinephrine. The EPs performing the injection were
blinded to any ultrasound images obtained throughout the
procedure and were not informed of the needle tip position
prior to injection. After the procedure, the EPs were asked
to indicate their level of comfort with the LGI attempt.
Ultrasound Technique
Placing a curvilinear transducer C60 (FUJIFILM
SonoSite, Inc, Bothell, WA) in a posterior axial position on
the shoulder, an ultrasound-trained EP observed the LGI
needle entering the skin in real time and acquired video clips
of the procedure from the time of needle entry until needle
removal. The screen of the ultrasound machine was hidden
from the clinicican’s view so that they were blinded to the
ultrasound-determined location of the needle. The procedure
was considered successful if the needle tip was visualized
within the joint space at the time of lidocaine injection.
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Patients were also blinded to the success or failure of
the procedure. The patient could not learn about the success
of the procedure from the sonographer who was behind a
screen, and the patient was further instructed not to reveal
anything to the clinician.
Physicians
The EP’s decision to perform an injection was based on their
clinical decision-making and personal preference, as well as the
“culture” of the department where this injection was routinely
done for shoulder dislocations. None of the participating EPs
had specialty training in ultrasound. Residents usually performed
the injections; in a few cases an attending EP performed the
procedure when no residents were in the department.
Measurements
Before and after the intra-articular injection, the patient’s
pain scores were recorded and quantified via subjective pain
scale. The patient had no indication of the success/failure of
placement, which might have affected their pain score. We
also recorded the number of procedural sedations, the patient’s
length of stay and time to discharge, the amount of parenteral
pain medication administrations, and patient satisfaction scores.
Additionally, the EP’s past shoulder-injection experience and
comfort level were recorded prior to administration of the LGI.
Post treatment, we also recorded the clinician’s likelihood of
using ultrasound for future shoulder injections.
RESULTS
We enrolled 34 patients with anterior shoulder dislocations
and their treating EPs between November 2015–February 2018.
The majority of patients in both the successful LGI placement
and misplaced groups were male and had a history of prior
dislocation in the same joint before the study encounter (Table
1). Of the 34 LGIs, 14 (41.1%) were visualized outside the
joint space and determined to be misplaced. The EPs in both
the successful and misplaced groups reported similar comfort
levels with LGI on a five-point Likert-type scale (U = 0.5).
However, there was a significant difference in the number of
prior injections between the successfully placed and misplaced
injection groups, with the misplaced group reporting a mean

number of 5.8 prior injections compared to 1.4 in the successful
group (Table 1).
Patients with successful and unsuccessful relocation
were comparable in age (mean 49.6; 42.7) and first- time
dislocation (mean 30.0; 35.7). However, patients with
unsuccessful relocation were more likely to have a right-sided
laterality compared to patients with successful relocation
(64.3% vs 45%).
Pain scores before the procedure were not significantly
different in both groups (P = 0.2), nor were pain scores
significantly different afterward (P = 0.4). However, the
successful LGI group had a significantly greater decrease in
pain score of 3.8 (95% confidence interval [CI], -5.1 to -2.5)
compared to a decrease of 1.9 (95% CI, -3.4 to - 0.5) for the
misplaced group (P = 0.05). Patients in both the successful
and misplaced groups received similar rates of enteral,
intramuscular, or intravascular analgesics prior to LGI (P =
0.7). Patient satisfaction scores (4.8 success [CI, 4.2-5.3] vs 4
misplaced [CI, 3.2-4.8]) were similar, regardless of success of
the LGI (P = 0.09).
Ultimately, 42.7% of the misplaced group required a
procedural sedation for reduction (n = 6) while 45% of the
successful group also required procedural sedation (n = 9, P =
0.9). However, three of the successful LGI cases that underwent
procedural sedation required subsequent reduction attempts by
orthopedic surgery due to technically challenging reductions,
one of which ultimately required surgical intervention. Overall
satisfaction with treatment was not significantly different
between the LGI groups. Those who underwent a procedural
sedation rated their satisfaction lower (3.9; CI, 3.0- 4.8) than
those who did not (4.8; CI, 4.6- 5.1) (P = 0.02).
DISCUSSION
Our results confirm substantial rates of misplaced
anesthesia with the landmark-based approach and less
reduction in pain in anterior shoulder dislocations. Although
the current literature suggests LGI is a viable alternative to the
traditional PSA, these studies did not assess the accuracy of
injection. Misplaced injections fail to deliver local anesthetic
into the joint space and may lead to increased pain from
damaging adjacent structures.15 Moreover, our results show

Table 1. Emergency physician measures on landmark-guided joint injections and patient measures on pain.
Mean (95% CI)
EP prior Injections
EP comfort level with LGI (five-point Likert scale)
Patient pain pre-injection

Success (n = 20)

Misplaced (n = 14)

P-value

U-value

1.4 (0.4 to 2.3)

5.8 (0.5 to 11.7)

0.08

.05

3 (2.4 to 3.6)

3 (2.3 to 3.7)

1.0

9.2 (8.6 to 9.9)

8.5 (7.3 to 9.7)

0.2

Patient pain score post-injection

5.6 (4.1 to 7.0)

6.6 (4.5 to 8.7)

0.4

Difference in patient pain score

-3.8 (-5.1 to -2.5)

-1.9 (-3.4 to - 0.5)

0.05

CI, confidence interval; EP, emergency physician; LGI, landmark-guided joint injections.
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that while accurately placed LGI result in a greater decrease
in pain score when compared to misplaced injections, the pain
score was not significantly lower.
Other studies have examined the effectiveness of
successfully placed glenohumeral joint injections. Despite
successful injection, nearly half the patients in our study
needed to undergo procedural sedation, which may have
been a result of several outliers in the success group that
ultimately required more than one procedural sedation to
reduce the shoulder joint. Ultrasound guidance can be used
to confirm that the needle is accurately positioned within the
joint. Ultrasound also provides several advantages of being
readily available, portable, and associated with few to no side
effects.16 Conversely, intra-articular lidocaine injections (IAL)
without ultrasound guidance have been associated with several
potential complications that will be addressed.
Existing studies have recommended the use of IAL as a
safe, effective, time-efficient alternative to PSA for providing
analgesia during reduction of shoulder dislocation.4–8 Both
a 2012 Cochrane systematic review7 of five randomized
controlled trials (RCT) and 211 patients and a 2008 review of
six RCTs6 and 283 patients found that there was no significant
difference in immediate shoulder reduction success rate or
pain experienced between patients placed into IAL and PSA
treatment groups. Additionally, several studies found IAL
to be associated with lower complication rates compared to
PSA, by directly targeting the source of pain and avoiding the
systemic side effects of intravenous (IV) medications.7,17,18
Since IAL typically does not require monitoring of oxygen
saturation, electrocardiography, or IV access, it has also been
associated with a significantly shorter length of stay in the
ED compared to PSA,7,10,19 with one study finding a mean ED
hospitalization time of the PSA group to be nearly four times
that of the IAL group (8.1 hours vs 2.2 hours).11 Additionally,
several studies found lidocaine injections to be less costly
than PSA per visit.11,10 Miller et al19 noted that the cost of IV
sedation was $97.64 compared with only $0.52 for use of
intra-articular lidocaine per patient, although costs can vary
considerably between hospitals.
Although uncommon, possible complications of using
IAL include the risks for infection and chondrolysis.4,20,21
Despite this potential risk, none of the previously mentioned
studies indicated any cases of joint infection after injection,
with the rate of septic arthritis estimated to be as low as
1 in 10,000 or 1 in 50,000 injections.22–24 In 2011 Piper et
al25 conducted a review of the use of local anesthetics and
determined that long exposures, such as with the use of pain
pumps, can lead to chondrolysis of human articular cartilage
in vitro. However, several recent studies testing isolated
human articular chondrocytes determined that 1% lidocaine
delivered by pain pumps for periods of 24, 48, and 72 hours
did not lead to any significant chondrolysis.26–28 Thus, the use
of a single intra-articular 1% lidocaine injection is likely a safe
alternative to PSA with a low risk of infection or chondrolysis.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Image-guided injections have been associated with
substantially greater accuracy than LGI in both cadavers and
live patients. A 2014 study by Patel et al16 found that there
was a significantly higher success rate for ultrasound-guided
shoulder injections compared with LGI in cadavers (92.5% vs
72.5%, n = 80, P = 0.02). Additionally, a systematic review
by Daley et al29 determined that imaging for injections in the
glenohumeral joint of live patients via ultrasound, fluoroscopy,
and magnetic resonance imaging, was associated with a
success rate of 95% vs 79% of injections without imaging
(n = 810, P < 0.001). However, these studies involved
non-dislocated shoulders, making it difficult to assess the
effectiveness of using imaging to guide IAL injections after
shoulder dislocation.
Ultrasound may be an effective application in the
treatment of anterior shoulder dislocations due to its ability to
provide both real-time guidance for injections and immediate
diagnostic imaging.30 Using ultrasound guidance to assist with
IAL injection may increase its accuracy, making it a more
attractive alternative to PSA for providing adequate analgesia
to facilitate shoulder reductions.4,31 Further studies are needed
to compare clinical outcomes of patients receiving ultrasoundguided shoulder injections with those receiving LGI, ideally in
a clinical RCT.
LIMITATIONS
There are limitations to this study. First, our sample size
was relatively small. There were difficulties in recruiting
patients due to the infrequency of encountering anterior
shoulder dislocations that met the study’s specific inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Additionally, an ultrasound fellowshiptrained EP had to be available during subject enrollment
to sonographically record the injection. Additionally, this
was a convenience sample of patients who were aware of
the experiment, which may have biased their interpretation
of pain to fulfill the expectations of the treating physicians.
Furthermore, some of the patients received pain medications
before treatment with LGI, which may have influenced their
perception of pain before and after LGI.
Our study population was a specific sample of patients from
Los Angeles County, who likely have different characteristics
including body mass index (BMI) compared to the general
population, and limits the study’s applicability to other groups.
Palpation of anatomical landmarks to determine the point of
entry for LGI injection may be more difficult in patients with a
higher BMI and may influence the accuracy of injection. The
BMI data on study participants was not available to assess its
impact on the accuracy of LGI injections.
Several outcomes are difficult to explain with the
available data. We suspect that procedural sedation patients
were less satisfied due to length of stay; however, the available
data does not include complete satisfaction data. We do know
that patients requiring procedural sedation had longer lengths
of stay (615.20 minutes; standard deviation [SD] 328.6)
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compared to those who did not require sedation (211.92.
minutes; 371.57 SD). On the other hand, patients with
successful placements had comparable length of stay (452.31
minutes; SD 270.08) to patients with unsuccessful placements
(465.06 minutes; SD 304.37).
Although the EPs in this study may have a level of
expertise with shoulder injections that is not representative of
physicians from institutions elsewhere in the US, experience
alone seems not to be sufficient to ensure a high rate of success
without confirmation of accuracy of the injection. Lack of
experience with shoulder injections has been cited as one of
the reasons that most EPs currently prefer PSA over LGI for
shoulder reduction.6 Since PSA is used more frequently for
procedures in the ED, EPs are usually more proficient and
comfortable with that method.13 The small sample size, coupled
with the fact that all physicians participating in the study were
under 45 years of age, allowed for little variation in physician
age and years in practice to evaluate the impact on procedure
quality. Physician overconfidence was not assessed as a factor
that might explain worse performance.
The focus on the study was to determine the failure rate,
and we did not collect relevant information about the reason
for the failure. Forty-one percent of patients had misplaced
anesthesia with the LGI approach, but no systematic data was
collected to explain this outcome. No previous literature has
examined the outcomes of this procedure. Our study was also
limited in its lack of data on patient obesity or factors affecting
the surgery such as difficult shoulder landmark and inadequate
needle length. We did observe a recurrent error in which the
needle was either placed too far posterior to the joint or in
some cases was not inserted deep enough. One attending
physician in the experienced group (with more than 30 prior
rejections) missed, which may have skewed results in favor of
the less experienced providers.
Finally, the study did not record time since dislocation
or distinguish between acute traumatic, first-time anterior
shoulder dislocations and recurrent dislocations. This may
have influenced the treating EP’s decision to use LGI over
PSA and the effectiveness of LGI as a treatment method. A
patient’s prior experience with shoulder dislocations may
increase or attenuate the impact of perceived pain for shoulder
reduction when compared to someone with no history of
prior dislocation.12 Anecdotal experience suggests recurrent
dislocations should be easier to reduce. However, our sample
size was not sufficiently powered for this subgroup analysis.

areas to explore include whether successful joint injections
can decrease length of stay and improve patient satisfaction.
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Introduction: While burnout is occupation-specific, depression affects individuals comprehensively.
Research on interventions for depression in emergency medicine (EM) residents is limited.
Objectives: We sought to obtain longitudinal data on positive depression screens in EM residents,
assess their association with burnout, and determine whether implementation of a wellness
curriculum affected the rate of positive screens.
Methods: In February 2017, we administered the Maslach Burnout Inventory and the Primary Care
Evaluation of Mental Disorders Patient Health Questionnaire two-question depression screen at
10 EM residencies. At five intervention sites, a year-long wellness curriculum was then introduced
while five control sites agreed not to introduce new wellness initiatives during the study period. Study
instruments were re-administered in August 2017 and February 2018.
Results: Of 382 residents, 285 participated in February 2017; 40% screened positive for depression.
In August 2017, 247/386 residents participated; 27.9% screened positive for depression. In February
2018, 228/386 residents participated; 36.2% screened positive. A positive depression screen was
associated with higher burnout. There were similar rates of positive screens at the intervention and
control sites.
Conclusion: Rates of positive depression screens in EM residents ranged between 27.9% and 40%.
Residents with a positive screen reported higher levels of burnout. Rates of a positive screen were
unaffected by introduction of a wellness curriculum. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1341–1346.]

INTRODUCTION
Burnout and depression are important and challenging
issues facing resident physicians today. When first identified,
burnout was thought to result from negative work-life balance,
mental and physical exhaustion, and job disengagement
and dissatisfaction.1 Today burnout is defined as the triad of
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and low personal
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

achievement, thought to result from system pressures and
an imbalance between overwhelming job demands and
insufficient job resources and support.2 Physician burnout is
recognized as a widespread phenomenon affecting over half of
practicing physicians. Emergency physicians report burnout
levels between 55-70%.3-6 Additionally, resident physicians
and fellows have higher levels of burnout and are more likely
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to screen positive for depression than population controls.7
Several studies have highlighted the association of burnout
with mental health consequences, alcohol and substance abuse
disorders, and suicidal ideation.
A survey of anesthesiologists determined that there
was an independent association between lower mental and
physical composite health scores and greater burnout scores.8
Physicians across all specialties have rates of alcohol abuse
and dependence higher than the general population and these
are independently associated with burnout.9 In particular,
emergency physicians and emergency medicine (EM)
residents experience higher rates of substance abuse than
other specialties, and an estimated 4.9-12.5% of EM residents
consume alcohol on a daily basis.10,11 In a study of nearly
8,000 surgeons, 1 in 16 reported suicidal ideation in the prior
year and each one point increase in burnout scores correlated
with an increased likelihood of reporting suicidal ideation.12
These studies suggest that burnout is a complex syndrome that
does not exist in isolation but rather is intimately connected to
overall physician well-being.
Given the prevalence of burnout and its established
detrimental effects, the Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) introduced a new Common
Program Requirement, effective in 2017, that mandates
resident education on the identification of burnout, depression,
and substance abuse, and the implementation of program
efforts to encourage well-being.13 There are graduate medical
education programs proactively addressing mental health
issues and depression in residents. The Pediatric Integrative
Medicine in Residency program introduced a 100-hour online
educational curriculum into five pediatric residencies.14 At
the Oregon Health and Science University, a resident and
faculty wellness program that provides educational outreach,
psychological counseling, and psychiatric evaluation was
associated with high participant satisfaction and a 10-year
growth in utilization of the offered services.15 At Cooper
University, group meetings with an employee assistance
program (EAP) counselor were scheduled for all interns
within the first six months of their residency, with the
objectives of destigmatizing use of the EAP and increasing
familiarization with the services. The initial seven sessions
were so well received that three additional sessions were
added and utilization thereafter significantly increased.16
Yet studies on wellness interventions in EM residents have
been limited. We therefore sought to determine the prevalence
of positive depression screens in EM residents over one year,
the association of positive depression screens with burnout, and
whether the implementation of a wellness curriculum affected
the rate of positive depression screens in EM residents.
METHODS
Study Design
This study was part of a larger, multicenter prospective
educational trial performed at 10 ACGME-accredited EM
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
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Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Burnout and depression are challenging issues
facing emergency medicine residents, but
research is sparse.
What was the research question?
What is the prevalence of positive depression
screens in residents and their association with
burnout? Do wellness curricula affect the rate
of positive depression screens?
What was the major finding of the study?
Rates of positive depression screens were
between 27.9-40%, were associated with
higher rates of burnout, and these rates were
unaffected by a wellness curriculum.
How does this improve population health?
In determining wellness best practices for
residents, detecting depression and promoting
mental health resources are critically important.

residencies in the United States.17 Members of the Emergency
Medicine Education Research Alliance (EMERA) were core
faculty at all sites at the time of study initiation. The study was
reviewed by each institution’s institutional review board and
received approval at each site prior to study initiation.
Subjects
Eligible subjects for this study were postgraduate year
(PGY) 1-4 EM residents at the participating programs during
the study period February 2017–February 2018. Surveys
were administered to current residents at each program.
Participation in the survey study was voluntary. Informed
consent was obtained from all subjects.
Study Protocol
Survey Instrument
The survey instrument was sent to eligible participants
at all study sites at three different time points: February
2017; August 2017; and February 2018. The survey was
administered either as a paper survey or via online, proprietary
software SurveyMonkey (Momentive, Inc, San Mateo, CA)
at the preference of the site study leader. Follow-up for
nonresponders was program-specific, either in person or via
email. The survey instrument was designed for completion
in 15 minutes and consisted of a total of 34 questions. In
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addition to questions related to demographic information, the
instrument consisted of several tools established for use in
physician wellness research.
The Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is considered
the gold standard in the assessment of physician burnout,
measuring the domains of emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and personal accomplishment.18 The survey
instrument also included the Primary Care Evaluation of
Mental Disorders Patient Health Questionnaire two-question
screen (PRIME-MD PHQ-2)19 and three additional published
wellness instruments: a quality of life assessment; an appraisal
of career satisfaction; and a work-life balance rating.20-22 The
PRIME-MD PHQ-2 depression screen asks the following
questions: “During the past month, have you often been
bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless?”; and
“During the past month, have you often been bothered by
little interest or pleasure in doing things?” A “yes” response
to either question is considered a positive screen. In a
validation study, the Prime-MD PHQ-2 performed similarly
to longer survey tools, including the long and short forms
of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale,
the long and short forms of the Beck Depression Inventory,
the Symptom-Driven Diagnostic System for Primary Care,
the Medical Outcomes Study depression measure, and the
Quick Diagnostic Interview Schedule. In addition, a positive
response on the two-item instrument had a sensitivity of
96% and a specificity of 57% for detecting depression when
compared with clinical interviews.19
Curriculum Intervention
Prior to the first survey administration, each site selfselected into the control or intervention group based on
available site resources to institute the wellness curriculum. A
year-long. multifaceted wellness curriculum was introduced
at the five intervention sites in March 2017, while the five
control sites agreed not to introduce new wellness initiatives
during the study period. Individual participation in all
elements of the curriculum was highly encouraged but not
mandated. No incentives were provided for participation in
the curriculum. Complete details of the wellness curriculum,
as well as resident participation and perceptions have been
previously published.23,24 The comprehensive curriculum
included standardized, structured didactics presented by the
study investigator at each site every other month, individualized
interactive instruction assignments, additional reading materials
and resources, and internet-based opportunities.23 The curricular
intervention was completed prior to administration of the
February 2018 end-of-study survey.
Analysis
In addition to the MBI and the Prime-MD PHQ-2, we
obtained basic demographic information that included respondent
age, gender, ethnicity, and PGY classification. Results of the
components of the MBI are presented as both continuous and
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

dichotomous data. “Global burnout” was defined as having both
an emotional exhaustion score >26 and a depersonalization score
>12 at any single survey administration.18,25
Descriptive statistics are presented as total number (n)
and percentages with 95% confidence intervals for categorical
variables. Continuous variables are displayed as either means
with standard deviation for normally distributed variables or
as medians with interquartile ranges (IQR) for non-normally
distributed variables. Univariate analyses were performed
using chi-square or Student’s t-test, as appropriate, for
continuous or categorical variables. We performed logistic
regression to obtain adjusted odds ratios for burnout at
each survey administration for intervention and control site
respondents. Analysis was performed using a statistical
package program R version 3.3.2 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria).
RESULTS
A total of 285/382 (74.6%) residents participated in
the February 2017 data collection; 40% screened positive
for depression. In August 2017, 247/386 (64%) residents
participated; 27.9% screened positive. In February 2018,
228/386 (59%) residents participated; 36.2% screened
positive. There were no significant differences in age,
gender, ethnicity, or PGY training year distribution between
the control and the intervention sites (Table 1). There were
no statistical differences in the rates of positive depression
screens between the intervention and control sites at any of the
three data collections or over time. In addition, there was no
sustainable change in positive depression screens within the
intervention group during the study period (Table 2).
We assessed the three components of burnout as
continuous variables and compared the means for each
component score with the results of the depression screen.

Table 1. Demographics of emergency medicine residents who
responded to survey.
Variable

Control

Intervention

Age

29 (IQR: 28-32)

29 (IQR: 27-31)

Gender (% female)

35.3% (95% CI,
28.1-42.5%)

29.1% (95% CI,
22.4-35.7%)

Ethnicity (% underrepresented in medicine)

10.3% (95% CI,
5.4-15.3%)

6.4% (95% CI,
2.4-10.5%)

PGY 1

42

41

PGY 2

48

45

PGY 3

44

44

PGY 4

0

10

Postgraduate year

IQR, interquartile range; CI, confidence interval; PGY,
postgraduate year.
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Residents who screened positive for depression experienced
higher emotional exhaustion (mean 26.8 in screen-positive
population vs 18.0 in screen-negative population, P <0.0001),
higher depersonalization (mean 15.2 in screen positive vs
11.3 in screen negative, P <0.0001), and lower personal
accomplishment (mean 36.3 in screen positive vs 40.9 in
screen negative, P <0.0001) (Table 3).
Consistent with Maslach’s definition, global burnout was
defined as having both an emotional exhaustion score > 26
and a depersonalization score > 12.18,25 Positive depression
screens were significantly associated with global burnout in
our study population. At each survey administration, residents
who screened positive for depression were significantly more
likely to meet criteria for burnout (all P <0.005) (Table 4).
This association remained significant when controlling for the
potential confounders of the wellness curriculum intervention
and respondent demographics (age, gender, ethnicity, and PGY
status). In addition, when controlling for age, gender, ethnicity,
and PGY status using logistic analysis, those meeting criteria for
burnout among respondents who screened positive for depression
was significant at each survey administration (Table 5).
DISCUSSION
In this year-long national study of EM residents, the
prevalence of positive depression screens as measured by the
PRIME-MD PHQ-2 was 27.9-43%. A positive depression
screen was significantly associated with both global burnout
as well as the individual components of burnout. The rates
of positive depression screens were unaffected by the
introduction of a multifaceted wellness curriculum. This study
represents the first EM multi-center educational intervention

trial to assess the effects of implementation of a formalized
wellness curriculum on EM resident depression screens.
The prevalence of a positive depression screen in our survey
sample ranged from 27.9-43%, higher than the 12% prevalence
previously reported in a single-center study of EM residents.26 A
systematic review and meta-analysis determined a 28.8% pooled
prevalence of depression or depressive symptoms in resident
physicians.27 The higher rates of a positive depression screen
in our study population may relate to different measurement
methods, an increasing prevalence of depression symptoms in
resident physicians, or a higher rate of depression symptoms in
EM residents compared with residents of other specialties.
There has recently been debate regarding the relationship
between physician burnout and depression. The association
between burnout and positive depression screens is well
described.6,28,29 Physicians experiencing burnout are also more
likely to suffer from major depression.30 Some proponents
advocate for the classification of burnout as a depressive
condition given its association with the depressive symptoms

Table 4. Global burnout and depression screens.
Burnout Negative Burnout Positive
Survey #1

Control

Intervention

P value

43%

36.9%

0.35

August 2017

32.2%

21.8%

0.09

February 2018

32.6%

41.4%

0.22

Table 3. Mean burnout scores and depression screen results.
Depression
Screen
Positive

Depression
Screen
Negative

P value

Emotional
Exhaustion

26.8

18

<0.0001

Depersonalization

15.2

11.3

<0.0001

Personal
Accomplishment

36.3

40.9

<0.0001

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Depression Screen
Negative

141 (53%)

20 (7%)

Depression Screen
Positive

67 (25%)

39 (15%)

Depression Screen
Negative

156 (64%)

19 (8%)

Depression Screen
Positive

42 (17%)

27 (11%)

Depression Screen
Negative

121 (54%)

22 (10%)

Depression Screen
Positive

48 (21%)

33 (15%)

Survey #2

Table 2. Percentage positive depression screens.
February 2017

Williamson et al.

Survey #3

Table 5. Adjusted odds of meeting criteria for burnout among
respondents who screen positive for depression†.
Adjusted OR

P value

Survey 1

5.4 (2.8-10.1)

<0.001

Survey 2

4.3 (1.9-10.5)

<0.001

Survey 3

3.4 (1.5-8.2)

<0.005

When controlling for age, gender, and ethnicity.
OR, odds ratio.
†
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of dysphoria, anhedonia, and exhaustion, and posit that the
components of burnout correlate more highly with depression
than with each other.31 However, others support the concept
that depression is a disease that has well-defined diagnostic
criteria and is context-free, while burnout is a separate,
job-related syndrome that is situation-specific.32 A recent
systematic review also supports depression, anxiety. and
burnout as being distinct and robust constructs.33
Several factors may have contributed to the lack of effect
of the formalized wellness curricula on rates of positive
depression screens. During the study period, there was an
increased awareness and promotion of physician wellness on a
national level. This includes the Council of Emergency Medicine
Residency Directors (CORD)/American College of Emergency
Physicians National Physician Suicide Awareness Day campaign,
the Academic Life in Emergency Medicine Wellness Think Tank,
and the CORD mini-fellowship in wellness leadership. While
the control sites agreed not to introduce any new programmatic
wellness initiatives during the study period, residents may
have been exposed to burnout and mental health initiatives at
an institutional and national level, thereby accessing broader
wellness initiatives despite not engaging in the study curriculum
at their program. In addition, within the curriculum, mental
health was addressed in the physical and emotional sections, but
this was not a specific mental health curriculum. Finally, while
the curriculum was highly encouraged, participation was not
mandatory and there was variable compliance.24
LIMITATIONS
There are several important limitations to our study.
We used a convenience sample of residents, which was not
subject to power analysis. As the analysis compared the
intervention sites with the control sites, we did not account
for or follow which particular residents were involved in
each survey analysis. It is possible that bias was introduced
by having different respondents during the different survey
administrations. There may also have been a selection bias with
regard to depressive symptoms among the residents choosing to
complete the surveys. Additionally, individual sites self-selected
into the intervention and control groups based on available
resources, which may have introduced selection bias.
As the control sites did not have the resources to
implement the multifaceted wellness curriculum, it is also
possible that there was less programmatic support to promote
a new wellness culture at the time or that the control sites may
have been satisfied with the wellness interventions already in
place at their programs. To that extent, while the control sites
agreed not to introduce new wellness initiatives during the
study period, they may have already had formal or informal
wellness activities and mental health resources in place that
affected the results of the study. In addition, residents within
the control sites programs may still have independently
accessed national wellness resources that were becoming
increasingly prevalent during the study period.
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

We chose not to use a hierarchical model to control for
nesting by residency programs in each of the two groups but
rather a priori to treat them as a larger group of control vs
intervention sites. When we performed statistical analysis,
using both logistic regression and mixed effects, participant site
itself was not a confounding variable at any point in the study.
There is also likely a seasonal variation with respect to wellness,
which may be especially notable in certain geographic areas.
Two of our data collections were conducted in February, close
to the annual EM in-training examination and in the middle
of winter, which may have negatively affected wellness and
mental health during those two survey administrations. Also,
while the PRIME-MD PHQ-2 is a sensitive screen for detecting
depression, the specificity of 57% is quite low and may have led
to an overestimate of prevalence. Finally, we did not account for
residents’ rotations during the time of each survey administration.
CONCLUSION
In this one-year study, rates of positive depression screens
in EM residents ranged between 27.9% and 40%. Emergency
medicine residents with a positive depression screen also
reported higher levels of burnout, and the rates of a positive
screen were unaffected by the introduction of a wellness
curriculum. As residencies seek to determine wellness best
practices, attention to depression detection and independent
promotion of mental health resources are critically important.
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Introduction: Emergency departments (ED) use many medications with a range of therapeutic
efficacy and potential significant side effects, and many medications have dosage adjustment
recommendations based on the patient’s specific genotype. How frequently medications with such
pharmaco-genetic recommendations are used in United States (US) EDs has not been studied.
Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional analysis of the 2010–2015 National Hospital Ambulatory
Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS). We reported the proportion of ED visits in which at least one
medication with Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) recommendation
of Level A or B evidence was ordered. Secondary comparisons included distributions and 95%
confidence intervals of age, gender, race/ethnicity, ED disposition, geographical region, immediacy,
and insurance status between all ED visits and those involving a CPIC medication.
Results: From 165,155 entries representing 805,726,000 US ED visits in the 2010–2015 NHAMCS,
148,243,000 ED visits (18.4%) led to orders of CPIC medications. The most common CPIC
medication was tramadol (6.3%). Visits involving CPIC medications had higher proportions of
patients who were female, had private insurance and self-pay, and were discharged from the ED.
They also involved lower proportions of patients with Medicare and Medicaid.
Conclusion: Almost one fifth of US ED visits involve a medication with a pharmacogenetic
recommendation that may impact the efficacy and toxicity for individual patients. While direct
application of genotyping is still in development, it is important for emergency care providers to
understand and support this technology given its potential to improve individualized, patientcentered care. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1347–1354.]

INTRODUCTION
Drug side effects, toxicity, and limited efficacy are
common reasons for treatment failure and non-adherence and
can lead to suboptimal outcomes.1 This can be particularly
problematic from the emergency department (ED) where a
brief interaction prevents optimal tailoring and adjustments
of a patient’s medication regimen. One area that holds
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promise for potentially improving initial choice of treatment
is pharmacogenetics. Pharmacogenetics refers to the way
in which one or a number of genes influence drug effects.
Collectively the study of these relationships comprises
pharmacogenomics, the broader study of interactions
between numerous genes across the whole genome and drug
activity. These genetically determined interactions contribute
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to the observed variability in different patients’ responses to
a given drug.
The potential improvement in treatment efficacy
and decrease in medication-related morbidity has led the
United States Food and Drug Administration to endorse
many pharmacogenetic recommendations, ie, altering the
dose or choosing an alternate medication for a specific
indication based on the patient’s genotype. For example,
the CYP2D6 gene has numerous alleles with a wide range
of function, which can lead to phenotypes ranging from
poor to ultrarapid metabolizers of opioids.2 Up to 28% of
patients in some regions of Africa were found to have the
ultrarapid metabolizer phenotype for CYP2D6,3 for which it
is recommended to reduce doses of common ED medications
such as tramadol, ondansetron, or oxycodone to prevent
serious side effects or toxicity.
Excitingly, the ability to apply pharmacogenetic
information in the ED may be just on the horizon. Many
commercial products allow patients to have their entire
genetic data sequenced and downloaded in portable formats,
and insurance carriers frequently reimburse for specific
genotype tests. This could enable any provider to review their
data and provide pharmacogenetic-guided drug selection.4
Some healthcare systems are already screening and making
available to their network providers relevant pharmacogenetic
genotypes to help guide clinical care. Once a patient’s relevant
genotype has been determined, this information can easily
be stored in electronic health records (EHR) and used for
actionable guidance in real time, similar to existing pop-up
warnings for allergic drug reactions.5,6
The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation
Consortium (CPIC) guidelines7 catalog known
pharmacogenetic recommendations into evidence-based
recommendations for specific gene–drug pairs. The use of
these guidelines can lead to increased efficacy or decreased
toxicity from a number of commonly prescribed medications.
Therefore, an important first step toward understanding the
potential benefit for the application of these guidelines in the
ED is to characterize the types and frequencies of medications
with pharmacogenetic recommendations that are ordered
in EDs in the US. This information could shed light on the
potential impact of pharmacogenetic guidance on patient
outcomes in the ED.
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey
(NHAMCS) allows researchers to calculate nationalized
estimates of US ED visit characteristics, including medications
ordered and prescribed. We conducted a cross-sectional study
using the NHAMCS to determine what proportion of US ED
visits included orders for medications with pharmacogenetic
recommendations. Secondarily, we sought to determine
patient-level characteristics associated with these visits to
determine whether there are high-yield subgroups that might
benefit from pharmacogenetic genotyping.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
Emergency departments (ED) use medications
with different efficacy and side effect profiles.
Many drugs have recommendations based on
the patient’s specific genotype.
What was the research question?
How frequently are medications with
pharmacogenetic recommendations used in
United States’ (US) EDs?
What was the major finding of the study?
Over 18% of US ED visits involve a medication
with a pharmacogenetic recommendation that
may impact efficacy or toxicity.
How does this improve population health?
Systems to support pharmacogenetic
recommendations hold promise for improving
emergency care through more targeted
therapies with better efficacy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Setting
We analyzed the NHAMCS 2010–2015 datasets.
The NHAMCS uses a multi-staged probability sample
design to collect a nationally representative sample of all
US ambulatory care visits, excluding federal and military
hospitals. We restricted our analysis to ED visits only. This
study was exempted from full board review by the Duke
Health Institutional Review Board.
Methods and Measurements
The NHAMCS survey methods have been described in
detail previously.8 Briefly, hospitals are selected for discrete
visit sampling through 112 geographic primary sampling
units, with approximately 480 hospitals being surveyed. The
NHAMCS collects demographic data, hospital characteristics,
medications ordered or prescribed for each visit, and the final
ED disposition.
Data Collection and Processing
We downloaded NHAMCS data for 2010–2015 in
November 2018. All data analysis was carried out using
SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). We extracted the
following variables from NHAMCS ED visits: age; race/
ethnicity; gender; insurance status of the patient; medications
ordered; hospital characteristics (geographic location and
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metropolitan area); disposition from the ED (admission,
discharge, transfer); and year of visit. The CPIC compiles a
list of medications with pharmacogenetic recommendations
and grades the level of evidence (with “A” indicating
the highest level of evidence). In May 2019, the lead
author reviewed CPIC’s list of medications with Level A
or B evidence and removed those that are not commonly
prescribed in EDs. We studied the remaining 21 medications
and report those that were involved in at least 0.1% of ED
visits nationally (Table S1).
Outcome Measures
Our primary outcome measure was percentage of ED
visits in which a CPIC medication was ordered.
Data Analysis:
We calculated raw percentages for demographics, hospital
characteristics, and medications. National-level estimates were
derived using the weights assigned by the National Center for
Health Statistics for each visit. Weights are included in the
dataset for each survey visit to account for selection probabilities,
nonresponse, population ratio adjustment, and weight smoothing.
Patients were sorted into subgroups for analysis. Our first
subanalysis divided patients by the number of CPIC medications
they were prescribed during their ED visit. We then compared
the distributions of age, gender, race/ethnicity, disposition,
geographical region, immediacy, and insurance status between
the overall ED population and those patients receiving a CPIC
medication, using 95% confidence intervals.
RESULTS
During 2010–2015, there were 165,155 entries
representing 805,726,000 US ED visits in the NHAMCS.
Among these, there were 148,243,000 (18.4%) ED visits in
which CPIC medications were ordered. The percentage of ED
visits involving a CPIC medication increased from 15.7% in
2010 to 21.3% in 2015 (Figure).

Figure. Rates of CPIC medications prescribed by year.
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The demographics of ED patients overall and those
with visits involving CPIC medications are summarized
in Table 1. Visits involving CPIC medications had
significantly higher proportions of female patients and
dispositions of discharge from the ED but significantly
lower proportions of patients with Medicare and Medicaid.
There were minimal differences between geographical areas
or hospital-based characteristics.
The percentage of ED visits involving a CPIC
medication, along with the level of evidence, are presented
in Table 2. The most common CPIC medication was
tramadol (6.3%), followed by ondansetron (4.0%) and
oxycodone (3.5%). Table 3 lists gene–drug pairings of
commonly ordered or prescribed medications in the ED
along with prevalence of affected genotypes and actionable
recommendations with rationale.
DISCUSSION
Emergency departments in the US administer a wide
range of medications, many of which have pharmaco-genetic
recommendations to adjust the dose or choice of medication
based on patients’ genotypes to improve treatment efficacy
and reduce toxicity and side effects. In this study we
identified a sizeable proportion of ED visits, from 15-20%,
involving the ordering or prescribing of a medication with
a CPIC pharmacogenetic recommendation based on a high
level of evidence. Over the six-year period studied, the
number of gene–drug pairs with a high level of evidence has
grown and is expected to continue to grow with continued
research in this field. Thus, pharmacogenetics is expected to
become increasingly relevant to emergency medicine as the
genotypes contributing to the clinically observed variation in
medication response phenotypes become elucidated.
The potential impact of pharmacogenetic-guided
therapy in a variety of other healthcare settings has been
described.9 A trial of CYP2D6-guided pain treatment
suggested improved pain control from opioids for patients
with chronic pain.10 Acute pain could similarly benefit from
more targeted use of medications for more effective pain
control in the ED and mitigation of opioid use disorder
development.11,12 To our knowledge, ours is the first study
focused on EDs, in which we found the top three most
frequently prescribed CPIC medications are commonly
used for treating pain and nausea. Poor pain control is still
one of the most frequently cited reasons for lack of patient
satisfaction with ED care, and a common reason for poor
post-ED discharge outcomes.13 Medication side effects
are an additional major patient complaint.12 Accordingly,
patient-centered care in EDs would benefit from systems to
support pharmacogenetically guided treatment to improve
treatment efficacy, medication tolerability, and patientoriented outcomes.
Although genotype testing is not currently readily
available in a platform that can be performed during an
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Table 1. Demographics and comparison of visits with a CPIC medication.
All ED Visits, 2010-2015

Variable

Weighted
estimate (%)
(95% CI)

Patient age in years

Weighted
patient #
(in 1000s)

Visits in which a CPIC medications
was ordered (2010-2015)
Weighted
estimate (%)
(95% CI)

805,726

Weighted
patient #
(in 1000s)
148,243

Median

33.8 (33.0, 34.6)

36.8 (36.0, 37.6)

Quartile 1

18.8 (18.0, 19.6)

24.1 (23.5, 24.6)

Quartile 3

53.9 (53.1, 54.6)

Race/ethnicity (RACER and ETHIM combined)
Non-Hispanic White

59.2 (57.1, 61.3)

476,805

61.3 (58.9, 63.6)

90,805

Non-Hispanic Black

22.4 (20.2, 24.5)

180,130

21.6 (19.3, 23.9)

31,970

Hispanic

15.5 (13.9, 17.1)

124,909

14.5 (12.8, 16.3)

21,534

3.0 (2.5, 3.4)

23,882

2.7 (2.2, 3.1)

3,933

55.3 (54.8, 55.7)

445,253

57.5 (56.7, 58.4)

85,288

Private insurance

28.6 (27.5, 29.6)

230,145

31.9 (30.3, 33.4)

47,256

Medicare

18.2 (17.5, 18.9)

146,598

16.4 (15.4, 17.4)

24,308

Medicaid or CHIP

28.3 (27.0, 29.5)

227,873

24.1 (22.6, 25.5)

35,681

Self-pay

13.1 (12.3, 13.8)

105,473

15.7 (14.7, 16.7)

23,285

Unknown

6.1 (5.0, 7.1)

48,878

5.6 (4.5, 6.7)

8,300

Worker’s compensation

0.9 (0.8, 0.9)

6,857

1.0 (0.9, 1.2)

1,518

All sources of payment are blank

1.3 (0.9, 1.7)

10,470

1.3 (0.8, 1.7)

1,865

No charge/Charity

0.9 (0.6, 1.2)

7,113

1.2 (0.7, 1.6)

1,760

Other

2.8 (2.4, 3.2)

22,320

2.9 (2.4, 3.4)

4,270

Non-Hispanic Other
Patient Sex
Female
Expected primary source of payment (based on hierarchy)

Immediacy with which patient should be seen
Immediate

0.8 (0.6, 0.9)

6,369

0.7 (0.5, 0.8)

1,030

Emergent

8.3 (7.6, 8.9)

66,615

7.0 (6.3, 7.7)

10,385

Urgent

35.9 (34.2, 37.6)

289,416

39.1 (36.9, 41.3)

57,927

Semi-urgent

28.8 (27.4, 30.2)

231,851

28.1 (26.4, 29.8)

41,696

Nonurgent

5.7 (5.1, 6.4)

46,234

4.5 (3.7, 5.3)

6,666

Visit occurred in ED that does not conduct nursing triage

2.5 (1.7, 3.3)

20,131

2.2 (1.4, 2.9)

3,194

89.6 (88.9, 90.4)

722,120

91.6 (90.5, 92.7)

135,827

10.4 (9.6, 11.1)

83,607

8.4 (7.3, 9.5)

12,416

MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

83.5 (77.9, 89.2)

563,706

82.5 (76.2, 88.8)

103,963

Non-MSA

16.5 (10.8, 22.1)

111,151

17.5 (11.2, 23.8)

22,033

Northeast

17.5 (14.7, 20.3)

140,858

16.1 (12.6, 19.7)

23,887

Midwest

23.2 (19.7, 26.7)

187,086

22.7 (18.7, 26.6)

33,617

South

38.5 (34.4, 42.6)

310,329

40.3 (35.3, 45.4)

59,792

Discharged from the ED
Yes
Admit to this hospital
Yes
Metropolitan statistical area status

Geographic region

West
20.8 (17.7, 23.9)
167,453
20.9 (16.8, 24.9)
30,946
ED, emergency department; CPIC, Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium; CI, confidence interval; MSA, Metropolitan
Statistical Area; CHIP, Children’s Health Insurance Program.
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Table 2. Rates of visits by common emergency department CPIC medications.
Overall

Medication (Gene)

2019 CPIC
evidence level*

2020 CPIC
evidence level*

Any CPIC Medications (Gene)

Weighted
patient #
(in 1000s)

Estimate
(95% CI)

148,243

18.4% (17.6%,
19.2%)

Tramadol (CYPD2D6)

A

A

50,575

6.3% (5.9%, 6.6%)

Ondansetron (CYP2D6)

A

A

32,223

4.0% (3.6%, 4.4%)

Oxycodone (CYP2D6)

A

C

27,847

3.5% (3.0%, 3.9%)

Lidocaine (G6PD)

B

B/C

24,336

3.0% (2.8%, 3.2%)

Codeine (CYP2D6)

A

A

8,381

1.0% (0.9%, 1.1%)

Omeprazole (CYP2C19)

B

A

4,526

0.6% (0.5%, 0.6%)

Pantoprazole (CYP2C19)

B

A

4,241

0.5% (0.4%, 0.6%)

Ciprofloxacin(G6PD)

B

B

4,147

0.5% (0.4%, 0.6%)

Sulfamethoxazole/Trimethoprim (G6PD,
NAT2)

B

B

2,650

0.3% (0.3%, 0.4%)

Erythromycin (G6PD)

B

(removed)

2,576

0.3% (0.3%, 0.4%)

Levofloxacin (G6PD)

B

(removed)

2,563

0.3% (0.3%, 0.4%)

Phenytoin (CYP2C9, HLA-B, SCN1A)

A

A, A, B

2,195

0.3% (0.2%, 0.3%)

Divalproex Sodium (POLG)

B

A/B

1,850

0.2% (0.2%, 0.3%)

Carbamazepine (HLA-A, HLA-B, SCN1A)

A

A, B

1,759

0.2% (0.2%, 0.3%)

Valproic Acid (POLG, ABL2, ASL, ASS1,
CPS1, NAGS, OTC)

B

A/B, B

1,734

0.2% (0.2%, 0.3%)

Warfarin (CYP4F2, CYP2C9, VKORC1)

A

A

867

0.1% (0.1%, 0.1%)

Nitrofurantoin (G6PD)

B

B

809

0.1% (0.1%, 0.1%)

Clopidogrel (CYP2C19)

A

A

588

0.1% (0.0%, 0.1%)

Succinylcholine (RYR1, CACNA1S, BCHE)

A

A, B/C

584

0.1% (0.1%, 0.1%)

Moxifloxacin (G6PD)

B

B

449

0.1% (0.0%, 0.1%)

Dextromethorphan (CYP2D6)
B
B/C
226
0.0% (0.0%, 0.0%)
*CPIC assigns CPIC levels to gene/drug pairs. The levels (A, B, C, and D) represent the strength of level of evidence. Only those that
have had sufficient in-depth review of evidence to provide definitive CPIC level assignments are published. Note that only CPIC level
A and B gene/drug pairs have sufficient evidence for at least one prescribing action to be recommended. (https://cpicpgx.org/genesdrugs/) Accessed 5/6/19 and 12/11/20. Listed drugs may have more than one drug-gene pairing, only pairings with CPIC level A and/or
B evidence are listed.
CPIC, Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium.

ED visit, completion of genetic or genomic testing by an
outpatient provider prior to a patient’s ED visit could make
it available for informing more acute medical care. For
example, direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies
offer 12 pharmacogenetic tests to their United Kingdom
customers.14,15 There are also targeted laboratory blood
test panels that can identify common genotypes associated
with pharmacogenetic recommendations.16 Existing EHR
technologies could enable uploading of this genotype data
to the patient’s medical record, allowing access to this data
and embedded decision-support tools to inform emergency
care providers of the pharmacogenetic recommendations
associated with the patient’s genotype. Given the rapid
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

expansion of EHR systems including health information
exchanges, it may soon be feasible for emergency physicians
to access previously conducted genetic testing results in an
actionable way.
LIMITATIONS
In the current study, we did not know the specific
genotypes of the patients being studied and were not able
to determine whether optimal therapies were given nor
what the patient-level effects were. Furthermore, since
we retrospectively analyzed this data, we were unable to
determine whether other factors influenced drug selection,
such as prior medication use or drug-drug interactions.
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Table 3. Actionable pharmacogenetic guidance examples.
Medication

Gene pairing

Genotype prevalence*
Poor metabolizers
6-10% in European
Caucasians;
Approximately 30% of
Asians intermediate
metabolizers.
Ultrarapid metabolizer
up to 28% of North
Africans, Ethiopians,
and Arabs.1

Rationale

Action

Tramadol, Ondansetron,
Oxycodone,
Dextromethorphan

CYP2D6

Lidocaine,
Fluoroquinolones**,
Sulfamethoxazole/
Trimethoprim,
Erythromycin**,
Nitrofurantoin

CYB5R1,
CYB5R2,
CYB5R3 and
CYB5R4- G6PD

Omeprazole/ Pantoprazole

CYP2C19

Phenytoin

CYP2C9, HLA-B, HLA-B*15:02 is most
SCN1A
prevalent in Oceania
and Asian populations,
ranging from 1-10%.
CYP2C9 poor
intermediate
metabolizers range
from 25-75%
prevalence.11

HLA-B*15:02 carrier
associated Stevens Johnson
Syndrome (SJS). Patients
can be classified as ultrarapid, intermediate, or poor
metabolizers depending on
specific CYP2C9 genotype.

Do not use in
HLA-B*15:02.
Intermediate, poor
metabolizers: reduce
initial dose

Divalproex Sodium,
Valproic Acid

POLG

Specific genotypes predict risk
of Valproate Sodium hepatic
toxicity.12

Avoid carbamazepine in
these genotypes.13

Carbamazepine

HLA-A, B,
SCN1A

See above

HLA-B*15:02 carrier associated
SJS. HLA-A*31:01allele
is associated with a wider
range of carbamazepine
hypersensitivity reactions,
including MPE, DRESS, and
SJS/TEN.

Avoid carbamazepine in
these genotypes.13

Warfarin

CYP2C9 ;
CYP4F2;
VKORC1

Allele Frequency
18 alleles have been associated Algorithm-based dosing.
ranges from 3.4-23.1.14 with decreased enzyme activity.
The nonsynonymous variant
CYP4F2*3 (c.1297G>A;
p.Val433Met; rs2108622) was
first shown to affect enzyme
activity. A common variant
upstream of VKORC1(c.1639G>A,rs9923231) is
significantly associated with
warfarin sensitivity

3% Caucasians and 15
to 20% of Asians have
reduced or absent
CYP2C19 enzyme
activity.10

Patients can be classified as
ultra-rapid, intermediate, or
poor metabolizers depending
on specific genotype. This
applies to all CYP2D6 genedrug pairs.

Dose may need to
be decreased (for
ultrarapid) or increased
(for intermediate).
Alternative (nonCYP2D6-interacting)
drug recommended for
poor metabolizers.

Patients with G6PD
deficiency and carriers more
susceptible to drug-induced
methemoglobinemia

Use with caution.

Patients can be classified as
Ultrarapid: Increased
ultra-rapid, intermediate, or
dose may be needed.
poor metabolizers depending
on specific CYP2C19 genotype.

*Subpopulations cited in this column refer to people living in particular geographic areas or ancestries as reported by the cited
references, not race/ethnicities. Race/ethnicity may not serve as proxies for genetic ancestry.
**CPIC guidelines for Erythromycin and Levofloxacin have subsequently been removed in 2020 based on new evidence.
G6PD, Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase; MPE, maculopapular exanthema; DRESS, Drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic
symptoms; SJS, Stevens Johnson Syndrome; TEN, Toxic epidermal necrolysis.
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Table 3. Continued.
Medication
Clopidogrel

Gene pairing
CYP2C19

Genotype prevalence*
See above

Rationale

Action

CYP2C19*2 heterozygotes and Intermediate, poor
homozygotes have reduced
metabolizers: Alternative
active clopidogrel metabolites
antiplatelet therapy
and higher on-treatment platelet
aggregation compared with *1
homozygotes.15

Succinylcholine

RYR1;
Certain subtypes associated
Use alternative agent.
CACNA1S,
with malignant hyperthermia
BCHE
*Subpopulations cited in this column refer to people living in particular geographic areas or ancestries as reported by the cited
references, not race/ethnicities. Race/ethnicity may not serve as proxies for genetic ancestry.

Therefore, the degree of direct clinical benefit from
pharmacogenetically guided therapy remains unknown,
particularly in an acute setting. However, recent systematic
reviews on the wide variability of patient response and
large, side-effect profiles of common ED medications
suggest that a large number of patients have relevant
pharmacogenetics that remain to be elucidated and used
for clinical benefit.12 Our conclusions are based on data
from 2010–2015, and there have been efforts to decrease
opioid medication prescriptions since that time. Therefore,
estimates of ED visits including these medications may
have changed.
CONCLUSION
A significant proportion of ED patients are prescribed
medications for which there are pharmacogenetic
recommendations. Systems to identify such patients and to
support clinicians toward more targeted therapies with better
efficacy and side-effect profiles hold promise for improving
emergency care. Future work should identify the prevalence
of specific genotypes and corresponding phenotypes relevant
to pharmacogenetic guidance in US EDs, develop feasible
systems for testing, storing and accessing patient genetic
phenotypes, and determine the degree of clinical benefit that
might be derived from pharmacogenetically guided therapy
in the ED.
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Introduction: Leadership positions occupied by women within academic emergency medicine
have remained stagnant despite increasing numbers of women with faculty appointments. We
distributed a multi-institutional survey to women faculty and residents to evaluate categorical
characteristics contributing to success and differences between the two groups.
Methods: An institutional review board-approved electronic survey was distributed to women
faculty and residents at eight institutions and were completed anonymously. We created survey
questions to assess multiple categories: determination; resiliency; career support and obstacles;
career aspiration; and gender discrimination. Most questions used a Likert five-point scale.
Responses for each question and category were averaged and deemed significant if the average
was greater than or equal to 4 in the affirmative, or less than or equal to 2 in the negative. We
calculated proportions for binary questions.
Results: The overall response rate was 55.23% (95/172). The faculty response rate was 54.1%
(59/109) and residents’ response rate was 57.1% (36/63). Significant levels of resiliency were
reported, with a mean score of 4.02. Childbearing and rearing were not significant barriers
overall but were more commonly reported as barriers for faculty over residents (P <0.001).
Obstacles reported included a lack of confidence during work-related negotiations and
insufficient research experience. Notably, 68.4% (65/95) of respondents experienced gender
discrimination and 9.5% (9/95) reported at least one encounter of sexual assault by a colleague
or supervisor during their career.
Conclusion: Targeted interventions to promote female leadership in academic emergency
medicine include coaching on negotiation skills, improved resources and mentorship to support
research, and enforcement of safe work environments. Female emergency physician resiliency is
high and not a barrier to career advancement. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1355–1359.]
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INTRODUCTION
Gender disparities exist in academic emergency
medicine (EM). Differences in compensation, slower
career advancement, fewer tenured faculty positions, and
discrimination are some of the challenges faced by women.
These disparities have persisted for decades, despite
increasing numbers of women entering the field and obtaining
university appointments.1,2 Levels of career attrition are also
higher when compared to men, which may also reflect a lack
of career mentors, differences of support within and outside
the workplace, gender bias, and discrimination.3-6 Heightened
awareness of these disparities by individuals and institutions
may facilitate solutions and ultimately improve patient care.7,8
As gender disparities are multifaceted, solutions from
several vantages may be required to make an impact.
Noteworthy interventions to reduce gender disparities
in academic EM have been promoted in recent years.
Professional society organizations are increasing awareness
of gender disparities and developing leadership and career
advancement resources for women. Additionally, numerous
universities established resiliency centers, career mentoring
programs, and policies to promote diversity, equity, and
inclusion.9,10 Further defining the intrinsic factors contributing
to gender disparities in medicine is also being explored by
several specialties. Some of these factors include women
physician wellness, resiliency, and risks of burnout.11-13
However, despite these efforts, significant gender disparity
in academic EM persists. There also remains a gap in our
understanding of the specific drivers of gender disparity in
academic EM.
The objective of this multi-institutional survey study was
to evaluate the degree of intrinsic motivators and extrinsic
factors that impact the career trajectories of women in
academic EM at the trainee and faculty level. By quantifying
these factors, the experiences of women in academic EM can
be better understood and may help identify areas needing
continued improvement to better promote gender equality.
METHODS
Study Design and Population
This was a cross-sectional survey study of femaleidentifying faculty and residents in EM at eight academic
medical centers in geographically distant regions of the United
States. We performed sampling across the nation at multiple
institutions to enhance generalizability and increase study
power. Female- identifying participants were identified either
by listserv or site investigator. A solicitation email described
risks of study participation, and completion of the survey
implied voluntary, informed consent. Anonymous responses
were collected between November 2019–January 2020 using
Google Forms (Alphabet Inc., Mountain View, CA) with
reminders to non-respondents every two weeks until week
six. The Institutional Review Board of the University of Utah
approved the study.
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Survey Instrument and Methods
No previous investigation has examined all the domains
we wished to explore; therefore, there was no validated
instrument to use in this study. Accordingly, we developed
an electronic survey tool based on expert opinion, literature
review, and the lived experiences of women on our study
team.14,15 Study investigators used iterative editing of the
instrument to optimize internal structure evidence and content.
Three investigators extensively tested the tool for item
generation, optimal phrasing, matching of item content to the
construct, survey functionality, and quality control. The survey
was then piloted with medical students, residents, and faculty
members at the University of Utah and was cross-checked for
consistency to provide evidence of response-process validity.
Final refinements of the instrument occurred in consultation
with a PhD-level expert in survey-based research.
Participants were asked several demographic questions
including race, ethnicity, geographic location of training
program or current practice, and academic rank. We
determined the primary outcomes of intrinsic motivators
and extrinsic factors contributing to career advancement in
two ways. First, participants were asked their agreement (1=
strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) with numerous statements
that were categorized into five domains: self-determination;
resiliency; career support and obstacles; career aspiration; and
gender discrimination. Additional items that assessed gender
discrimination, sexual assault, and/or battery in the workplace
were asked as dichotomous yes/no questions. (Appendix 1,
Survey Instrument.)
Data Analysis
We analyzed data using Excel 2019 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA) and Origin 2018 (9.5 SR1)
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA). Responses were
analyzed by categorical dataset and as individual items. Means
were calculated for each individual item and converted into
a binary format with values of 1-3 signifying disagreement
and responses with values of 4-5 signifying agreement. We
reassigned demographic questions and other questions that
required proportions into binary format for data analysis.
Faculty responses were then compared to trainee responses
using two-sided t-tests not assuming equal variance. We
compared binary responses from faculty and residents using
z-score calculations. Significance was determined with an
alpha equal to or less than 0.05.
RESULTS
Total response rate was 55.23% (95/172) with 59 faculty
and 36 resident participants. The majority of respondents were
non-Latinx Caucasians who trained in the northeast. Most
faculty respondents held an assistant professor appointment.
See Table 1 for a summary of respondent demographics.
Figure A summarizes those items in which participants
had significant agreement or disagreement. Most of these
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3 for faculty and 3.67 for residents (P<0.01), had fewer career
mentors with a faculty average of 3.14, residents 3.75 (P =
0.03), and were more comfortable negotiating with superiors for
salary and paid time off, faculty response 2.54, residents 2.02
(P = 0.03). Additionally, faculty respondents more commonly
identified childbearing/child rearing as a reason for a stunted
career, with a faculty response of 2.78 and resident response
of 1.69 (P <0.001), and more commonly sacrificed career
advancement for family or personal reasons, with a faculty
response of 3.0, resident response of 2.14 (P = 0.001). Of note,
38.8% of participants did not hold any leadership positions.

Table. A summary of the demographic information from women
faculty and residents in emergency medicine.
n

(%)

White/Caucasian

75

78.9

Latinx

3

3.2

Asian

11

11.6

African American

3

3.2

Native Alaskan/Native
American

1

1.1

Other/ Unspecified

2

2.1

Assistant Professor

47

79.7

Associate Professor

6

10.2

Full Professor

3

5.1

None

3

5.1

Committee Leader

6

10.2

Medical Director

3

5.1

Program Director

4

6.8

Division Chief

2

3.4

Department Chair

0

0

None

44

74.6

Midwest

18

18.9

Northeast

34

35.8

Southeast

18

18.9

Race (n=95)

Faculty academic rank (n=59)

Highest leadership position held
by faculty (n=59)

Location of training (n=95)

Southwest

5

5.3

West

18

18.9

2

2.1

Outside of the United States

items were categorized in either the self-determination or
resiliency domains, and these reflected participants’ strong
commitment to their careers and achievement of their goals.
Most participants agreed that they had enough family support
to advance their careers, while only half of participants were
aware of career mentoring programs at their institutions.
Importantly, 68.4% of respondents experienced gender
discrimination and 9.5% experienced sexual assault and/
or battery by colleagues or supervisors (Figure B). Notably,
58.0% of participants had never been the primary investigator
(PI) of a project, 75% of participants had never written a grant,
and only 18% of participants reported feeling comfortable
with work-related negotiations.
There were significant differences between faculty and
resident respondents. Faculty members were less likely to
change jobs to advance their careers, with response average of
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

DISCUSSION
This study provides additional insights about the causes
of career disparities experienced by women in academic EM,
specifically identifying the need for improved training in
employment negotiation and research productivity. Our findings
are consistent with previously published reports1,7 of factors
most strongly tied to disproportionate professional attrition and
lack of equal representation. Our respondents did not identify
lack of career support as a barrier to advancement, unlike other
published studies. While many explanations may explain this
finding, a reasonable explanation includes increased support
from family or others to improve quality of life outside of work.
Finally, we confirmed the previously reported need for gender
equitable policies at the institutional level.1,4
Importantly, our study participants reported high levels
of resiliency. Similarly, we did not identify resiliency as a
meaningful barrier to career advancement. Becoming an
emergency physician takes resiliency, and choosing to remain
on the frontlines of medicine shows ample dedication and
perseverance. However, since physician burnout remains
prevalent, many institutions continue concluding that wellness
initiatives are the major solution. In addition to current reports,
our findings support that while resiliency centers and physician
wellness programs are meaningful, they are not the only
solution. Improving system issues requires equal attention
and effort. Thus, interventions to improve career advancement
should assume a resilient workforce and instead focus on causes
external to the individual. Strategies to improve the work milieu
include decreasing administrative burdens, increasing physician
autonomy, ensuring safe work environments, and providing
resources for extra-clinical duties.
Advancement to leadership positions may be largely
influenced by research productivity throughout an academic
career.4 Our findings confirm the importance of successful
scholarship and identifies the need to better support women
in EM to conduct research, as many respondents reported
inexperience as a PI and with grant writing. Interventions that
prioritize research mentorship and training for women faculty
are warranted.
A disturbing, unexpected study finding was the reported
incidence of gender discrimination and sexual assault in
our cohort of women emergency physicians. A majority of
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Figure. Combined findings of residents and faculty members 1A: Categorical groupings of residents and faculty members in determination
and resiliency results; 1B: Those who experienced gender discrimination and sexual assault.

participants experienced gender discrimination from their
colleagues and/or supervisors at some point in their careers,
with 1 in 10 respondents also suffering sexual assault and/
or battery. These rates exceed those in a 2018 seminal report
by the National Academies estimating that 50% of women
physicians experienced sexual harassment at work, an
incidence second only to women in the military.16 Further
exploration with large cohorts is required to determine
whether our findings highlight a longstanding, unspoken
reality specific to the specialty of EM.
Differences in perceived barriers to career advancement
between faculty and resident physicians were notable, and
our findings suggest that certain barriers may have improved
over time. For example, faculty members were less likely to
have a female mentor as compared to residents. This may be a
simple function of the availability of female mentors at different
career stages, with a lack of senior faculty members available
to mentor junior faculty. In addition, faculty more frequently
reported that childbearing/parenting negatively impacted their
career than residents. The same held true regarding the sacrifice
of family or personal life for career. Finally, residents were
more optimistic about their ability to achieve a successful worklife integration in the face of new leadership opportunities.
Looking forward, based on our study findings we propose
the following areas of focus for departments and institutions
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

to improve gender equity in academic EM: 1) establish
gender equitable policies on an institutional level; 2) decrease
administrative burdens; 3) increase physician autonomy; 4)
ensure safe work environments; 5) provide resources for extraclinical duties (ie, research). These also represent areas ripe
for future research.
LIMITATIONS
Despite a multi-institutional study design, the limited
number of women physicians available to participate in the
study impacts the generalizability of our findings and may
introduce bias. We addressed this issue somewhat by sampling
respondents from all regions of the country. However, despite
our efforts to poll a diverse group of women physicians in EM,
the majority of respondents identified as Caucasian. Future
studies are needed to elucidate how race and gender impact
career advancement.
Future studies may also choose to explore how academic
rank impacts responses, since the majority of our respondents
were of the assistant professor rank. Participants who completed
the survey likely also had an interest in the topic, which may
have furthered sampling bias and impacted results. Although the
rates of gender discrimination and sexual assault were higher
than anticipated, another limitation to this study may include
reporting bias as many are uncomfortable disclosing these
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encounters in a survey. Additionally, there was no validated
survey tool available to use for our survey. Hence, as with any
new survey instrument there is also a lack of established validity
and reliability of our tool for our study cohort. Finally, this
study was limited by the inclusion of only female participants,
which did not allow for a male comparison group.

empirical evidence. Lancet. 2016;388(10062):2948-58.
4. Choo EK, Kass D, Westergaard M, et al. The development of best
practice recommendations to support the hiring, recruitment, and
advancement of women physicians in emergency medicine. Acad
Emerg Med. 2016;23(11):1203-9.
5. Butkus R, Serchen J, Moyer DV, et al. Achieving gender equity
in physician compensation and career advancement: a position

CONCLUSION
Our study found that previously identified barriers to
career advancement by women in academic EM, such as poor
resiliency or the demands of parenting, may not be as significant
as in the past. Instead, obstacles related to employment
negotiations and research experience are more contemporary
issues requiring gender specific interventions. Our study also
revealed unexpectedly high incidences of gender discrimination
and sexual assault that are unacceptable and mandate an
immediate, large, cohort-replication study.
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Introduction: Social emergency medicine (EM) is an emerging field that examines the intersection of
emergency care and social factors that influence health outcomes. We conducted a scoping review to explore
the breadth and content of existing research pertaining to social EM to identify potential areas where future
social EM research efforts should be directed.
Methods: We conducted a comprehensive PubMed search using Medical Subject Heading terms and
phrases pertaining to social EM topic areas (e.g., “homelessness,” “housing instability”) based on previously
published expert consensus. For searches that yielded fewer than 100 total publications, we used the
PubMed “similar publications” tool to expand the search and ensure no relevant publications were missed.
Studies were independently abstracted by two investigators and classified as relevant if they were conducted
in US or Canadian emergency departments (ED). We classified relevant publications by study design type
(observational or interventional research, systematic review, or commentary), publication site, and year.
Discrepancies in relevant publications or classification were reviewed by a third investigator.
Results: Our search strategy yielded 1,571 publications, of which 590 (38%) were relevant to social EM;
among relevant publications, 58 (10%) were interventional studies, 410 (69%) were observational studies,
26 (4%) were systematic reviews, and 96 (16%) were commentaries. The majority (68%) of studies were
published between 2010–2020. Firearm research and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer
(LGBTQ) health research in particular grew rapidly over the last five years. The human trafficking topic area
had the highest percentage (21%) of interventional studies. A significant portion of publications -- as high as
42% in the firearm violence topic area – included observational data or interventions related to children or the
pediatric ED. Areas with more search results often included many publications describing disparities known
to predispose ED patients to adverse outcomes (e.g., socioeconomic or racial disparities), or the influence of
social determinants on ED utilization.
Conclusion: Social emergency medicine research has been growing over the past 10 years,
although areas such as firearm violence and LGBTQ health have had more research activity than other topics.
The field would benefit from a consensus-driven research agenda. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1360–1368.]
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INTRODUCTION
Background and Importance
In 1848 Rudolph Virchow declared social problems to be
“largely within the jurisdiction” of physicians.1,2 Emergency
physicians serve as safety net providers and are often on the
front line of epidemics, natural disasters, and civil unrest.3
The emergency department (ED) is a unique place to identify
and intervene in social issues, as patients often present with
complaints directly influenced by social determinants of
health (SDOH),4 and EDs serve patients who have limited
access to care.5 As a result, the field of social emergency
medicine (EM) has developed to examine and influence
social factors in the context of acute healthcare needs. The
scope of social EM is immense, including domains from
housing insecurity to substance use, to gun and intimate
partner violence, and many others. Many domains within
social EM are known to influence emergency care utilization
and health outcomes.
Goals of This Investigation
While prior systematic reviews have examined the
existing literature with a specific focus on material needs,
there is a need to characterize the literature examining the
broader field of social factors, including non-material factors
– such as language, exposure to violence, and immigration
status – known to influence emergency care and outcomes.6
The primary aims of this scoping review were to understand
and map the breadth of current literature for various social EM
topics and categorize the type of research that exists for each
topic, in order to identify potential areas where future social
EM research efforts should be directed.
METHODS
This review was informed by the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Review and Meta-analysis (PRISMA)
guidelines for scoping reviews. We identified 11 content
areas based on a previously published systematic review
of patients’ social and economic needs, including housing
needs, employment needs, education and literacy, financial
insecurity, personal safety (including intimate partner
violence, human trafficking, firearms, child abuse, and elder
abuse), and food insecurity.7 Additional topic areas were
added based on author consensus, including lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) health, language,
immigration, incarceration, and transportation needs. Two
final search terms (“social determinants of health” and
“social emergency medicine training”), were added in
consultation with a research librarian to ensure inclusion
of publications that address more than one topic, as well as
educational research.
We conducted a comprehensive literature search using
a combination of Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms
and phrases pertaining to topic areas (eg, “homelessness,”
“housing instability”). We restricted studies to those
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

conducted in the US or Canada. Given the focus on
social EM, we included the MeSH terms (((“Emergency
Service, Hospital”[Majr]) OR (emergency (room[Title] OR
department[Title] OR medicine[Title] OR care[Title] OR
visit[Title])))). A full list of search terms can be found in
Appendix A.
We used the PubMed database for our searches, with
the exception of the “Social Emergency Medicine Training”
search, which also used the MedEd Portal database. For
searches that yielded fewer than 100 total publications, we
used the PubMed “similar publications” tool to expand the
search and ensure no relevant publications were missed.
Criteria for inclusion were as follows: (1) published in
English; (2) conducted in the US or Canada through July 31,
2020; and (3) deemed relevant to social EM. Studies were
considered relevant to social EM if they focused on social
factors in the context of acute healthcare needs; therefore,
we included the following criteria: 1) the study population
consisted of ED patients or emergency clinicians; 2) the study
or intervention occurred in the ED; or (3) ED utilization or
outcomes were defined as a primary outcome.
Once a publication was deemed to meet inclusion criteria
we extracted additional information such as title, PubMed
ID, year of publication, and study design type (original
observational or interventional research, systematic review,
or commentary) into a standardized data collection form.
We further catalogued observational and interventional
publications by setting (single center, multicenter regional,
and multicenter national). For each publication, study
objectives (eg, defining prevalence, evaluating an educational
intervention) were also recorded. For search results in each
topic area, two co-investigators independently assessed
each study for inclusion and relevance to social EM, Any
discrepancies in relevance or categorization were reviewed
and reconciled by a third reviewer. We also classified
publications classified as relating to pediatric populations if
they included children or adolescents (≤ 21 years) or if they
were conducted in pediatric EDs.
RESULTS
Our search strategy identified 1571 publications, of which
590 publications in 18 categories were classified as relevant
to social EM. Depiction of search strategy and classification
process are in Figure 1. The study designs of included
publications were as follows: 58 (10%) interventional
publications; 410 (69%) observational publications; 26 (4%)
systematic reviews; and 96 (16%) commentaries. Publication
years ranged from 1968 to 2020, with 402 (68%) eligible
articles published since 2010. Results are summarized in
Figure 2. Study objectives within each topic are summarized
in the Table.
Figures 3A through 3D show study type by year for select
topics with the largest number of studies (firearms, intimate
partner violence, child abuse, and housing/homelessness).
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Figure 1. Publication selection and exclusion for all topic areas.

Figure 2. Summary of results across all categories by article type and number of publications by year.
Top: 1. Observational: 74%, Interventional: 11%, Systematic Review: 2%, Commentary: 13% 2. Observational: 63%, Interventional: 10%,
Systematic Review: 10%, Commentary: 24% 3. Observational: 52%, Interventional: 0%, Systematic Review: 10%, Commentary: 39%
4. Observational: 65%, Interventional: 13%, Systematic Review: 9%, Commentary: 13% 5. Observational: 42%, Interventional: 15%,
Systematic Review: 5%, Commentary: 37% 6. Observational: 64%, Interventional: 5%, Systematic Review: 0%, Commentary: 32% 7.
Observational: 83%, Interventional: 4%, Systematic Review: 0%, Commentary: 13% 8. Observational: 73%, Interventional: 18%, Systematic
Review: 0%, Commentary: 9% 9. Observational: 81%, Interventional: 9%, Systematic Review: 3%, Commentary: 6% 10. Observational:
75%, Interventional: 11%, Systematic Review: 8%, Commentary: 6% 11. Observational: 84%, Interventional: 7%, Systematic Review:
1%, Commentary: 8%12. Observational: 87%, Interventional: 6%, Systematic Review: 3%, Commentary: 6% 13. Observational: 100%,
Interventional: 0%, Systematic Review: 0%, Commentary: 0% 14. Observational: 100%, Interventional: 0%, Systematic Review: 0%,
Commentary, 0%, 15. Observational: 100%, Interventional, 0%, Systematic Review, 0%, Commentary, 0% 16. Observational: 50%,
Interventional: 0%, Systematic Review: 50%, Commentary: 0% 17. Observational: 63%, Interventional: 0%, Systematic Review: 13%,
Commentary: 25% 18. Observational: 0%, Interventional: 33%, Systematic Review: 0%, Commentary: 67%
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Table. Number of included publications and their most frequent study objectives in the social emergency medicine literature.
Topic area (590)
Study objectives
Firearms (62)

Prevalence
Patient characteristics
Risk factors for violence
Severity
Screening
Psychiatric (Lethal means counseling)
Patient and provider perspectives towards discussing firearm safety

Child abuse (114)

Prevalence
Patient characteristics
Injury patterns
Sexual assault
Screening
Provider knowledge/training
Educational interventions

Elder abuse (31)

Prevalence
Patient characteristics
Screening
ED utilization
Injury patterns
Provider knowledge

Intimate partner violence (120)

Prevalence
Screening
Patient characteristics
Risk factors
Psychiatric (substance use/mental health)
Patient and provider perspectives on IPV screening
Educational interventions

Human trafficking (19)

Patient characteristics
Screening
Educational interventions

Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer health (22)

Prevalence of IPV
Care of transgender patients
Patient and provider attitudes towards sexual orientation and gender
identity data collection
Competency training
Educational intervention

Immigration (24)

ED utilization
Preventative care intervention

Incarceration (11)

ED utilization (post-release)
Models of Care (interventional)

Language (32)

Aspects of ED care (triage, HPI, management of care, interpreter
utilization, ED resource utilization, length of stay, discharge, followup care)
Effectiveness of bilingual triage/medical history (interventional)

Literacy (34)

Screening (literacy and health literacy)
Understanding discharge instructions
ED utilization
Communication tools
Educational interventions (parents of pediatric patients)

Housing/ homelessness (73)

ED utilization
Patient characteristics
Psychiatric (substance use and mental health)
Patient and provider perspectives
Case management interventions
ED, emergency department, IPV, intimate partner violence; HPI, history of present illness.
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Table. Continued.
Topic area (590)

Study objectives

Food insecurity (29)

Prevalence
ED utilization
Screening
Cost of care
Health effects of food insecurity
Diabetes
SNAP and chronic illness
Food access intervention

Transportation (2)

ED access
Psychiatric patients

Financial insecurity (2)

Financial burden of specific chief complaints

Education (2)

ED utilization
Pain management

Employment (3)

ED utilization

Social determinants of health (8)

ED utilization

SEM training (3)
Educational Intervention
ED, emergency department; SNAP, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program; SEM, social emergency medicine.

Firearms
We identified 62 relevant publications 8-69:
46 observational studies; seven interventional
studies18,38,55,60,64,66,67; one systematic review15; and eight
commentaries (Figure 3A).22,23,33,46,56,62,65,69 Two-thirds of
these publications were published between 2015–2020. Of
the observational studies, nine (20%) publications focused
on psychiatric issues; specifically, they focused on lethal
means counseling and access to firearms among patients
presenting with suicidal ideation.10,11,25,26,37,38,45,50,63 Twentyfour publications attempted to characterize firearm violence,
studying the prevalence of firearm access (2%)51 and injuries
(15%),24,27,41,44,48,57,68 behavioral risk factors for firearm violence
(11%),9,12,13,31,42 characteristics of patients presenting for
firearm injuries (24%),14,17,21,30,36,39,40,52-54,58 and the severity
of firearm injuries (4%).34,35 Two studies (4%) looked into
developing screening tools to predict future risk of firearm
violence,22,31 and five (11%) assessed patient and provider
attitudes toward asking about firearm access and safety in
the ED.19,20,45,47,50 Forty-two percent of publications focused
on pediatric ED patients. A plurality of interventional studies
(43%) focused on lethal means counseling.38,55,66
Child Abuse
We identified 114 relevant publications: 71 observational
studies70-141; 12 interventional studies142-153; three review
publications154-156; and 28 commentary publications (Figure
3B).157-184 There were several common objectives among
the observational studies. Twenty-two (31%) observational
publications focused on determining incidence/prevalence
of child abuse in different settings (single EDs, specific
geographic areas, nationwide), and characterizing cases of
child abuse.70,76,82,83,88,93,95,97,98,102,113,116,119,120,124,125,127,129,131,132,136,138
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Child abuse cases were often categorized by demographic
characteristics, such as age, gender, race, and insurance
status, as well as injury patterns. Nineteen (26%)
studies focused specifically on injury patterns of abused
children, and the likelihood of child abuse among
patients presenting with fractures, head trauma, and oral
injuries.71,75,81,82,86,91,95,97,99,101,107,109-111,113,115,117,119,127 About 22
(31%) studies focused specifically on child sexual assault
cases,70,79,80,96,98,106,112,116,118,120,123,125,130,132,133,141 with six of these
studies looking at sexually transmitted infection (STI) and
pregnancy testing, STI prophylaxis, and the use of sexual
assault nurse examiners.77,78,121,122,140,150 Two of three review
publications focused on screening,154,155 with one publication
focusing on improving the ED workflow for suspected or
confirmed child abuse cases.156
Other common study objectives included examining and
amending the ED workflow for child abuse cases, developing
screening protocols, and understanding provider knowledge
and training with regard to child abuse in the ED. A plurality
(42%) of the interventional studies involved evaluations
of educational interventions for ED providers meant to
improve child abuse screening and recognition.142,144,147,149,152
Three (25%) interventional studies focused on child sexual
assault.142,144,150
Elder Abuse
We identified 31 relevant publications: 16 observational
studies185-215; three review publications187,212,214; and 12
commentary publications.185,186,192,195,197,198,200,201,205,210,211,215
Common objectives among the observational studies included
the following: developing and testing screening tools (N
= 5, 31%)194,196,202,204,206; ED utilization by abused patients
(N = 2, 13%)190,207; injury patterns among abused patients
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A.

B.

C.

D.
Figure 3A-D. Depiction of publication type and timeline of publications for A. firearm, B. child abuse, C. interpersonal violence, and D.
homelessness topic areas in the social emergency medicine literature.
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(13%)191,208,213; patient characteristics (N = 2, 13%)202,209;
provider awareness and perspectives on elder abuse (N
= 2, 13%)188,203; and prevalence of elder abuse (N = 1,
6%).189 There was a lack of interventional studies regarding
educational interventions or the use of screening tools. All
12 commentary publications from the 1990s to 2019 served
to raise awareness about elder abuse in the ED and ways to
identify and combat it.
Intimate Partner Violence
We identified 120 relevant publications: 78 observational
studies216-293; 16 interventional studies294-309; 11 review
publications310-320 ; and 15 commentary publications (Figure
3C).321-335 The most prevalent objectives among original
research studies were intimate partner violence (IPV)
screening (N = 20, 26%)218,226,229,230,237,240,242,245,246,258,259,261,264,
270,273,278,281,293,300,306
; characteristics and risk factors (N = 15,
19%)220,221,223,227,228,231,233,242,247,249,262,263,279,284,292; substance use
and mental health associations (N = 14, 18%)216,217,224,225,228,2
38,239,241,250,255,268,282,283,302
; prevalence of IPV (N = 12, 15%)219
,221,222,236,242,245,257,263,271,276,284,286
; provider perspectives on IPV
screening and protocols (N = 8, 10%)232,235,251,252,254,256,265,267; and
patient perspectives on the acceptability of IPV screening and
discussion in the ED (N=9, 12%).242,243,252,265,267,269,272,277,289 Five
studies focused specifically on IPV screening for caregivers
of pediatric patients (6%).242,248,266,298,303 There were also three
studies focused on perpetrators of IPV.234,253,290
Of the 16 interventional studies, nine (56%) were related
to screening,294,296-298,300,303,304,306,308 three (19%) were related
to addressing substance use among patients with co-existing
IPV,299,302,307 and two (13%) were educational interventions for
ED staff.303,309
Human Trafficking
We identified 19 relevant publications: four interventional
studies336-339; seven observational studies79,340-345; one
systematic review346; and seven commentary publications.347-353
All publications were published after 2012. Of the seven
observational studies, three (43%) related to screening tools
to identify patients experiencing sex trafficking.340,342,344 Two
(25%) focused on patient characteristics,79,345 one was a case
report (13%),343 and the other study focused on emergency
nurses’ perspectives (13%).341 All four interventional studies
looked at the efficacy of educational modules on ED staff in
better understanding the issue of human trafficking in the ED
and being better able to identify human trafficking victims
in the ED. The systematic review was of existing human
trafficking screening tools in the ED. Seven studies (37%)
focused specifically on child sex trafficking victims in the
ED.340,344-346,352,353
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Health
We identified 22 relevant publications: 14 observational
studies354-367; one interventional study368; and seven369-375
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

commentary publications. Of these, 21 (95%) were published
after 2014. Of the observational studies, five (36%) focused
on patient provider attitudes toward sexual orientation and
gender identity data collection in the ED,354,355,361,362,365 and
six (43%) focused on the care of transgender patients in
the ED,356,358-360,367,370 with many surveying experiences of
discrimination among transgender patients.358,360,363,367 Four
(29%) observational publications focused on LGBTQ health
competency training by emergency care providers.356,364,366,368,373
One (7%) publication broke down intimate partner violence
prevalence in the ED by the sexual orientation of patients.357
The commentary publications centered on the same themes.
The single interventional publication used pre/post data to
evaluate the efficacy of an ED competency training in LGBTQ
health.368
Immigration
We identified 24 relevant publications:376-399 20
observational studies376-395; one interventional study399;
and three commentary publications.396-398 All observational
publications investigated ED utilization in immigrant vs
non-immigrant groups, with some specifically assessing
Latino populations. Two publications (10%) studied the fear
of ED utilization among Latino populations.376,386 The single
interventional study assessed a texting-based intervention
of Latino families as a means to reduce ED utilization while
increasing well-care and vaccine adherence.399
Incarceration
We identified 11 relevant publications: eight observational
studies400-407; two interventional studies408,409; and one
commentary publication.410 Of the observational studies, five
(63%) publications centered on ED utilization after release
from prison.400,403-405,407 Both interventional publications
focused on models of care for recently released prisoners.
Of all publications, three (38%) focused on pediatric
populations.401,402,404
Language
We identified 32 relevant publications 411-442; 26
observational studies411-436; three interventional studies437-439;
one review publication; and two commentary publications.
The observational research spanned a broad range of topic
areas covering many parts of ED care, including triage
(8%),419,438 history of present illness collection (4%),416
management of care (4%),411 interpreter utilization and need
(12%),415,428,429 ED resource utilization (15%),423,424,431,433
length of stay (8%),427,430 the discharge process (15%),417,420-422
and follow-up care (8%).432,435 Of the interventional studies,
one examined the role of the patient’s preferred language in
the success of a drinking intervention.437 Another looked at
the efficacy and efficiency of a bilingual, kiosk-based selftriage system compared to a nurse.438 The third publication
investigated the effectiveness of a bilingual medical history
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questionnaire.439 The review and commentary pieces described
the language barriers patients face in the ED440 and utilization
of interpreter services.441,442 Of all publications, 12 (38%)
focused on pediatric populations.411,417,420-422,425-427,430,431,433,438
Literacy
We identified 34 relevant publications443-475: 25
observational studies443-466; four interventional studies467-470;
three review publications473-475; and two commentary
publications.471,472 Of the observational studies, 11 (41%)
examined health literacy screening and patients’ understanding
of discharge instructions,443,445,451-453,461-463,466,474,476 eight (30%)
investigated the relationship between health literacy and ED
utilization,447,448,455,457,458,460,469,473 and 10 (37%) focused on the
literacy of the parents of pediatric patients.446,448,454,457,458,467-469,473,475
One study focused on ways to improve a patient’s understanding
of the clinical encounter with improved communication tools for
physicians or teach-back strategies with patients.450 All four of
the interventional studies involved educational interventions for
parents of pediatric patients.467-470
Housing/Homelessness
We identified 73 relevant publications4,477-548: 61
observational studies4,477-536; five interventional studies537-541;
six commentary publications,542-547; and one review
publication (Figure 3D).548 Twenty-eight (46%) observational
studies focused on ED utilization, including factors
predicting ED utilization and characteristics of homeless
patients that frequently used the ED.4,478,479,487,492,499,501503,505-508,510,511,513,514,519,521,524,527-533
Another common
study objective (16%) included the effect of substance
use and mental illness on ED utilization of homeless
patients.480,484,488,493,494,500,509,526,535,539 Four (7%) observational
studies looked into ED provider perspectives,515,520,523 and two
looked into homeless patient perspectives on ED services.482,483
A few studies focused on specific sub-populations of homeless
patients, including veterans,492,519,524,528 older adults,499,501
and pediatric patients.485,486,507,534 Two (40%) interventional
studies centered on analyzing the effect of case management
interventions on ED utilization.537,541
Food Insecurity
We identified 29 relevant publications 25 observational
studies549-574; two interventional studies,575,576; and two
commentary publications.577,578 Objectives among
observational studies included the following: food
insecurity prevalence (27%)555,560-562,564,565,567; ED utilization
(19%)549,550,552,570,571; screening (8%),553,572; and cost of
care (12%).550,559,561 Four (15%) publications explored
the health consequences of food insecurity.561,565-567 Five
(19%) publications focused the intersection between
diabetic patients, food insecurity, and presentation to the
ED.552,554,559,563,568 Three publications (12%) also focused
specifically on Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

benefits running out near the end of the month,569 and the
impact on patients with diabetes568 and hypertension.556
Nine (35%) observational studies focused on pediatric
populations.549,553-555,560,562,566,573,574 One interventional study was
a randomized controlled trial of two screening methods,576
and the other was a program to improve access to food for
pediatric ED patients.575
Transportation
Two relevant publications were identified,579,580 both
of which were observational and published in 2019. One
publication compared proximity of freestanding EDs and
hospital EDs to public transit in three different metro areas.579
The second discussed ridesharing services as alternative
options to ambulances for stable psychiatric patients to reach
the emergency department.580
Financial Insecurity
We identified two relevant publications, both of which
were observational.581,582 Both publications focused on the
financial burden for patients of specific chief complaints in the
ED, including atopic dermatitis and orthopedic injuries. One
publication looked specifically at the pediatric population.582
Education
Two relevant publications were identified, both of which
were observational studies. One publication explored the
association between educational attainment and patterns of ED
use in patients with sickle cell disease,583 and the other focused on
the relationship between educational attainment and likelihood of
receiving opioids for pain management in the ED.584
Employment
We identified three relevant publications: two
observational studies585,586; and one systematic review.587
The systematic review broadly examined social and
demographic characteristics influencing ED use, and included
unemployment as one of many variables. Of the observational
studies, one correlated unemployment rates and trauma
admissions in New Orleans,586 and the other correlated ED
visits with areas experiencing “economic hazard,” which
included unemployment rate.585
Social Determinants of Health (SDOH)
We identified seven relevant publications3,6,555,588-593: five
observational studies3,588-590,593; one review publication6; and
one commentary publication.592 There were no interventional
studies. Three (60%) of the observational publications focused
on the SDOH of specific populations – dialysis patients,588
patients with sickle cell disease,589 and patients who inject
intravenous drugs593 – and the relationship with ED utilization.
Another publication focused on predicting ED visits using
SDOH measures.590 Two publications (29%) focused on
pediatric populations.555,590
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Social Emergency Medicine Training
A total of three relevant publications were identified:
one educational intervention594; and two commentary
publications.591,595 The education intervention assessed the
impact of a longitudinal curriculum for fourth-year medical
students on their EM clerkship rotation.594 The commentary
publications discussed the incorporation of SDOH into various
aspects of EM training.
DISCUSSION
We identified 590 publications in 18 categories relevant
to social EM, demonstrating a high degree of interest in
social EM topics. Despite the large and growing number of
relevant publications across categories, only 58 publications
(10%) were interventional studies. In most topic areas,
observational studies have already done a thorough job of
describing and characterizing disparities by social identity
and circumstance. For example, while a large number of
studies looked at ways to effectively screen patients for
things like interpersonal violence, health literacy, and human
trafficking, there were few publications following up on
outcomes for patients who screened positive. Even fewer
interventional studies examined patient-oriented outcomes;
most interventional studies were educational in nature, with
outcomes such as clinician awareness and effectiveness of
screening. The dearth of interventional studies examining
patient outcomes underscores a need for funding to support
testing and dissemination of potential interventions, given
that observational studies are more feasible and less
resource-intensive than interventional studies.
Topics with the most published research included
gun violence, child abuse, intimate partner violence, and
housing/homelessness; these four categories combined
constituted 63% of all relevant publications. There were
several topic areas in which the literature base has grown
rapidly in recent years, including gun violence and LGBTQ
health. Topics such as elder abuse and incarceration have
been the topic of few publications in the last five years,
suggesting possible stagnation in these areas. About one
third of the relevant publications included were related
to the pediatric ED. We found very little research in the
following eight topic areas: transportation, financial
insecurity, education, employment, incarceration, racism,
and legal needs, possibly because they may have been
traditionally perceived as less directly related to clinical
care and may thus have received less attention.
Prior literature has examined the scope of EM research
focused on material needs; our study also examines nonmaterial social risk factors for health outcomes. While the
acknowledgment of the interplay between social factors and
patients’ acute health care needs and outcomes has existed in
medical literature for decades, terminology such as “social
emergency medicine” is more recent and has increased
following a consensus conference about the field.7
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

LIMITATIONS
There were several limitations to our review. First, we
largely used only the PubMed database, which may have
left out relevant publications; however, we systematically
searched PubMed, and a majority of biomedical publications
are indexed in PubMed. All our search terms were specific
to EM, which may have also left out research relevant to EM
conducted in related settings or fields. We limited our search
to “title only” rather than “title and abstract,” which may have
also omitted relevant publications; however, after attempting
both “title only” and “title and abstract” searches, we found
“title only” searches to have much higher relevance. We also
did not conduct a detailed analysis of publication quality,
given that we set out to complete a scoping review rather than
a systematic review; however, publication quality would have
been difficult to assess across the diversity of topic areas given
the vast array of topics and study designs. We maximized
reliability by using two independent reviewers for each topic
area, with a third reviewer who reconciled any differences in
opinion regarding relevance or publication inclusion.
CONCLUSION
Social emergency medicine research has accelerated in
recent years. Numerous observational studies and commentary
publications have defined and characterized problems relevant
to social EM, and several educational interventions have
demonstrated ways to improve provider awareness of different
social EM topics. However, based on our review, there is a
dearth of social EM research focused on patient-centered
interventions. A consensus-driven research agenda should be
pursued to accelerate patient-centered interventions aimed at
social factors that influence acute healthcare and outcomes.
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Introduction: Physician finances are linked to wellness and burnout. However, few physicians receive
financial management education. We sought to determine the financial literacy and educational need
of attending and resident physician at an academic emergency medicine (EM) residency.
Methods: We performed a cross-sectional, survey study at an academic EM residency. We devised
a 49-question survey with four major domains: demographics (16 questions); Likert-scale questions
evaluating value placed on personal finances (3 questions); Likert-scale questions evaluating
perceived financial literacy (11 questions); and a financial literacy test based on previously
developed and widely used financial literacy questions (19 questions). We administered the survey
to EM attendings and residents. We analyzed the data using descriptive statistics and compared
attending and resident test question responses.
Results: A total of 44 residents and 24 attendings responded to the survey. Few (9.0% of residents,
12.5% of attendings) reported prior formal financial education. However, most respondents (70.5%
of residents and 79.2% of attendings) participated in financial self-learning. On a five-point Likert
scale (not at all important: very important), respondents felt that financial independence (4.7 ± 0.8)
and their finances (4.7±0.8) were important for their well-being. Additionally, they valued being
prepared for retirement (4.7±0.9). Regarding perceived financial literacy (very uncomfortable:
very comfortable), respondents had the lowest comfort level with investing in the stock market
(2.7±1.5), applying for a mortgage (2.8±1.6), and managing their retirement (3.0±1.4). Residents
scored significantly lower than attendings on the financial literacy test (70.8% vs 79.6%, P<0.01),
and residents scored lower on questions pertaining to investment (78.8% v 88.9%, P<0.01) and
insurance and taxes (47.0% v 70.8%, P<0.01). Overall, respondents scored lower on questions
about retirement (58.8%, P<0.01) and insurance and taxes (54.7%, P<0.01).
Conclusion: Emergency physicians’ value of financial literacy exceeded confidence in financial
literacy, and residents reported poorer confidence than attendings. We identified deficiencies
in emergency physicians’ financial literacy for retirement, insurance, and taxes. [West J Emerg
Med. 2021;22(6)1369–1373.]

INTRODUCTION
Personal finances are important for physician wellbeing
and success, and between increasing education debt and
stagnating reimbursements, sound financial management
is becoming increasingly important for physicians.1–3
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Compounding the worsening financial situation for emergency
physicians (EP), the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid plan to
decrease Medicare total allowable emergency medicine (EM)
charges by 6% in the future,3 and due to the rapid opening
of EM residencies, all EM jobs are projected to be filled and
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possibly exceeded in the coming years.4–7 These factors could
impact EP salaries and their ability to manage increasing debt.
These trends are concerning as debt negatively impacts
physician career choices,8,9 career satisfaction,10 and quality
of life.8 Debt is also linked to depressive symptoms,
cynicism,11 and burnout, irrespective of specialty or level or
training.12–15 While there are many contributors to burnout,
having a financial plan and enough money are protective of
burnout.16 Despite the importance of personal finances to
physician success and wellbeing, formal financial education
has traditionally been left out of medical education12 as
well as much of US primary, secondary, and post-secondary
education; it is required for high school students in only 17
states.17 Emergency medicine residents also receive limited
education on debt management, and many young attendings
feel unprepared to manage their finances.
While there is a growing body of literature on physician
wellness and burnout and despite the growing importance of
financial literacy for physicians, research on financial literacy
is limited, particularly for EPs. We sought to characterize
perceptions of financial education as well financial literacy of
residents and attendings at an academic EM residency.
METHODS
Study Design
We developed a financial literacy survey (Qualtrics
LLC, Provo, UT), which consisted of 49 questions with four
domains: demographics (16 questions); Likert-scale questions
(1:5, not at all important: very important) evaluating perceived
importance of personal finances (three questions); Likertscale questions (1:5, very uncomfortable: very comfortable)
evaluating self-perception of financial literacy (11 questions);
and a financial literacy test based on previously developed and
widely used financial literacy questions.20,21 We expanded the
test to evaluate domains important to physicians (19 questions;
budgeting, investment, retirement, and insurance and taxes)
(Appendix 1). Using the department listserv, we distributed
the survey to all current residents and faculty in the emergency
department. Participants were recruited over a two-month
period, from mid-August to mid-October 2019. This study was
approved by the institutional review board.
Study Population
The study took place in a three-year, urban, academic
residency with 60 resident and 50 full-time faculty members.
All residents and full-time faculty were invited to take part in
the survey. Participation was voluntary and not incentivized.
Study Variables and Outcomes
Respondent characteristics included age, gender,
attending vs resident, years in practice, retirement account
from prior career, career prior to medicine, prior formal
financial education, timing of formal financial education,
participation in self-financial education, and source of selfWestern Journal of Emergency Medicine

financial education. Financial characteristics included current
education debt, ability to pay off their credit card, and ability
to afford a $400 emergency. Outcomes were defined as
overall performance on the financial literacy test as well as
performance in each of the four subcategories: budgeting (four
questions); investment (nine questions); retirement (three
questions); and insurance and taxes (three questions).
Statistical Analysis
We first described baseline characteristics and
financial characteristics of survey respondents, comparing
characteristics between residents and attendings using chisquared, t-tests, and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. For “the
perceived importance of personal finances” section, we
calculated and compared the average Likert score for each
question using t-tests. We stratified perceived financial literacy
into four categories: budgeting (two questions); investment
(one question); retirement (two questions); and insurance and
taxes (six questions). We then compared the average Likert
score between residents and attendings overall and for each
subsection. Lastly, we compared residents and attendings
overall and subsection scores on the financial literacy test
using t-tests. All analyses were performed using Stata 15.1
(Stata Corp, College Station, TX).
RESULTS
A majority (73.3%, 44/60) of residents and half (48%,
24/50) of attendings in the department responded to the survey.
The median age was lower for residents than attendings (28
vs 38.5; P<0.01). Gender did not differ significantly between
the resident and attending groups. A minority of residents
(22.7%) and attendings (16.7%) had a career prior to medicine,
and while not significant, more residents had a retirement
account in their prior career (50% vs 25%, P = 0.4). There
was a similar rate of formal financial education between
residents and attendings (9.1% vs 12.5%, P = 0.7). A majority
of both residents (70.5%) and attendings (79.2%) participated
in financial self-education, but there was not a significant
difference between the groups (P = 0.4). Two residents reported
having formal financial education during residency. These
residents possibly pursued financial education on their own ,as a
financial curriculum was not available through the residency at
the time of this survey (Table 1).
Education debt differed between residents and attendings,
with 50.4% of residents having over $200,000 of education
debt and only 12.5% of attendings having greater than
$200,000 of education debt (P = 0.02). Residents were also
more likely to have credit card debt that they could not afford
to pay off (34.1% vs 8.3%, P<0.01). While not significant,
fewer residents could afford to pay for a $400 dollar
emergency (86.4% vs 100%, P = 0.06) (Appendix 2).
Both residents and attendings rated the importance of
personal finance highly (4.54 vs 4.87, P = 0.1), but overall
importance of finances was significantly higher than average
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Table 1. Characteristics of survey respondents, stratified by level of training.
Age; median (IQR) (P<0.01)

Residents (n = 44)

Attendings (n = 24)

28 (27-29.5)

38.5 (35-43)

Female

9 (37.5%)

14 (31.8%)

Had a career prior to medicine

10 (22.7%)

4 (16.7%)

Years in prior career; median (IQR) (P<0.01)

4.5 (1.5-5)

4 (3-5)

Had a retirement account in their prior career

5 (50.0%)

1 (25.0%)

Had received formal financial education

4 (9.1%)

3 (12.5%)

1/4 (25.0%)

0/3 (0.0%)

Where formal financial education was obtained
Undergraduate
Medical school

0/4 (0.0%)

2/3 (66.7%)

Residency

2/4 (50.0%)*

1/3 (33.3%)

Other

1/4 (25.0%)

0/3 (0.0%)

31 (70.5%)

19 (79.2%)

Participate in finance self-education
Source of finance self-education
Books

19/31 (61.3%)

14/19(73.7%)

Website

25/31 (80.7%)

18/19 (94.7%)

Podcasts

12/31 (38.7%)

7/19 (36.8%)

Financial advisor

12/31 (38.7%)

10/19 (52.6%)

2/31 (6.5%)

3/19 (15.8%)

Other
IQR, interquartile range.

perceived financial literacy (4.7 vs 3.4, P<0.01). Residents
rated their confidence in all financial literacy categories lower
than attendings: budgeting (3.3 v 4.6; P<0.01); investment
(2.3 vs 4, P<0.01); retirement (2.7 vs 3.8, P<0.01); and taxes
and insurance (2.6 vs 3.8, P<0.01) (Appendix 3).
Overall, residents answered fewer questions correctly
than attendings on the financial literacy test (13.5, 70.8% vs
15.1, 79.5%, P<0.01) (Figure 3). Stratified by subsection,
participants scored higher on budgeting (80.2%) and
investment (82.1%) than retirement (58.8%, P<0.01) and
insurance and taxes (54.7%, P<0.01). Compared to attendings,
residents answered a lower percentage correctly on two of the
four sections of the financial literacy test: investment (78.8%
vs 88.9%, P<0.01) and insurance and taxes (47.0% v 70.8%,
P<0.01). Residents and attendings scored similarly on the
budgeting section (88.2% v 85.7%, P = 0.4) and the retirement
section (56.1% vs 63.9%, P = 0.2) (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
Physician finances are linked to burnout, career
satisfaction, and successful retirement. We sought to evaluate
financial literacy at an EM residency. We found that prior
formal financial education was uncommon (10.3%), but most
participants participated in self-education (73.5%). While
financial literacy was perceived as important, perceived
financial literacy confidence was lower. While attendings
performed better than residents overall, particularly on the
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

investment and insurance and taxes sections, both residents
and attendings struggled with questions about retirement and
insurance and taxes.
Unfortunately, we have little understanding of the financial
literacy of physicians. Limited prior studies evaluating financial
literacy have found that while there is a high level of interest in
financial knowledge, self-perceived financial literacy is felt to
be poor.8,12,19 We also found that while there was a very low rate
of formal education, there was significant interest in financial
education through self-education. Also, many residents do not
feel prepared to make financial decisions as attendings, and
many program directors are concerned over resident readiness
to make financial decisions.22
The resolution for this significant problem is financial
literacy education, but research on this topic is limited. Two
studies have evaluated the effect of a financial education
intervention and assessed investment literacy of residents
finding that financial literacy was near the average for
the general population, a level considered inadequate by
investors.23 One course was very well received, with all
participants strongly supporting its importance in graduate
medical education.24 Our respondents similarly highly valued
financial knowledge.
We identified key deficiencies in financial education for
residents and attendings, particularly retirement, insurance,
and taxes. While financial literacy was highly valued,
residents and attendings lacked confidence. Further studies
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Figure 1. Average number of questions answered correctly on
financial literacy test, stratified by topic and level of training.
*P<0.01
Res, resident; Attd, attending.

should include other residencies to improve the validity
of our results and better characterize financial education
needs for EPs. Given the importance of financial literacy in
addition to lack of standardized financial literacy curriculums,
residencies should prioritize development of financial
literacy curriculums, with particular emphasis on retirement,
insurance, and taxes.
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Introduction: Traumatic injuries disproportionately affect populations in low and middle-income
countries (LMIC) where head injuries predominate. The Rwandan Ministry of Health (MOH) has
dramatically improved access to emergency services by rebuilding its health infrastructure. The MOH
has strengthened the nation’s acute emergency response by renovating emergency departments (ED),
developing the field of emergency medicine as a specialty, and establishing a prehospital care service:
Service d’Aide Medicale Urgente (SAMU). Despite the prevalence of traumatic injury in LMIC and the
evolving emergency service in Rwanda, data regarding head trauma epidemiology is lacking.
Methods: We conducted this retrospective cohort study at the University Teaching Hospital of Kigali
(UTH-K) and used a linked prehospital database to investigate the demographics, mechanism, and
degree of acute medical interventions amongst prehospital patients with head injury.
Results: Of the 2,426 patients transported by SAMU during the study period, 1,669 were found to
have traumatic injuries. Data from 945 prehospital patients were accrued, with 534 (56.5%) of these
patients diagnosed with a head injury. The median age was 30 years, with most patients being male
(80.3%). Motor vehicle collisions accounted for almost 78% of all head injuries. One in six head
injuries were due to a pedestrian struck by a vehicle. Emergency department interventions included
intubations (6.7%), intravenous fluids (2.4%), and oxygen administration (4.9%). Alcohol use was not
evaluated or could not be confirmed in 81.3% of head injury cases. The median length of stay (LOS)
in the ED was two days (interquartile range: 1,3). A total of 184 patients were admitted, with 13%
requiring craniotomies; their median in-hospital care duration was 13 days.
Conclusion: In this cohort of Rwandan trauma patients, head injury was most prevalent amongst
males and pedestrians. Alcohol use was not evaluated in the majority of patients. These traumatic
patterns were predominantly due to road traffic injury, suggesting that interventions addressing
the prevention of this mechanism, and treatment of head injury, may be beneficial in the Rwandan
setting. [West J Emerg Med. 2021;22(6)1374–1378.]
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INTRODUCTION
Traumatic injury is a major public health problem
leading to approximately five million deaths worldwide.1,2
Approximately 85% of the world population lives in low
and middle-income countries (LMIC),3 where 90% of
injury occurs.4 Morbidity and mortality due to head and
spinal injuries predominate in LMICs.3,5-9 The World Health
Organization (WHO) identifies motor vehicle collisions
(MVC) as the most common cause of head injury. The WHO
estimated an 80% rise in the total number of traffic deaths by
2020.7,10 Several studies have emphasized the importance of
improving access to emergency health services, which could
reduce morbidity and mortality specifically in LMICs. 11-21 An
estimated 45% of deaths and 36% of disability-adjusted life
years in LMICs could be addressed by the implementation of
emergency care systems. 3,13
The Rwandan Ministry of Health (MOH) has made
dramatic improvements in expanding access to healthcare,
rebuilding its health infrastructure by establishing emergency
medicine (EM) as a specialty, developing an EM residency
program, and creating a prehospital care service.22 In 2007,
the MOH implemented an emergency ambulance system,
Service d’Aide Medicale Urgente (SAMU), to provide
greater healthcare access.22 This was a critical step towards
improving trauma response, as correcting hypoxia and
hypotension during prehospital care has been shown to
improve outcomes.23,24
Despite the prevalence of traumatic injury in LMICs,
and the evolving emergency service in Rwanda, data
regarding head trauma epidemiology is lacking. Defining the
epidemiology of head injury in Rwanda may lead to more
focused preventative and medical management strategies that
impact disability and mortality rates for years to come.3,5-6
This study evaluates the distribution and outcomes of patients
with head injury transported by SAMU to University Teaching
Hospital-Kigali (UTH-K) in Kigali, Rwanda.
METHODS
Study Setting.
We conducted a retrospective cohort study at UTH-K.
The primary referral and training hospital in Rwanda, UTH-K
is a 550-bed facility located in the city of Kigali amongst a
population of 1.1 million people.25 The hospital’s emergency
department (ED) is responsible for the acute management of
all adult patients, as well as pediatric and obstetric patients
with traumatic injuries.
Data Collection.
Trained research assistants (RA) linked prehospital,
patient run sheets to ED health records. The linkage was
performed through queries of the hospital electronic billing
system, named Open Clinic. A composite patient identification
index based on patient name, date of birth, date of service,
and address in Open Clinic were matched within the SAMU
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

Population Health Research Capsule
What do we already know about this issue?
This is the first study to assess the
epidemiology of head injury in patients
receiving prehospital care followed by
emergency care in Rwanda.
What was the research question?
We investigated the demographics, mechanism,
and degree of acute medical interventions
amongst prehospital patients with head injury
presenting to University Hospital-Kigali.
What was the major finding of the study?
Our data showed that 56.5% of patients with
traumatic injuries were diagnosed with head
injury, and 78% were the result of motor
vehicle collisions.
How does this improve population health?
Defining the epidemiology of head injury in
Rwanda may lead to more focused preventative
and medical management strategies that
impact disability and mortality rate.

database to confirm identity. Data extracted from these
records included initial vital signs, Glasgow Coma Scale,
administration of glucose and fluids, diagnosis of head
injury, hospital length of stay (LOS), and condition upon
discharge. The extracted data was de-identified and entered
into a secured database Researh Electronic Data Capture
(REDCap Consortium, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
TN) for statistical analysis. The study was approved by the
Lifespan Institutional Review Board, Rwanda National Ethics
Committee (RNEC), and the UTH-K Research Committee.
Population.
Selection criteria included all patients transported to
the ED at UTH-K by SAMU for traumatic head injury from
December 2012–February 2015. Head injury was defined as
patients with a chief complaint of head injury, craniofacial
trauma on physical examination, or computed tomography
(CT) reports of cranial trauma. Patients transported by SAMU
with non-traumatic ailments or injury other than head trauma
were ineligible for the study. We excluded patients if their
records could not be linked to the ED.
Statistical Analysis.
We conducted statistical analysis using Stata version 14.0
(StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX). Measures used to
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describe the distribution of data included mean, median, and
interquartile ranges (IQR).
RESULTS
During the study period, 2,426 patients were transported
by SAMU, of whom 1,669 were found to have traumatic
injuries. Prehospital data was linked to emergency health
records, and data was successfully abstracted from 945 (56.6%)
cases. Amongst the 945 patients with traumatic injuries, 534
(56.5%) were diagnosed with a head injury (Figure 1).
The cohort was composed of 429 males (80.3%) and 105
(19.7%) females. The median age was 30 (IQR: 25-36). Almost
78% (n = 417) of head injuries occurred due to MVCs (Figure
2). The type of accidents included the following: 15.3% (n =
64) vehicle-motorcycle; 11.3% (n = 47) motorcycle-pedestrian;
10.0% (n = 42) vehicle-pedestrian; 8.3% (n = 35) single vehicle
only; 7.7% (n = 32) single motorcycle only; 4.6% (n = 19)
motorcycle-motorcycle; 4.1% (n = 17) motorcycle-unknown;
4.0% (n = 17) vehicle-vehicle; 1.4% (n = 6) vehicle-bicycle;
1.4% (n = 6) motorcycle-bicycle; and 31.4% (n = 131) accident
types were unknown, unreported, or missing data regarding the
type of accident (Figure 3).
Of patients with a head injury in the ED, 431 (80.7%) had
documented vital signs, 14 (2.6%) patients were hypotensive,
of whom 13 received intravenous (IV) fluids, and 30 (5.6%)
were hypoxemic, of whom 26 received oxygen. Glasgow
Coma Score (GCS) was recorded for 416 (79.9%) patients
with head injuries. There were 32 (6.0%) patients with a head
injury and a documented GCS of less than eight, 14 of whom
were subsequently intubated in the ED for this indication.
One patient could not be successfully intubated, one person
was intubated in the prehospital setting, and 16 patients had
no further documentation. There were approximately 17% (n
= 93) confirmed cases of alcohol use amongst patients with
head injuries. In 81.3% (n = 434) of cases, alcohol use was not
evaluated or could not be confirmed.
The median LOS in the ED was two days (IQR: 1-3).
The overall mortality prevalence was 7.3%, with 4.1% of
deaths occurring in the ED. Seventeen (9.2%) admitted
patients with a head injury died. A total of 184 patients were
admitted to the hospital. Craniotomies were performed on 24
patients while hospitalized. The median hospital LOS was 13
days (IQR: 7-25).
DISCUSSION
The WHO has identified MVCs as the most common cause
of head injury.7,10 The goal of this study was to understand
the epidemiology of head injury amongst prehospital patients
in Rwanda. In this retrospective analysis, head injury was
prevalent amongst patients with traumatic injuries who were
transferred by prehospital providers to UTH-K, with the
majority of head injuries attributed to MVCs.
Public health strategies focused on road safety are critical
to the prevention of head injuries. Recently Rwanda has
Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Figure 1. Flow diagram of patient enrollment.

Figure 2. Mechanism of injury in patients with head injuries.
MVC, motor vehicle collision.

focused its efforts on improving road safety. In 1996, the
World Bank situation report measured one traffic accident
every 2.5 hours in Rwanda.26 A campaign of reforming
infrastructure and safety began, and by 2001 regulations
were published requiring seat belts, speed limits, vehicle
inspections, and blood-alcohol levels.26 In 2003 further
regulation regarding helmet use for motorcycles was
published. As a result, Rwanda saw the death rates drop 30%;
and in 2006, Rwanda was recognized by the WHO for its
efforts.24 Nevertheless, our data set suggests that there is still
work to be done.
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Head injury was overall most prevalent amongst
males in this study. The majority of injuries occurred due
to motorcycle collisions with vehicles, but one in six head
injuries involved a pedestrian struck by a vehicle. More
importantly, alcohol use was unknown in the majority of cases
involving head injuries (81%). The data was collected either
by history or not documented. The 2004 WHO global health
risks report attributes 20% deaths in MVCs to alcohol use.27
Given the known association of alcohol use and morbidity
further research should be prioritized to determine the link
specifically to head trauma.
Of the head injury patients, the prevalence of hypoxia
was greater than the prevalence of hypotension. In general,
appropriate interventions were taken to manage these
critically ill patients, such as supplementing oxygen or
providing bolus infusions. Notably, however, 50% of
patients with GCS less than 8 were not intubated. Further
research is required to determine the reason for the lack of
intubation in patients with a head injury, which may include
the continual need for intubating supplies, equipment, and
sedative medications.
LIMITATIONS
Patients who were very ill and unable to identify
themselves were transferred to the ED and listed as
“inconnu” in French, or “unknown.” While we included
these unknown patients in the study, they could not be linked
to the ED records due to a lack of demographic variables.
As a result, recorded GCS scores may be high for head
injury patients because unlinked patients were not included.
It is likely that these critical patients would have the lowest
GCS scores. Another limitation involves data abstraction
solely from a prehospital cohort. It is, therefore, difficult to
locate patients with traumatic injuries who arrived at the
ED by other means of transportation. Another limitation
involves data abstraction. Approximately 57% of charts
were abstracted given the limitation of linking health
records. The retrospective design in an LMIC resulted in a
significant number of missing data points as well. Although
a prospective study was not possible due to resource
limitations, the data abstraction was similar to prospective
studies in the region.28-31
The patients who were not linked may have been
demographically different with varying injury patterns. Thus,
data cannot be extrapolated to all patients with traumatic
injuries in Rwanda. Additionally, the high rate of unknown
mechanisms of trauma may be related to lack of adequate
documentation; further quality-related studies are needed
to assess this issue thoroughly. Documentation is incredibly
important; unfortunately, it is missing quite often in LMICs.
We hope to bring this issue to light so that it may allow for
quality improvement studies in the future. Finally, overall
outcomes regarding physical, cognitive, and psychological
functioning following trauma could not be analyzed given
Volume 22, no. 6: November 2021

that such information is not yet available for abstraction from
the health records of patients in the ED or those admitted
to the hospital. Data was also lacking regarding transfers to
other hospitals in Rwanda, patients who were discharged, and
patients lost to follow-up.
CONCLUSION
A significant proportion of prehospital patients with
trauma have a head injury. This study found that such injury
is prevalent amongst males and pedestrians. There is a need
to document the diagnosis and documentation of alcohol
use as future studies may identify this cause as an additional
risk factor for head injury. The epidemiologic description
of patients with traumatic head injuries can provide critical
information to help guide strategies in the prevention,
treatment, and management of traumatic head injuries in
Rwanda. Long-term injury surveillance and geospatial
mapping should be considered in the future to provide
additional information about the distribution of head injuries.
Further data analysis is required to analyze the association
of head injuries on patient outcomes. A prospective study
involving all hospitals may better define the epidemiology of
head injury in Rwanda.
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